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i-" PREFACE
SThe task of estimatin' the Intentions of both friend and adversary

has always been ctitical to statecraft and military affalrs. The Chinese
ii strategist, Sun 'Tzu, wrote long ago that it Is forekno~wledge which allows

the statesman or general to achieve thIngs beyond 4he reach of ordinary
men*

But Intention estimation has not been an altogetder respectable
I occupation, involving as It does concerted snooping, prying. anti spying oil

the one handl aend the posstbolity of desasterous blunders if the Crong
estimate is made, on the other. This shady I isfeks oflen reinworced byIi ] the remarks of journalists and even intelligence agency leaders ohich
equate the gathering of e nsormation on intentions giththe stereotypedt

j• Image of the spyi cloaked ani daogered, suborning and corrupting informers

! ~and insi•nuating his way itro the enemy's secret councils. Nor are •

> 4 theqonehnd, aemndertheepossibiltity odiseasyteou blnerofh wrong;itlgec

estfailures are uncom ortably common not as in the past. Since the eihoes ob
the CrA's scofdals and abuses recently fadel rgcely has a month gone by
qithout the appearance of an article on the sop-ed' page of a major

newspaper (usuplyy dlorned a,igh an illustration oa a suctably shady and

hooded figure) remindeee tha u itias, thile spy sawel;ites mly be nble

* -~ to count the Rtssstatts missiles 4ad forces. only the old-fashioned ,tgent,
out in the Moscow cold or some oter hoetilr capial, can in5oera us what
our adveraAries intend to do with their force-s Although tlthL equating of
intention estimattion with traditional spytnz Is inaectirate, it serves to
reinforit~e the poblic perceptign of Itentnio~n estimAtion and. ietellige;uce
gathering and a•,lysis as, if Rot respectable, certatnly necensary,

It has not always been so. As recently as the 1950s military
intelligence analyits were explicitly prohibited from .stimating thý

_ intentions of an adversary and required to estimate only capabilittes
($teeh, 1980b). As tht nature of military AMd na-val conflicts dad the
politismd4 relations of the world.U •natIos g wti more tam ONle- and
twit t-pAced, the requiremouts for inzelligenct ostimates of intentions
changed.. Explicit attention to lutentionnas ASW0ll AS capabllties A1 ooW
required of rmilitary AOAlysts (Stoch, l990b) an4 -it has be-on suggescted

thatno nteligece citzte i 0coplate which fail# to give~ attentIon to
iotantilons -and4- the- ititvrAtA0tt of inteotions And capPzb!1ite% into A
decisoon-WAking a"-alysts of tha advarsary (%ullivan, Pt Godson, 19804

It is ifot likoly that a ntiaons I ioklitgneo tgnirto cao
*%adx ht fro* N philosophy tha t Prohibited ite~tntion etimtion- to
estit e * it and loo A: suddenly bogin getting, firstirte

ttredetotly h;0 foreslghduol 0I ttll oene #Aotimate of inetosand
thero resv to* o tin to helio rinit is IiArgely m possibl i=

r ~the eaildof 4 ntelie (dea steth4 1911)4 tiethts~ hv havea
beengoo tooe emrkabl oe scces stories 0 la otgotio4i 4?*ttW4t16ft iro

-tt,174Ai t~U 90)Aoi ole* V-01 .. n sotc atA2d M o tott

-try to i'soprov&- tho ttlcoedg of Intottioo ntimttontw by etamiotdg utibt to
-~ frequird,4 hou it is doned thea "ature of tha Qtoblecs, tAnd tho 00AOsil

U iutentit IntalW stesp In tnit dtrcctiou bxooafn*4 thet phtcfowoltunn~

otifattu wadt it ol rdwdbad" Wft.



came about and why successes occurred (see Stech, 1979). An Important
part of that survey related the general problem of intention estimation to
recent research In cognitive and social psychology on human infotmaction
processing. The present study takes this research a step further and
Investigates how naval analysta estimate the peacetime. naval intenri~ons of
the Soviet Union and how this task Is affected by our human limits as
Information processors and probiem-'solvers. to effect, we asked rAd
attempted to answer the following questions: What are the essential
processes of naval analysis of Intentions? How do the problems and limits
of human Information processing affect those processes? How do these
problems appear In actual naval estimates? How serious and wide-spread
are such problems? What might be done to aid and reinforce human
Information processing and problem-solving to possibly strengthen naval
estimates of Soviet Intentions?

This study was prepared for the Office of Naval Research under ONR
contract N00014-7S-C-0727 with Nathematita, Inc. I ex deeply grateful to
Comander Ken Hull and Hr. S. Rt. Simpson for their advice, guidancet and
support ia this research effort. I aim also greatly Indebted to many
colleagues, friends, and advisors who guided me to the hearts of the
Intention estimation and human cognition problems. To the extent that I
have aimed In the rioht, directions, they are due the credit. If I have
missed the target, I ato to blame. Drs. Richard Betts, Garry Brewer.
Judith A. Daly, Robyn Dawes, Baruch Fisrthboff,, Michael Handel, Edward
Jones, *and Blarry Turner, And Major Generals Doyle Larson- and schlomo Gazi1t
pro'flded me valuable comments on Intention esttimation. cognition, and
Intelligence analysis. Hrk Richards ilcuir shAtred with we his many,
articles And thoughts on the psycholoatcal elements of Intelligence
analysis. Ps, Cynthia Grato provide4 matl tusights Into indicators aod
the problem of warning lrom alwed t&- to delvc into bnr extensive writings
on these subjectsý. The following Itetlligence veteracts and scholars

* shared their experiences and -reactions to my of forts± Dorwin Gaflwright,
Ray Wlna ili**. t. colby, HatthwCaliva RAYMond Gntttof4 Arthur
Pu0hiCk# Klau4 KAorr, willi~am Koplovite. James McConne4l#lichael

* ttt1_c~vtre*, Dan Haxte, iialter PothirSAYre Zjstvcste And tartVA
Whaltey.H~Am 11 tc gar bv No byand the tall of duty
and produced the wypnctr~t. tabint And figures4 1 ta also0 g44ttfit to0 fts
to" ta&VIS for her Assistaonte.

Most of the P~refatory. quotastions, 0$ It. tIII study C41. be fnU04
in1 B~rtlatt's aQuotations% of any sVietlar gqtd.-*ý Some of the #*V 0
llghtbcanred ap i*** cic1ý hit A* rloch' 1%tirphrs L axi $onk it 1 (I40
Lot4 AV1g*ele Prlcer--, Stntn,6 SlQOan) a46 Pbc~wo thDOIliskRi
(19786, Nov torh; Oelsc*rte Press).

Tht vi ova exptessed htie ore tho*e Of the auhtho 44d to Aot
oeoasssrtly represott:t view bold by The Office of Pava~l ftaaearch,
Xhthnwitics, the.-. or &tATMIrAt, lot-



t ~ .. CUPTER I. INTRODUCTION A14 OLWJtLZN

Before a war military science seems like a real science,
like astronomy, but after a war it seewa mere like

ebecca West

wWHA THIS STUOVDY1OES

This repert examines a sample of publicly svailable estimates of
the peacetime naval intentions of the Soviet Union written by experts on
the Soviet Navy. It does not e:xamine the Soviet Navy itself, except
through-these sampled estimates, becatse the object ivt of this study Is to
determine how such estimates are made, where the esrization mothodis might
be tweak, (or partieu~arly strung), andi to make somec recot-arttndetlions for the
authors and users of such estimates. Because of this focus on methods.
the images of the Soviet Navy conveyed here are apt to be misleading -

the reader should consult the original estimates for more faithful images.
r But the reader seeking a means by which to weiah and judge- coofticting

e.stimates, and the ostiat~or seekdsig to Improve the crafc, may fled 40ome6
helpful analysis here.

Yvaluations of the methods of estimators- have beet conducted
before and these prior efforts have tnflue~iced the oppiroach taken hecre.

lktý examle Zeorge (1959) Aaescssd the Methods 44d Predictive Ac~curacy of
'rAo44 anAlysts In tRorld Uar tI, Moare rece.4tly Mecher (1978).asse

the ethds nd rctrac ffoecatr prodtctiog tge4o-i int Patolnlof
lw ioqnal e.eono'ie dnat eao y (r4pottod 9 ad ttchnology. Catckle

(198),Lee(197?), and tiolaman (1980) hove assese~ud tile methaft wi4
accuMrAcy of CIA estitvAtesa o~f Soviet dte"*# emzteodituros. WtLegry u4ý1
Coplitr (197S) compared the metitda of $tote DpArtneuc intelligance
Owalysts to guanotitacive- tachnIque-v add-renned to the %-Arv- itotues. Alhort
¶tehlsrttcer (1914A, bl, Q. 1flTo4 h) Ova~lwated OWe %Ocun~cy of U.$. DOtNOsc-

t~tpatu2ft stinat-gs of Soviet 4tate!tqit C- tait an0-tis 4 ht tit-
itAs the E4letous bhasiQ OK4 ti -tl,44CeaOre I~ tt 4 QAOO

* asti~tt~ wilittie.or *40ttittatea W4s to intdll__-0e-4 OW44to"d
analysts (elg., sto~r $97d; 'tLcay 4Wd Co -1, 97%; $aly, l064).

ghat io t-h- paint- of 4*wsessinft the ft-irthdt 0 es-ticnors or tthei1r
ptot##4 t judt##ent1 rather than just ieit th041A estimte 4.0d

* . jwgmenrsttottv? Thi is a eseat (i-0t-Alst Son u lit ratleecs A
bfl et chsr soeto-,whw Oit Ufate sPe~kk tor 0heealves aIto thAt the 4*00-w-td at

-ttstgr 40v ony nontoprtanrt iýpaer do th@"stecl t4;isAtOe (GM'rhttoft
19N8). Thi i~deA th-At tnole ee can -eew. ec&Edrf trea c-V fa:ts4 '

nutaschej y thesi4Xie~ tiaurtof ~o , isPArs .b~ttssra
(190) a~ele tnncoAM& an 0 an~Ve tsttitcC I*- ileft that All thid

IfActs nleed to tort% into troth is ufnbziasd Oobervaftcie, a"d that theo
"(ActoihOs Na ill aJ*$t 401P OvWitf~t~in

uaw tihothdo £IUm-1got tjtidtt h s440 tuay Of

hua euawtt iutl V 0Co



thugt Inflenc th -uge.t (se -.. -tO1- 199 -
2

>
M

oY;and

Scjellige98c) a Taysi mlethos or ~c 3aisttc thrivsal mater hodoofgeeryay

Issue as hros * quustiorL Is asked can have * major inlalence -on the answer.
A recprý. review- of research on how people make decisions, (Kinhorn and

j Zgacith, t9Si>O' nrgiautshat (erapha~sis added):

tAmost iioportttat einpiric4l results in the period
* 14¾c le~Z4have s~hown the sensitivity of judgmani and

choice to oeenx gly %inor changes to tasks (p* ý) *

It minor, *aaitr4ovevlooked aspects of Judgment tasks can
sigifcanlychagejudgteats, even though no oats are cag, then A t-sew wrthhil t ext~ive heestimoatiov tosnk, and ave~Witch details

of method might be reductng'Oth reliability or valtdity oesmas.A
recent conteptua2 paper- on estimates baset* on oncertoai dat (Unveil aci
tZparutt, 1918z 46-47) makes the related point:,

anIs both on SVOs fLattaiti*e StttIsticiaW~ and a prakoatck
-rule. maer 4-epetdtng on wha~t he is ased to do with
uncertaiin ir~cfn~tacozt % (tals) laptlies that dsearipttort

-of toak varnaetCrs deerVn wnf attentiAOn thAA It- ha, ciw
far retcowive4"

This Sto to.4 is n e!!Aand 4epct entncltr -of thet "task na eesOf the
a404yet stwmAting Uh PeacetimeOVA1ý avl Itact~t14n cte oveNvy

Alvwkys prAy Vto your oW-pcoittoe ito vi-tk,4 nVed~w
chat i a trog sra 'cnn$ rattiondity. Thtrvture

sChare to #lvapvi thit poultilitty, in tttoty, at, hAa4ltg -cute
wIcked by outthhkiq0 thelUA

fliat~ of~y Pit* -i W.-4 o

tO tlb~t 4 *4 it Cot~etmao With 4-. Ion- rra40zo- km% t4,*- ~k~tstt tht
set.St~t~ 1~4; t~ttntt etfl8ka it ta4n be-tsnActis

soOavl b tintmtd (tcee6i It-fl tand that tul lltta q 4xtto utf

twoottd tt40 tb_ tkad'tioual '1*$4 to avens~ttht~l~ jia of
totvitOns (nth~ *f~l VONr 04) t)0v thie pti400 Otht ettiAVt,4s vtctkh

aprar to S4M "any -14th ra, thi- a!n~ct (1KO Ltuinl)it

"a~nt Sateot4 io ecan

itf6 Vn .Vtew tilt arba clottly nou h U. 'Will tecogoite
iAsU- Patiat 64 the Vrobtest.



~ 1. sarei hy focusan estimationNbises, v~kenkts~ea and taltacle.0? The

ucientific encyclopedia, Roper Bncon'.% flpw-_ajs Ieie oPp
Clement IV in 126$, do-voted the first ot Ittt s"vooi major parits, tc; human

failngsand thelr cakuntw. Classic vxacmple% of aniil::ses ofl fauilt'k are
Thtomas 11obbes' Lcaviathan and Miem~oth, intrrat ions ot Elhe toll'ýtt 411d

P ~sltorccomitnýs ofl man. Swifts 011tver's Trivts st ed pottcal

fatilts; Voltatrt~s Cnie !soeial tlawt; !lesnham!a Dook of F'atliei-S'
hItstorical tind ecooomic c-crows. thsrprtmksto-ttte~Pli
thLo-se rauks-, bot chev serve to illustrAte a varrtngp, It Bacoa' A va
excessively sinfql, tiubbes" man a brutish boast, $viit.ýh W-t ftfSOIU
knave&, 4ad VoltcatrL- =3r i gttoraant wil, the pitfall ofl ctw tSz
study is tht it MiR*"t be. readý aS cbaraCtf4tr-i(!? th0 naval 44 a
clever but selt-befuddted tool. thizi is so tar from thfe afm thts S--'tdy
that Its opposite isR far closer to the- crettin it 14ny opinion
C subJucý-ive avt biased perhaps) that niaval an8yat-s, ore --. elc-eul Atnd
a oh)Ist ica t I4e d 014t an-y prb eaitrVt heir es%.tw-twac ar

* trctsa subtle 4ad ntanobv otis.

it s avory oreat mtstako, a mistake Renchat an tes ve

or failores o! f4teeitstttt* 4c~tr4qY are- pfri*a foteý ovidestee dt the
~~sctaate 10theI 41t ccspeets aad Itel sls. te 4s qlr this

v -yreso,0 014 nood for analysts- VMAZic caWt e~hop wstlmat~iot L~'i Ito
Or olystsAmi vere ý # pArslsta this study
zould do, for a-va~l analYgis tdta haw nIIa Mtro have' dtio fie tott

rto4,1 4 it s b-4# wivl 4Md 1gtolltawt A41Q0±W t-01 cwlt do their
sqk ý will that sAr44I A%*4%tf 'ýl thitur eac4hod* Art owdod t

aeoti~tit lettiýtlWas

£~ t 4ZI tAC 4~t t0 455 fl nvI~ ~ 1 f r v t~tav4 liratisot Stho &q itt

nr tsta4 aayt tktit ft~ktj4gAts 4Wvgrltio cRaigieni U aIUW 0clqr 4,4iT

the11. r Ver iOkc two 4tiN.- iettsl a et4 it'
tt Slee~t- CUM N f--1414 et-44 t, %tatt aV4 -4f~ 3009 $Ot'It sad 0to.0

lot* ~itv wt *16*idk tst tttt6t0tt 4C MU4iO k 10 ®R14
colw vr euij trt t#ta

Sodt dt oin t 1tv USs-not lt~bi Uek-4 in PO tItt., iaM 4 SOSt

l val.t'is ith titot544 *t-IOAvVie b t~o ~ISit~t1
t4ce tot Sbv tet Navy.d ttt



Soviet naval avaiation units afloat. In May and June, 1967, during the
"Arab-Israeli War, the Soviets deployed two anticarrier task forces to the
Eastern Mediterranean, matching the two U.S. carrier task groups, marking
the beginning of an expanded Soviet permanent presence in the
Mediterranean. Between 1965 and 1976 Soviet Mediterranean warship
operating days quadrupled from 4 500 to 18,600, with the largest jump
coming in 1967. In October 1967, during the Arab-Israeli War, Egyptian
forces manning a Soviet-built Komar-class missile patrol boat sunk the
Israeli destroyer Eilat with a surface-to-surface Styx cruis2 missile.

Thesc events had an immediate and continuing impact on Western
appreciations of the goals of the Soviet Navy. They also seemed to many
analysts to reflect a sharp change in Soviet intentions and led to various
interpretations (as we shall show in Chapter 3) of why the Soviets had
altered their naval policies, of what they could and would do with their
new forces and forward deployments, of the risks the Soviets might run in
these activities, and how they would employ these capabilities in
peacetime and crises. Furthermore, a variety of methods were developed by
analysts and employed to investigate these intention questions.

Despite the differences of opinion on long-run Soviet naval
intentions, there was considerable agreement on the short-run significance
of these events among Western observers. For example, the Y-class/SS-N-6
submarine, roughly comparable to the U.S. Ethan Allan-class/Polaris SSBNs,
allowed the Soviets to begin closing the margin in offensive sea-based
strategic missiles which the United States had enjoyed from 1961 to 1970.

The Moskva-class represented a significant departure from a Soviet
policy dating from the post-Stalin era which deprecated the survivability
and utility of aircraft carriers in nuclear war and stressed the
superiority of the Soviet anticarrier oefensive task forces. While some
Western analysts quickly pointed out that "the Soviets (never) questioned
the value of diversified carrier capabilities in a variety of situations
short of (nuclear) war" (Wolfe, 1972: 37), others (e.g., Herrick, 1968;
Smolansky, 1977) note that the Soviets have still to launch their first
fleet aircraft carrier. Still others have noted the Soviets act as if
their anticarrier warfare task forces are a significant hindrance on
Western use of carriers in crises (Dismukes and McConnell, 1979: 22),
implying a continued vulnerability of carriers. Analysts agree that the
new Soviet naval aviation capability poses e new dimension to the problem
of estimating Soviet naval capabilities and intentions, but disagree on
just what these developments portend.

The expanded Soviet out-of-area deployments to the East
Mediterranean foreshadowed the commencement in 1968 of regular deployments
to the Indian. Ocean, and ended what McConnell and Dismukes (1979: 16)
noted was "a full decade (1957-1967) (in which) no recognized instances of
Soviet coercive diplomacy based on forces in the forward area occurred
The Eilat sinking demonstrated that conventional gun-armed ships could be
outranged and sunk by much smaller missile-armed craft. Wolfe (1972t
23-24) asserts that this event "served perhaps more than anything else to
sensitize Western naval circles to the threat implicit in the Soviet
Navy's adoption of anti-ship missile armament . . • the Soviet potential
to challenge Western surface supremacy came to be taken far more seriously
than hitherto." Analysts agree that these developments are perceived in
the West as "coercive diplomacy" and a potential challenge to Western
surface supremacy, but they disagree on how realistic these perceptions
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are and whether these are the reasons the Soviets have undertaken forward
T deployment and adapted missile and rocket technology to naval weaponry.

The combination of these events made several conclusions about
Soviet naval intentions fairly widespread. The explansion of the Soviet
strategic offensive capability represented in the Y-class program, it was
reasoned, would "draw" other Soviet units into blue water areas,
especially ASW forces to protect the Y-class boats from Western
hunter-killer submarine and surface forces. The Noskvv-class ASW
heliocopter carriers could serve this function, could operate against U.S.
Polaris boats, or could be adapted to other roles, for example, as a
vertical envelopment platform to support amphibious landing operations.
Any of these missions could be expected to draw Soviet forces out of home
waters into Preas previously dominated exclusively by Western navies. The

equipping of Soviet surface and submarine units with long-range
surface-to-surface missiles gave the Soviet blue water task forces a
credible capability previously lacking against Western forces that were
out of range of Soviet air power.

The Soviet Navy, without increasing its forces (indeed in some
y respects, e.g., cruisers and destroyers, with fewer forces) had been

transformed, in the eyes of the West, by Its construction program and its
expanded deployments, from a coastal auxiliary, into a potent competitor

-r of the West on the high seas.
Furthermore, the Western perception of an uptwing of Soviet

cc:;rcive diplomacy" (McConnell and Distaukes, 1979; 14; Dismukes and
McConnell, 1979) using these transformed caoabilities was compared to

A -pronouncements (made in 1967) by Admiral Sergey Gorshkov,
Commander-in-chief of the Soviet Navy, that in the mtd-1950s Moscow had
embarked on a new naval policy "aimed at building up capabilities not only

rfor nuclear (world) wars, but also for conventional (local) wars and the
t ½protection of state interestso abroad in peacetime" (McConnell and

Dlsmukes, 1979: 15). The fruits of this now policy, the naval units which
appeared in the late 1960s, were scemingly put to use projecting Soviet
power and "protecting Soviet state Interests," beginning in 1967and
continuing up to the present.

In addition to this supposition that tv, Soviets have
intentionally designed their fcrcen for traditionol diploqiatil power
projection and the capability to Influence or ensage in limited
Conventional wars (as Well As to undertake other qdsilloosti CtgA t strategic.
offence or defetuse), We-stern analysts have rtach'd other conClusions tht4t
make the Sovietr Intentions for thetw gurees of great Interest, Thoea
ca€pabillttes mAke Soviet Involvemet Pt Third WorWd -týes more ikoly and
more fruq•kent thtat would suttptrpow•er crtm btwý1 the USSR and thm UuoicdF ~States 4lone. Similarly, CIhO unite4j tateu, 4-s A cnulc of Soviet
inducement, is more likely to becoino Involved in smallerý ese0 th4n ito
bigger onei which force it, o directly confront the Soviet*. 'this %tf.ttol

and lf%:oaeasnp, posutblt1ty thAt loegl atisca .Mi-k drAw togstthtr both
buparpovetu (as iappeied Itn the Middle Fwt tn 0956, 1467, and I?3, and
in the lndtan Oceao in 1971) t•,tka any sovi- t inteotito regarding loal

*0d irjci~ F may ho diplonacy. orconvont~onalI •icapibilitte•s of tottoes• -o t~he Witned Stotoo, -h 0 to • 0o p1ticol nS

that Soviot iotluete may tt'ereby he owpangnv; -anld tI the convnttoai
add atrategio *1lltary senseu becauseo 0 S8. tkilitAry torveuý (especiatlly
naval on-s) MAy becoMu onnshed lt conflict with SoviOt utUlt. I,

S " ,
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addition, the Soviet Navy's expanded forward presence increases its daily
Interaction with Western fleets since both sides detail units to observe
each other's exercises and operations. In the past, harrassments were not
uncommon. Although the 1972 U.S.-Soviet naval agreement to prevent naval
Incidents reduced the dangers of accidents and conflict by mishap, the
frequent Intermingling of forces in the various areas where large
deployments overlap (the Mediterranean, Norwegian Sea, the Baltic and
North Seas) made interactions with the Soviet Navy common and unavotdi'ble
as Soviet out-of-area deployments increased. Thus, with respect to Soviet
world influence, to strategic deterrence, to Third World crisep, and "o
daily peacetime noncrises contacts, the Soviet peacetime intcentions for
Its naval forces are of great military and political significancea to th~e
WIest.

MWA THIS STUDY COVERS

This study examines In detail the methods -of naval analysts as

these relate to different steps of Intention estimation. Although the
main purpose of this study is to assess methods, some analysis of the
characteristics of Intention estimates is necessary. In Chapter 2 the
various means of prediction are described along with their requirements,
the Issues of specificity and precision are discusied, and the possibility
of assessing the complexity and logic of estimates Is suogesteds

In Chapter 3 nine cases are reviewed which reveal differences In
-analyst&' concluslor's on Important Issues regardinS the peacetime
Intentions of the Soviet NrAvy. these casea provide a mini-~review of the
methods and conclusions of many of the naval analysts in our sample,

provie a hortsurvy of cm rtical issues, and inteoduce th.., nonn-aval
analyst to some important controversies. The main purpose of thls
chapter, however, is to demonstrate the range of poasible error In current

Cbspter 4 contain. the mx anaolysis of this atridy, a dissection
of eatimotion Into cotuponerut parts and an asseeanment of these parts f rom-
the perspective of cognitive psychology. logic, and informatioo
processing, This *asesament is Inleptudent of the conteot of the
estimates and aimts at a deeper -nde-rstanding of the stat-atiorn process,

chaputr 5 provides a Variet~y of rcmedtosfor strengthening
thoestizutioo proctess 4ad offsetting catty of the infrmstion prcssi.ng
Pobleta- noted In Chapter 3. IHany of the methods cecommendsd have already
e-to tried or tosted in other air.es of laelligencc eatioAtica,

The analyst* -to this tody ito based oo a satupl of neael ettiostes
vidoly available to the publit4 Thtat sources a-.* listed to TAbie t.
(Table I also notes the a braviations usa4 1A~ thts study for the , oe
Irtquaittly w~ed volumes to lieu oi the tttgulAr r eftvening forwt)

sokottlon meethO4 Thtte t~iAtet veto #eletted i" the folloulot.
6anner. A Iltdratute fitivey vias Wdo of recetit papier. directly or
PeriPhera#lly fc~te1t4 to tbt pe*Cetj%. jt0nttons Of the So~ittc NaVy. Thle
led to a 11ot of tutoty~-plus voluaes oAd papers. Bawy of these ovierlapptd
iand elmimnating duplic~tios led to a list of thirteen titles, wety
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Table 1. Sources of Naval Estimates Assessed and Consulted. (Abbreviations
i.used in this study in parentheses.)

T Estimates Assessed:

BLECIIMAN, B. (1973) The ChangingSovietNav Washington, D.C.: Thef Brookings Institution.
BOOj1, K. (1974) The Military Instrument in Soviet Foreign Policy 1917-1972.

SLondon: RUSI.
DISMUKICS, 3. and J. McCONNELL (ads.) (1979) Soviet Naval Diplomacy New

I York: Pergamon.
IiERRICK, 1. 4. (1968) .S~oviet Naval strategy. Annapolis, ID. Naval

Institute Press,
i HUDSON, G. R. (1976) "Soviet naval doctrine and Soviet politics: 1953-1975"

World Politics, 29, 1, 90-113.
bcCONNELL, J. M. and B. DISMUKES (1979) "Soviet diplomacy of force in the

third world" Problems of Communism (Jan.-Feb. 1979) 14-27.
M1ccGWIRE, M. (ed.) (1973) Soviet Naval Developments Capability and Context

(SNU). New York: Praeger.

---. (1979a) "Naval power and Soviet global strategy" International
ISe..urity, 3, 4, 134-189.

S....-(1979b) "Co=entary: Sovt~t iucer.tions international Security, 3
5, 139-143.

MccGWIRE, H., K. BOOTH and J. McDONNE'LL (eds.) (1975) Soviet Naval Policy
ccjGctRve (and ConUstraints ( ). New York: Praeger.

MccGWIRE, [. and . u. Fci0ONMLt4A (eds ) (1977) Soviet Naval Influence: Domestic
and.tFieignWnUS ienons (SUI). New Yorkj: Praeger

1411'I, .J.¼4.) (1978)Navl Power in SovietPolicy (Npsp)-

tiltZE, P. U., Lt SULLIVAN, et, al. (Oda.) (Atlantic Council Working Group)
(1979) sectring, tho seas-: Tha Soviet t4val Callenge and Wkestern
Al .ane.t 0$T) U~0 We

RUS9SK A, A. (t) 7S) Soviet and Chinese Influene In the- Third

"T "the oavolutioa ^f Soviet strategy iA the iidd~c East* Ogbi,

2 A~~r, . t  if~)Ueert~~t~the, %xlet Sa='y ix han*Vdbok. tkwpott,
R4t; . va teAt4 V.A ic040 Pren.

P.AxaWAL$. V). (9A)t 1Rotti ida l to tho StA_ A study 1nP-_tjt~n of

h17FrT~T y~ percept Lone of ItS. poaftiaaof-ot-.twgth

J0&S~C4  r V#7) u~twa t ad 1iitoteA Vwar: Iroesoair oui tho uto of
the $wvidt akrifcd toirc,15 ttirld PoIAtE%.4 -0() 4-

.. ~i..ast~l)sbvttfl ho~igitmoy ItVMaTetn KuZpe, thet dyeatc*0tt 'of PoItticAl
Autoiioaty Atrd 4.1&tary IMVontoVl~~ ~itictt, 19 (2), 2i6-2tl.

r Ie~s. 9'. (1911) 'hW~y the $aviet (omie zhbtksý It couild fight and W10 a

Po aN. (19fl) snvl!tit &tN lV~vt: _Chik tot tho *9)0#* New tort"
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similar to that shown in Table 1. This tentative list of titles was shown
to two leading figures in naval analysis, Michael MccGwire of Dalhousie
University and James McConnell of the Center for Naval Analysis (CNA), as
well as to technical officers in the Office of Naval Research. The list
was also discussed informally i th naval analysts at CNA, CIA, and in DoD.
In all cases we asked if there were titles or papers not on the list that
should be, or titles on the list that could be dropped. The resulting
recommendations led us to add several papers and to consult, but not
analyze several more.

Tyes. It is not likely that this list of estimates is highly
representative of any one school or type of naval analysis. Both
quantitative and qualitative papers from a variety of disciplines other
than naval analysis are included. Analysts from government and academia
are also included. Not all the papers in these collections received equal
attention; the major emphasis was put on those most clearly related to
peacetime naval Intentions.

WAT THIS STUDY DOES NOT COVER

Several important issues regarding the methods of naval analysts
are not treated in this study. These are all important dimensions of
naval analysis methodology and deserve detailed assessment, but such
assessments require resources that exceed those of this study.

Accuracy

We do not attempt to comment extensively on the accuracy of the
content of the sampled estimates of Soviet intentions. While It is
possible to demonstrate occasional instances where an analyst has been
proved right or wrong by events, in general, naval estimates are too vague
or imprecise to allow us to assemble a useful track record of accuracy
In many cases accuracy could only be appraised by resorting to claa6if led
material. A partial record of "hits" and "misses" would be highly
misleading. Some analysts, for example, may handle only the hardest
topics (in the sense of predictions), and have a large number of obvious
at*ses and an unmeasurAble nu.ber of hits, It would be Inappropriate to
coapare these analysots ith those predictIng other issues.

Social etfot~t*

tath estlate it assued ,an this study to be the product of Its
authors, This assumptioo neglects the social facts that shape the
plannilg, conduct, avd draftiog of intelligence products. Analysts are
vot immuoe 9tov soial pressures or tifluences during these stages, and
th*ee social effect can perhape be detected it the fitished estimative
produtts. To aseis; thit soctal ionfuence adequately, however, vould
. qutre e*ther a prtkiipant-observet or dirett observation of the
analyst tt wvotk. These are both feasible methos but were !Vtacticable
in the prete•t study.

i8



Organizational Effects

This study makes no effort to determine whether naval estimates

tend to reflect the organiza-ional interests of the institutions that
sponsor them. Lacking any clear metric for prediction accuracy we cannot
meaningfully determine if analysts for one organization typically over- or
underestimate the Soviet Navy Nor can we meaningfully assess what an
organizational bias might be through simply examining the estlates of
analysts from that organization. Even if they all "sang the same song,"
it could simply be that they were all accurately perceiving the same data.

V It is also possible that analysts in an organization came to the same
conclusions because of information processing biases. That is, the
organization may predispose the analysts to use certain methods (not to
reach certain zonclusions), these methods may tend to bias informationIprocessing in certain directions, and analysts come to share conclusions
because they share methods. While these are intriguing possibilities,
they could not be .iddressed here.

lb N'otivational Effects

The common understanditig of the term "bias" gives it a motivation
meaning: "I am biased toward a particular viewpoint because that is how I
want things to come out." An alternative to this "wishful thinking"
definition is one wihich sees bias as serving instrumental ends: "I am
biased toward a particular viewpoint because it will suit my ends to have
that vuew accepted."

Note that these meanings do not imply any conscious deceptive
intent on the part of the analyst, Deception might be a hoax, or a lie,
but it cannot be a bias. These motivational biases are unconscious
self-deceptions.

This study does not deal with motivational biases for two reasons;
philosophiccl and psychological. A motivational bias implies that the
"analyst tends to think (is biased) toward a conclusion that somehow he or
she could know is not accurate. It implies that the analyst could control
the effects of motivations on perceptions and thinking If he tried hard
enough or struggled to remain objective, In effect, motive oue (wishful
fulfillment) struggles with motive two (objectivity) and If it wins, the
analyst is biased because motive one theu struggles with perception and
again wins. This logic introduces several layers of regress from what can
"be meaningfully observed and measured.,

Psychologically we can demonstrate several means by which bias in
analysis can occur simply through Information processlno muchanisms
(Chapter 4) without recourse to motivational mechanisms. These biases are
stro'la and porvasiyeo and can be- asseased directly. w4hile we c'annot deny

* that motivational biases exist, It seemed move profitble to assess the
mote accessible cognitive biases. Since these Are less Intuitively

ditficult to guard agaiast. In tact, Most people aro unwilling to accept
,V |that, without explicit halp, othy caooot logically thitk through complex

problems.

This Otudy doel not address the Charp.e that ititlkigonce estloates
are often uroug beauso they arc political creationa with little r9lation



to reality. While some estimates have sufficient policy import to become
political footballs (e.g., the Team A-Team B episode regarding Soviet
strategic intentions in the mid- to late-1970s), most estimates probably
never reach important politicians and are protected from political
pressures by sheer neglect. Political pressures may be brought to bear on
any forecasting or estimative effort that has potential policy relevance,
but in a pluralistic society with a highly decentralized bureaucracy, as
in the United States, a variety of differing political viewpoints are
likely to be represented in any pressures that are brought to bear.

This does not mean that political competition can substitute for
estimation objectivity. The interaction of these two tendencies is an
important component of the analysis of intelligence production but beyond
the scope and competence of this study.

-".• TO USE THIS STUDY

The following remarks suggest how various readers might peruse
this study other than reading it cover to cover.

Naval _Analysts

Chapter 4 describes a variety of nonobvioua problems with
estimation logic and narrative logic. The examples demonstrate how these
information processing problems can occur in naval Analysis. Naval
a*ualystas may find reasons to ceflect on their wom methods in this chapter,
and many new ways to question and challenge the conclusions of rival
analysts. This chapter provides an objective means of osseasing the
methodological validlty and logic, and the cognitive process, of intention
estimation, independent of data or conclusions.

Chapter 5 reviews a variety of "thods and techniques which have
been tried in other intelligence fields and which might Improve naval
analysls and intention estimation* While not a handbook or cookbook of
methods, it suggests Ideas for new hds in naval estimation,

Chapt•e 3 briefly reviteVs so0m MAJor ControvetiVsI 6MOS nAval
analysts regardina the future peacetime inteationo of the Soviet Navy.

SOViet Aalaysts

Chapter 3 bWietly sa•o -rtes dif feinlg oplatom oo the future
direettoo. of the Soviet Navy* Thtse opea questtoos sugges*t *ow
Important gaps to out uoderttiodlot of the PAsto preseot, And tutu-* of
this increasiftaly importa. Soviet itstitutiod and the Ueed for 4nonaval

Chap tr suggsts how some of these aiff~rencts of opinionf arite
fiom the Vwy analyits procesS Ilforattion 0% t•te Soviet Navy, Th*e*
bit*i **ay afftet toy snalyets. They also tugear toie potitble
ditietious to lo for ramedLes. The". diitctiovA ace outited la chapter

Cos0umeOrs ot ?RAVAI Rttisates

The problematic chatastetlotics of cutrent naval estimAtee
(Chaptet 1) iake thea leas useful than note precis*, speifitc, and/I10



predictive estimates would be. But precision and predictivsness must be
traded off for uncertainty. At present, uncertainty is not handled

. explicitly or quantitatively by naval analysts. They are well aware of
uncertainty but seem not to know what to do with it except acknowledge tt
and skirt it. This leads to many biases in the processing of uncertain

I information (Chapter 4). Naval analysts, like most people, seem largely
unaware of these biases. Problems with the content of estimates may
actually be due to the methods used to process information rather than to

zz •problems with the analysts' data, perspective, or conclusions.
While a range of analytic opinion probably exists on any subject

of policy importance, this range itself can be an important gauge of
analytic error and uncerttnty (Chapter 3), and a sign that (1) the
differences are due to =etho4s as well as opinions, (2) other methods may
"be useful (Chapter 5).

ogitivePscholgists,

Examples of cognitive and information processing biases are
usually the product of laboratory demonstrations. Many "real world"
examplos from naval analysis are presented and assessed in Chapter 4.

7" Chapter 5 suggests many methods for improving estimation and judgment,
most of which have had field tests in intelligence analysis, but which

I deserve greater investigation in controlled laboratory s tuings,

Students and Managers of IWtelligence

I Serious scholars of tntelligence may find the analysts of the
charActelistics of estiumates ioChapte-r 2 ofinterw# to particular the
diucussion of prediction, specificity, anid precision,

The biAses desaribed in% Chapter 4 are qq-t unqique to nav41 alyts
or tntentiank estima-tioit avd may weaokon intell-igence analysis Of All forts.
Similarly, the suggested twzhods for improvemenut (Chapter 5) havt ha~d 4oine
favorable roceptaon a to nttfligouce production awa deserve futhert.

SLinve-stig'atiou aud application.

1'
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CHAPTER 2. CUARACTERISTICS OF ESTIMATES

METHODS OF PREDICTION

The prediction of the future behavior of another actor, such as
the Soviet Navy can rely on three modes or methods of analysis, which
Scheibe (1979) has labeled sagacity, control, and acumen.

Sagacity

Sagacity depends on the understanding of an analyst or estimator of
relationships between subtle cues and behaviors. A simple example would
be the analyst who uses the number of submarines now in various stages of
completion in Soviet yards as an indicator of future Soviet submarine
strength. A more subtle example is the relationship analysts perceive
between a few marker words and Soviet military doctrine (McConnell, SNI:
605-614; Dismukes and McConnell, 1979: 314; Gallagher, SNP, ch• 3;
Kcc~wIre, SNI, ch. 2; it is sometimes argued that these perceived
relationships are, in fact, illusory). Sy observing which features are
correlated with a behavior, or precede a behavior regularly, the analyst
becomes able to forecast the behavior by watching the indicator cues, much
like a doctor cAn forecast the future course of an Illness by making an
eppropria•t diagnosis and using it for prognosis. The key to this
prediction protess is association, either immediate, or distant.
Zasediate association occurs when the indicator cues are perceived as
closely related to the behavior to be predicted, for ex4ample, vhen the
Indicators occur just before the behavior. An important class of these
8ssoclations ore those 0't analyst views as causal -- the occurrence of
indicator cues r*e perceive4 as nece*sar*y and sufficient for the
occurrence of the behaviors For exampls, the analyst eight perceive a
strategic threat to the Soviet homeland as the cause of a Soviet Navy
Vtot attack -on Wettern forc-s believing tht such am attack &ould occur
owly w hen sueh a threa vwas •rcelved by the iSovets.

Diflant assocatiovs might depend oa- data that ere diagno*ult
rathtr th#eI i•eaeate or c.aual The tact, that a MrtticulAt Soviet task
gr~op i-cludet •hipo Vith eurface-o-stace m!ssilet nay sutgoet a
tendetcy tot that task Sroup to behavt ti parttcujlr• wys that it I ould

not it it were, noy. cceovW-4 Of UrTaCe-to-4iu 'or ftittaUtabeerino gatfare
a .it ano~thr en rUieterson (to Disaiwk*s *nd. fcCotineil, 1919t. 46,

94) hs not.d that the 4te of0 SoVitet aurtu#c shtps tI Inv*4rely related to
ethei ou-aU-are.. depomn an -h fratent4-y of chai pott C4ils An the

"third VorW -- tht Sovttts tei d to tall yolth their _ewest 0hps. 4e ii
thus somewhatu iat i of 6 iion, a-t be•oc, tutur* behavor

(4'IQ*)7 ~et or tb epirical r*btion betvtoo Indatictor a8-d
tea'eioti Is tiedliAte ot ditatnt depends oft fators other tha* .caitelyt
and d14e060tioty, ttM It to 04rt subjaccive.- V tttotoa fls~t1tiOt~t
-,A Vi toe-ety ettto ut cot vory ptedictiV*. tot nt. wo, tt pro.abiUlty
chat a Soviet 0hip waking a PO6ttl viiiW1 b* 06dwro $ istk 4vItih. Wit
0W pr6tbi lity that nto given i 4or SoVitte arshp v111ii .. a& 06tt" call
Is ptoably -ie todat. tot Call priedits ago bettet thaae rei ctst

In adition tb nob~re eaptft i t ical sasoctation between 1r1itnd iato
and bevi%6ot, the anIytst may tely upoo e theoreical Wlttlat or

S.I
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association between indicator and behavior. This theoretical association
may result from some insight of the analyst into the dynamics of the1abehavior, as when the analyst notes that the increased strategic radius of

U.S. Navy units created by tha A-3 strike aircraft and the Polaris system
would "draw out" the Soviet Navy into a forward deployment. Predicting

I such a relation between indicator (increased range of strategic threat)
a. and behavior (forward defense) could not be deduced from empirical

observation, except in hindsight. It could be inducted, in foresight,
y from a theoretical analysis of the causes of the dynamics in Soviet naval

defensive strategy.

- Control

The second predictive method Scheibe noted depends upon control of
behavior. By controlling situations, or rewards and punishments, it is
often possible to accurately predict behavior. Analysts of the Soviet
Navy rarely exercise any meaningful control over the subject of their
study. S'zch control is not impossible however. The "intelligence

r experim'ent" can provide predictive information by controlling the
information available to an adversary. An historical example of an
intelligence experiment occu',red in World War I1 when U.S. naval
intellgence hai messages sent in the clear about Midway Island being

* rshort of water. J4panese intercept stations monitored this traffic and
U.S. Intertept stations in turn monitored Japanese traffic that revealed
that the target of the forthcoming Japanese att•ack was short of water,
Throtigh this experimental control the U.S. analysts confirmet the Ideatity

,I of the Japanese target.
Wh•lc the analyst may not control the situation or the reword

structure, ie or she my be able to predict the behavior of an ap +,-."'
3 does have such control. It may be possible to predict the

Admiral Gorstkov. and since he exercises control over- certoin
the Soviet Navy, predict what those aspects will be in Cut,

Si~iladyb by assessing -thostte of the art ti( Soviet hydrocutsth
onalynt %Ay be able t-0 Prdictt future Sovielt 4coustic A-SW capabilities And.
t-4ctics. At ttwea the oatiot of control ts the analy'sta own atonntry. Thea
'anlyst Otho wais aware that t0o rolaria sys~tot would impoue new defenise
rCquireftems Oo Soviet 0a""l the sovtct would react
to this rcurni~ t~hile It is 40t 4lway's elsior to predict the4 future
actiotis Of OatiC' Oow eutiqtry Owln those of Anf *±vervary, th" patterns of

I tie rat~ 04K thtOfton aea~urda atli1tary tu~veR pro-vide the aaaly-st
a Usti4 wonrol pce-diet~toa tool#, at siecond hMud as it Vora,

Aetmon
IW -

"rthe thu~d nothod of t'Mcr~ttao vhc ceb W9 cribas to
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Recently an historian recommended such acumen as a major element of
effective intelligence analysis. Richard Pipes (in Godson, 1980) argues
(p. 177) that historical scholarship was one of the "keys to political
intelligence analysis" and that the other was

a deep knowledge of the country, of its general
culture and its political culture in partic.ular, from what
the Germans call Fingerpritzengefuhl, the feeling 'on the
tips of your f ingersr for a given''culture where you know
that some things are more probable and others less so.

In mary respects acumen is the result of pure reasoning,
developing an appreciation of the other's options ana accurately assessing
the probability that a particular option will be chosen. James Uarch
(1978) characterized rational choice in these terms: "a guess about
uncertain future consequences and a guess about uncertain future
preferences" (p. 587). Decision analysis (which is just applied rational
choice) offers one means by which an analyst might clarify his or her
thinking about how, the adversary is making these guesses. "A player with
greater acumen," Scheibe wrote (p. 52), "will be able to penetrate a game
tree more deeply by accurately eliminating from consideration the range of
moves which the opponent -Is not likely to exercise." Decision analysis
could help the analyst outline the game tree and enumerate uncurtain
future consequences and uncertain future preferences of an adversary.

Prediction Reuirements

Given these three methods of prediction, what are their
,requirements; what must the analyst be able to do to effectively employ
them?

aga•ity, &t a minimum sagacity requires the analyst to (1)
tatt•Irie thebehavior and the indicatorc and measue them (2) detect
co.rertilns hergecn the two sets of categortes, (3) distinguish causal

from nortcat-*l t~tVuhp,(4) detec~t diagnostic information in thle
categories, (5) •v'•Aute thec.ettc relationships between categories, (6)
inductively and deductively reaian frmu the indicator categories to a
prediction of the behavloral c4togociee. (7) adjust wteaoning in the wake
of co.firming. or disconfaingt; experiences (r*w !inhorn, 1914, for
compaab~le #anlysis of the psychometric criteria for ezgaewtiyac)

Con0trdl. To euploy control fr predctielon the analyst watt (I)
Chreaet (eri; the c latttonshiPs of th control eltuatiho, (it., kow vhaot.
is controflittg vhat). (2> be able to inf luenco the tontrolling agent
(4trectly or trbough guil*, as in the intolllgeacce experiment), or (3> be
able to use ngjctity or atuman to predict the couutolkiug age"t.

~" Th rqairenta for tnsitht ate by fto 0 waeclear (eee,
C4. totei, 19fl). l&itnioo tod ita undoubtedly uteful in
creating artpresentationi 6f Oth othet.s deciionof process. gistorital

satolaehi, cltrale~eiene, nddecision anwalysitsrat probsAby
useful in validatt" chat Aathough Vetoing. Abound to r cch
eaterprise (e.g., aee flscher, 1970, or flschhoff 198*, on history).
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But the problem of acumen Is an extremely difficult one to solve even whenthe decision-maker is oneself (e g., Howard, 1980; Fischhoff, 1977, 1980;aHrch, 1978). For example, what is "optimal" is highly subjective

(Einhorn and 1iogparth, 1981)., influenced by the context (or framing) of the
problem (Tversky and Kahoeman, 1981), and unstable (March, 1978). Each of
these difficalties is even greater when the subject of acumen analysis is
not oneself or an accessible client, but a remote and possibly wary
adversary, also capable of acumen.

Scientists have Just begun to understand how people develop
insights into such problems as physics and chess (e.g., Larkin, et al.,
1980). For example, people who have "physical intuition." or unslght into
the means of solving physics problems ("experts") tend to have a greater
body of knowledge about physics than do those with few insights

lf "• ("novices"). In addition, experts have that knowledge efficiently indexed
by patterns that, when recognized, guide the expert to the relevant parts
of his or her storr.i knowledge. Larktn, et al. (1980: 1336) characterize
physical Intuition4 as knowledge organized into complex schemes .hat

i- •guide a problem's Interpretation and solution. Similar conclusions have
*•-+ i'been reached about mathematical and engineering problems (egg

Wickeigren, 1974),
AAR +-It should be noted, however, thOt physical and matheOMtical

problems have optimal solutions. It is easy to determine whether the
"problem-solver chose the correct anster or took the right steps towards
the solution. There Is no uncertinty associated with these judgments
either. Xany, de cisions that are of interest to the naval Inal"yst are %lot

Sso eastiy scored, One reason for this is ch_. the Soviets, like- othe-ra,
Must. Make -tradQ-off" decisions -- boi.teffts must he WO&Ahe Isiinst costs
anod one "soed 4 veightedd oiginos another. R1at-ter thAr, rth best detdattoa,
the problem'-solver or dectatog'-gaker seeks the best writhin coooirt~ants.
and such detisions Arc made to an uncertain envtron~ent where future
values and ogteonme can, At bost, be knowa only probab4tistlally.

The story is aft re peated thAt Soviet Navy coeun.jtder c±IrshkOV has
in his office a large vigi to the ofiect thot ý'better Is enormy ofsto
enough" (tKehoe. 'SAX# Vý 38$). Kvidatiet ht-op Sovitt shiPbUIlding to
e.'tlrely C-Onsie~te Vith Cho ;Aotionv th-At the Soviets Art veti go," 04iP
eftilours atid ut*tk tttconal trad"Offs betvedn *hip waliin tt4 n cos*ts

(eg, likiro SRII eh. 20). It. to loess cicar vhy thie? percoivo Vo~mrat
aspects of shpaa qaite or- tive themo the weiaght thty do (O.g.
Kihog, SIt 0 th, 1,T U•,P. th. 8•4

Dospit t the-t d-If tefeacose decisownc lnstthta4 lift phy*iaicx Ow
he~aica Latirit y~baby hly on QC*tapte aOhe#tt of

whib ha~etpet' uesto rouaog'*the typel of problooof tho #AtAl
inti±Xlii'lC# tt alyst tttattog it 6 oAcu taton pre-dict Sovtv~t W%4114t4Q
naqds to tooscruct, t ;ttly, Aaplietly (W~t ereterably, aiwplcit~tl), A

I Ititent ioms inVOlve tour dU~erentfloen 4tn a %t4 the
_ýrget ati w "ltc the ;d atio isdircccd(, thestnttinNc th tet

%4to +it -4 iS i~tum, cL t

uoadc specific level i# tho ctona -A detaleod tet of ntrcits41esetbnU__
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all phiases cf action, target, situation, and time. Bven a very specific
plan may fail to foresee every contingency li the situation, or provide
all the details needed to effectively accomplish the action. At the most
global 'Sleast specific) level itnentions may lack detait on each of the
four elements and may reflect only the general orientation of one actor
toward another. The following diagram follows the outline of Fishbeln and
Ajzen (1975: 296) and uses entries from McConnell (in Dismukes and
KoConnell, 1979) to demonstrate the specificity of Intention.

As Figure 2,1 suggests, estimates of Soviet naval peacetime
intentiono may 1ie highly speelfic. On the other hand, many estimates

Sprovide no more "tan a global intention and a cluster of actions, aad fail
to predict or- ic actions, situatious, and times these se*ArMl acttons
V411 occur.

Spetificity aatd Prectsion

The specificity of an $nteatioa estimate Is clos•ly tied to the
possible precision of that escimatoo It Is iposs~ble (or a vague, global
Intention estimate to be pcectse* The mitaiu level of specificity for

intentl~on estimsatea is specific- action. This At leatst penzits preciat
senuros off behaviors. This level lacks preclsioti oo tahet. Whare, or in
what circumstances the specific action will. occur. Aa extimkce limgited to

Thtonz ~ $Pooq speifi ac~ yhv rat utitlity gouctheless,
especially for aUC1h tasks as ca~tu~aetlfl cotutker tacticis

--
-oof rena treit as

~tets fiteitosmybe e-ithor hirghly procise (t-e,
predittiors) or lost orcseie forccAsxw)- flit 4$st~iton be

f~r~ttst,44 Predletiono is by oo *c.t-a a #*Wtle thu (**a*, *to
tr~s~n an Jos l79~USftl -u ve vill takt vreduttiof to reato to

*ettnate of ,W1 ow bu to en its of intuitt00~ rht gcofto0 t4V0 c gnOf

rwe at t4f i V th e N otq vili bo neioW etat. tt ant If tt~s, f-our
Ott 1* 01tM4 vs rtta Ch a tiCat a t~forct 0 lo0M n3 at Wen

Severa ftr iitk cp~o ttee4fnaw
oeaspe-t-lly that of. *oAt"&~tt~t(.- tea n lb tt1

define itredicr#44#su *t V t40, but 4.tlov a thnt"t ta ptlittt or

atti patae tuitthfr ofth~ k04&~ YS*i asal ttt& ha h

Ata ~We cil 0un a tait lotitia4tvfitv qgins t rael in Ike otel e~~ouly tiesan 0#4t fa tors Q ar rif thi . do,
othr -*old* ftcoa m state 04~tknaet tntolliteeoco r0o4tu4 itto 0%Y4Vrt

*** vs li. b67S 17).i#,4 Thi ftut't th~t u Pua It va tu

ntikts Wd t4td betl ofte t t~n thrt

(etc uft t"oaucf O vaay o 41d Cott p. *tfl cau&Qb.4l~do
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Nasser may decide that some sort of military action,
regardless of the consequences, is the least risky course
left to him. (Specifies action.)

Egyptian suspicion/hostility toward Israel is unlikely to
diminish under Nasser or his successors. (Specifies
target.)

Despite being specific on one factor, the lack of specificity on any other
factors prevents any useful disproof of these estimates (e.g., can anyone
actually determine if "Egyptian suspicion/hostility toward Israel" has or
has not "dim_ ýIshed"?).

Time Horizon

The expressions short-range, short run, or short-term and
long-range, long run, or long-term are often used by estimators. Rarely
do estimators specify what chronological periods are meant by these
expressions. This vagueness is not uncommon:

Rarely, if ever, do (forecasters] specify where the boundary
between short-range and long-range lies or what exactly is
meant by short and long. While there is a traditional
requirement in science to replace qualitiea by quantities
this tradition, apparently, is not applied to the realm of
prediction and forecasting (Tasehdjian, 1977: 41).

Both historical jxplanations and future predictions have time
horizons. This horizon is the boundary which separates what can be
explained (iti the past) or foreseen (in the future) from what cannot. An
historical explanation can be extended into the past only so far before
its important variables become anachronisms (e.g., nuclear deterrence
cannot be applied to explain events prior to 1945).

Historians sometimes do attempt to explain history in terms of
First Causes, just as some analysts of the Soviet Union recort to an image
of primal Russian man as an explanatory device. Such explanations are
hardly worthwhile since they usually fail to link events with proximate
causes and they offer feeble links between events arJ distant causes. The
greater the distance in the past the lower the relevance of the
connections, because the number of contributory causes increases
tremendously as the explanation reaches farther into the past.

When estimators use the recent past and the present for
predictions and forecasts they assume past trends will stay valid through
the time horizon of the forecast. As that horizon extends there is less
probability that the ceteris will remain ,aribus. i e., the present and
past trends, extended into the future, are more likely to change. The
immediate past and the immediate future are approximatoly related in a
straight, linear fashion. The multitude of starting points in the distant
past converge on the present. The possible courses of future events
diverge from the present. As events become more distant from the present,
either in the past or the future, they are less likely to be related in a
straight, linear manner to present events.

For example, Ascher (1978) has found, for a variety of :orecasts
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(energy, population, economics, transportation), that V'ie more distant the
period forecast, the greater the error, although the relationship between
distance and error Is by no means linear.

In contrast to the forecasters Ascher studied, naval analysts
rarely specify the date for which they are making a prediction. Instead,
naval analysts, when they consider a time horizon at all, usually do so
within a situation-contingent context. That is, they tend to estimate how
rapidly or slowly the Soviet Navy might act within the context of a.
specific situation, e~g., cri8sis This form ol contingent time prediction
implies that time predictions are only accurate if situations can. be3* correctly identified, and their onset accurately marked.

It is interesting that naval analysis of Soviet capabilities has
highly specific time horizons, but that analysis of Soviet naval
intentions does not. That is, analysts of capabilities realize that, for
Lxample, ships must be planned, designed, constructed, and delivered on
schedules, and that the ~'physics' of these schee'ules allows the analysts
to project when systems will pass various stages. 1however, even those
xnaval analysts who believe Soviet naval behavior is planned seem not to
find evidence of the time factor in those plans. In fact, such analysts
tend to explicitly avoid the concept of a Soviet timetable. This implies'I that the Soviets have only flexible, contingent plan.;, although the
Soviets may have a general framework for coercive naval diplomacy, for
example. While an estimate of capabilities which lacked an explicit time

4 horizon would be automatically *judged incomplete, estimates of Soviet Navy
plans for future peacetime behavior that included an nxplicit
consideration of time would probably be judged highly as improbable by
other analysts. On the face of it, however, there is no less reason why
the Soviets should not change their planned capabilities thaoi they should
their pla~ned Whaviors.

I Situation Prediction

The sitoation, or context, lo which action takes place tends to be
the framework of =-ay naval estimates.. The two most commoo otud general
situations considered are wartime and pecetime m-sion4*, Wartime
minsions are gLnerally subtlivid~d Into nuclear. gener-~l coovontioual, and

l~m~edwar Peeett~:naval tAbks include such subdivisions -3 statesic
deterrence.) diplomatic presence, power projection. Crisia influence,
client support, dealntrations, exrise$. Specificationi of sttuatiolls

rdictate the conditions' and olrqostdaces uadtr which thu Sovitt Navy would
Tweor men fietfigplctm-stuattooo tseem to be used by

naVal1 andlyst* iA aUr $oMplet stat)rtOS An rklle, fte;M. The
400aOf uSiC 04r SCIS, tat liO va40Vt- steko 10 VIA

Might 1644 to a U.S.V9 tldvid Utto~ Ycnrot~al ~i
apartieulAr C'-grdplllt rdsol% (etg,& tho Hiddle EAE)o Spaifid attorsr e..,Persian C~ulf naval astocso the U-S, otid Soviet N4#les)o add

pArtlecular dettion te:- attetipts by peridn Gulf sctett 4pt~rted by the
Soviets to block the flou of Westero oil). to cdottdgt, HtkCone-11 (to
Disftkes aild Hteoonnell, 191, Ch. 1) dtttapts to %pecity 00e VAriou6
diplordat Ic scurity alstioo the Soviet Ukvy mij~ht unidertakc in o varietty
of tegians, tot diffroet Th~ird Uorld 'ActorSk, 41%4 qhteh otittt Involve

several diffarenit Actioiis. eltatlyi, ftcaiell's "toes* ikre tat mot
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flexible and able to cover more situations, but are much less precise,
than particular scenarios. On the other hand, a particular scenario Is
not likely to occur, I.e., 0It is likely to be wrong in one or more
particulars. McConnell's "rules," by attempting to specify future
relationships, rather than specific future events, are less empirically
testable, but pe3rhapa more theoretically heuristic as a result, That is,
his rules do not specify which particular actions, actors, or targets will
be present In any given situation (although the rules restrict the range
somewhat for each situation). Instead, t~e rules generate a limited
number of situation .~~swhich are loose enough to include most; or all
anticipated Soviet naval diplomatic activity. The "rules" do not predict
Intentions so much as suggest the likely bounds on various situations
(e.g., the Soviet Navy would not risk confrontation with the West in a
particular situation, but may risk increasing tension, etc.).

Target and Action Specification

Naval analysts are often quite precise in specifying the targets
and actions of the Soviet Navy Ini certain elaborated scenarios. For
example, the frequent contacts between Soviet Navy anti-carrier warfare
(ACW) ships and U.S. aircraft carrier task groups duringp Middle Eastern
crises (e.g., 1967, 1970, 1973) have led to fairly precise estimates of
how the Soviets will organize sad deploy their ACW forces against the
carrier targets. In general, to the degree that the tar3gets are naval
systetaq and capabilities (e.g., aircraft carriers and task groups), or
naval actions (a g., amphiibious Intervenition ashore), naval analysts seem
able co estimate specific Soviet naval actions and targets of action. As
th4 targets become let~a naval in nature the estimates become leas
specific and dIffer twre trouQ eachi other. For example, when the general
target Is Third World client states, naval estimators &.re much less
precise tn specifying the naval actions and specific targets of Soviet
aaval action. Analysts tend to differ on which actions the Soviet Havy
4111 tryo on the targots the Sovieto will try' to it~lvenceo and the goals
the Soviets sees to bo trying to ochlevsý W~hen targets are more mn .1 io
usure (a.&t U-S* carvier groups). 4lyot d~sagrecoents on Soviet ",tiona

It t quite nat-gfhtforvard to ovaluate thie accuracy and validity

ofa Predictio"; one $limply gooparka It to, .reality. It the actioo.

colifirt"Cd it'i far 60r* diffkult to satoe ioreeosett* A&A analyst, for
*Xepe fotecatt AD 1"CreASO If% eilitary action Wut faluM to opec-Ify the
tioa hotizoo, RIom dott one tyvalustt this -optoondfad atateatot ~--ti

forecast betoott trtut ,jot to tu~o &* the projected attiti t~kao place,
604 stay# opt" I.ty~ti it beo4e4i3 truo* so"e f retaota ca" abesre dabily
oeored thain other#, e-s*, tbose that 4pecify action And time. for
*XAUPI*. V;0jections of savlet "aVal t*0biiitse Iinsky oftly specity what
64~ Sovitst Utii tutld *ad the date*, vithout rteferenc to tArgets or
situatioo. Thts* Projections wan be- stbrtd attAighttotwordlY4 ltoreebts
of SOVIet naval invtenhtions*, Patitiultirly those cast io situottiooil.y

de~enden ten., re ie 4itukt to soote cotrcetlyt particalarly it

go



Table 2.1. Clhaacteristics of Complex and Woncomplex Annlysis

Noncolnplr. Analysis C m ltex Annlysin

1. Vague goals for analysis and no 1. Explicit goals and criteria for
clear criterJa for specificity Specifying content of Conclusion.
of conclua.Lns.

2. Limited or nonozistent plan of 2. Clear methodological outline, ex-
analysis, no vcheinatic blueprint plicit staILens'iuc of relations
for sequencing the inference and between methods and. inferencea.
deduction process.

3. Vo clear relation between 3. Explicit criteria for weighing
(a) methods and data, and (b) methods and evidence against

V conclusions or recomendations. conclus:'ns.

F 4. Little connideration of dIynamic 4* Attempt. to account for past trends
processes In time; primary iocu and tendencies and relate them to
on the status quo. the status quo.

S. Repeated use of sane unalytic 5. -rogression from conclusions, to
nothod, or same data base., with new data, to methods, to now
little increase in new W.formation. conclusions, to new data...etc,

6. Minimal critizal reflcction on 6. Explicit consideration of method
mnethods employed, no use of devil's strengths and weaknesses, attempts
advocacy, multiple methodology, to offset biases and veaknesses.1. hypotbeseos disconfirmatiou. through multiple vethods, use of

•" disproof as veil as coafitida8'

evidence.

7, tleovy relionce on unproven i, Relfi i-u o enpr•ical tostint,
hypothesen, OSsmptioAis, con"- ;mrtimony, ;tlld Occans " haor rather

ritonl.widetStereotypes, ;baM COUVOO;A00.
doctrinal gvn,

8. F-ocus on falwl1 details, 8. U.Phavip Oil "jar Processev.

9.UUQ of mly-B1144, AiPS10-factor 9.Use of tvultipta hyppOescsos, MultIpl.
thMOrieS for 109&0 SCtalo PwcOAs1= . dita tiotiv o, vuntiple rvithuds to

building blocks of theory,

10, Tuvtius to ConfVIAmttae G T,,t4tr to d4p'rove hypotheses
*(fortS.l!in4 a~t1 -(Pfamus of atIA0)

It. ThtO&OOC V~iO diogv Vteptd. auper-I U..tptliet 110k% batwuiVn avoat# nrzd
liei@1 Alftiogt rea cvfcep'ý tE4 Vlaia.itth mkiAua luF, t~ntpt" t&v fiit ddOO^t tio of ipuProe a-tu
ot Oveitt or @spattafioipc

tat 1.*140tkmtto ft#of ftkge I VA04mith o'.i tn .ld tow* o

I

~3. £3. tK*0ni"id1tk )t. it% thoe rtagt OV-4 a s4s4h

14 i l~ t o ftc ti~ati c& fts, 14. Orfeu v to E~cnt ofo5 prt.tet
-ith PcivNý; Otr "e'o~ ~ 't s to Vorif tFy~

O(W ttfatiy to dt~o tootinenl p~sat~c Q~utka
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the situational specifications are vague or loose. Furthermore,
situational forecasts are contingent predictions (i.e., the Soviets will
do X if conditions A, B, C obtain, but not otherwise) which may require
complex scoring rules for cases which approach but do not actually reach
the exact specifications.

COMPLEX AND NONCODIPLEX ANALYSES

Doerner's (1980) study of decision-making in complex environments
provides a list of characteristics for what might be termed "complex
analysis," or estimates of complex systems. These characteristics can be
contrasted to noncomplex, or simple, analysis, which will be inappropriate
for the estimation of complex problems. The fact that an analysis is
complex does not imply that the conclusions that emerge must also be
complex -- the conclusions may 1ie simple. As the list of characteristics
tend3 to reflect, it is the analytic process and method which Is complex.

These two lists cannot be used to assess estimates' accuracy or
logic. They are only guidelines to evaluate the appropriateness of an
estimate given the subject of the estimate. In general, good estimates of
complex phenomena will tend to have many of the characteristics found
under "complex." Characteristics listed under "noncomplex" are those
Doerner observed when individuals were unsuccessful in coping with complex
problems.

If an estimate of something complex does not have many of these
"complex" characteristics, It may still be accurate, logical, and
appropriate. For example, scientists often employ an analytic process
iuch like that 14beled "complex" here. This may lead to discovery of a
very strono, lawful relationship. In reporting a lawen,±!c law
scientists traditionally resort to a style whose character is somewhat
like what we have labeled "noncomplex." Because the scientist has
succeeded In turning a highly complex subject into a simple law, the
noncomplex report Is accurate, logical, and appropriate (but perhaps
misleading as to the real requirements for that discovery). If the
newly-fdtscovered law is challenged, the scientist may resort to a full
"cmepex" report oa Its discovery, detailing the analytic process.

Aithough these characteristics are only loosely diagoostic of
Whether an estimate lis sufficiently complex for Its subject astter, taken
together they offer en additional usefol assvsument test for estimates.

-a larp •uber of the tncamplex" characteristics are ot-ed in an

Wistatet it may imply that the etiatltor, like Doeraer~s decision-makers,
hi uot adjusted his or her thinkilg to the complexity of the problea.

LWt LOC Of ANAL(ICAL flOCESM-

Uhble .toplexitty ay be dtag~oeittc of aalytic eppoptiatenesi, ir
t al poor todex of a•ilytit poditttive succeoii Pro.4bly the beoo
Wi tatot oft ptdtttiV* tutctces ti the! n•a"lyti ' tracik re-ord. t , ha
thio aI ilyt (or thit analytic toc iiut.h ) iuttstililly predicted •tlilAr

**#eo* to the peted Such a track retotd coo ooly be . ntngful for
vprtelo predtiettto, Ad stnocawot 0ival amalloti ake toreeeits rather
thao pr•dictionst, ouh a track tecotd scotia g tkatclis It latrgly
ftpoasibte or useless.

For eitamle, it out tool* of Oeal estitate. We fouiud toae



forecasts and predictions about Soviet behavior vis-a-vis Afghanistan
which turned out quite wrong, e go,

L . . .the USSR has never been in a position of overwhelming
military strength vis-a--vis the rest of the world; and this
point alone induced caution. In other words, although the
Soviet Armed Forces are obviously capable of winning a swift
and convincing victory over, for example, Afghanistan, the
repercussions in the rest of the world would be such as to
more than counteract the kinds of gain that, in the
foreseeable futures the USSR might win from such an invasion
(Vigor, SND: 19).

Without a means of scoring an analyst's overall successes, as well as
failures, the existence of a stray miss, or a stray hit, serves no purpose
in assessing the analyst's estimation methods. In short, the best means£ of assessing the methods of naval analysts, i.e., examination of their
prediction track records, is unavailable because the forecasts and
predictions of naval analysis of Soviet intentions are far too imprecise
and unspecific to be scored meaningfully or consistently.L How then can we assess these analytic methods? Although the
procedure adopted in this study is inferior to assessing prediction track
records, It may be the best possible given the nature of currentI estimates. This study dissects the intention estimation process into
distinct elements; the separate mental and logical actions typically taken
in the course of 4~n estimxate. Each of these elements io then evaluated
from the perspective of cognitive psychology, logic, and Information
pracessiag. That is, we ask how well do people genral kifrmsc
mental and logical steps? Are there widespread weaknesses or biases In
information processing at that stage In estimation.? C;;n we demonstrate
that naval analysts actually experience these problems? In other words,
we chop up the estimation effort Into Its necessary pieces and assess the
likely weaknesses of each piece. Problems that are Invisible from the
perspective of the entire estimation procese become visible in these
individual pieces.

Rtaving found that various pienes of the emtimation process may be
weak, we cannot argue that any particular estimate io weak. 1twever, theL ~possibility of weakness should imotivwt; analysts aod the consometra of
estimates to look very closely at the moehodologCtal components of
ustioatas, not at just the etimote's contents. If sucIh exliation
reveals a bias actutilly prosent, this suggest* at least some rte

twoueof vocertainty tegarding the estimAte's conclutioos. It tmy imAyr the C - lnsiostf is invalid. Thus, while W, Camot io this S400rdl study
pass Judgmvnts 00 iodividual Qimtest6* ve do outlino a oe eedure for~

aasaostog lo oo a n sloattoo fttthads, AMi thereti Asasses the logc. of
their to"Cllotus. 1101C1 eal tiuds CAnO produce VIal.d oricttiofts butt only by OhAnco. Volid atthodt otdAtil a 4etter cealnce io th.t 10(v tw of
Suces~sfully prtdictlat tutor* attioo*.

11W s-Z4 rtoult of this study is to dgabnsttate that 0"-tyata 4an
eonuiersofescisatev C40 OaVA14te doailyttc 414tbo.d oju ciey ~

t"404dootly Of 0oieco~tants of the esttstomaog by tocuSino oin thit
inivdullogtcsl stiopt tn the* ttmattion ocessto. Ttowe it, houveori, A-

mach quicker scads of aesse~iu, aaaytieaL pt~editcve Accuracy tot a group



of estimates. That is, if several analysts make forecasts or predictions if
about an event that differ significantl- from each other, they cannot all
be correct, and it may turn out that they are all wrong, But the fact
that the predictions or forecasts differ significantly Implies some (maybe
all) of the analysts are going to be wrong, and that the group of
estimates probably contains considerable error.

In the next chapter, several case studies offer "mini-reviews" of
the estimates by our sampled naval analysts oa significant qutstions
regarding the future peacetime intentions of the Soviet Navy. Wide
differences of opinion exist on these issues, implying some of these
estimates will turn out incorrect in some particular. These cases serve
to demonstrate this range of difference (and thus the inherent range of
error), as well as introducing the nonnaval analyst to some major
controversies in this field.

In Chapter 4, the estimation process is dissected and evaluated.
Examples of information processing biases and methodological weaknesses
are taken from the sampled naval estimates to demonstrate some problems in
methodology and logic. Estimation is viewed from two perspectives, as a
process of judgment and decision, and as a process of historical
reconstruction and narration. In both cases the procedure is the same, to
separate the process into steps and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses
of these separate pieces. The main characteristic of estimates with which
we concern ourselves is the logic of the methods. First, however, we must
look at the content of some estimates.

1r
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CHAPTER 3. CONFLICTS IN ESTIMATES

I cannot forecast to you the action of Russia. It is a
riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma; but perhaps
there is a key. That key is Russian national interest.

Winston Churchill, I October 1939

I '|There's a lot of wish fulfillment involved in our view of
Soviet political intentions.

I~J Richard Helms, 1978

One means of appraising estimates is to assess the dispersion of
(or differences between) estimates regarding a particular event. For
example, suppose different predictions of the number of Soviet submarines
of a certain type in the year 1990 varied from eighty to one hundred. The
minimum error in this set of predictions is 10 which occurs if the 1990
figure s exactly 90. That is, we know now that our set of estimates in'$1o -
1990 will have an error factor of more thi.n ten percent, with the
possibility that the error may be much greater. If the 1990 figure was
70, or 110, for example, the present estimates are in ewror by 30 units.
If the dispersion of current estimatea wtre wade greater, say 75 to 105,
the minimum error increases from 10 to 15 units. The dispersion of a

- ~ rpresent sot of , stimates thus provides an index of the minimum error (or
maximum accuracy) possible in the futtore, but gives no indicattont of the

a •maximum error that is possible. The wider the dispersion of current
estimatets, the greater the fture error.

T g�utmatee of Soviet naval events rely on expiatiQ~n of past
events, interpret4tious of ceurrnot operations, an nexettarions regarding
future operations. to, this chapter we esa•wina som-- difference* between
5stimates of varioues Soviet nova! evetts in each of these poriods, The

differences between (or disporsiM of) theus estimates provides a rouIth
measure of the minimeti 4rror it these exampleso Since cact case of

r III` differing estiqiates wAs #rbitrarily *ampded froma oaav40 larger %at, anti 40o
effort vas made to #elcect thaos estima-tes whiek diffor most, the ranoge of

a disptrsion, and hence the oinitiuk error, would increase as wro entrene
estitmats Were 4dd-ed to the-curr~eot Oet*

A# h this selection of different eg-i*-*to* will indkea04to 44ineh of

ta[mto to. ooidralodWtoworbt,0 pd

esrnte iscent4§~bl~ bt oAn;to theo (averutA t-acit of Metcity
tin All tbo ostimates exo~tnd, it is pos*Able to reatt ooly aqultiv
esrtimAr of tho citotxcm ervor to~ Wach caso. toi *At t4*4s, tiUvtwo*v
theso qualittativea refloct whaot oees to bW seriou# eit"11%Ua

strutS. It isbY0n th cPoujtostc of this stwdy t* ju~fe #w* torious.
whih Pnaly, tWe 94-njiled eass a by 00 o Acan tho ontly Isswes (Olt
Uththtre to** to bo largo Miterthtos betvoim ttw~ttu~tt.o eVow Inst.

rogArdinfl vartio. Soviet uAvAl intatetion Aincludod in thit otu4,* the
outcro e~k,4ast of stous ttittret'wifrs botmedn ostics.4res *itthr natt1!double. Even io the- teA1ta at thnet oW*timts of pe~accrisci~btOs
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To summarize, just as differences between estimates betoken
differences in data bases, and methodologies, they also reflect minimum
exrected error of estimation. The consumer of estimates can reduce
ait.aimum expected error only by narrowing the range of estimates; i.e., by
disregarding extreme estimates. The criteria for selecting estimates to
disregard should include the potential weaknesses in the estimation
methods. This analysis of estimation errors and fallacies allows the
consumer of estimates to judge which estimates rely on vulnerable methods,
and thus to disregard those extreme estimates which are most probably
weakest. The estimate consumer can thus reduce the dispersion of
estimates in a sensible manner and thereby reduce minimum error.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN- ESTIMTES - PAST SOVIET NAVAL EVENTS

Case I: Soviet Attitudes Toward Surface Sht s, 1953-1961

Estimators differ regarding Soviet attitudes towards the surface
fleet in the decade following Stalin's death. On the one hand, the

statements of party leaders, the building program, and the abolition of
the naval ministry and change of naval comander are used as evidence of a
shift from Stalin's vision of a well-balanced, ocean-going fleet of large
surface vessels (Including aircraft carriers) to a fleet based heavily on
submarines, small ships and land-based aircraft (eg., HccGwire, SND:
189-92 . 203). On the other , nd, the statements of Admiral Gorahkoy, the
deployment of naval units in forward Areas (e.g,., the Mediterranean), and
Gorshkov!s *sslvagng" of the Soviet cruiser program are used as evidence
that Soviet plans for a balanced fle-et of surface vessels for forward
deployent can be traced back to 1954 (e.g&, Iterolg, "PSPt 39; Ierrick,
19681 71-2; Jameson. STS: 41; 0ismukes and ttcCoune~li 197T9 14).'

This ifferece U neither superficial nor merely hstorical, The

former- viev $•ut*at$ that the structure of the Soviet fledet Vas deteraned
io large part by econroic s•ttngentlt an•nd the stsslio requirement to keep
VeeItne a*rcCaft carriers and a~phtbious t~ask forces* from Soviet coasts.,
In 9thcr wOrds, the iwajor Causes of Soviet decisions vaet tnternotl
toocoaoes and defeniwytv neads Io reactioa to testovn r~hreat;. The Inter
whw Imp! its exteutloo of a lonrtn-te, d-orta p at fo frward
deplopment lad soe than a decade prior to realitatnoa, And followed

cenelnntiy a tarelt~e death Obvioosly, whether treated as trends,
or f thorettc4l o-ele of f*lat.os0hips, these two vievpo.tnt otto
midoly diftotant explotetioce of the cootrs &Ad dtereltwuaa of Soviet

Afte St iio•0a death to Hanch Irb 9) the ANval oinistry vat
aboiie*4 and -4e*n visolo of a biE* balanc-*d that was abriAdged toa

pit* to bwil4 eutesflaea. laud based eirerah. *ad light. t tn t uface
(tanc~ (Werdetk, 98 Mat') AUmAW x~tt utnmlttov, who 00ared stlr

nt~ak te alaed n 955byMere! Gorshkov, VIo Vat ootod4 lto hit
tmt ts t tWW *laval w~l. ehocloy en his venld V.se 1 leadtership ot

Blac Sea nrvl opr*atitos to s'Jpport of the "ad Ate.J. "Oerrck (P. it)
credt. Crst~v wih waing thsurface floet, tutluhing tho htavy

cruiser.,(c thtthheC .*Ad the 20th ftrty Coogrvsa½! fows to cut
thee ccetuchocplate trLastoly. Metnick (1p. 7-1) writeat
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I To prevail on Khrushchev not to carry out his I
publicly-announced Intentions of scrapping 90 percent of the
Soviet Navy's cruisers, Admiral Gorshkov conducted a
well-conceived and adroit but cautious, step-by-step
campaign over a period of wmre than two years. Gorshkov s
goal, politically speaking, was an ambitious and audacious
one -- not just to complete and retain a large percentage of
the cruisers but to gain practical, if rit theoretical,
acceptance of the continuing importance of large warships in

I the nuclear era.

McConnell (in Dismukes and McConnell' 1979: p. 2) argues that
"naval diplomacy had no secure home in Stalinist Russia" (a Judgment
lHerrick, 1968, ch. 4 and 6, seems not to share) and that naval diplomacy
bears the marks of long-term Soviet commitment commencing with Khrushchev
aud Gorslfkov. Hle writes (p. 10)

1 . . . by the mid-1950s, Moscow appreciated the need for
coercive naval diplomacy in the Third World, that it
perceived its current capabilities to be inadequate for this
role, and had already adopted a long term construction
program that would create credible capabilities,

I In support of this .udgment Mcconnell cites Gorshkov's 1967
"retrospective commentary that the decislon for a diplomacy ot naval force
was made in t954 and airted at creattng a balanced, ocean-Soing fleet

V capable of nuclear and nqo-nuclear wVArs, and protecting state iaterests
abroad in poocet*ue4 McConnell t.hen observes

Gorshkuv*s. claim o! r cotcsciously Planied development, of
couthrse, may have been a ratiotalizuatn after the fact to
shota the party~s -rsiucand control over events.

½ Mconnll avethglssrejects this posuthtltty4 insteada orgains that by

sovivt Third uOrld policy Vert lin 4ttiltst (This juxd~tAqt *too#
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real change of policy" built on the 1954 decision to "create credible
* capabilities," such as surface vessels, for coercive naval diplomacy.

Khrushchev's frequent, strong deprecations of surface ships, in
addition -o the 1954 plan to cut their construction, are obviously
embarrassments for HcConnell*s (and Gorshkov's) thesis that the 1954 plan
envisaged balanced, ocean-going surface vessels , McConnell asserts (p
13) that "in general, too much has been made of Khrushchev's deprecation
of surface ships." To minimize this problem, McConnell argues first that
the surface ships Khrushchev criticized were "gun cruisers and
destroyers," not the surface ships now used in Soviet anticarrier task
groups, which rely on surface-to-surface and surface-to-air missiles, and
which, by implication, Khrushchev would not find so objectionable.
Second, he argues that the modern surface vessels were "the result of a

r production decision made under either Khrushchev or his predecessors."
Herzog (NPSP: 39) echoes this assessment.

It is hard to reconcile McConnell's judgment that Khrushchev had a
well-hidden tolerance for large surface ships with either his statements
or Soviet naval construction under him. McConnell's first argument
implies that the anticarrier task forces used by the Soviets in crises
during their coercive naval diplomacy period (circa 1967 to the present
according to Dismukes and McConnell, 1979) "typically" do not include the
gun cruisers and destroyers Khrushchev saw as outmoded. This is not the
case, however; gun cruisers and destroyers are often components of Soviet
anti-carrier warfare (ACW) task groups (Dtsmukes and Mc~onnell, 1979:
173-5, 179, 211-12). The fact that ships, which even HcConnell seems to
grant wert labeled by Khrushchev as obsolete, are still to be fo'ind in
service alongside more modern vessels, hardly seems compelling evl lence
that Khrushchev's frequent caustic revarks on surface ships were
exclusively deceptive propaganda. If the core of Moscow's Third World
diplomacy of force lies in the Soviet's enticarrier task groups, as
HcConnell assarts (pa. U), the continued presence of gun vessels can only

4be a embarrassment, given Khrushchev-s statements; an embarrassment the
Solvets seem to have m4nivmied by retiring Khrushchev more quickly than
they have reti•red the gu• cruisers and desuroyers he deprecated.

Hecvirtt, 1 (601 203) asseosment of Soviet construction sugglests
that very large cotbAcke in suvface ship building were made as a
consequeAce of deitolons ti 1954-55 and 19SB•$9, uhich he Interprets as
aljor steps &t Qroo -he goal of a vl-bal1,sced f leet with world-wide

capabtlittios - the go* at Gorhkov it 1967 (and 4Coonnoll later) assert was
the bUsIs vf the 19$4 deciuonoo, $tccvt*wr arges that not unV 1961 voet

__trtttuttO ahts-d h t rft a ov* tW*Wrd forward deploymeto
6 tfl 1849-f),* aud a conctrt*d build-up of surfate flt-at uoits, This

shift h lItoks to tno deployatut tqy the United States of tht A-3 attAck
aircraft 00 Aircraft carriers and the na~ subaciot a0d *iasil*l

cotintio. h#o tub tyat*n Nato .. lAVY the capability of
aittack-.ingi the USR trot o••t aIZO iles at teo, a.4 tis "dtewi the Soviet
Navy but toA &ovwwtielistino.

flet-Ctiit* tintrptt those surtace #hip bufildtiw patterhs 4
indiakting itttle Sbvita inttetat tn slaftece V64401% UAti the dfenftos
01isiond 'teidte now surface ctabtilie. to deal ith the Vecttit thtcat,
Kcct~lt~e as notted (tŽ 1394Z) ttha one oi t-6 m4a joXulcicle o

ship b.ai)din 6f th•CiS dectiion Vat to ihlit shipboildinit ca*aity (roe
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[ ~other civilian-oriented shipping. Hie characterizes (SD: 190-1) the 1954
decision as follows:

I What is perhaps less well known, and is certainly not made
clear by Gorshkov's (1967) article, is that the 1954
decisions . . . involved wholesale canc~ellations of building
p rogram-s and a new concept of operations that tied the fleet
even more closely to the range of shore-based air support

To the extent that the Soviet Union can claim to bave a
"balanced fleet," this stem~s from . .about 1961.
These 1954 decisions ... had the effect of taking the
Soviet Navy several steps further away froms being a[ well-balanced fleet with a world-wide capability.

Even the 1961 decisions, which MccGw.Ire sees as directly related
7 to the U.S. Navy carrier and Polaris threats, he labels (SWD: 191) asI: "exploratory 'and making do with what was av~dlable, rather than the

culmination of some long-planned and well-prepared policy."t The evidence
-of Soviet Shipbuilding, MccGwire writes (SNID: 194), "argues against the
contention that between 1956 and 19627orshkov fouý;ht a skillful and
partially successful rearguard action to save the surface ship for the
Soviet Navy,"

LCase 2. Attitudes Toward Forward Naval Deployments in the 19509

As was discussed in Case 1, McConnell (in Olsaiukes and McConnell,
1979) accepts Gorshkov's claim that the policy of protection of state

5.interests was formulated in 1954. McConnell argues that this decision
formed the basis for the 8radual development of a capability for coercive
uaval diplomacy by 1967.

McCotinell links (p. 28) the forward deployment of Soviet naval
forces in the 1960s to an overall pattern of "diplotracy of force" which

- V includes trade. economic and milit-ary aid, cooperative naval diplom4cy 4s
well as coercive naval diploma'cy. lie argues (p. 3) that diplomacy of
force plays a greater role in Soviet thun in Vk,%tern calculat~ions.
ZMcConuell describes (p. 28) the intentions behind this diplomacy as

*.the credible Intention Is vtot to provenit U.S.
itevent1~n Ito the Third World) etitirely -- It w would

lict have the str~opsth of Vill foc that -- buv to conlifte
U.S. intorventiort to detaosve ettds. The 113 -is plot to
deter. but to lImit a~ .~i itiog-show of force.

LRco (E ~ 39 4S that eurtvke :10fufo to 3ro~

uhwdardd by inadequoti! drfAdt sthipsT docatoou to dlopx for4wlrd

ba to d o~n" foroo 1teho atrihntod to a S4oket' ddatro to
V thetw 'OvXT iono the w TnOz Vorl thirug theo~r U 95 0 0,4

d ttli v tot*A4e t tnlls~ 01ý)ttevt 44 swt Lkt th do~w thil'9
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eventually realize a dream that has been held by Russians
since Peter I and Catherine II, the extension of Russian
control over the Near East and the acquisition of warm-water
ports#.

This is not to say that the strategic function of these forward
deployments is neglected. McConnell, for example, writes (p. 28):

To be sure, the focal point of the Soviet naval presence is
within the arc of strategic concern often drawn at Polaris
or carrier-air range around the USSR, but it is also on the
water's edge of a charmed political arc; in crisis after
crisis in the Middle East and on the Indian subcontinent,
Moscow has reiterated that it cannot be "indifferent"

MceCwire (SNP: 506, SAND: 191) traces the Soviet policy of forward
naval deployments to the evolving Western strategic threats of the late
1950s and early 1960s - in the naval case carrier air threat and Polaris.
On the one hMnd, to counter these threats the Soviet fleet would have to
venture out of home waters in strategic defense. On the other hand, the
success of Polaris highlighted the potential of a Soviet SSBN force, and
the Yankee program was set in train. The short-term requirements, to
which MccGwire sees (IND: 508-510) the 1958-59 and 1960-61 decisions
responding, were the need for counterforce strikes against carriers and
U.S. SSBNas before these units could complete launching their strategic
strikes. One estimator, who is otherwise an advocate of a coercive naval
diplomacy Interpretation of Soviet forward deployment, writes (Weinland,
SN?: 380)

The Soviete appear to have adopted a "forward deployment'
posture for . . strategic defensIve purposes -- to be In
position to "counter" U.S. and NATO sea-based strategic

* •offensive capabilities . This probably remains the
principle ralson dCetre of the deployuents. Since the late
1960s, however, deployed forces have been utilized in an
additional capacity; As active Irnstiments of Soviet foreign
policy, protacing and promoting Soviet overseas Interests,

Casa 3t Soviet Navasl lb , ttfvas nŽt~z

Awanseents of Soviet tactits in the Riddlie Est tngst fro*
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to e~ Sovttt- bhvior (for which historicl dat are Ai1eblt) otnd to
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Ruhinstein (INN. 156) sugg~ests chant theo returns the Soviets
received for two decades of economilc and mitittary arid Invested ina Egypt

tjbetween 1955 and 1975 were largely strategic: naval facllltosef and atir
ý6 41,buses useful in countering rho U.S. Sixth Fleet. Same years later.

2 Rubinsteln (1980) concluded that Moscow bud broaiduned Its mtlitary probes
beyond its a~ssntIal security belt (which taight include the eastern

4 :'Mediterranoean) and now demonstratus "alarming strategic outreach" (p.
323). Rubinstein in 1975 assessed Egypt as having considerably more
influence over the USSR than vice versa, and iudged Soviet efforts as
aimed at obtaining needed strategic support facilities in the eastern
Mkeditorratmuan. In 1980 gub~nstein listsi five Soviet &AJectives lit the
Middle East: 1) undermining U.S. alliances, 2) weakeininvg Westert,

4-- Influence and position, 3) expand USSR influenco and position, 4) obtain
military privIleges in order to support projection at Soviet power on
behalf of friendly states and in pursuit of strategic adv~atages, and 5)
thwart a regic~n-sl Pax Americana* In his 1980 ~aceke Rubtnstein notes the

stunniog Strategjsebc Mse exparien~ed in etgypt hut t int this
he observes (p. 334) nthu chan~ges siace. Octobr 17 nSve eai
"an increasingybdad confident f~rwArd policy (4t,41 abilityan

V roAdiness to project power- into ar-es-s of oppoctunl-Y." Ito erci
ttosstot us pursuing a %=or ventuAresome policy 4Mn 'zvn;Seg hghl rr riws
for rogIonal gain." He concludeas vitat goszowt s 'intttary provess4 has
encotraged diplomatic ossertlvenen;" tn asottvones-S R-4Aint41in :SOL'S
335) as incrLasitSly tichocked by th4 Wea-tt
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themselves thinly" (p. 446). He argues that the Soviets will "gravitate
toward low risk projects" and adhere to a cautious search for military
installations. Ginsburg sees (p. 458) Third World state, turning to the
Soviets if they are rebuffed by others and if the Soviets can provide
needed services, but any Soviet "success" today may be easily undone
tomorrow. In other words, the Soviet-Egyptian and Soviet-Fomalian
episodes may easily reoccur.

Both the Ginsburg chapter and Rubinstein's 1975 (SNP) chapter
analyzed the interaction between the Soviet Union and client states. Both
examined the various limitations that clients are able to place on Soviet
action, and the degree to which such limits circumscribe Soviet
flexibility and influence. The analyses highlighted Soviet dependence
upon clients for strategic bases -- bases in Egypt (to replace those lost
in 1961 in Albania) to meet the strategic threat in the Mediterranean, and
in the Indian Ocean to forestall a strategic threat from that area.
Rubinstein's later (1980) paper implies that the Soviets are far less
dependent on foreign basing. He seems to imply that improved Soviet
military capablIties, by reducing Soviet reliance on foreign bases, have
reduced the degree to which client states can hold Soviet strategic
capability (represented in foreign bases) ransom.

Dragiiich (SNP•, ch. 13) focuses on the Soviet's efforts to secure
naval facilities in Egypt, until recently the centerpiece of Soviet
influence in the Middle East. le notes the relation between, on the one
hand, Soviet naval visits, diplomacy, and strategie needs, and, on the
other hand, Egyptian interests. Up until 1967 the Soviet strategic need
was growing for air and naval bases in the eastern Mediterranean but
Soviet efforts to acquire them were completely unsuccessful. Only Egypt s
disastrous loss in the 1967 war, and the destructlon of Egypt's armed
forces opened the way for a quid pro quo with the Soviet Union: Soviet
arms for Egyptian bases.

Dragnich rejects the hypothesis that political and diplomatic
influence-seeking motivated Soviet aid before and after the 1967 war.
Rather, defensive strategic deployments against Mediterrannean Polaris end
carrier-borne nuclear weapons were "sufficient" (p. 268) to justify a swap
of aid for bases. Forward basing of naval defenses against the U.S.
strategic deployments offered the Soviets, according to Dragnich (p. 269),
"a make-shift alternative to a larger and more capable navy."

Ra'anan (SNP, ch. 11) ofters a novel account of Soviet
decision-making in the Middle East. la'anan argues that Soviet military
personnel do not come and go at the demand of client states, and Soviet
presence in client countries is a consequence of Soviet decisions. With
respect to Soviet bases in Egypt, Ra'anan rejects (p. 187) any notion that
Egyptian initiatives governed Soviet presence. In particular, he reasons
that the Soviets foresaw an Egyptian defeat at Israel's hands In the
1970's and initiated withdrawal to avoid a second embarrassment. The
switch in Soviet policy from pro-interventiQn in 1970 to withdrawal In
1972 Ra'anan attributed (p. 199) to waxing and waning Influence of two
opposed Kremlin factionso He gives Egyptian actors virtually no role in
these events. Ra'anan outlines (p. 205-6) a Soviet "plan" for the 1973
Middle East War, which he suggests was formulated by Moscow in 1972 and
carried out by Egypt and Syria.

Ra'anan acknowledges (p. 26) that his "reconstruction of
developments" is "speculative." One commentator labeled his analysis "one
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Vi
k of the best short stories of the year" (Kerr, 1975: 99). Ra~anaxn

disregards the role played by the Egyptians in, first, seeking Soviet aid
and advisors, and second, expelling the Soviets in 1972. Ile also
attributes remarkable foresight to Soviet leaders. For example,
"Ilrezhinev's plan," according to Ra'anan (pu. 205), includeci foreseeing in
1972 all of the following: the coincidence of the Arab attack In October
1973 and a "domestic or other crisis" which would distract the United
States; the Israeli false alerts of 1973; the Egyptian-Syrian surprise;
Israeli counterattack successes; U.S. reactions to Soviet moves toward
intervention; Egyptian' territorial gains in the Suez; and American
post-war diplomatic moves. It Is doubtful that this clarity of foresight
existed in the Kremlin or for Kremlin scholars. These elements of

"Brezhnev's scenario" are barely plausible even in hindsight.21 Kerr (1975) disagrees with Ra'anan's analysis of the Soviets'
influence on Egypt. Kerr notes that, like the United States, the Soviets
-have difficulties trying to translate aid into influence. The Egyptian
conflict with Israel gave the Soviets a powerful tool for influence in the
form of military aid and assistance. In the wake of the 1973 war Egypt
turned to the United States for diplomatic aid which Moscow could not

'I deliver. Kerr says virtually nothing about the role of strategic defense
_ or Mediterranean bases in shaping Soviet policy toward Egypt. The primary

Soviet goal in Egypt, according to Kerr, was to maintain their presence
and influence In the region.

Kerr rejects Ra'anan's thesis that the Soviets foresaw the events
and outcomes of the October 1973 war atnd benefited from the war's results,
In contrast, Kerr argues (p. 107) "it is clear that the Soviets ba~dly
miscalculated in supposing they stood to gain anything from It . their
client's relative success redounded not to their benefit but to that of
the United States." Since war with Israel stood as the primary basis for
E~gypt's relationship with the USSR, Sadat's shift from war footing to

4 peace offensive in the wake of the October- War undid the Soviets'
long-term effort to preveat an Atiericanwhacked status quo.

Freedman's (SNP, ch. 12) analysis of the Soviet Union and Egypt
addresses the role of both Egypt and the Unitad States in altering the
influence and presence of the Soviets, Freedman assesses (P. 215) Soviet
reluctance to aid Sadat before the 1973 war as due to unwil~lingness to
"lot themselves be further exploited" or to be dragged into conifrontauion-
with thie United States. Soviet preferetnces were to maintato its pvesence
in Egypt but to prevent Its Egyptian hosts from seeaking a military
"solution" to the Arab-Israeli problem. The 4o~-war, no-peace - situation

*which the Egyptians found so reellent wAs responsible for the Sovlota"
military preseoco and naval bases ia Egypt, It was *attuatioa Very
favorable for the Sqvlots as well as Isrool and the Uie Sat, a u o
Egypt, The Soviet extwision by the Egyptians vas s heavy str~ta&i losq-
ro the Soviets, accordion to Fredman (p.ý 118). Fredmao coocludee (P.
230) that "All in all; the Soviet relAtion-ship with Sadat'e, Kgyp ha.
beeni a pleasant or profitoble aon U~r the 3 o v Iet lederhio," Like
Rubiosteutn (SR4P1 179)v Freedman observou (p* 230) thsat Egypt itfue"Ced
aud exploited the Soviots moro than the -verso.

Weinlaod (NPSP, ch. IS) ague4. that "the-ro Is little- doubtA thAt
the Soviets' Imme tate objective in tho Hteditoaeaft v~ as to toot*" it
wilittnry capabilities in thut rtgion. Uut beyoud that, Uoialaud vrites

(p'60)
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Why they wanted that force in the Mediterranean, and what
they planned to do with it, cannot be specified with any
certainty.

Weinland ptafero the explanation (SND: 292-305) that the Soviet forces in
the area were needed for strategic defense of the USSR against seaborne
NATO nuclear weapons, and could also serve secondarily to protect Soviet
interests in the region.

With respect to the Soviet Navy and Egypt, Weinland (EPSP: 267 ff)
of fers what amounts to the converse of Ra~aan's thesis: a description of
Sadat's long-term cAmpaign to improve Egypt's strategic and geopolitical
power in the region. -Rather than a "Brezhnev Plan," as Ra'anan- offers,
Weinland outlines the Sadat Plan for manipulating the Soviet presence to
achieve Egyptian goals. Weinland describes Sadat as using 'carrot and
stick' tactics orn the Soviets to obtain the military aid and independence
from Soviet ýiplomatic restraints that he needed to reopen the
Arab-Israeli war. For example, the of fer in December 1972 to renew the

Z 1968 naval support. agreement, wiiich allowed the Soviet Navy extensive
access to Egyptian support and repair facilities was a 'carrot." The
ejection of Soviet advisors A~nd air defense personnel in July 1972 was a
demonstration of the "stick,"

In Weinland'~s account, the Soviets' Mediterranean squadron was a
Soviet vulnerability withi respect to 1Egypt-Soviet relations. Its reliance
on shore support enabled Sadat to "hold it hostage" and threaten to reduce
or eliminate that support If the USSR failed to meet Egyptian dem~ands. In
terms of making points with the Egyptians by using the squadron, to protect
Egypt from the intervention of the U.Se Sixth Fleet, W-inland suggests (p.
269) the effort failedt "Egypt va&, diesatiefied with Soviet performance
during the war."

There is little question that after 1973 Soviet influence In Egypt
declined precipitously, Welnlandos (!!PSP) analysis shows that the loss 01
Boyptian shore support facilities had a dramatic impAct on the Soviet
Mediterranean squadron; the squadron's strength declined, tranisits of the
Torliih straits declined (althou-ph transit* of naval 4owiliaries remained
constant), ship day totals leveled off and then declined, Soviet naval
port talls Increased to possible .ltervitives to Egypt (Libya,, Syria,
Yugoulavis).

At least VIth respect to tht tHeditorranean littral4 $tote* of tha
X14d4le East, Veinlands onolysis suggests that Soviet defensivo ftissiona
led to the n**d for Influent* *shore because the float needed support
*#hore. When thios upport vas rtxovwd (as In Alban!* axid Zpt), one
ispor , ot c*oaposient of Swivit Influeocet the Sviet** Heditrro.a toav I
presente, contracted eakiy Why the Egyptian; re~ved tba't Suppo~rt
invalved far more than 016e actions of the Savitt Sqadron, but Utolakisd
seeseo ru thet tht Squdioo's presence ditd little to fclt tec
Soviet toflaence in the CA-it place. offered -a potot of vulfterability W014
that lfiwinlfce v## wakeat4j aNW yes a alignicsnt early victio toben the
Intluento Vas lout.

Vsing the ctse of SovIet.-Egyptienk telationCt deav itnfereoto#
about Soviet-44tiddlt Ua~tetA affairso suggest sevtral coftclualos abwut
"etilkat"a

I.Ettiaatots Ohbo ehaaivr the Iftluc'~ce of Egyot on tha -Soviets
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(Dragnich; Rubinctein, 1975; Freedman; Kerr,) all note the Soviets
defensive strategic needs for Mediterranean naval and air bases as major
motivations for Soviet efforts at influence. Those estimators who
emphasize only the Soviet Influence (Ra'anan, Rubinstein, 1980) fInd
Soviet naval needs only a mino'r factor in either Involving the Soviats
ulth the E~gyptians or shaping Soviet influence. These latter estimators
emphasize the Soviet objective of acquIring, influence in the Arab world.

2. The assessment of whether the Sovieta exercise influence on
client states through tht-ir naval presence, or at all, varies with the
degree to which the estimator focuses on the influence of the client
state: the greater the focus on the actions and goals of the client

C. state, the less the perceived influence of the Sovi.ets or their navy; the
greater the focus on the Soviets' goals anti efforts, the greater the
influence role perceived of the Soviet Navy and other diplomatic or
military in~struments. That is, influence follows a simple hydraulic
rolatiou~ship; if one party has more, the other 1Vas less. All estimators
seem to vW.ew influence as somehow constant and variously divided.

1 3. Estimators who focus on the Soviets tend to perceive the
Soviet Navy as having posed an effective counter to the U.S. Navy In the
1973 Middle East war. Estimators who focus on the client states
(especially Egypt) raise the possibility that clients saw the Soviet Navy
as having only limited influence on the 1973 crisis, anti as playing a

IT, miinor role in the crIsis despite its dramatically expand~ed prosen~e in the
Mediterranean.

Case 4. Interpretations of the Gorsh~kov Series

row bodies of Soviet naval literature have Sener..red as vauch
di~agreement as have Admiral Soe'gey GorahIkov's unique publi~atious (see

V Nk~onnueli UN!, C'h. 29 for a summary of the pobiicatiovia and the debute).
There see=s to be agernoent that writings with thoce details and scope by
the servinp Commandter-io-Chief of a Soviet armed service are
uuprecedenttd4 that they are entremely W-portAnt for understanding, both
Corshkov and the Soviet Navy, and that the debate over the toAridng and
significante of tlhese "nique writings shows no signofe abating, 'the
differen"'ea *mono itlerters of the Gorshtkov articlas an~d book~ are
extaosive ond can Only be briefly soggeste -erct the anatlysis of

Gorb1ovILertue asevery idicAtioo of becoming A major baoch of
U.S. 1tav4 in ligeuoee on. the Soviet N. Vy.

CoinAtoru mi the CorahIov writings toclude Hlerrick QNOI, ch

~ ch.9) 1)"eee Hbetoen cSNO. h. i.ng free) Jamoti fi~sus,th

ss;1 CT%*g 10) twflIso (Net* .2), %1, (Mi, 3. 29); to

straghtfrwar an sseea~ t* ~uhcy t U - (too~ glo issuioes

#qeh s has auhopob l vahd ne* of the- Carricle in toriea ikas Sviet rnAV1

liotetery tA a sii41A &ant Vig 93~ Ab~t, ~ .J~ or. 6#9
of 35teu~ Alelk !a IA-lro

NAA 01Isd o V0st tod0 t0ol ~

Ah ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .Ite sth cqe-yo



31,, char~acterizes Gorshkov's writings as "voluminous").
Several commentators assert the hypothesis that the Corshkov book,

Ilia Sea Power of the State, reflects Soviet naval doctrine (Itibbitte,
* Jameson, HcConnell, Vigor~while others interpret Corshkov as advocating a

now doctrine (Herrick, Hudsong tMcc~wire, Thompson, Veinland). Some
* cokwentators see parts of Corshkov's writings as doctrinal and other parts

as advocacy (e.g., Hibbittes t4PSP: 4, 21). The latter analysts suggest
Covshkov ts espousing his i1~1i of an ongoing debate within the highest
Soviet military and political council* on the mission and role of the
Soviet Navy. The former analysts suggest the debate has been resolved,
Cows~hkov. won his points, and his series In an authoritative "concrete
expression of doctrine" (McConnell, SMI: 566).

While both sides on thisIssue use an Inter~tal analysis of
Corahkov's wri.tings, the authoritative doctrine school emphasizes his use
of "doctrinal authenticators"? key words that tend to be associated In
Soviet writings with military policy and expressions of militazy doctrine
(HcCounell, SNI: 566, 604-612). For example, McConnell (p. 605)
emphasizes the importance of the words "unity of views" In the editors'
Introduction to the Gotshkov series of articles,, and that "this expression
Is a telltale indicator of military doctrine (or military policy)..
Hibbitts. (KPSP: 4) concurs In this interpretation of "unity of views."
McConnell notes several of these telltale indicators at critical points

(eg. itroductions of Gorahkov's writings).
Analysts supporting the view of Gorshkov as advocate or lobbyist

for- naval Interests rather than as doctrinal spokesman. tend to point to
the context of Gorshkov 's remarks as against the content, frequently
noting the discrepancies between what Gorshkov obviously wants (eog.,
"baanced fleet") and what ,ehsbe bet et In h7ts 25 years as head

of the Soviet Navy.
Sint* all readers of Gorshkov asree that be strongly supports a

balanced fleet, and most agree that the Soviet Navy has not been balanced
to the peatý the different interpretations of Gorshkov have different
Implic~ztions for Soviet shipbuilding. If Gorshkoy is a, spokesman for
doctrine, tho Soviet fleet should be tending toward a b4lanced fleet. If
Gorslhkov to rterely an advoeauze, the Soviet fleet may remain unbalanced
Into the fuature, Or one might agree with Gallagher (RNP-1 56) that
military doetirine4 while authoritative, is highly generolized 4nd
ambisuous and a* poor key to Soviet strategic policy, to this case,
whether Gorohkoy is doqtrinal spokesman or advocate has little to do with
Soviet uaval dect~ions-

The InttirpretAtion of Gorshkovos views on specific toatepts may
bave importaat asplicatlona fur estimating Soytot navasl peacetime
inteattoos, For example. Giotnbkovos concept of "cow#4nd of the too' hats
beta viewed In ukr-rov tems by HcCooooll (SRI: S99-601) a# 'cveatiog a
favorahle aperctional regime' for Vartime srttatugi 0aval Of tensiVO And
defeat* (e.&., SLBM and anti-ASW opetations). Vigor (0~~65 ie tho
oxptosston Utood .caning: itplere rmooval of the eoetty"# fleet from the
a Oval theater* #%f vat. Vigor e flcsl tonerprets CoirsbKov as Using
this **prooalai to otto tha Soviet tHavy "must Aai to acquire tuptriority
of (Otto. Over 1r~,s tnemy to the prnctiplo theater of operatioov 410d be
strongt tihough A etondar~y areasa to pravelft his tit l~efrng io
sees this 404#,i as *a ValVable clue to tomh likely Vaths Of IfUturt
develoomeia of Soviet naval satettgy."
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s MccGwire (SNP: 631-635) rejects these Interpretations of Corshkov
since the phrase is rarely used, used lit a context that suggests Gorshkov

"I 1' is defending himself from charges of being a Ilahanist (i.e., advocate of
& bourgeois doctrine), and irrelevant to the Soviet Navy, which historically

has always been concerned with the problem of how to conduct naval
operations without command of the sea. The concept of sen denial holds a
more central role in both Soviet naval capabilities and doctrine as well
as in Gorshkov, according to "ccGwire (p. 634). It has greater relevance
to future Soviet naval strategy than sea command as well, because the sea
denial strategy "relies on the use of overseas bases to discharge • •

a war-related tasks in peacetime."

PRESENT SOVIET NAVA WEVENTS

Case 5. Readiness for and Puroses of Forward De2loyment

TI wo related questions deal with Soviet Navy forward deployment:
4: how ready were the Soviets to deploy forward when they did, and what

purposes were served by forward deployment? The first is largely an
1 historical issue whil3% the second involves past as well as present events
4 (i.e., the Soviet Navy is still deployed forward, ard th:. question can be

raised as to how the purposes of that deployment have shifted or rematned
constant).

The various explanations of why the Soviet Navy deployed forward
also bear on whether the Soviets prepared for forward deployment (cud were
ready to do so), or whether they were unready for any of several reasons
(unprepared and unwilling, prepared but unwiilling, prepared and willing
but unready throuh chace circumstatces -- e -S. # oSs of ba see, etc.)
Grif f Iths (NO, ebh, 1 cataogorizes these explanations into three schools,
.he first sees Soviet forward naval deployment as a bid for control of the

- seas and the resýlt o! an overall plan for global projection and
intervention capability. This school holds an im-e of Soviet feoreig
policy behavior as motivated by w-Aiitant territorial ertpacionisQ aimed at
world rule-.

4. The oecond school Grifftithe perceives explaints forward expansion,
as An emerging interost In a limited cpahbility (or projecting Sovtet
lo luene in • the Third Wtorld h�i�c�h developed along with the de-ensiv

forward deploymient Aimed at countetriog Western a-to-,se staei sti

Ue st~tal ori

fore A% the Soviet Navy eaerjed trah thua wAtcr* to Attempt tho latfte
r-task, t ,utility oft the forogr t.ak gre'; app..ant A41 c.apA.ilities "ere-

firt eorttted4,d tdoparhaps ipeetficAlly develored to deal wich the
1protecttiovl of Soviet state Iinterests io the Third World. Tthi $oal of
lI~t~id projectionf Griffich% A4§CIAtes With- A *AtiVt Of Ilifited political

~~ r (rathqr than torritorial) oxaslns -'H*tncow eAts be dxpectod to
advauto Ito rower dod WInfluence whenv%*r given the opportunityt but 0h
ctht opporcunicy it douied, the Sovt~tc art likely to be-have vtth itutoncC*

Thed third school Crifflcht torst Throtuctlvo reacttdo& ý-dnitt
-~~ forvArd deiyoit sis en 44 Ao ottsentially delceivo rospoose to the

Westen sobated stetecige (etcut. Thit school gsees sith r o a tSoit
interest lint to an~y eg drbec~pabiltty tor rfv o~tNot~ivt politteal us*-

~ L of stbpover. The $avie. atuive It reluictant e:rosonieth tatof
} trategic insecUrity r~ i atdther thJ4AXn IL0 totv010t
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influence. Western moves force the Soviets to take reluctant and cautious
moves in self-defense.

Each of these schools is excessively narrow and simplistic,
according to Griffith, and each is Inadequate to explain Soviet forward
deployment. Griffiths believes this is particularly so of the first
school. In lieu of any one school, Iriffiths suggests Soviet foreign
policy (and naval forward deployment) rosults from the competition within
the Soviet Union of "limited projection" and "protective reaction"
interests, These "conflicting trends in Soviet behavior" (p. 14) as well
as situational (i.e., non-Soviet) variables Influence Soviet foreign
policy and forward deployment.

The first school implies a readiness for forward deployment: as
part of the overall plan for control, the Soviet Navy would be prepared
for its role. The Navy would not move .roward until ready because of the
possibility that a lack of capability or will on the naval front might
upset the overall plan. Inasmuch as this viewpoint envisages no pressures
on the Soviets to deploy before they are ready, and since premature
deployment might produce penalities for the overall plan, it is likely
that this school would requite that the Soviet Navy be fully ready for all
major missions when it emerged on the high seas. A;y reflections of major
unreadiness to execute essential missions would be inconsistent with a
Soviet overall plan for control of the seas. Inasmuch as the Soviet Navy
could (perhaps) be optimally designed against the existing Vestern fleets
now In being on the world seas, as U.S. Chief of Naval Operations Zumvwlt
once hypothesized, there vou!d be little reason, given the first school
a&rguent, for the Soviet Navy to move forard before it was ready.

tn neither the "limited projection" nor "protective reaction"
schools is it necessary that the Soviet Navy be ready prior to forward
deployment or even tov* loth schools presuppose the requirement for
forward deploymeot was Imposed by the Veotera strategic threat to the
USSRt and required some deonistratlon by the Soviets even If they were
uareay to folfIll all the- ncessary ls.sions.

Diswsku end NcConnell (1970. ch_* 8) ofter a variant of the first
and =co4d schools outlined by CGifliths. While Dieaukes and KcConnell do
not sete Sovit *ambitioo as extending to vorld sea control, they do
attribute Soviet forward navol deployaent to an overall plan aimed at
coardinatin' soviet foreign policy Instruftnts (trade, aid, diplomacy%
aet ) for expanded Soviet IMfluence tn tuw Third Woti d. This plan (or
"de'vlopmevnt sttaregP-,. for lvng-tera sodls" ast #)invukoa and bkCoooei I
chnaotterise thte*), (orsulatod bntvaoe If)I ed 195$, laid down the
guideline. for 4basic contnicc of policy," inctluding nave)
conetructto an opeatoos, that extn up thtouh today. Tht dictsooa
tor constructiao of tn oceno fteet were sad. to 19$' to provide
th. za*pbllitiea tor tooecin *ilitary and n*val diploscy. The initial
tattft Of this plAn Vio dVel0o0 A counter to the UMS attack airctrft
Soviet &tifa se the i World. threat as well a8 a coulter to

t1iasuke a&d %coo eta e to have tn *tod a 'hybrid of the firtt
two schools Critfiths outliled. They ea fortaird doployteot as part ofa
logt-term Soviet st*retts (Miat school) rathtr thia a an lnterest that
eerted avith eape atice (secor, school). On the Other ha•d, they cee the
Soviets a.s lotntsted it projection at powert the Third World (iecond
ch ol) tatbet tan flid-vwide si conttol (tirst chol). iUatlly, thoy
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S....see the Soviets as interested in expanding, defending, and preserving
"state interests" abroad (second school) rather than aimed at territorial

F expansion and world rule (first school).
They also argue that the Soviets were quite unprepared for their

first foray into coercive naval diplomacy, exercised on behalf of Syria in
1957 (Dismukes and McConnell: 7-10, 282). The Soviets quickly recognized
their unreadiness, according to this account, and foresook any subsequent
attempts at coercive naval diplomacy until the mid-1960s, when the surface
ship capabilities dictated by the 1954 decisions emerged from the

2 1long-term construction programs.
Obviously, Dlismukes and McConnell's case for a long-term plan for

a coercive naval diplomacy in the Third World rests in part on the exact
F nature of the 1954 naval ship-building decisions. The dIfferences of
Sopinion on this issue are discussed above under Case I. It is even more

important to their argument, however, that the Soviet Navy be ready in the
mid-1960s for forward deployment. Since this forward move is seen as part

t I of the long-term plan, it would be inconsistent for the Soviets to make
the mistake twice of deploying forward tor coercive naval diplomacy
without having the necessary capabilities. The first test of the Soviet
Navy's readiness for this long-planned role came in June 1967 with the
Six-Day War.

Were the Soviets ready in 1967 to counter the Sixth Fleet's task
I" groups and prevent them from intervening in the Six-Day War (as the

Soviets and their frientds consistently claimed after this interpretation
was raised in the West in the aftermath of the war)? fistwkes and
McConnell (pp. 158-168) make the case that the Soviet deployments were
significantly different in the crisis period than in the previous three
yc~rs of Soviet MediterranetAn opperottons in the following four ways: the
size of the Mediterraneon squadron ilcreAse4 draativcally (ship days and
daily average strength in 1967 were nearly double the 1966 levels,
Weinlatxd, tWP$: 26Z); for the firat time Soviet combatants (destroyers)
were given the "tattletale" mission of observing ad following U4S, attack

j carriers (this task had h)retofore been the dty of alower, noncopbatd•t
_ ~intelligence ~utIds;the Soviets ywunted aui air and scal1ift to tile

Arabh states; and they indicated they were oonsidering direct tatlit~ory
intervettion (probably with Airborne Troop*) It. tht Arab capitala vote

4 t~~hreaccutcd by Usrali garoud tote.
AlthougI this evidence makos au excellant ecan for a chAung to

Soviet naval crisis bWhavior, it dot*s uot tefleat A reAditto%% to 4ctually
tcokunttr the U4.S Sixth Floeer Several pieces of oviddene sqagt~t the

Soviet oeierna nits veto not rtAdy or tapable of provenuting
lttivntere~on 4Y the V'.$ earrtmes

AlthughSovet hipselswhe 14i the vo~l4 vttato it00ively
harrnsingt U.S. AV O4v hio$ Cto% iC ho SOA Of Jav~ts 0 lk"' o 10 AUd 1i
176) the Soviet ohipO avoided 4nY Acetioti of thi* typo te the

~A&ltrt~1On uring theripts~thecaaat nttltl oytne
Tto 4try beyond their e~APq1no0 raoitt troa the carAriros- , 44d o4ir omn* didL a ovit detroer Ake up A parAllel (i.o., Citiftt course) nea4t A

ctner.tt Sbviet 0AVAIt cootAct with, Vigettor naval fore~iuiva was Ittired
ako etreyto thoese prudent ignd -.4cuusr ect tatEtale 0'"era itteV

Xot of thd Sovitt cobaa ts tatneii Atkhord Ve!it Avny free4 Otte Wstero
ctarrtierst 4th01 ArAb-israeli fighrtfug The4 $OVi~t 0quadrn in rCho

-. ~ e~lerraaanthroughout the dtisis %4s s4"il relative to the black Sea
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Fleet (eg., the Soviets never had more than two surface to surface
missile [SSMJ destroyers or one cruise missile submarine in the
Mediterranean during the crisis, although there were four SSH destroyers
in the Black Sea Fleet and the Fleet's one SSN cruiser did not leave the
Black Sea during the crisis (Diseukes and McConnell: 161-2). In the wake
of Soviet threats of 1V0 June to intervene, President Johnson sent U.S.
carriers toward the Syrian coast. Soviet tattletales followed but no
action was taken to interpose Soviet warships between this intervention
threat and the Soviets' clients.

Dismukes and McConnell (p. 167) conclude of this initial trial of
Soviet coercive naval diplomacy thnt "The Soviets probably came away from
the 1967 var with opinions confirmed about how to deploy effectively to
the Mediterranean during crises" In contrast to this favorable (to the
Soviets) assessment, HccGwire (SND: 344) concludes the Soviets were
unready for this forward deployment o the Medcterraneau:

* . it is by no means clear that the political gains from
this Soviet presence outweigh the various unfavorable
reactions to the introduction of a superpower confrontation
to the area, to shortfalls in the sujport of client states,
or to the imperialist overtones of naval power. Meanwhile,
the early deployments were dangerously exposed, and in
hostage to the Vest.

If lDissukes and McConnell represent a hybvid of Criffikhsi first
two schools, MccGwire (SD, ch. 25) represents a "pure version" of the
secona school. He perceives (p. 350) the Soviet Navy as drawn out Into
forward deployment by Initially the Increased range of U,S. carrier-borne
strike forces and secondarily by the Polaris deployments:

This generated the third and most far-reaching change in
Soviet naval policy, Involving the extension of maritime
defense zooms ad a shift to forward deployment.

ieother the use of Soviet naval presence to influence Third Vortd eveots,
*or the use of naval capabilities to iohibi itoterviutton by the Sixth
fleet wore Oufficiently importnt," or uareteed of Success to have, ben

--4r auses of the shift to forward de-ployment tn the Haditerrattean.
itcording to MCecairt (p. 1S1). Hie argue. chat the Lfli decisito"s did
aoohscg to enhance eapabilictee for these missioos, a*nd ?avorablo
o~pportunities for adopting Othes pollkics vt-r neglected in 195-44960. Hie
sees the .edterrAnean & o .. .,% n vt--- It CA-.- •t 196--4 ...cn.

conedcralo train on soviet oaval resourtes just to *ctumpllcst the
sAtrtegic defesiv lsios *nd leAVing itttle or no surplus tot "%Fol
diploaeaie ta*esbn.s As the ftwebors of unite oon forward deployteot
Introased to 196748 'ýthe opp-notuities tot the political ctploicationk of
Wthi pfeatnc*C &tls6 increaed.4

flc~wio vewstheSoviet Wavy a* having doployed fo-tward
bauicelly qhready toOC cue t o* stattei Wdefesi *totion. TM need to
Contetr Othe Vntnnt- threAt fortcad the Soviets to 'fordgo .. the b~atic
naval tequttretncs of .urvivebiltty"' sad the oly ctounter h oitMv

toe ot Veuttro strategIc *ysreuss ln thts initial ph*se of forward
deployment req~uited the proiaccioe of aet. The Soviet Navy wUs
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incapable of surviving war beyond the first salvo during this first

forward deployment.
The thesis that the Soviet Navy was drawn into the Mediterranean

by the carrier and Polaris threat is also advanced by Smolansky arld Joynt
(SND: 364). The coincidence of the loss of submarine facilities in
Albania (1961) and the deployment of U.S. SSBNs (1960) posed a severe
problem for the Soviets. The initial Polaris deployment in theMediterranean in 1963 was followed by' Soviet proposals to make the area a

nuclear-free zone and, in 1964, by the first continuous deployment ofSoviet naval ships in the Mediterranean. In June 1963 the Soviets

upgraded their six-year old military aid agreement with Rgypt and began
deliveries, for the first time, of modern first-line equipment. Between
1963 and 1967 the Soviets brought intense diplomatic pressure on Egypt to
allow Soviet naval ship access to Egyptian facilities. Smolansky and
Joynt conclude (p. 364) that Khrushchev's 1964 tour of Egypt was 'prompted
in part by his determtinaloa to obtain a naval b&e for use of the Soviet

tRediterratmean squadrons -

Khrushchev'o involvement in the t-iddle East despite difficulties
and setbacks (e#.g. loss of support facilities int Albania, EgByptian
t-nwillLnsaess to grant uide access to facilities) is seen by Smolaasky and
Joynt as responding to -the Inperative of U.S. naval deployment in the
Mediterranean.' The locol war _ocrte adopted by Urezhpev and Kosygin

represented 4 continuation of Khrushehevas policy, perhaps In a lower key
ti the Hedtterr4qean, b4t in a more vigorous form elsaWhere (e.g.. th'

Y, areatly expanded Soviet aid to North. Vieta-m In 1906).
Khrvshchev's actions are cowsisrenc with the thesls that he was

forced into forvard doploymenat by the qesctk~n strotegic threat and was
unwllling to coPMztt the Soviet davy to the mission of supparrton, Third
world Clients beaCusO of its urtns Klwurshehev turned dovit s-uch a

7§

~cquest frJ~~urdrng,, the 19S8 earisis follow~ing the traqi revolution

.eqoest~~~ f - tr t•

with the explitit exlonot ton that the Soviet* were oat reA~dy for clash
:ttht00tw t (Setn 1:muk§:;nd Hcctultrelb:p. li-t. As- late as, 196? the

chats o dolv ored 0411 fcdleuWvi, U.Sir Oand poAtral th su1pply' o

tho doiveodsovit -O-qtptsint after the fighting to reoplace Cho 4CArab
l604C4. Tho soviet explaqatioa thAt their OAVal unit* LNt~hItbtd Restevnfititervimtitio ito 1961 va: -,*Otfotuted ps qIt% the vAkQ o Vat

raiosto soviiet forward ddplojcutC 1ci. RZkeVir#4 300th 193,203#
539-'4O)*

I

tu.'tus" v .r ,,.VAL VM..S
Cnae Votred: in Aati-Cmirrc tisr-tApt t ý) AEnthittties ad&oain

'rho 440lytsat* d, viec navl dlplndzActy ty Uttsmoke *Rend ~ t1
(0199) viovw: the Stwiet $A-VY 4: ar*ityct~o n1 -eercttvo "*wer

preentao ffetiv peeot~ecou"ttt to U.S. 1t~r4C~t catrtro*e

Tho Cote t V taco4 Third utrl4 aii4tcldo-y Ot (ONc 1e t
luie Apabilmies tot cow~tttag0 U.S. Carttier tL&S ttbU#6i



These ACW forces, according to several writers, are comprised of a

cruise-missile oubmarine, several torpedo subma,*ines, a surface-to-surface
missile (SS3) ship s.d a surface-to-air missile (SAM) ship. McConnell
views (p. 13) surface ships, in particular SSH and SAM ships, as "integral
parts of Soviet antlcarrier task groups." In fact, as noted above, gun
cruisers and destroyers are also found in ACW tVk groups.

During crises, the Soviet Navy appear4 to deploy a number of ACW
task groups equal to the number of Western carrier groups In the area.
These deployments seem to be oriented wore'to crisis than wart e.g.,
while ACW units are introduced to the crsist area, on occasion ASW units
have withdrawn (Dismukes and McConnell: 29.). The ships the Soviets
introduce to the crisis area are usuall; those designed for the
anti-carrier task, according to Dismukes and McCcanell (p. 294) and

are intended to counter th& carriers' psychological
impact and to reduce U.S. freedom of action In employing Its
carrier forces.

Soviet naval authorities make similar claims for their intentions during
crises.

An extreme case of this deterrent role for Soviet ACW occurred
during the Angolan crisis, argue Oismukes and HcConnell (pp. 148-40, 259),
when a Soviet ACV task group in the South Atlantic antticpated a possible
move southnard of a U.S. carrier group and moved to interpose itself on
the carrter's route to the crisis area. Dismukes and HcConnell view this
as A unique inst4nce of the Soviets' use of an ACV group to discourage

*f deploymoeat of $SN forces in anelsication of US* mves (er=og, NEPSP: 41,
Concursoa in thts tssessne'f).

Dismukes arid *tcCo-nuell acknowledge (p, .Y44) that ACM tttts are now
sOwe of the older elements in the Soviet fleet, hut view this as a virtue,
making, them cheap counters to the caresincssadepdaluit
for the vartimia wisstoo of descroytug the warriers in the opening • 1vo.
The ACV task groups are still the %-Oow of trFtcoCs Third world diplo*acy

Other $avtal Anl ysto Sectm t atree- t v•tf le t•t_ Soviet sorface
wit.o ! plAytd thed ACV role out+ld by Qismuke's OAd Kt'qcone-l, cht
wartime iantI-tarrier task n~ov i& porfortmod by 4 coordinated
auto* rtnAt-sircraft team. The US* of surfaca ships_ in the AC¶J role to the
e.l- 16*providod $ov ttt-t des•titiest a thlpbo•.4ien tho twnhthx S*pce
neetdtd to devolop spc-oe*urvelar n otu~ctotpatra
So0viet Niaval Avitiottf ($?A) aircriaft, stid tiutleorsumrie for tht C
task p. w •e surface+ de+ig + and Qatru.it t tr of opgeadit t the
S__ tapbbil~ikstiol1 A Wv jare cgpOO Cibrtog N~ 43-49). Whilt tIV404

agrte. that the Kecilos p*4 s dan --nt t; ve ~l ed l ot tl~ ACV
toe he Vtr1s t* £9 that io din ,i-t~te190

thz! soviet ttavyý 14ad effected thit transfet Of tho -anctahip
massion (keludi#A Acu). to the su4tittu torcoi

The heart of ath 4ew Am, toam ts die- C-elate 4-twertit u4Abmai with the
SSm-N-7 Cruise 't"~e s th --atkfIlt boftbe. All Of 1the Soviet N. vy'#g
64V ealor tuatit. wits (KVotca Its, Flfarat, Er1-VATA) are Av, ra-ther tust,
ACV ships, &ad writes uer o S3p , SYY dilji~a to dopeate under k~
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4; ! umbrella of SNA, i.e., in the jSovtetj.SSB sanctuaries." .Berrick, NPSP,
ch. 9, advances a stmilar concept.)

Analysts of Soviet warship construction tretnds ant. designs concur
n Hlerzog's assessment of the shift of the ACN mission from the surface

K.. units to a aumarine-SNA-sutellite team (e.g.1 MccGvire, NPSP: ch. 5).
For exatple, !ccGwire notes (p. 98) the increasing clear separation of
"Soviet naval constrict ton into thosen units desiSned for distaut water
operations and those Intended to operate within the home fleet areas.

°, From 1966 onwards the surface pro•cams "have been tailored to the

j antisubwarine role" (p. 100).
Theese shifts leave the Soviets' "core" taval forces for peacetime

power projection in an anomalous position. On the one hand the older
C 11tKotlins, bydass, and Kresta ts, are designed for ACM and still effective,

3 but are aging counters _o US. carriers. On the other h4ad, the new
Soviet surface units are less effective counters to carriers in combat,A being designed for ASW and requiring SNA air cove", bat these are the most
effective new Soviet surface ships for dista nt deployments. fhlitle these
units may have been designed with Third eorld politLeal missions in mind
(cf. Itermos, I•PSP: 55), thetr capability as ACM forces is probably more'1 psychological than tra.tical; possibly impre*sina the naive, but otherwise
otre hostages than counters to U.S. carciers. The fact tat the Soviets

withdraw these newer forces inito sanctuartes as crises evolve, a4d replace
th-em with older AGi units, implies that the Soviets thoutatves are reSaof these anomaltes.t

Friedman (eSP, ch. It) points out that the gvolution of the

Soviet tlavyS Sea denýýtl doctrine Aitcaces the evenbmnLil 4*ssi1;ktnea of the
AVtas.k to more efficloten and im~obile atr ;xwi subma~rine forces. The

drwvbae of thts srrat4a4Y is that, for- kkp~plcitaoo at fr-At dM menso f rout
the Soviet, ho4molcnd, foreigti Air- aud soubtwitac bases are requtrvd.

- rertant bases, hotwever, pose prob~em of 6ge4 e~ootrct which ;ire ftot eas-tU
solved with a aoa do4taL forqe. Sea deiatl doctrifte dA14 prhtbit

* trfuc onc rto of forces: !LAY, gographteal 0u,~ztt raot, om pit'ovi
a,!ptiog tart -•. a .eipttve strike. teioa

improssive 'crisis pr eutWO is4 ineo4nstoks~~ii~*a dk;4urine,
r iyforceg 'n sw Ar to 'A,

..The al ,vt V. of St .o O naval 4*tereiss - 04-M4,01 MtM.

ch., ) tends to t_-loct th- 4,-: t.... oolv "-f tf-h -I Irf io |I "
AVto ASU, ti;#k*. Up uktil Olt I C A 'tiro civte tre th4a

porton f thse s~rteet~ine II et* $asi if1 Oti4 tro tht

7 uildoe o tedt V earto. Pt tho Moaat I's ACV,
vowrd 4Onducted 'pfivOAttW yerl ~ t o~by Avt*400- I, v.tt$ vt? c=_aAtitt. In

_0l ~ tho 1 tkatn li 0wt4 tk4Ar S4i4r ttwAva#ir4~ti~tus 4kan t-tft4
t4 htAve4 ftgora At the ft-Att' thM*fra t Wince 09~t~ -A4ene W p l)ta
'Sovita vw#t1it5Ct k§ the Mu tlf 1* !go Atmn! tvot sttofttier
thAnt c_.3,a"tuttt to Atv *ý $-to tho godetsdu taklt nfo #0taleo -le t -Ait to

r ~cofnetal 04Othe C 444ac At ai set ftercau p n-cat ýi Vetr*44a,
-24 sl -do tkt wo"MI 'Atttention to th&4, it cant Ws uasouw4 ttatY vtvte towsn

' ated o cealtz* Otthift of thit *4niftt AIN uiwttO6 tef-p the surfAced
forcs. Vhere this 146ave. the Zkowiet ZawlY4,u Thiud lCotlt1 dtploaqd of
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force capability relative U.S. carriers ti still an open question.

Case 7: Sovict Naval Su.port for Third World Con a

Naval analyscs differ significantly on the role played by the
Soviet Navy In Third World coups: some seeing the Soviets as behaving
very circumspectly, aiding only the status quo powers; while others see
the Soviet Navy as having actively assisted in the overthrou of incumbent
regimes. One example of such differences involves the role of the Soviet
Navy iu the 1969 Libyan coup.

Jameson (in STS: 68) claiwed a central role for the Soviet Navy In
that coup:

The (Sovieti Mediterranean Squadron was notably employed In
an exercise of Soviet diplomate support (or so it appeared)
• . . during the * . coup against king Idris. Soviet,
Syrian, avd Egyptian military units vere engaged in
maneuvers Involving a preattce landing on the Egyptian coast
close to the Ltibyan border. The Kediterranean Squadroa was
strung out between the Egyptian coast - very close to the
Libyan border -- and the IslAnd of Crete it a dtsposition
apparently aimed at preventing the ponetration from the
Wester• Mediterranean of a hypothetical U.S. ea.ri-r task
force, The prectse relattoa of thln tming of this exercise
to the coup is lmposstble to identity, bta it se._s highty
likely thet some sort of coor4ditatton took p!ace. tho tos t
signtfl*eat forme to tlibya to proQtct the hg-gs gove~ranec

* . 44 a rictsh t~ak -eac*t4 . . The ~tews of thesie
tankts, however, vore in Qypr-s. otyte oLbavsl

ýpru - Tofyte"o iy f,

hatve required tha h rnp~arrf oelya
-ubtetial pr-t- of the Sovie40t squadr-Oaý, which vas britiaun-

'At r -fact~~i mats

Go Septembtr 26, 1969, K-dia, C-giro cnoamantcd4 ont the Libyan0
coup, as foikow.; ýMh promaxeu -of tho $ovvlt fleeOt Ut ftit

Istotht A 444u*r o for: 00-rhtiath tect-s
of tho SIxth fleto 01 daotrria& It trot. cArrqtt out how

i~ttas avuottares.* 44 t

lierai (Itth4&) &to n* ifto-tano # tw4wd- toq oi.lw

Trloott. (L~fttZfl fhtt4et srtha oittttt~l@i M

-toota to1 tfus t4e tya tie the 404W40

b1etd i ht te h* ve by h io hat4 tet tot tntl. ri

Qobo b"d tateQrpOeed a VCd fotct.ttoteoet, the Soviet Union
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itself hqq not Claimed credit. for 016 'defeat" of tbe

McConnell and bimoukiss (1979, 24) reject sno only aSoviet ftavat*i
invtlvement in the Libyan coup bust in atsy coup-

The USSR has never tuede a shin of fovce in Support of a
saccocsftn c~oup against an ugtabltshed goveratment before
ttzae Inss Iroven Lthe- new reatwe's coatcol and thus the

It emergence of a new status quo.

tksptte charge.. to the oppiosite- effect, we find ;w eviec
of a Soviet shot of forcev oa the morrow of the overthrov ofII 'king Edt-is In Libya ia 1969, nor- 4uxriu& the same yoaz's
swccesdutu coup dCaw in Scoatta.
in their book on Soviet nava ilmcIimss n 'tCootieI1

* (1919) tectuo a spactat case study by Roebrts of the 'vtaovcut of Soviet
coercive- dip toxacy io the Libyan coup. Robects rikviews cthe 4vidence toýr
the case that thQ Sovlet uavCl presence off Libyao sioros was coup rela4ted
atId che evidenite that zhesie activities wore iepdntof the co00p. For
exaeplet the oxý;ccisa plaantng procedod the coup by w~oaths; the coupI tsel-f oeerred 4uring a Oteaddova i4 the exoretse: therte wore n0

C0440i": ceettos- 1wtweutt Ote Libyan 2lottort- ou4 tho Soviots;l 41byan4
Aud $ovligt ritlati~os runatttnd qQ0l Afttcc the-cup

hets pr*04-s the cnutrhyote~ :t! a 4~eban plotter

0-Y %Ay V have 0 r .0cafavttagt of the sqvlet ees to. sttteu thte COip attempt
Cront pojssibOe taeecwanetqti0 by thet thticed st~rs or Brtt-irn. T h is

caypotheai ds Vepsnsý twwevor. on the tact tm that $Oviet shipsI~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~_ _oe n~eie$4t'~~we ~y n Srittsh Airlift orth
V4%~ $ileh FOt . The Wrttah gad AMetfIcdu Airtiold fqvrces io LibYA col
havo a*0istod the Zi~a; howvter, with Aq fromtln tho sea.

Al or' a Sixth -lot sa-tieo~ 0#Yit tho sovIou torve- t4kt& t* t2E tr~mf anf
_ t A ar oaitt ~ta !ba~tos gtizg Suitt %Oobers is

tha th s etshadno ta.s OA thA eoupt its irs 4. ve~rdt te -thAt

awar 4 he Svie n~tst ctivtie 4#1Vr Atherep Cho datlu 4 rae
%4tuwl~~te teSve rsae n futtetca

t~~~~~td~~o 0,t4 ~verdt ~ber~ 4 she Sov~iot NWaq Io theo 1*7*4 4-ni

t Itjin qthe- fiaare.,

-11"ts VttwaIOC all t~w4 X at vist OfttiOAC p41ittt1W14  OittA44c.
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However, analysts give sharply different emphases to these factors, and
include different behaviors in these broad categories. For example, some
analysts stress strategic military defense as the primary reason for the
Soviets' entry and presence (Jukes, SNP, ch. 16; MccGwire, SND, ch. 30;
Smolansky, SND, ch. 29; SNP, ch. 14). Other analysts stress diplomatic
aand political factors (Calhoun and Petersen, NPSP, ch. 13; Dismukes and
McConnell, 1979; Graham, NPSP, ch. 16; Kelly, SNP, ch. 15; McConnell, SND,
ch. 28; McConnell and Kelly, SND, -ch. 31). Most analysts maention trade,
and economics.

Differences among analysts include such basic questions as whether
the Soviets' move into the Indian Ocean is a "drive for warm water ports"
(Graham, NPSP: 275; Herzog, NPSP: 39). Herrick, (1968: 143), in contrast,
claims:

no evidence has been uncovered to support (but much to
controvert) allegations that the Soviet Russians, like their
Tsarist predecessors, are subject to an historic and
lemming-like urge to the sea to obtain warm water ports.

Jukes, MccGwire, and Smolansky all emphasize the military purposes
servee by the Soviet Navy in the Indian Ocean, especially with respect to
the strategic ASW and ACW missions. The Polaris submarines, with the A3
missile introduced in 1964, can strike most of the Soviet Union from the
Arabian Sea in the Northwest Indian Ocean. Similarly, the possibility of
strikes from U.S. aircraft carriers in the Persian Gulf against Soviet
central Asia poses a strategic defensive problem.

Jukes and MccGwire also note the role of Soviet space systems in
motivating a Soviet presence in the region. Jukes (SNP: 315-16) raises
the connection between the Soviets' SS-9 and SS-18 heavy intercontinental
ballistic missiles, which can attack the United States by flying the
"long-way," i.e., around the South Pole. Accuracy along this trajectory
would require some form of mid-course guidance. This might be supplied
from a well-surveyed ground station in the Indian Ocean area. MccGwire
(SND: 427, 436) notes that the polar orbit from the Soviets' space center
passes over the Indian Ocean and Soviet space support ships have been
frequent visitors to the region.

The primary factor behind the Soviet presence in their views,
however, is the threit of Polaris operations. MccGwire (SND: 441)
writes:

All the available evidence points to the high priority
accorded by the Soviet Union to the threat from U.S.
ballistic--issile submarines and measures toward countering
"it • . , it is hard to escape the conclusion that the very
clear indication that the United States was developing the
capability to operate ballistic-missile, submarines in the
Indian Ocean, must have been a major (and pezhaps the
determining factor) in deciding the Soviet Union that she,
in turn, must embark on the costly process . . of
developing the capability to operate in the area.

Jukes writes (SNP: 315) that the two Soviet purposes in the region are
"area familiarization with the Arabian Sea against a postulated future
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Polaris/Poseidon deployment," and maintaining a position to continue
influence on Arab and Middle East developments. With respect to the
latter he writes (p. 316):

But from "protection of state interests in time of peace" as
a by-product of a combat role to installation of forces
primarily in the interest of such a peacetime function is a
long step . . . this step has not been taken yet in general
terms, and the Indian Ocean deployment presents no evidence
with which to contradict this interpretation.

Smolansky (SND: 421) views Russian entry as motivated by several
factors, but primarily by

Western actions (specifically the introduction of the
Polaris/Poseidon fleet into the Indian Ocean) have been a
major consideration impelling the establishment of a Soviet
naval presence in the area. Thus, far from the aggressive
intent so frequently ascribed to these recent Russian moves,
Moscow's main concern seems to have been military defense.

Smolansky sees thc Soviets as having no vital interests in the region with
te exception of the strategic defensive mission of preventing SLBM strikes
from the Arabian Sea. While Soviet interests are important, they are not
vital to the USSR's security.

V Nevertheless, Smolansky predicts the Soviets will continue to
conduct a contest for influence in the region while attempting to
"neutralize the U.S. ocean-borne strategic threat. This contest is likely
to accelerate and intensify, he predicts (p. 422). Smolansky (SNP, ch.
14) does not foresee any significant Soviet influence developing in the

K• Persian Gulf, nor does he view domination of the Gulf as a Soviet goal,
Nor is interference with the shipments of Persian Gulf oil to the West a
likely Soviet move in the future, since any interference would prompt
confrontation with the United States, something the Soviets have"consistently avoided. Moscow will pursue "low risk" opportunities but the

Soviets* general lack of influence and inability to control events will
yield only marginal chances for improving their diplomatic and political
presence.

In contrast to Jukes, HccGwire, and Smolansky, several naval
analyscs disagree that the Soviets` foremost purpose in the Indian Ocean
is strateg1c defense. McConnell (SND: 390) explicitly disputes the
Polaris threat as a major motivation for the Soviet Indian Ocean presence.
He notes that the United States has niever announced a Polaris deployment
to the Arblan Sea or the Indian Ocean. The subm-rine nderu that
typically support U.S. ballistic missile submarines have not appeared in
the Indian Ocean. McConnell also claims there iG no need for a U.S.
"deployment of SLBHs to this area since the targets are otherwisa in range,
and the transit time to the Arabian Sea would be inefficient and atypical
in comparisan to known. deployments from the U.S. submarine bases at Guam
in the Pacific, Holy Lo-k in the North Sea, and Rota lit the Mediterranean.
McConnell notes the lack of any comparable facility to service U.S.
deployments in the Indian Ocean.ý tie argues (p. 391) that a U.S. 'olarie
deployment would be counterproductive since
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There is probably no easier way to get Russian ships
steaming all over the Indian Ocean than to introduce a
strategic threat.

Nevertheless, Soviet ships are "steaming all over the Indian
Ocean," especially in the northwest quadrant that would serve best as an
SLBM launching point. McConnell says nothing about the U.S. naval
communications station that was conatructed on Australia's Northwestern
Cape in the 1960s and 70s, the communications facility that was formerly
maintained at Asmara, Ethiopia, or the U.S.-British naval facility
developed at Diego Garcia, at the southern margins of the Arabian Sea.
Mcc~wire (SND) argues that the capability provided by these facilities to
support U.S. Polaris operations are sufficient to produce a Soviet
defensive reaction, even if the Polaris submarines themselves do not
practice deployment. McConnell acknowledges that this threat may be taken
serious by the Soviets and he quotes a Pravda reporter as saying the
Americans intend to expand Polaris combat patrols to the northern Indian
Ocean.

McConnell concurs (p. 391) with Smolansky that a Soviet blockade
of Persian Gulf oil is "scarcely credible" since it would harm the Arabs,
whose favor the Soviets court, but vnre importantly, it would lead to war
with NATO. Nor does McConnell see Russian planners as much concerned with
protection of sea lines of communication through the Indian Ocean, since
their main concern is general nuclear war, and such logistics would be
unimportant. Consequently, McConnell writes (p. 391), "the evidence more
and more suggests peacetime rather than wartime missions for the Soviet
Indian Ocean detachment." The peacetimc protection of state interests, of
which Admiral Gorshkov writes, includes, in the Indian Ocean, protection
of Russian shipping, fishing, and scientific activities;
influence-peddling through goodwill visits; and protection of client
states.

In the last role, McConnell sees Soviet ships as providing a
deterent to Western intervention and a maintenance of the status quo,
rather than commitment to violent offensive action or confrontations. He
does not view (p. 400) the Soviet Navy as likely to contest issues which
were important to Western interests. McConnell suggests the Soviets'
long-range objective in the region is the negotiated mutual withdrawal of
U.S. and Soviet navies:

Basic to Soviet reasoning would be the calculation that
there is more to be gained by the removal of a Western naval
preserrce than the maintenance of a competing Soviet
pcesence.

Calhoun and Petersen's (NPSP, ch,13) analysis of Soviet views on
naval arms limitation reiterates the strong Soviet concern over U.S.
ballistic mtissile submarine deployment in the Indian Ocean and the Diego
Garcia base. fowever, they note changes in Soviet naval operations in the
Indian Ocean that are not merely defensive and which suggest the Saviet
Navy may seek a limitation only on strategic naval capabilities in the
Indian Ocean, leaving the Soviet general purpose ships free to conduct
naval diplomacy. Namely, Soviet naval forces were involved in four cases
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of naval diplomatic initiative between 1973 and 1975: mine sweeping in
Bangladesh, supporting Iraqos attack on Kuwait, patrolling the Strait of
Hlormuz, and development J naval facilities at Berbera, Somalia, and Aden,
in South Yemen, astride the Bab el Handeb straits to the Suez Canal.
Calhoun and Petersen see (p. 242) these an instances of "direct
intervention to shift the balance (rather than to maintain the status
quo) militarily and politically in favor of the preferred side and -- more[significantly -- away from the West (and China)." Calhoun and Peterson

I view (p. 240) these changes as revealing "something about Soviet

Sintentions:" (a) a capability and willingness to match the increased

force levels deployed to the region, and (b) a heavier commitmenlt of
Soviet military power to nations in the region.

Graham (NPSP: 287) also seems to see no Soviet interest in
withdrawal from the Indian Ocean:

r What Moscow pursues is the chance to exploit any weakness,
any possibility that offers itself a chance to increase its
influence, to bring adversaries into disarray, and to create

r •a clientele among the Indian Ocean regional states.

Graham categorizes these as political, economic, and military efforts
aimed at an "outflanking strategy" and a "chokepoint strategy." With
respect to the first, Graham writes (p. 281-2) "the Soviets perceive a
need . . . Zor naval capabilities in order to outflank from the sea both
China and NATO . . .. The prospect of being able to deny [Persian Gulf]
oil to the West may be major impetus to Soviet global strategy." The
Soviet naval forces in the Indian Ocean are seen as achieving these ends
as well as protecting Russia's sea lines from the Black Sea to the Soviet
Far East. Graham does not note that Soviet forces are insufficient for
any of these missions in either war or peace.

Graham describes (p, 282) the "chokepoint strategy:"

Soviet strategy in the Indian Ocean is to establish a naval
presence . . . through which Moscow can influence the
policies of the Indian Ocean littoral states as well as
control the approaches . . . should the need arise, such as
in wartime.

This strategy is aimed at depriving the West of strategic materials and
oil, Again, the Soviet Navy, lacking any air capability afloat, could not
execute this strategy, a major weakness in Graham~s thesis. Furthetmore,
the Soviets have experienced repeated setbacks from Indian Ocean littoral
states (esg., Somalia, Indonesia). Nonetheless, Graham sees (p, 298) the
Soviets as persisting in the pursmit of influence and facilities to
achieve these strategic and political missions,

Graham seems to see fewer problems in store for the Soviets in
j seeking these objectives than actually exists The Soviet Navy*s Inability

to close off chokepoints or outflank both NATO and China has already been
noted, Graham sees Ethlopia as ample compensat ion for the Soviet naval
facilities lost in Somalia. This overlooks the Eritrean rebels, who are
fighting tho Soviet-backed Hangistu-regime, control wtich of the coastline,
and have prevented any extensive Soviet development of bases to replace
those lost in Somalia at Berbera and Hogadiscio.
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te The Atlantic Council review of Soviet naval developments, S

the Seas, also asserts some of Graham's hypotheses. The Soviet ques or
warm water ports is seen (p. 441) as a possible Soviet objective in the
Indian Ocean. Soviet blockades during another Arab-Israeli war or Soviet
support for an Arab blockade of the Strait of Hormuz are suggested (p.
419) as "plausible scenarios"of Soviet Interpositioning and resistance to
U.S. involvement in the area. However, the STS review does not see (p.
440) direct Soviet harrassment or interruption of Western maritime trade
as likely, even though Soviet naval and political capabilities for such
interference have increased, because the Soviets' own marltime units are
as vulnerable (or more so) to interception. The Soviets are more likely
to attempt to stem the flow of resources or trade at the scurce, through
strikes, embargoes, sanctions and other means that do not put the Soviet
merchant fleet in jeopardy.

Case 9: Future Soviet Objectives for Fcrward Deployment

Regardless of differences among analysts over the causes of Soviet
naval forward deployment, the level of out-of-area naval activity has
remained high. An important analytic issue is the future use of this
naval force. What are hoscow's intentions governing the future use of
forward deployed naval forces?

Booth (1977) notes the differences of emphasis between two groups
of analysts on this question. One viewpoint emphasizes the possibility
that the Soviet Navy will continue to be and may increasingly act as an
instrument of general Soviet foreign policy. This group of analysts (the
"political school" will serve as an inaccurate but short appellation) sees
the Soviet Navy as becming more active, aggressive, and expansive in
peacetime missions. At the extreme Soviet Navy Interventions against
Western clients and Soviet deterrence of Western intervention In crises
are seen as possible uses of growing capabilities for power projection.
In effect, the possible use of Soviet naval power and other capabilities
of force projection to upset the status quo ond the superpower balance in
the Third World are no longer viewed as too risky for the Soviets.

On the other hand, a second group of analysts (the "military
school") views the forward deployed Soviet Navy as primarily still
concerned with wartime naval missions, with only a secondary emphasis on
enhancing diplomatic influence or prestige. This group views the Soviets
as still not hrving solved its problems in achievinR general war missions.
While political gais can be secured as by-products of continued naval
efforts to solve the war mission problems, "the surplus for projecting
power by military force has been," Booth writes (p. 58), "at most, small."
Thus, while the Soviets will exploit opportunities to upset or challenge
the status quo, they cannot afford to risk much to do so.

Booth (1977t 49) observes that both groups agree that the Soviet
Navy requires maritime stability to fulfill ito foreign policy tasks,
whether narrow or expansive. A direct clash with thc West would remove
the freedom of the seas and risk escalation to goner ' war, which would
eliminate much or all of the Soviet~o capability to project diplomatic
power or influence. Booth writes (p. 49) that "for these reasons the
Soviet Union is unlikely to engage in limited hostilities at sea beyond
occasional maritime truculence.'

The authors of the Atlantic Council Working Group (Nitze,
Sullivan, et al., STS: 418) seem to question Booth's assumption:
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Because of the increasing strength of their conventional
deep sea forces and the relative decline of Western naval
strength, the Soviets may elect to resist U.S. involvement
in some "local war.-

They also view the Soviets as having "plainly demonstrated their
intentions" to supply client states with arms and proxy forces in local
wars. This intention to become involved in local conflicts could touch
off a direct U.S.-USSR confrontation in their views, and two "plausible
scenarios" are suggested. During another Arab-Israeli war the Soviets
might attempt a blockade of Israel. Alternatively, if a Mideastern nation
attempted to block the Strait of flormuz, the Soviets might resist U.S.
attempts to thwart the blockade.

The Atlantic Council Working Group also viewed (p. 4 21) the Soviet
Navy as increasingly likely to attempt to inhibit "the free movement and
deployment of Western naval forces" during Third World crises. This
effort in the past has been "a clearly inhibitory impact" on the West,
and, they imply, this impact will probably become greater. Inasmuch as
they view (p. 423) other elements of Soviet diplomatic projection (e.g.,
the Merchant Marine) extending into traditionally Western areas and
regions, the geographical realm for U.S.-Soviet naval confrontation may
also increase. An important element of Soviet maritime expansion is

_4 access to defensible, warm-water ports for naval forces. The working
group views (p. 410) the Soviets as likely to attempt to gain such access

7" politically, esecially in the Indian Ocean, but by this they imply a
.1 major role for the Soviet Navy in tl: effort.

Graham (NPSP, ch. 16) aiso seems to view the Soviets as
increasingly willing to risk confrontations with the U.S. Navy in the
forward area. He writes of on evolving Soviet strategy in the Indian
Ocean of chokepoints, and implies (p. 290) a Soviet willingness to
interfere with Western oil supplies and sea passage in conventioual war.
tic writes (p. 289) that the Soviets "recognize that some capability to
interdict Western oil supplies gives [the Soviets] great political
leverage, even if they never exercise that capability in an operational
sense." This clearly Implies a Soviet effort to win such control in
"peacetime as well. The Soviets' goal (p. 288) in the Indian Ocean is "to
become the dominant external power," and their major objective (p. 275) is
to secure warm water ports.

Some members of the "political school" of analysts see the
acquisition of overseas bases as a major objective of Soviet naval
diplomacy (e.g., Blechman and Leviinson, SNI, ch. 22; Kelly, SNI, ch, 26),
but so do some spokesmen of the "military school" (e.g., Booth, 1977; 62;
ticcGwire, SNIt 634). The two groups differ in what they consider the

2ý rmotivation for these efforts. Kelly (p. 513) views Soviet Navy use of
Third World facilitios as increasingly for "practical, direct skipport for

p specific foreign policy initiatives and campaigns," e.g., support of local
wars. The military school stresses the econom•nc and strategic advantages
which bases in the forward area give the Soviet Navy (e.g., ccGwpre, SNO,

chs. 18, 25) and raises the question of whether those bases the Soviets1 acquired to the past, e.g., Egypt, at great expense yielded sufficient
political gains (MccGwire, SNI: 634-37) to tempt the Soviets to quickly
rqpeat the experience. The strategic military nced for bases is another
matter$ one which may justify heavy costs and may require diplomacy it did
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of military purposes (Booth, 1977: 62). Kelly alao sees (p. 520 ff) the
Soviets as seeking submarine bases for strategic deterrent purposes and
possible conventional purposes, i.e., near sea lane chokepoints.
Nevertheless, she gives equal emphasis to the Soviet Navy's diplomatic and
political missions that these bases facilitate. Blechman and Levinson see
(p. 426, 439) the efforts to establish a submarine base in Cuba as "rn
almost textbook case of Soviet political-military tactics" and suggest
that major goal in this effort is to challenge U.S. security politically,
by showing U.S. resolve and credibility are weak. They argue that the
Soviets seek the base primarily as a symbolic demonstration of an American
lack of will. In contrast, HccGwire (SND, ch. 33) outlines several naval
tasks that Soviet submarines could perform more efficiently and
effectively from Cuba, e.g., against U.S. carriers and Polaris/Poseidon
submarines.

Dismukes and McConnell (1979) offer the most extensive analysis of
the use of the Soviet Navy for diplomatic and political objectives. They
write (p. 295) "political considerations have dominated Soviet motivations
for operating their general-pupose navy In the forward area." A'variety
of "magnets" in the Third World will continue to attract superpower flaval
involvement and yield returns to coercive naval diplomacy; "there is not
the slightest sign of official (Soviet) disenchantment,' they write (p.
303) "with naval diplomacy."

Dismukes and McConnell believe that a defensive, status quo
principle governs the use of the Soviet Navy for political and diplomatic
purposes and-will tend to do so for the future (p. 245-46). Host Soviet
objectives will be obtained without violence, through naval presence or
the augmentation of area forces as needed (pp. 284, 287). Their crisis
behavior will be cautious and restrained and Moscow may vary the risks by
Its encouragement to clients, but will be reluctant to increase risks
itself. However, Dismukes and McConnell note (p. 308) that

k . in general, should the sovereignty of a client be
Joepardized, Itheyl would expect the Soviet
politico-military instrument to be made available
Nothing else would maintain Hoscow's credibility as a
patron*

Seemingly, the scenarios outlined by the Atlantic Council working group
would seem lvss plausible to OAsmukes and McConnell,

In contrast to the favor#ble outlook fot the cootiouation ond
expansion of Soviet naval diplomacy which Dismukas and McConnell (1979)
perceive, other analysts place areater weight on the limitatAons the
Soviets face in this caune. mcccuire (19794) questions Soviet political
corittmnt and naval capabilities for this course, Friedm*n (NPSP, th. 11)
notes the limitations Imposed by the Soviets * sea denialpi losophy,
Cinsbarge (SNI, ch. 23) observes the limits imposed by Soviet itatendae
sechantsms, and HIerzog (ýPo, ch. 3) describes the iqpact of the strategic
Mission.

Ifccavire (197941 117-182) viets Sovitt tomitment to pe¢etttue
naval operatiens as a continuwa rantingg froo protecttng Soviet lie *nd
property" at the low end of commitment, to establishing a stratgle
Infrastructure to support var-related misslonW" at the high end. HccOtire
views this latter as the primary motive for Soviet naval involvament In
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- Third World diplomacy. Because this mission touches directly on theIi I security of the Soviet homeland, analysts of the "military school" view it
as the foremost motive for the Soviet Navy's peacetime actions (of. Booth,
1977; MecGwire, 1979a: 179), Naval involvement In aid of this goal serves
other political and diplomatic functions.

1. In between these extremes fccGwire (1979a) views "increasing
Soviet prestige and influence" and "coantering imperialist aggressiofn" as

r •objectives for which Soviet politic.l commitment in low. He perceives (p.
1 179-80), for example, no evidence of "Soviet readiness to acttially engage
3 •NWestern naval forces, in order to prevent them from intervening against a

Soviet client state." HccGwire does see a greater Soviet willingness to
supply and support clients during third party conflicts and a policy of
Incrementalism and opportunism; probing Western responses and creating
precedents. &%tccGwire sees the Soviet Navy's long-term interests as only

apartly served by the foreign policy of increasing influence in the Third
World, and conversely, Soviet foreign policy is sometimes ill-served by
the foreign entanglements and commitments required by naval security

-' concerns and the requirements for a distant strategic infrastructure
These conflicts of Interst are likely to continue and remain limits on

-•Soviet peacetime naval diplomacy in the forward area.
lierzog (NPSP, ch. 3) describes how the Soviet Navy's strategic

p peacetime deterrent forces have begun to retreat into ballistic missile
submarine (SSBNs) sanctuaries near Soviet coasts. To control these areas
and protect these peacetime strategic deterrent and wartime strategic
reserve nuclear forces, t-he Soviet surface fleet (s beIng reconfigured for
ASW purpoees, to operate under the land-based air cover of the SNA. These
newest sotface shipst however, are also those most capable of oper4tIng in
distant watera aind exercising peacetime Influence missions in the Third

3 World. In effect, the peacetime mission of S5UN sanctary protection
cof licts with th~e oval infitience mission. If newer ships Are risked in
Third World are4 crises, they cannot 'ofend seet near Soviet coasts, In
fact as crises develop, the Soviets sceem to remove theen!r $ nt
erom tho dangerc area# Thi mea4ns the nevwer Soviet surface ships might
only be coqimited to low rA iskpleoatic misoions. Hlerzog writes (P. 5$)

As xbng a's thle Westcrt U@,lcc -Are bukilt arouttd the V~ (i.e. ,
"the attack ,Aircraft carrt-r), th.re is .to w.y the Soviet
surface units, Kiev includad, could 4ssumO do offensive

p roto.

Under thet defonsivo uti'brollo of the SSE sanctuAaries thoue untat coo
p fen thir triely rgatei defeive role TM but thi limits their

caVbility Ad onstrains :Soviet intnto s tors hmi ildWrld

Priodatsnt Qiv 1 ch. 11) 110ints to eictt~env ewe the
Sovtes 141tnna philogo4twy 4nd soviot "ifted tot Oe4 cofttrol forces,*

wblic' tho Sovie~ts hAve ne0vor shouti *ny itotarst In bk4ldto!-, 4id have ~tevtt
040tt effort Atteot~totrn to circuovent., sta contkrol deoa-tidv reatear
cAfAbillty for fle-xibility itO sstAltwd dopeAttio thtan the Sovticts hawie

Jyet. 4esigned into their ships or sopply failitiestid. Kithur tho Soit
mous suffer 11alted eodurAnce froo their unIts, Ot Imp)rove afloat

ireplonlsh*&"nt and repAir csopabllitie*, or seek A netvork of frinbaset
and factilities. Voreia bases, however, ioso" sea control rmquircentets.
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Replenishment and repair ships require fleet concentrations which are
inconsistent with sea denial dispersal tactics. Greater individual unit
endurance implies greater costs, nuclear propulsion, and violates the
economic and technical bases of the sea denial philosophy. These
inconsistencies pose serious limits on Soviet efforts to project power in
peacetime with naval forces designed for sea denial.

Ginbergs (SNI, ch. 23) observes that the political instruments
available to the Soviets for advancing Third World diplomacy offer few
assurances of success. Although the Soviets may labor long and hard for
influence, presence, and bases in the Third World, all these can be lost
quickly and suddenly, leaving the Soviets no alternative but to start over
elsewhere. In effect, Moscow cannot count on allies in the Third World.
Consequently, Ginberas sees (p. 446) the Soviets as following a "narrow
agenda of bases to acquire" in a "few choice locations," and tending to
"gravitate toward low-risk projects." However* Soviet successes will be
confined to a few Third World states with a peculiar constellation of
features: thosa with home-grown socialism, that have fallen out with the
West, that are iv or face military conflicts, or which require Soviet
protection to avoid military defeat. These factors can offer the Soviets
worthwhile opportunities, but they considerably narrow the choices on the
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QCAPTER 4. EVALUATION HITUODS AN!D APPRAISALS

This chapter is divided into two main sections, Estimation Logic,
and Narrative Logic. The first section treats intention estimation as a
judgment process. It decomposes intention estimation into seven maint
tasks and examines in detail the analytic processes within each task. A
variety of cognitive biases are noted that tend to distort or weaken
analytic accuracy. Examples, taken from our sample of navul estimates,j ;~are used to show how these cognitive biases actually occur in the work of

4 tnaval analysts.
"The second main section, Narrative Logic, views Intention

estimation as a form of historical narrative rather than as a problem of
judgment or decision. This section divides historical narration into

en inquiry and explanation, and exatainus the problem of fallacious historicalf reasoning in these two areas. Many of the historical fallacies reviewed
r in this section are directly related to the cognitive biases described Int ~ the section on Estimation Logic.

IESTIMATION LOGIC

There is no such thing as a classification of 'e ways In
which men may arrive at an error; it is cauch to bo doubted
whether there ever can be.

Augustus do Morgan, 1847

Ii In appraising i•stimates of Soviet naval Intentions one can
examine an analyst's argument, compare the aialysts logic to the data and
to other analysts' arguments, and evaluate the argumet ts' logical
4tructure, i.e., how analysts connected together hypotheses, data,
conclusions and theories. in this secLton the logical process of
estimation is broken into parts and The weaknesses of these parts are

Sr% assessed. Throughout this secton an 1 efort is =ad4 e 0tse QX :'-,s fro-
our sample of naval estimates. These Are used to suggest a possible
weakne6s And to illustrate how it may ;ceur it naval estimtion; o00 goal
is not to prove that the particular analyst's argument is logically weak

fWe brak doa y estotutio. logic into seven procassa,%

- o perceiving dcta

-o etihins data

o cttarnctortiziig data
S.1 o 4s630%r#4 covarlations

0 assessinog Causes 'An oUectM
So pred~cion

o forcinog, matoal•in• and chunalna theories

~~ Not every estimattexoplicitly includes each proocss, e.g. sm
estimates studiously avoid making any predictions. We weold argue,
however, that some form of each of these ptocssts Is involvud implicitly

I I
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In every estirste. This conclusion Is based on the plausible notion that
all Judgmental thinking and reasoning (not just naval estimation) entails
these processes. A recent explication of this general notion abeut
thinking, Nisbett and Ross's Human Inference: Strategies and Shortcomings
of Social Judgment (1980), provided this seven-part taxonomy and reviewed
literature that relates these processes to all forms of inference.

This seven-part breakdown is not Immutable, other analyses of
reasoning use more or less than seven categories to break down the
thinking and judgment processes. For example, Einhorn and ilogarth (1981)
use four: information acquisition, evaluation, action, feedback and
learning. Because their taxonomy was derived specifically for
decision-making, rather than inference and judgment in general, it differs
from Nisbetc and Ross's seven-part process in collapsing several of the
latter's categories (i.e., perceiving, weighing and categorizing data
generally equate to Information acquisition and, in part, evaluation), and
in putting more stress on action and learning (which in the Nisbett/Ross
scheme are part of the prediction and theory processes).

In this section each of the seven processes is described in
general and in terms of naval analysis. The biases and weaknesses which
Influence that process are described and related to instances selected
from our sample of naval estimates. If examples could not be found in the
naval estimates sampled, a hypothetical naval example is described. (The
failure to find a "real" Instance of a particular bias in no way ucans
that that bias is absent in naval estimation -- only that it may be rsre
in our sample, or overlooked by me.)

Before beginning the description of the parts of estimation logic
it Is helpful to relate these processes to Scheibe*s (1979)
trichotomization of prediction* Recall'that Scheibe attributed prediction
to sagacity, control and authority, and acumen. Sagacity, or the ability
to orranize percepttons of past behavior and abstract from these a set of
predictive Indicators, Is related to the seven-part estimation process
examined in this section. In contrast, Scheibe's acumen is insight or

empathy Into the actions or reactions of another rather than analysis or
judgment. Acumen can, however, be thought of as an estimation ability,
most con4only found as narration, or explanation. That Is, many estimates
are basically coherent narr*tive explanations of events which attempt to
organize the salient facts into a wholistic. meaningful story (Pipes,
1980; Sarbin, 1980). In a later section estlmation-as-narration is
ex*omned. In the present section the estimation process is viewed as one
of logic, judgmant, and decision-making.

One of the oldest ond most reliable Senetrallations in psychology
is that perception is o10t tre-ly the Passi-ve ecelpt of informAtion but is
insteatd a process of acttve tnt~pPrat*tion, selective attention,
deduction, and inerence. The "facts" never "spook for themselveo" in
formi•g perceptions and perception are a&lays influenced by "knowledgo
structures," ot generAl tntfsntion ProcessinG sche•es, that people uso to
organize the streat of bAta they perceive. Tuo of the better-Lnown
knouledge structures whir.n affect the perception of data have been labeled
the "availbtiity" and "represoitstivonaw0 heuristics (or Judgment
aeracegi#; Kahuem1n ad Tvorsky, 1972, 1973; Tvorsky and Kahnoman, 1971,
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1973, 1974).
Theso heuristics are simple, generally automatic, strategies

people use in a variety of inWerential and judgncnt ta.ks, including dat;
perception. These strategies are often efficient and effective in
organizing. data into useful perceptIons. Because they are often applied

rautomatically (that is, without conscious deliberation) they may he
I misapplied or misused in cases '2here more appropriate heuristics would

yield more accurate perceptions. The- representativeness and availability
applicatiton might generate errors, people sometimes avoid usi08 them. In

"other cases, however, they do not, and tue heuristics lead to erroneous
data perception.I; The Availability Heuristic

S•In gevi.era 1, the more often and the mc-re f requtently events are

FL perceived, the more easily they are eaco4ed and remembered and te more
"likely it is that the perceiver wl form a standard or stereotyped
construction for them. "Availability" refers to the ease vwith which11 memories and stereotyped constrtscctons of events can be retrieved by an
individual. The "availability heuristic' occurs when an individual,
attempting to judge the relative frequency of an event, or the likelihood
of events, is influenced by the ezase of accessibility of nemory orEL reconstruction (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973). In other words,
memaorability, or ease of twaý1nn•tive reconstruction tty iotlueace the

estimation of frequentcy or likelihood of events. Since freqttency of
events is correlated (but not perfectly) with memorklility and

K; construction, thisi h•tistitc is generally efficienA, more mPmvrah!e evelts
often are more frequent or more likely, There avre, howeuver, 4 variety of
ýSychologieal factors that influonce memorability that are not am;-;octAtediiwith frequency, e~g., vividnon%, person.al or pe-rceptuAl salience,
completeneJSs Iand can-e Of 01t~codlng TO the degree that fatAtOrs' suth as
heqse, 01nd not .rfrequency,, are- the basli for wimorAbiltty, the use of the2..availability heur~itic as a guide to estitatlotv of- frequencoy or iklihoe-10d

will lead to errors.
Th-iheuristic iu dtagramead In Piguire 41d. The impAct of

f irequoneY lnd othor factors offecting wfftoralbility is Shown In part 4\. V%
partB, hen n etit*a -umdehe aemorabIlity uf eviots i% attriboted

only to freq•ewcy and likelthood solid irrow4t rathor thta to slioon'e,
. r vividnes%, or the oIther factor* which night 4a:1o have CnoaCA grNater

ommorbtlity. Although the dignmu doidu ont shtow kthi, the #VAMi~i% li~ty
eueristic y work i nt cwnvergse: less MemIorable eveUn are • Ju.3%dgd - le

*ftequent or likely khon wore nemat~rgl ahk oes, although SovorAl factors
I ~~~other thant Infrequois'- aon redueoteaoity

t A~~thog ~e factors kaown to ilflwtotee ~ovtobility other chAr'

opprtuity an casalty.~'lid vensthooe tha4t qpk.ra r auSLdistincetiv0 4against a unlifortl background Are note likely to be reroW bordi,
but at'ie not Twneetzattly wtor ir"quent.

Several apet.sIit of $'oviet n~aval opqraktiows tond to maoke then-' note
!vivid to Wdstero observera. The doploytwint $orward of tile qSovb't Navy out

of IhuSstoii coastal watters, eove thoush tinitially restricted tk dtw Il

numbers, of units., attnacted cosdrbeWse atteation, chiefly
457VA
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figure 4.1. Schematic Diagram of Availability Heuristic

Perceiving Eocodng Data:

[ A. Dara, Characteristic.a:

Froquency

Vividness

es of Encoding or
CoastructioQ

S. Availability leuristic:

nVreqaetty or toikelihoo4

Hemorablity 1 ,

etc..
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iithr tell Its nov-elty. Similarly the dramatic increaue, in the level of

these out-of-area dePloyments attracted attention io part because they
were atypical of pact Soviet naval biehavior. The vividness of thwau0

suden nddrand4c chAnceS in Soviet behavior elicited s19niftcnntly
Increased Western Comment. Such attention was not givqn to equally

j dramatic chmntes in the Soviet Navy that occurred anationt a more varied
background or at greater distance, and ware thus Iksu vivid. An cocamplo
Is Lthe Soviet Naval Aviation (SN4A.) which unde.rwent sign~iilcant changesz atA
the saitte time thec Soviet Navy deployed foeward. tWith a Cow excettpions
(e.g., liurphyq, WPSP1, ch. 10) these changes received very little Western

A s'tcond aspect of recent Soviet naval operations whlich increas~es
vividness is the tactic of Thluso. cnbrac&" of U.S. naval ithips by SovietJr combatants la crisis areasn. Routinely, U.S. warsýhips are sha~doveC by
Soviet auxlLawrios, usually inttoltgeucn collector*, While this caettle in

efetve nfear ports aod ehokepotrtrs- or ia ctart'sw waxteris, in the open

ocean ¶1.S. task forces C40 generally OutruD the inrelligen"C collectors or
Ccan flsust (sail off ia difforeac, directions) and lose Owem, During
crises, the "tattleratre role of tho Soviet AuxilIiaries i0 rak~ko over- byItwarships, soxs of Which 'neemu4) thAve been- eqipe ith spýectal weapoos
(e a., rea flirtn minsste1 .yt- for the -po~pse. The ttchoc fro(#
auxiliary to warship tatrlqnales coifeidecit wit-h cIIsit$ crisis teasitons,
and the close shadowiug of U.S. %hip* All comabiqe to create a partttctbriy
vivid evqut for Restoeva obsorvers. (The U.S. Navy adoptod a PAVAllel
atratev in thte 1913 Middle east Crisis.)

aueausýe 'Close ebeCtactics arq particularly dange-rqus 4nd
couldlead o inavertet ca xio of crises, tht-y cane ustd4r diploaic

4Z oA4 to iand aU..-ever 'ieet a ngotiated 4 prevent,

hopefolly, icelisions At seag. ý the vividne~ss gf close* vtmracfd events
Is %wt orlae it-h ft. ty, it do0s paralleýl the se-riotus
coon qeoquefce of acdcsproaeeed by tlhese ovgots. ft theý other ha W.,
sUch eventts are naot two*MwA OxeepEto in cr s, 4"4 #VQee tho#, only 440 or
tuo Soviet wA*-ship* are- usually 0lvvoWi C 14 CiSIoo, andi thev shir4 sits
tusually oldktr, AQW, rypea, rathov tha# the $exvigtg newe AW vesel.g t

A #Ot~w4 f ~oture of data vhi-ti ecft i0iluetdtt Its4 m#ssblt od
thu te aaiablit i saiece San 14i a broAder 04#t ha
'and if e4ud4 any dit i ? hTaleal1y PVO#34tenr" eAWiy

~ ~y e slint if t reats ct-AItAlly to eoeape ithe

t nd hdatig are *ýro dittt-1 3.Cti(w, IV a#44 eaii ly ttvAbyp
w~tha~dt-Let renceth0 to wieeeewe *Itit nent. Vivid eueet*

-At# 441iitor Wst #41li00t eVets#t Ate ftt 00enartY vteid.

~~sc-At t~rhal Oaione Aý-t4"4 irAýs, and; -tsr d kthe sd

di . ,e-act nq the 4 'M ttiwt l * d ( W.4W- '4e,£vt) divenv i-§ t hott# th o
is :v~$l~d ai:4dOvah 'N 010.e totinof

It io Its it~pabilitics for p0av~r prjc&41-0, oit u~n
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roll-off ships as floating military hardware warehouses). Analysts who
are quite adept at discerning peacetime roles for Soviet warships (which
are designed primarily for wartime missions) spend little time examining
the less salient peacetime missions of the Soviet merchantmen, and
instead, accantuate their more salient wartime and crisis capabilities
(there are some erceptions to this: Ackley, SNI, ch. 14; Davidchik and
Mahoney, Appendix A, in Dismukes and McConnell, 1979; Fairhall, 1971;
Herzog, NPSP: 38)

"Naval analysts themselves acknowledge on occasion that salience
may have an undue influence on their estimates. Dismukes and McConnell
(1979: xv), for example, caution that

The principle research technique employed [in their book
Soviet Naval Diplomacy] is the intensive case study, focused
primarily on politico-military actions. This approach has
inherent risks: principally, the danger that the importance
of naval power as a direct instrument of policy will be
unconsciously exaggerated.

A more striking instance of the impact of salience on viaval
analysis is the near absence of any treatment of the Chinese in accounts
by U.S. analysts of the peacetime intentions of the Soviet Navy. This is
not true of other U.S. analysts, e.g., political scientists (although some
political scientists can no doubt explain all Soviet behavior without
reference to the Chinese). For example, a recent volume on Soviet
.influence in the Third World by nonnaval analysts, i.e. , political

scientists, (Rubinstein, 1975), explicitly con.iders how Soviet behavior
is shaped by cunsiderations of the Chinese. U S. naval analysts are
nearly unanimous in ignoring the impact on Soviet naval activity or
intentions of the Soviets' on-again, off-again competition with China in
the Third World. Au exception is the realization by some analysts (e8g.,
Graham, NPSP: 281-83, 290; Murphy, NPSP: !17,132) that, if the Chinese in
wartime cut the Trans-Siberian rail lines, the Soviets' sole year-round
supply line to the eastern half of Russia is vhrough the Indian Ocean.
Thus the Soviet peacetime efforts to establish footholds in that region is
partly a response to China.

The Chinese lack an open-ocean naval capability and show few signs
of developing any, Soliet naval activity may directly aid the Soviet goal
of limiting Chinese influence in the Third World, but that Chinese
influence does not now involve naval forces or sea power. For these two
reasons the "China factor" has extremely low salience for U.S. naval
analysts. This does not mean the Chir,ese have no influence on peacetime
Soviet naval intentions or actions, although that influence is generally
less significant than the U.S. role. In specific c4ses, however, the
Chinese may be a significant cause of Soviet behavior.

While historical analogies are dangperoua, it is Inteing tt

"prior to World War II the British, Dutch,. Vrench, and Ac A ndaf all tended
to assess Japanese naval Intentions apecifically in t•rmu of their own
Pacific and Southeast Asian interests. With the partial exception of Ott
French, the Chineae war and the Korea anod HManchurita J-paiese tolooies
had very little place in Western appraisala of tile Japanese Navy. Thi
Japanese Army'n need for petroleum to prosecute ita vat it Chtna provided
a strong motivation for the southward deployment of the Japanasve Navy.
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While China had virtually no navy, the "China factor" played an important
role in the pre-1941 intentions of the Japanese Navy, a role Western

Ti.• analysts tended to underrate.
A fascinating case study of Soviet and Chinese competition and its

impact on Soviet Navy peacetime intentions could be made using Indonesia
as a focus. Soviet aid to Indonesia in the late 1950s was massf ae,
exceeding Soviet aid to Egypt at that time (a case much favored by U S.
naval analysts). Including aid from other communist countries, Indonesia

r received more than $1.5 billion by the end of 1961, more than any other
country up to that time, and more than the $1.3 bilhion which the USSR had
provided China between 1949 and 1957 (van der Kroef, 1975: 55). Since
Soviet aid was concentrated into a brief decade, this investment in
Indonesia is particularly impressive.

Soviet supplied ships gave Indonesia the largest and most modern
navy in the Indian Ocean in the early 1960s. The Soviets may have run the

SSverdlov cruiser production beyond its planned termination nxplicitly to
deliver promised ships to Indonesia (MccGwire, SND: 190, 194, 209).

"Uprisings and military rebellions by anti-communist, Indonesian
officers and troops in the late 1950s led to near civil war. Soviet arms
aid greatly strenv-hned the role of the Communist Party in Indonesian
politics. However, these arms also strengthened the i-ost threatening
anti-communist group in Indonesia, the acmed forces. Even more curiously,
Moscow continued the arms supply while Sukarno's policies leaned
increasingly toward Peking. Peking supported Sukarno's campaigns against
"Malaysia and 0he Philippines diplomatically while Moscow temporized and
supplied the arms. This anomalous state came to an end in the 1965
Chinese-backed coup atterpt by leftist officers against the anti-communist
officers. In the aftermath of that unsuccessful attempt both Moscow and
Peking lost viitnally all their gains and Indonesian relations with Moscow

P • remained cold until the mid-1970s and even now remain cool.
it is interesting to speculate on why Moscow, which was beginning

to deploy its Navy forward in the Mediterranean in 1964, did not project
its naval power in 1965 and 1966 toward Indonesia to retard the rapid
erosion of Itusion influence that followel the 1965 Coup. Given Moscow's
eruenenous investment of aid, prestige, and diplomalcy, and the stratesIc
Sinifin cance of the entrances to the Indianl Ocen ,ho teSovits would seem

J .to have had more thOn sufficient motivation to attempt naval diplomacy int
this cgiases Po%%ibly the Soviets lacked the capabIlities (So iet
deoploymiants to thw Indion Oceai did iwot beanuni 966) or the? lAcked
the Vill to begin their first exerclse in coercive naval diplomacy So
close to the. U S. itivolve-Ment in Southeaot Asiia; or perap tywere %not
into-re-Ated in Third World naval diplotacy pter so, but only os; such efforts
agcoetplished urrle ORs(~gotann battes for forces which
eou~ld d&4l wtth QýS. carrior and Stubmarine nucle"Ar thredts to the US'SM.
1(k aiiy evtat,. the I~ndotwsiant caIe- (or purhaoa- ucactase) has beean largely

swgctd y aayt of thq soviot Newy.
Certaint uvears 4re easdr to ecAll than% othfars, or ca~n be-

rocAlled moare cope "y ot becQAuge of diftte~rore iii entcadodig, but
btciAuse of docodIng (or cotricvat) (actova. One factar that aids tn

reotyrtriev al ishudstittt; koowwona I~ou ovintw turned outs. Knovledge
of outtoomes faciltitates Vrecons~trOcttenfrb nWOty Of OVentSl CoMLt0Oiten
wvith ttioso outeOaes. venots whtich v•era ot coinsistent wiith out,•oWs WAy
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not be as effectively recalled.
This hindsight bias has been detailed exper-mentally by Fischhoff

and his colleagues (Fischhoff and Beyth, 1975; Fischhoff, 1975a, b, 1977,
1980a; Slovic and Fischhoff, 1977). Knowing how an event turned out
increases the perceived likelihood of the reported outcome and changes the
perceived relevance of event descriptive data. People are largely unaware
of the effect that outcome knowledge has on their perceptions, and they
consequently overestimate what they would have known without outcome
knowledge. They also overestimate what others actually did know without
outcome knowledge.

It is not uncommon for analysts to be unaware of the hindsight
bias, and also to believe that greater knowledge of outcomes will improve
the analysis of how those outcomes came about. In fact, the hindsight
bias may impede the analysis of events by making important deýscriptive
data seem inevitable, trivial, or irnevelant. Knowing how events turned
out may make analysis less, rather than more, insightful. Nevertheless,
recommendations by analysts to defer analysis until events turn out are
occasionally encountered, like the following observation by MccGwire (SNP:
p. viii) on the Gorshkov series of articles:

A definitive assessment of the articles would have to wait
on greater hindsight and more external evidence.

The problem with this is that the "definitive assessment" of the series
will probably perceive a greater degree of coherence and clarity in
Gorshkov's writing than actually exists. The analyst's knowledge of
outcomes and the changes that take place in "external evidence" subsequent
to Gorshkov's writings will perhaps assist in understanding Gorshkov's
meanings, but will not make those writings any cleArer a key to future
developments. As Fischhoff (1980a) observes

S.... it is generally assumed that the past will readily
reveal the answers it holds . . . One can explain and
understand any old event if appropriate effort is applied
, • we should hold the past in a little more respect when we
attempt to plumb its secrets. While the past entertains
ennobles, and expands quite readily, it enlightens only with
delicate coaxing.

In a later section of this chapter we will describe at some length
a variety of historical fallacies and show how they occur in naval
analysis of Soviet peacetime intentions.

The more easily data can be encoded into memory the more readily
it can be recalled. Similarly more completely encoded data, i.e., data
that are fitted into an existing mental framework, are more easily
remembered. Neither ease of encoding nor completeness are indicative of
frequency. If easily encoded or completely encoded data are easily
recollected i1 is erroneous to allow this availability to infl1tence
judgments of freqtency or likelihood.

Psychologists have evolved many labels for encoding processes
which aid in the perception and storage of data: schemas, stereotypes,
aeripts prototypea, and personas are some of the terms used. These
concepts differ slightly from each other but they all represent concepts
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11
familiar to the perceiver which enable the efficient categorization of an
event or stimulus as the member of a class.

There are several heuristics peculiar to concept formation and
encoding which will be reviewed in the section below on characterizing
data; the main point here is that the availability of well-used schemes or
concepts for perceiving and encoding data may facilitate the operation of
the availability heuristic and thus bias frequency or likelihood
judgments.

International crises provide a familiar concept for the analysis
of peacetime Soviet naval intentions. Soviet naval events during these
periods, especially those which take place in proximity to the crisis
area, may be encoded as crisis-related. An example of this, reviewed in
Chapter 3, was the proximity of a Soviet naval exercise in 1970 to the
Libyan coup. This was perceived by some analysts as indicating a Soviet
intention to support the coup makers.

Similarly, a Soviet exercise held in proximity to the "Cod War"
,, between Britain and Iceland in 1973 has been interpreted as related to

that crisis (Dismukes and McConnell, 1979: 355; Dismukes, SNI: 493-4)
even though no Soviet goals for involvement in the crisis were evident,

11 and the exercise took place in a traditional Soviet exercise area in the
traditional exercise seasin. The exercise had no clear relationship to
the British or the Icelandic activity. During the "second Cod War" the
Soviets conducted no exercises in the area, but this occurred in November
rather than the spring exercise season.

Events which seem to be causes of other events are likely to be
more easily perceived and memorable than events which have no causal
significance. In a later section evidence will be reviewed that suggests
causal scenarios.are readily imagined to explain effects, and are readily
perceived in an array of data, This ease of generating causal
explanations may be taken as an index of the aptness or likelihood of such
scenarios as explanations.

The variety of explanations proposed by naval analysts for Soviet
peacetime naval developments (Chapter 3) suggests. how easily plausible
causes can be perceived in complex data. Many of these proposed
explanations are partially or wholly inconsistent with each other. It
seems likely that excessive causality is perceived in the Soviet Navy s
influence on the U.S. Navy during crises (e.g., the 1967 or 1973 Middle
East Wars). There is a strong tendency by some naval analysts to accept
the Soviets' own claims that Soviet naval presence prevents U.S. naval
intervention during these crises. Some analysts even suggest that Soviet
naval forces off Angola in 1975 anticipated a U.S. naval intervention and
forestalled it before it was even attempted. To be sure, the Soviet Navy
may be the "cause" for U.S. nonintervention, or it may maker nonintervention (decided on for other reasons) an easier policy to follow
(i.e., the Soviet presence facilitates, but does not cause,
nonintervention). But the Soviet presence may have no effect on the
decision not to intervene, or even a negative effect (i.e., some may see
the Soviet presence as an unjustified prohibition that should be
challenged to demonstrate U.S. resolve and freedom of action). It cannot
be demonstrated on the evidence to date that the Soviet Navy has caused
US. nonintervention in any crisis, yet this perception persists.

- u
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The Representativeness Heuristic

This second judgment strategy described by Kahneman and Tversky
(1972, 1973; Tversky and Kahneman, 1974) involves the use of salient
features of a sample of data to infer its membership in some data
category. This strategy is a relatively simple application of resemblance
or "goodness of fit" criteria to categorization judgments. A particular
case is examined for salient features, which are used to infer the
membership class of that case.

The use of the representative heuristic leads to a-curate
Judgments so long as the salient features of the sample are true
reflections of the population from which it was drawn. However, many
samples from a population will be atypical on the salient features, and
virtually all samples will be atypical on at least one feature (i.e., the
sample case that is exactly average on all dimensions; like the "average"
scientist who is 33.3 years old, married to .95 of a wife, with 2.1
children, is an extremely improbable, if not impossible, case).

The problem with the use of the representativeness heuristic is
the tendency it produces to overlook sample information that is unrelated
to sample features, but is related to the base-rate of that sample, i.e.,
the likelihood of that particular sample in the population. For example,
the salient features of iron pyrite are quite similar to those of gold.
People who mistake "fool's gold" for the real thing are placing too great
a weight on the specific features of the sample (its representative gleam,
color, shape, etc.) and too little weight on the base-rate data (the
relative abundance of iron pyrites and the scarcity of gold) which is
unrelated to the sample features. The representative heuristic applied in
this case leads to the conclusion that "what glitters is gold." Sometimes
this is true, but as the wise know, not often -- appearances can be
deceiving.

§ An example of the representative heuristic can be found in Vigor's
(SNP: ch. 32) analysis of Admiral Gorshkov's discussion of "command of the
sea" [gospodstvo na more]. Vigor writes (p. 619)

the way in which he elaborates it . . . seem(s) to me
to provide a valuable clue to some likely paths of future
development of Soviet naval strategy.

In other words, the salient features of Gorshkov's elaboration of "command
of the sea" appear (to Vigor) representative of future Soviet naval
strategy. Vigor assesses Gorshkov ae Rupporting "command of the sea" for
the Soviet Navy and advocating command over principle theaters of
operations, and an ability to stop the enemy's navy from cairylng out
operations.

MccGwire (SNP, ch. 33: 633-34) questions Vigor's reading of
Gorshkov primarily on base-rate groundst

The term is used relatively infrequently (by Gorshkov and
others] and almost wholly In its prejorative (Mahanist)
sense, or else descriptively . .. In Soviet usage,

"command of the sea" does not carry the emotive baggage that
it has In the English language. the Soviet Navy is more
likely to speak In terms of "defending the country's
maritime frontiers," "concentration of forces," or "combat
stability."
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MccGwire concludes (p. 632 33) that the Soviets fail to see any practical
relevance to modern warfare in the concept of command of the sea. Nor do
they see it as realistic given modern weapons that can create a vast "no
command" zone. Since command of the sea "is not a major factor in Soviet
naval strategy," according to MccGwire, there is little point to

IA• consulting elaborations on it for future Soviet naval strategy
developments. In MccGwire's view the concept is uncharacteristic of the
Soviets, and Soviet strategy of the future is unlikely to include it. It
appears representative only if one overlooks the general character
(base-rate) of Soviet strategy.

Naval analysis provides a strong opportunity for the misguided

application of the representative heuristic because of a prevalent
tradition of case study and class analysis. Case studies include detailed

K analyses of crises, theaters, client-patron state relations, etc. Class
analysis focuses on 3oviet submarines, aircraft carriers, surface classes,
aviation, etc. The danger is that salient features of a particular case
or class will be taken as indicative of the membership of that case, and
the base-rate likelihood of such membership will be neglected.

Crisis analysis may be extremely susceptible to the representative
bias. Crises are rare and infrequent and have very little in common with
either day-to-day peacetime missions or wartime missions. Naval forces
designed for flexible execution of peacetime and wartime missions may
perform crisis tasks quite well, generating the perception that the eorces
were designed for crisis purposes. (For example, U.S. helicopters and
aircraft carriers in the South China Sea performed the evacuation of
Saigon quite well but it would be a mistake to attribute this successful
flexibility to some premeditated design of forces for just such crises.)
Crises always carry a heavy burden of the unknown and unanticipated;
neither of the great powers can be said to have effectively anticipated or
planned for any major Third World crises,

Since many naval forces never practice their wartime missions
I- realistically even in training (e g., only one live warhead has ever been

fired from a U.S. ballistic missile submarine), and since peacetime
missions are often inconspicuous. crises performances may be highly
salienmt but greatly misleading lin the aaalysis of tihe intentions guiding
those naval forces.

It has been argued that surface atitcarriev warfare (ACW) is a
diminishing feature of Soviet naval forces, in terms of consrttretieo,
exercises, and doctrinal writings. The use of surfane ACW uni•tS still
a ems to occur, however, during crises. It is unlikeily that surface A(C
is representative of tie Soviet Navy in any tacttcal seanse. Surrose ASW
.my be unique to great power n*vol crists demonstrattoug and may no loogar
signify a Soviet resolve to prevent U.S. intarvetiono in crisea (if it
ever actually did).

Repenetaivoe-so ntiavoldiliyThe aval ability and! represeutative heuriotics way cot-bia-, as - usbect and -Rass (1980• 26)
write.

{f . . . ia person who is rý*q•lurcd to accoant fort soz observed

action or outcome cay Uearelw tho list of Ava4ilable
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antecedents for those that seem to be the most
representative "causes" of the known "consequences."

There is a very strong tendency to match causes with consequences:
motivational causes are given for events with strong motivational or
emotional consequences; complicated, multifaceted causes for complicated
events. The fallacy of identity, that causes must resemble effects, is
describe4 in a later section. This tendency has also been termed "magical
thinking" by Shweder (1977).

The combination of these two heuristics may arouse mental theories
and schemas to help organize perceptions. Theories are fairly explicit
propositions about objects and classes (e.g., Soviet forward deployments
are part of Soviet naval diplomacy). Schemas are less propositional and
miore schematic (e.g., the meaning of "defensive"). Perceptions are
readily assimilated into pre-existing impressions, beliefs, and theories.
In later sections we discuss the impact of these preconceptions on
estimates of covariation, causality, and prediction. At the stage of
perception, the assimilation effects of theories and schtmas means that
data that do not fit the theory may not even be perceived, and are thus
unavailable at later estimation stages. The lack of much analysis by the
U.S. naval analysts of the Indonesian case and the impact of Chi,'a on the
Soviet Navy is consistent with the lack of theories or schemas that
encompass these data,

The arguments among naval analysts on whether Khrushchev secretly
favored surface ships and whether Admiral Gorshkov saved surface ships
from the breakers' yards seem to reflect the combination of availability
and representativeness.heuristics evoking a causal theory which affects
the perception of data. As discussed In Chapter 3, Case 1, the claim was
made in 1967 by Gorshk v that the Soviets decided in 1154 to creAte a
baetnced "ocean-going" fleet capable of protecting state interests abroad
in peacetime. This "theory" serves Herrick (1968: 71) -as an explanation
for Gorshkov's cautious campaign to save the nurface ships despite
Khrushchev*s distaste for them. The same theory serves McConnell (in
Dismukes and McConnell., 19791 13) 4s a basis for the thesis that
Khrushchev was less deprecatina of surface ships than he appeared to be-,
and that In 1954 Moscow set in tratn the pl4 for power projection In the
third World through naval diplomacy (ibe., Gorshkov c4a be taken at his
word).

Hcc~wire ($Wfl. 189-194) 0hallenges both Uerrtck% 4And HcCoinoll'*
conlustons, citing Ii~cinsisteilt dato -~ the Soviets stovzpcd large turt4ice
shtp programs to 11$4 aod did nfot rosum~e thou for ooot ydars. T thie
decisonots for forvwad doploymenft Vert Wad_ o ca~~~pteent4
prtt of a tiaval diplomacy plat* Goruhkov had littin vistblk Influece
over the Partrs decision to tot bxck #urface sips and ovtn tod.y ho as
still atteoptiog to ctrate % btlAncd4 oceasr0oing (loot. Htc-c I to
interprets Coorhkov t s 1967 remaarks s httidsightful, post hotc
ot)alt ataioabdigood to dotkoontrAtc C0owooist wisdo- to forst eing

tht future, AMd to fpitt a favorablo face on the cpenxoe~aon missions thrst
on the Soviets by tlesttrn stratogic capatalitiesi. in effctd flccCvtro io
arguing chat tho- percptiont of Gotahk~ov as the 0avior Of the 04utfa
shipsw and rntruvhcev at a ttpospo~tof the*, is due# to Gar!0tkov~s
cOOnv6nietly provlding (to 1967, afttr tho Admiral kne hwt evnts turned
out) an available antd rersnaieepaa nthat nead to ft ents
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(as they appeared in 1967) but which is actually inconsistent with the

course of events from 1954 through the early 1960s.

:Assigning.Weights to Data

Analysts andl estimators not only perceive data, they must decide
which data are significant and important, and which to ignore. As was

"SW noted earlier in this chapter, a major source of error in forecasting,
perhaps the major sources is the set of key assumptions made by the

2forecaster-(Ascher, 1978: 199). Key assumptions can be thought of, in
part, as decisions the forecaster makes about Important dimensions or
variables. Once the key variables are decided, the forecaster collects

-* data on these variables, and not on others. Ascher writes (p. 199)

The core assumptions underlying a forecast, which represent
the forecaqter's basic outlook on the context within which
the specific forecasted trend develops, are the major
determinants of forecast accuracy.

There is more to the concept of "core assamptions" than just weighing
data; e.g., the forecaster must also decide which variables are related to
each other and in what ways. But weighing data and deciding on which
variables and dimensions to attend are important elements of the key
assumptions analysts and esttmators make.

As our "mini-revtewsC in chapter 3 sujg4ated, naval analysts wig~h
variables differently. Some analysts (e.g,. NcuGwire) emphasizo the

sovlQt N&vys ship construction practic.'es ais tse the size, shape, and
capailitesor the vessels as, edues to Soviet Plana aud vutorposs. To the

4#.degree that so-titt ships, subuaritios, ;xnd aircraft i*q-t ct #struwe Cot
n.arro-wly defined tasks, gnd have limita4 MA!ssioný 1fax-ihillty, these
patter"% and rends provide a useful indicator of at least the major
Armllc1 Lt~ wartime P41955iong of the Soviet fleet% The ua~rvttare' m~ethoa-
is le%4 predictive wthea the Soviet% uae their ships to 41=complish vatasions
for t-hIch they wver not 4cnigqoe4, or for eti~ssIos that were not
anticipated when t"- *hips Veor b"uit. stmilarly. it the Soviet*s engineer
*Or 01tP4 for gtreater missgioa floesibilty (egthe Kiev elAsu), the
hardware twthodology will We lots successful Io %elpiftt aft out possible

tn qontrast Cq the "M~rdvarc" 4aalvot, vh(4 put# grooc weight o0
cteo Physical otuff of tho Soviet SkAsy T-s warrf-# atwlyst* (eH. lung",
SN~ e-oh ZI, 19?6) ox4*1iuc tho verbWAX bohavior of the Soviet 'kk-AvYs
spokestftet' nauoly their navAl docrliu, for I digAtort of (tuttre tIAl4

AtawiequQoriott. as; the 40'4we Over theathoitivtt of Adoiral
~orhk~swritings et cue (teehapto 3, itase A fcor a revtew).

-At his icur4 Vith ridopect to theo future diroctlowt of the sovidet hNavy.
Rlitoeacrs who read @aOrs~kov 4.S 4o 44d'etnv te~t* the vic-w that 4orsitkov**

P oP:*wde14n4 dod 11c'4kianst t be kcspee:rtA to otccr odtt It hovtotitshi

aeIn vccon o*~snttVn% ill Jeunn hotherth
ttatcient5 eepo..l -oate ntzalysct (eg. allipgher, SiN,1 h.:

elae dc~rue s avertsippery ;utiii to4 the iUture, eVe dtnIt i4
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known to be authentic. Gallagher (p. 56) sums up the problems with
weighing doctrine too heavily as an indicator of future Soviet naval
behavior:

[doctrine] Is a charter attesting the military's right to
participate in policy formation and general authorization
for a broad and comprehensive development of the armed
forces. To Interpret it as a key to Soviet strategic policy
would be both to misread the doctrine and to underestimate
the dynamics of the Soviet decision-making process.

There are a variety of nonobvious psychological problems that may
occur when analysts assign weights to data. Analysts may believe they
weight heavily data which they actually attend to very little. Analysts
may over-weight data which are (a) from small samples; (b) apparently
relevant (e.g., causal), vivid or highly salient; (c) based on a case
(rather than on a base-rate); (d) from certain evaluative (e g., good-bad)
dimensions; or (e) single dimensional. In this section we review these
problems and examine how they apply to Soviet naval analysis.

Knowing more than you can know -- introspection on data weights.
People who solve problems, make judgments or decisions, or form esimates
can be asked to report what factors or data dimensions most influenced
them. Alternatively, while people are solving a problem, making a
decision, or forming an estimate, they can be asked to "think out loud,"
and thus provide a record of the factors they considered. These
techniques are known as "procescs tracing." Psychologists have ;%lso
developed the technique of presenting people with a problem, decision, or
estimation task with carefully controlled variations I- input data. For
oxamp~le, judges may be asked to evaluate the nutritional qualit~y of

brt~ftt erelswith tarefully varied levels of vitamins, minerals,
colories. fa-ts, etc~. Dy comparing the jqdgmentai outputs with the date
inputso psychologists can determine the degree to whicQ- judges weighed the
data, without asking the judges. This technique is termed "policy
capur-Ing.' "decision -4odeling," or "linear regression" (af ter the
mathematical technique used to determine how the data relate to the
judgments)

A significant difference emerges from studies of judgment when the
processtr~cing technique is tised and when linear regression techniques
ore employod, The dAts that the linear regression method shows are most
heavily Weighted are Scetimes not the data people report As most heavily
vihted. In fact, people oCCAueirtally report being Influenced by dAta

which #to twthematicslly unr~elated to their decisions, or, altertlatively,
peopile roport itgorlog a set of data that, In fact, can be shown
s~heatbictally to be tho moat importoot cmponen of thoir Judgments. In
other Vordas, ol 94 0* Ave PUOr itsighrt into their own problem-alig
judgot, or ostl'arti~o protottot. This pralt bhmoiacotues i~rical when the
person attetoptsto oi~prove thces proccses~o* Cxaetly whoo aod howu theos

~iscrepancoe; btwe 0) ti'dgmenrua *n'5 (b) roporto oo judgmento laceur Ord
aot yet vell knoow (Elihhort% and Nogorth.i 19781) At1hough tbay 41re under
Intootivt dtocuieiao an~d ych1gtnnb peologsts (e. ., ~ist ad
9110o6, 1971-A b. solth and tailler. 1978; Vegt aild Rip 1980).

Hany studios have tound 4iscrd>Aanciod botwtean "object ivo or~



"computed" weights given to data by Judges (as determined by linear
regression), and the "subjective" weights reported by the judges when
asked to describe the data they used in the task (see Slovic and
Lichtenstein, 1971: 683-84 for a review). Judges strongly overestimate
the importance they place on minor variables (in terms of computed
weights) and underestimate their reliance on a few major data dimensions.
People are generally quite unaware that their judgments in many multi-cue
estimation and decision-making tasks can be predicted using only a few
dimensions of the input data. Slovic and Lichtenstein (1971: 684)
report:

Across a number of studies, varying in the number of cues
that were available, three cues usually sufficed to account
for more than 80% of the predictable variance in the judges'
responses. The most important cae usually accounted for

r more than 40% of this variance.

The tendency to believe that more data dimensions or cues were
used than actually were to make an estimate or judgment may contribute to
overconfidence, a phenomenon discussed later in this chapter under theory
maintenance and change.

An interesting sidelight on the lack of self-insi,;ht on datap" weighting policies was provided in a study of 13 stockbrokers (Slovic,
Fleissner, and Bauman, 1972). The accuracy of these brokers'
self-insights into their policies for recommending investments was
measured by correlating a broker's subjective weights with his computed
"weights across eight cue factors. The correlation between this

* self-insight acduracy score and stockbroker experience (number of years)
was -. 43; i.e., brokers with greater experience had less insight. Slovic,
et al., suggest that less experienced brokers may be following the
evaluation strategies they were taught more self-consclously, and giving
greater attention to the mechanics of judgment. With more experience,
these skills become more automatic, demand less attention, and may become
harder to describe accurately. On the other hand, experience should also
increase the availability of plausible decision strategies which the
brokers may report (inaccurately) as their own.

Nisbett and Wilson (1977a) labeled this lack of self-insight on
judgment policies "telling more than we can know." They suggest that
there may be little or no direct Introspective access to hMaher order

T- cognittve processes: peop.e may be unaware that certain dat3 ,Iha ao
imprtaitilf luence on estimates. Instood of reporting whil * tdol

influences Jidments, they way report a priori, implicit u4sal thoories
or judomeots about tho extant to which 4 particular (at in t ausibke
evitencu for a givn eai'mite. While Isol Aoy h-Ava o tthdrect Aeeena to
their esim-Ati~o cognitioan, they ray ttwve thqlts Acrwe tl rtport about

•tt aud Utison 6ro9 (P. 211)t

Aoat report4 411 0'ttur lei inf entiý2 gtimuli aro
4.1lieot ind Are PA~tibie tA040 of the t upoonýC thoy

rroddtno 414 ill wat oet-or Vht-'a utkaolt ace "at Satewt or

dre #aOt plasibie 44uaso-
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(We will have more to say about salience and data weighting later.)
Nisbett and his colleagues (Nisbett and Bellows, 1977; Nisbett and

Wilson, 1977a, b) reported a variety of psychological experiments that
demonstrate how people's judgments can be influenc~ed significantly by data
without their awareness of this Influence. In some cases the direction of
Influence may be opposite to that believed by the person making the
judgments. Clearly, if people do not accurately know why they reach an
estimate it will be difficult for them to change or improve their
estimation process.

The Nisbett and Wilson (1977a) thesis remains controversial (e.g.,
Smith'and Miller, 1978) and seems only to occur sometimes, i.e., sometimes
people do seem to report more thca merely a "social theory" te.g., Wright
and Rip, 1980). Psychologists who utilize the process-tracing method are
particularly reluctant to accept the idea that they are investigating
social theories rather than studying estimation or judgment processes
(e.g., Svenson, 1979: 97-8).

A second factor determines the ability of process-tracing to
capture the actual cognitive process of the judge: the ability of the
process-tracing experimenter to adequately translate the judge's verbal
reports into a process-trace (Einhorn, Kleinmuntz, and Kleinmuntz, 1979:
476). The task of process-tracing itself involves Judgment and possible
error, and while the judge's reports may faithfully reflect mental
processes (contrary to Nisbett and Wilson's thesis) experimenters may be
unable to translate these statements Into a process model that accurately
predicts judgments. Einhorn, et al. , note that highly predicti~ve
process-tracing models of a Judge's estimation process will occur only If
the Judge's insight is accurate and the process-tracing experimenter is
able to accurately capture that insight. If either insight or
process-tracing ability are low, the process-trace will have only partial
predictive success. If both are low the process-trace will not predict
judgments.

Nevertheless. the concept of inaccurate self-inslahts Into data
weightiog has experimetal support and aerves ag a partial explanation for
costflicts to naval estimate4. That is, aaval onalysts who exai" eim-ilar
or identical data dimensions (e.g., Admiral Gorshkov's writing&, or Soviet
deployments In the Indian Ocean) may reach very different conclostors and
.predictions as we saw In Chapter ~.A partial reason for these
disagreements may bin the anlysts' inobility to determine exactly which
cues they weighted most~ heavily in tbeir etimateo. Tvo anaysts, who
both believe they gave the same wei~hts to the same cues, ma~y re-ach
dlffar~jnt estimates because their self-insightst Into cut eightfugs are
tuaccurate*

I~n additiot, A Soviet N~avy oooytt tay bt tofi ented by tho
increasad saltauee of A cue -Att proviaouy satoad uoteporta-to bt a

Uav ft aths.4 Ateolww# 4ad i4tivity to the ce.The 4Aiystt
sty thus peorceivo a %hoo to Soviet behAvior vhora oond It% fact
"eitsts.

The tt uttoro of the 44ta an auslyat U#64 to ant 4- **.tIOe o~a-Y
1ntuoiit~o tI*w 00#0 dAtA i re Veih ed veo whtn theto sutrqt al

charcre~,tic -olud he Ir olovAtit to tu 64tato thy ofet to aV*

torrelatiofts bovto 2ti utu, coet Varlblitty, nuaber of dues, &nA
Ce-zrtV6sd csa~tibility (4"a S30vid and Lichtedatein, 1011a 66S-86 for
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I experimental studies and references).

Redundant cues. When people have important cues which agree, they
tend to weight them equally and use both. When the cues; dis~agree people
tend to focus on only oiie or to use other cues to resolve the conflict.
High agreement between cues Is a major factor in increasing confidence in
predictions basu.d on these inputs. For example, people express moreI confidence in predicting the grade point average of a student who received
all B's than in predicting the average of a student whose record included
many A's and C's (Kahneman and Tversky, 1973). However, highly consistent
data patterns are most often observed when the data Input variables are
highly redundant or correlated. If two data variables are perfectly
correlated they are totally redundant and knowledge of one' is sufficient.
If two perfectly redundant variables are weighted equally and are bothI used in making predictions, the estimator has, in effect, counted a single
piece of information twice. People tend to have great confidence in
predictions based or redundant variables. However, a prediction based onI several variables can achieve higher accuracy when the data variables are
Independent of each other than when they are redundant and correlated.
Redundancy among data cues decreases accuracy as it increases estimator
confidence (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974).>1 Relying on highly c-,rrelated cues seems to be a widespread problem
in Soviet Navy analysis. We have already reforred to the tendency of

r estimators to rely heavily on a particular set of cuer, e.g., Soviet
"~hardware" construction. Such reliance is necessary, to some dc-gree,
because of the perception and coding of any set of cues (hardware,
software, crisis behavior, etc.) requires speciilized data gathering and
recording, interpretation -and analytic expertise, and so on. The
advantage of this specia~lization Is that the estimator gains a firm
understatiding of the meiming of the data set, and of its str~ergths and
weknesese. The dalnger of those ci~lzton is thAt the estimator is

lieyt de-welop a great deroo of coinfidence in jqdgments which rest oil
highly CIrtrelauted Ald rki otdot3 cues. That is, dta- an Various

iosof Sovowt tu fo~ic t~cln r likely to be
highlY C relAted MWd 9MA*0tO (~g. they MAY W largely detr~Mý hy

ocnaicfator%), oat the Aa1Vst will teotd to a~eth-!e * tqal

predition is I rith~utver, gioc te tow of
d er4 vtg atkd -eAd to ctior a eo

I oatogetd vith ltit is lu Wha r ri1ting an i atkVt# fktar 140

_tgo thlth

Cho Ofovkrp *4tilltqft4# o'A~iW wt~
ttid4 Ot 4pýCiMI~t14 ri~o ýA4vio Vil Ctfigit t

loa idf (Wdt# A t1 *ýtuoitaU lot#tN,ý tt~ei Ia

jAo 0mt intil who ftJioI ptt~% t~elog thAt thil
uwpd4iet dau tAv baw@ ot ý,Ct app-*"tr.tly wteralted.



The Pecond stop naval analysts taet fstthe limitations of
specialization Is to exchange work and to comment on each other's data,
methods, and connlusions. This exchange seems exceptionally high for a
f ielId of intelligence (which Is often characterized by tight
compartmentation) and seems to produce a remarkable level of technical
sophistication among naval analysts. The shortcoming of this step Is that
much of the cxchanga focuses an conclusions rather than on Methods cand
data. Even here, however, there is a high level of sophistication; naval

¶ analyats are not unwilling to undertake a complete replication of
another's analysis and to announce contrary findings as a result (e0g.,
HcConnell, SMý: 612-13; and Weinland, SNP: 547ff).

11 do not mean to suggest the -sophistication implied in the above
io unique to naval intelligence. In part, this observation Is due to the
biased sample of estimates examined. Most of the authors and all of the
editors of tlhese estimates have close ties or direct affiliations to the
Center for N~aval Analysis or to Dalhousie University's Centre for Foreign
Policy Studies. These two Institutions in turn are closely connected
through personal and semi-official ties, leading to a close-knit community
of analysts, who have frequent and strong disagreements, ad wh udrtake
careful and scholarly debates. This situation and process are undoubtedly
the best ant~idotes for overconfidence in Improperly weighted data5 as well
as many of the other biases discussed here.]

A simple step which analysts should take but rarely do, Is to
estimfate~ data act correlations, either mathematically In the case of
quantitative data and data that can be scaled, ranked, or rated; or
impressionistically fnr qualitative data. These correlations offer an
Index of the redundancy in the data sets, and provide a signal that
excessive confidence in predictior.s may be iriappropr~ate- [There are
problems with impressionistic correlation estimajtiou that are discusesd

* later.)
For exmple, ship days it4 a re-wion, port visits* ziumber of ohips

J In region. tc'af5its through straits, support ship days, are date sets
rolated to "shoving tho flag' and tiavixl diplomacy, Thoiie vrtA-bles often
telnd to he co ulreite (L'.& WInland, Npsp)w For ýZxample, the pattera of
coreltotis io TOWl 411 shows that, O~r the 10044n OceaA the tr~eodt

#Os r htghl cOrtlu (404 hm~c# roadO port k~litt leogth 404
qoi~orArorton~a, ewthe k total %hip 44ýNthq fouwt 401 ho-t

the port *tsts. RAI( of the twelve v~artablia pairs Lin Pae aosUl
art statioticolly correlated.

Thasal o etakeoto Ottca tAht pe-otf tr ito
repottg t#rO4# d~#w ,Oitly thtt~ 4# *gIi~it 4vore004# Of
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the more total ship days spent by the Soviet naval squadron in the Indian
Ocean, the fewer the diplomatic port visits it made and the shorter these
visits were. As the Soviet Navy spends more time and effort maintaining a
presence in the Indian Ocean, it spends less time and effort on diplomatic
missions. In the other three oceans, and overall, Soviet total ship days
are positively related to port visits.

[It Is interesting that this pattern is unique to the Indian
Ocean, although Petersen implies that similar patterns are observed in the
Atantic, the Tndian Ocean, and the Mediterranean. In the Atlantic, more
Soviet ship days are positively related to longer port visits. In the
Mediterranean greater total ship days arc related to shorter port visits,
but total ship days has a weak positive relation to number of port visits.
Across all oceans, there is a strong negative relationship (r - -. 74)
between total ship days and ship days in port, and a weak positive
relation between number of visits ,nd total ship days (r = .49).]

Cue variability. Cues which vary more tend to be weighted more,
relative to less variable cues. Similarly, an increase in the variance in
a salient cue tends to produce a heavier weighting of that cue. This
increased weighting of the cue may persist even in subsets of data for
•which tae .:• was not varying in any unusual way. Cue variation is an
excellent b--is tor making differential predictions, but if carried over
to subsets whiých no such variation is present, constitutes a serious
bias.

There is a strong tendency for -aval analysts to emphasize
out-of-area deployments by ;'he Soviet Navy (e.g., Potersen in Dismuke and
McConnel, 1979; Murphy, NASP: ch. 6) as evidence of Soviet naval
diplomacy (e.g., %cConnell and Dismukes, 1979; Dismukes and McConnell,
1979). Between 1964, when this forward deployment began, and 1974 these
out-of-area ship days increased more t.han 3.5 times (from 13,758 to 50,700
ship days; Petersen in Dismukes and NeConnell, 1979: 92). Since 1974,
however, the Zotal number of out-of-area ship days worldwide has remained
constant and the total in each of the four ocean areas (Atlantic, Pacific,
Indian, Mediterranean) has also stayed roughly constant (Murphy, NPSP:
127-134). This cue is still highly salient and while it demonstrated high
variability from 1964-1974, the lack of variability since 1974 has not
reduce,! the weight given this cue by many naval aaalysts,

Number of cues. Increasing the number of cues available to people
tends to increase their confidence in the accuracy of their predictions,
with no corresponding increase in actual accuracy. For example, Oskamp
(1965) had 32 clinical Judges ..ead background inf• rration on a
psychological patient. The information was divided into four parts end,
after reading each part, the judges answered 25 questions about the
attitudes and beliefs of the patient. They also gave a confidence rating
with each at swer. The correct answers were known Zo the experimenter. As
the amount of Inforwation on the patient increased, accuracy or the
questions remained constant, while confidence increased dramatically and
out of all proportion to accuracy.

We have no means to judge the confidence of naval ainalysts its
their estimates, short of a content analysis of their use of 'probably"
and "maybe" versus their use of "certainly" and "surely," a questionable
technique at bast. We can observe. however, that naval analysts In our
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sample use a very large number of variables in making their judgments. As
r i we noted In Chapter 3, the miaLmum error In their estimates on several

crucial issues is large (i.e., wide disagreemeLits imply that some of the
analysts mu•t be wrong, and, of course, they man all be wrong). Analyst

confidence In judgments should not be based on the amount of information
•,,related In tihe estimate, but on the probative value of the information

used. Neither should an estimate consumer take the amount of information
to be an index of the estimate's accuracy.

SCu-response compatibility. The greater the compatibility between
a cue and the required reponse (e.g., estimate or prediction), the more
important that cue is llkely to be in determining the response (see, e g.,
iiamilton and Fallot, 1974). Cues which require complex transformations to
be useful will be less heavily weighted than cues which are readily

4 related to the estimation response. This tendency reinforces the
operation of representativeness heuristic, since cues will be weigShted
heavily which are representative of the estimation response. For example,
if the estimation required is to predict the future number and tactics of
Soviet attack submarines, the cues that will be most heavily weighted will
tend to be those most compatible and representative: data on present and
past attack submarine numbers and tactics. In general, this heuristic
will vide adequate, but may lead to significant biases if cues which
are unrepresentative in character are also important for the estimation
response. For example, space surveillance of submarines and surface
targets, and real-time retargeting of ballistic missiles may reduce the
requireuwnt for a large fleet of attack submarines; their missions may be

* - taken over by aircraft and land-based systems. Alternatively, if SNA
aircraft were to become more vulnerable, more attack submarines might be
required. Neither the space surveillance cue nor the SNA cue are as
compatible with the estimation response as the more representative
submarine cuei. There may be the danger of underweighting the former,
although their predictive value may be high.

Cue salience and vividness. Perhaps the most important
determinants df-cues' weights are the vividness and salience of the data
they contain. Repeatedly psychologists have found that vivid, concrete
information is weighted more heavily than abstract, statistical data
(e.g., a single case study is more influential than a statistical summary
of a large series of cases). This tendency means that some types of data

G are almost never weighted heavily, e.g,, nonevents and nono•oýtcrrences. It
also leads to the over-use of "representative" rather than statisLical
samtples, the reliance on too-small samples, and the use of inappropriate
"relevance" criteria for data weighting (lar-vlilloi, '978; Thersky and

Kahneman, 1974), These problems all contribute to overweighting of data
which are less reliable than other data that could be utilized.

"J 'Psychologists have only recently become aware uf the degree to
6 which salience influences the weight given data by judgest and estitattors

(see Hamilton, 1979 atnd ¶Taylor and Fiske, 1978, for reviews of the
psychological literature). Data are salient which are distinctivo,
9hysical,:y prominent, easily perceived or available, highly visible,
novel, unique, singular or unfamiliar. None of these feature, of the data
by themselves should lead the estimator to give them more weight than

I r other, pallid evideties, yet there are strong tendencies to do so. Salient
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data is given more attention (this was discussed above under "perceiving
data"), salient events produce more extreme judgments, stlient factors may
be credited with playing a special or causal role in events, and
estimators tend to make confident and extreme inferences on the basis of
salient data (Hamilton, 1979: 59-64).

Nonevents. The use of nonoccurrence and non"2vent data is
uncommon, perhaps for two reasons. First, there is the tendency for
behavior to "engulf" the perceiver, as Heider (1958) suggested, so that
nonbehavior is just not as easily perceived, or categorized as behavior,
and is thus not available to the estimator. *Second to use nonbehaviors
and nonoccurrences as inferential data, the observer must have a mental
theory relating event A with event B. That is, only if event A is likely
to occur in conjunction with critical event B (e.g., mobilizations, A
prior to attacks, B), can A by its absence, provide diagnostic data as to
B. However, people are not highly skilled at detecting covariations, as
will be reviewed later, they tend to estimate them on the basis of
positive instances only, thus they will tend not to be aware of the
inferential utility of nonoccurrences, and will not weight them enough.
Nonevents lack salience because they fail to fit into the estimator's
mental theory of the covariation situation.

There have been several Soviet nonevents, however, which have
prompted considerable disoussion among naval analysts, especially after
the nonevents became events. Three examples are aircraft carriers,
forward deployment, and foreign bases. Each of these aspects of the
Soviet Navy received some attention when they were nonevents, but received
much more attention when the Soviets showed signs of changing their
behaviors, i.e., by building their versions of carriers, by keeping ships
out of home waters, and by seeking and building bases abroad. It is
difficult to judge the degree that naval analysts as a group neglect
nonevents; some weight nonevents very heavily. For example, Herrick
(1968) saw the lack of Soviet aircraft carriers in the late 1960s as a
clear siga that Soviet naval doctrine was highly defensive, with no
presumptions or aspirations of sea control. On the other hand, the decade
of Soviet Navy nonsupport for North Vietnam during its war with the United
States (including the U.S. Navy) has prompted relatively little analysis
and mostly puzzlement among naval analysts.

Case cues versus base-rate cues. One implication of the

"urepreae-rtativeness" heuristic '(revieweC above) is that estimators may

weight data on specific cases heavily while paying far less attention to
abstract statistics wnic cover many cases (Bar-Hillel, 1978, 1979;
Kahneman and Tversky, 1973; Nisbett and Ross, 1980; Rose, 1977; Tversky
and Kahneman, 1974).

For e:•ample, in outlining the "rules of the game" followed by the
Soviet Navy in peacetime, Dismukes and McConnell (1979: ch. 7) weighted
the Middle East crises of 1967, 1970, and 1973, quite heavily. Less
heavily weighted It seems were the 1968 and 1969 crises off Korean waters,
and the L972 noncrisis in the South China Sea. In the latter cases the
U,.S, Navy posed a direct threat to Soviet clients and allies, but produced
xlttle or no Soviet naval confronttation. The former cases of naval

confrontation (on behalf of much more tenuous Soviet clients) seem to be
the primary basis for the "rules' that D1Fmukea and McConnell suggest the
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Soviet Navy observes. They classify the latter crises as "Support of a
Client against Western Great Powers" (p. 260) and the former as "Support

of a Client Agaiast a Western Client" (p. 267). However, their "rules"
clearly place the Middle Eastern crises as cases of superpower
confrontation as well (e.g., ch. 5, p. 288-89), while the Asian crises are
not considered superpower confrontations (e.g., ch. 5). If Dismukes and
McConnel3 selected as most representative those crises which are
apparently confrontational (but which wight lack much incentive or
motivation for confrontat on), while tending to weight less heavily crises
where no confrontation occurred (but where the incentives and motivations

to counter a Western threat or attack on a client or ally was much
greater), as we are suggesting, then their "rules of the game" will tend

* to suggest the Soviets are more likely to risk a clash with Western navies
than is implied by the total data base on Soviet Navy crisis behavior.

It is impossible to assess quantitatively whether naval analysts
have overweighted specific cases and underweighted the total data base on
Soviet crises. Nor is it possible to determine if it is better to weight
heavily the worst cases (i.e., those most suggestive of U.S.-USSR naval
conflict) which p,.se the most serious threat, or to weigh all crises more
equally and thus determine the more probable nature of Soviet crisis
behavior. Since there are significant dangers in either course of action
(e.g., see Wohlstetter, 1979, on the dangers of underestimation of
threats, and Stech, 1980a, on the dangers of overestimation), perhaps
naval analysis would be better served by more explicit attention to the
role of the representativeness heuristic and the tendency to underweight
base rate, and an explicit assessment of both the worst (but unlikely)
cases and the more likely (and less serious) base rates.

Illusory correlation. One important consequence of these salience
effects is "illusory correlation," an overestimation of the frequency of
co-occurrence of distinctive stimuli (Chapman, 1967; Chapman and Chapman,
1967; Hamilton and Gifford, 1976). Salient and distinctive events may
seem to co-occur simply because they are both distinctive, rather than

i because they are actually correlated. For example, both laymen and
psychologically sophisticated clinicians believed that psychiatric
patients who exaggerated or distorted the eyes in drawing were likely to
be paranoid; that those who emphasize the mouth or drew feminine or
childlike figures were dependent; that those who drew muscular, broad

* shouldered, manly figures were impotent, a.id so forth. In fact, none of
the "symptoms" noted in the drawings has any valid clinical correlation
with the disorders mentioned. The widely perceived correlations were
empirically invalid.

In researching this phenomenon, Hamilton and Gifford (1976) found
that uacommon group mumbers (e.g., minority members) tend to be associated
with uncommon behavior, even when no empirical correlation was present%

V Salient stimuli tended Lo be psychologically associated and people
overest imated the frequency of their co-occurrence when no correlation
existed. Data ,alience may generate the perception of illusory
rulatiotiships.

T'he illusory correlation bias would be less troublesome if people
were able to efficienttly evatuote the strength of a correlation. That is,
while ati estimator might mistaketily perceive a relationship betw.en two
highly salient events, no dawage woul6 be donie if the estimator could
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accurately and quickly assess the -strength of the relationship. Finding a
low correlation, the estimator could modify his/her perception.
Unfortunately, the estimation of correlation is a highly biased and
difficult task, as is discussed below.

Furthermore, people do not seem to be able to efficiently check
their hypotheses against the available data, and are able to find support
for wrong hypotheses in almost ;zny set of data. This weak hypothesis
testing ability, also discuss-d in detail below, will tend to allow
perceptions of illusory correlations to persist despite data which would
invalidate them.

The hypothesis that the Soviet Navy knowingly supported the Libyan
coup, which has been discussed above and in chapter 3, seems to be an
illusory relationship prompted by the proximity of two highly salient
events, a Soviet naval exercise and the successful coup. It is also
apparently quite resistant to contradictory and inconsistent evidence.

More generally, the perception among Western analysts that the
Soviets actively foster and support coup attempts by socialist,
auti-Western factions seems just as strong as the communist perception
that the United States sponsors coups by rightwing, anti-communist
factions. While this perception may be true in specific instances (e.g.
Afghanistan, 1978; Iran, 1953) it is probably an illusory correlation in
general. The glee and support with which both sides greet coups they
favor does aot imply, although it is taken to by the other side,
complicity 1-:,fore the fact.

Vivid cues. Vivid, concrete information, as is commonly found in
case studies, tends to be used to a greater extent and is given greater
weight than statistical or abstract data (Kahneman and Tversky, 1973;
Nisbett, Borgida, Crandall, and Reed, 1976; Nisbett and Ross, 1980). This
bias is dangerous because it amounts to weighting a sample of one heavily
and a sample of many no. at all or only lightly. Only in the rare event
that the case study is a perfect predictor of the entity being estimated
should case data be utilized to the neglect of data based on many cases.

Several characteristics of data can make them more vivid, none of
which add to the diagnostic, predictive, or probative value of the data.
Nisbett and Ross (1980: 45-51) note three: emotional interest,
concreteness and imagery provocativeness, and spacial, temporal or sensory
proximity. Taylor and Fiske (1978: 259-51) note brightness, motion
complexity, and novelty.

The emotional impact of data often influence estimations based on
them. For example, Walster (1966) found people attribute more
responsibility to a person involved in a serious accident than in a
trivial one, although behavior was identical in both cases.

Case studies of U.S.-Soviet naval confrontations that almost led
to conflict are likely to be far more emotion-laden than cases with
insignificant outcomes. In both instances the naval behaviors may be
quite similar, and the different outcomes the resulL of diplomatic
factors, client behaviors, or other aspects of the nonnaval context.

Concreteness refers to the level of detail and specific
information about actors, actions, and contexts. Greater detail aids in
the "imaginability," i.e., the tendency to prompt sensory images. Events
may be highly concrete, while statistical data are far loss so, and
nonevents (see above) have virtually no concreteness at all.
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Information proximity increases its vividness. Firsthand
observation is more vivid and weighted more than data from second- or
thirdhand sources. Events which are 'close to home' are more vivid than
more peripheral occurrences. Recent events are more vivid than the
'distant past.'

There are several psychological reasons why vivid data receive
more weight, none of which have anything to do with such data being more
diagnostic or predictive. Nisbett and Ross (1980: 51-59) discuss four:
memorability, redundancy, recruitment, and rehearsal.

Concrete and imaginable data are more easily stored and recalled
from memory than abstract information. Imagery in particular seems to
accentuate memorability. More memorable data are more available for

-7 recall, which may facilitate the operation of the availability heuristic.
That is, more vivid events should be recalled more easily and judged as
more frequent than less vivid events. This is what has been found in
studies of the perceived frequencies of causes oi death and lethal events

* (Combs and Slovic, 1978; Lichtenstein, Slovic, Fischhoff, Layman and
Combs, 1978). Cauues of death which were easy to imagine, easy to
remember, well publicized, or contained features which increased their
salience were overestimated (i.e., perceived to cause more deaths than
they actually did). Less vivid causes were underestimated. Because the
factors increasing vividness of causes were unrelated to the actual
lethality of the causes, the impact of vividness on data weights was to
increase estimation errors.

Carroll (1978) has shown that imagining a specific case in detail
tends to increase the perceived likelihood of the case and may make the
specific case seem more likely than the class from which the case was
drawn, a mathematical impossibility. That is, imagining an automobile
accident on a nearby street .orner tends to increase the estimated
likelihood of the accident, and may increase that likelihood beyond the
perceived probability of an accident on the entire street.

Vividness implies greater detail and hence more information.
While more facts may be presented in a vivid, concrete case study than in
a statistical at 'tact, many %.f the facts in the former are highly
redundant and add little or notbing to the estimation or prediction task.
Such redundancy, however, facilitates encoding and recall from memory.
Consequently, redundant information may be morea available from memory than
more relevant facts, but far less useful for estimation and prediction.

Because vivid, concrete information is stored in memory on a
multitude of dimensions (due to its rich detail), and accessible from
viemory via many pathways, on recall it is more likely to recruit mental
theories or schemas, as well as specific details. These mental theories
themselves are linked to additional images and stored episodes which can
he readily recalled to reinforce the specific details of the vivid case.
"These theories may provide a convenient "explanation" of the case, further
reinforcing the conception of the case as a valid, confirming instance of
the theory. Abstract information is less likely to recruit an organized
mental theory, or fit so readily into an explanatory framework.

Vivid data are likely to cemain in thought for longer periods

- after it is received. Tosser (1978) has found Lthat the longer a person
thinks about a case, the more extreme the evaluation of the case becomes
(see Taylor and Fiske, 1978: 265, for additional evidence). Thus, vivid
cases by remaining iii thought longer, will tend to prompt more extreme
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evaluations. Nisbett and Ross (1980: 55) suggest people may weight vivid
information more heavily simply because they find themselves thinking of
it more: 'if it weren't important, why would I keep thinking about it?'
To the extent that estimators and analysts assume that what occupies their
thoughts must be importa.nt for their estimates and predictions, they will
be vulnerable to an overweighting of vivid information.

The impacts of vivid cases on analysts of Soviet peacetime naval
ir'tentions are present throughout the sampled estimates. For example,
analytic concern with the peacetime role of the Soviet Navy can be dated
fairly precisely; prior to June 1967 there was little concern over the
peacetime functions of the Soviet Navy. After the Six-Day War, and the
Soviet Navy's involvement in the crisis, analytic concern developed and
flourished. In fact, the sinking in that war of an Israeli destroyer by a
Soviet antiship cruise missile fired from an Egyptian patrol craft can be
viewed as the single, vivid event which jarred Western analysts into
"reconsidering the thr-at posed by the Soviet Navy in war and peace, and
the threat of Soviet- •iipped client states.

[A 'nonevent' of a similar nature makes an interesting comp'arison.
In the 1973 October War, Egyptian and Syrian craft repeatedly fired
Soviet-supplied antiship cruise missiles at Israeli vessels without as
much as a serious hit, much less any sinkings. Israeli missile boats sank
19 Arab vessels, including ten Soviet-supplied Arab missile boats, without
a single Israeli los.s (Safran, 1978: 166). The Soviet-built weapons
produced no positive effects and this nonevent, lacking the vividness and
emotional saliency of the 1967 sinking, largely escaped attentiont, at
least in the West. On the other hand, the success in 1973 of Soviet-built
anti-tank missiles against Israeli armor, and of Soviet supplied
surface-to-air missiles against Israeli jets, two extremely vivid event.
provoked even more Western cortment than the 1967 sinking.]

Taylor and Fiske (1978: 251) provide a cogent summary of the
psychological difficulties of weighting data:

instead of employing base rate . . . information
logically, people are often more influenced by a single
colorful piece of case history evidence . . Instead of
using correlational evidence appropriately, subjects'
subjective estimates of correlation magnitude are often
determined largely by positive instances . . . Instead of
reviewing all the evidence that bears upon a particular
problem, people frequently use the information which is most
ualient or available to them, that is, that which is most
easily-brought to mind.

Having opened this section with Aschcr's observations on the centrality of
core assumptions to the accuracy of forecasts, it is fitting to close with
his remarks (1978: 160) on a major source of consistent inaccuracy in
forecasting:

• . • forecasters believe their assumptions about the future
already incorporate all the data that is pertinent to known
trends. It is another case of forecasters being lockeid into
a scientific outlook, which acknowledges only informattion
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relating to the phenomena studied rather than information on
the behavior of the experts studying them.

at&1Chorae zlr g Data

As data are perceived and weighted, they are characterizedA perceiving involves an act of categorization. That is, people attach a
description to an individual piece of information to help code it for
memory and later inferential work (e.g., such a categorization might be
Soviet "tattletale" shadowing of U.S. ships). They characterize data
aggregates or samples (e.g., Soviet naval behavior in the. ±973 Middle East
crisis), i.e., grouping facts. together. They generalize from samples to
make inferences about a population (e.g., Soviet naval crisis behavior).
Each of these data characterizing tasks is a necessary step in inference.
The first two steps are basically descriptive while the last is

inferential, but all steps in eategorizing or characterizing data involves
some inferunce -- the data nuvcr 'speak for thetoslve&s' even in so simple
a matter as description; some inference about categories is also
ne-evesary -

Perhaps the oldest idea in psyc~hology and epistemolngy is that
mental theories (or preconceptions) infalunce the coding and
interpretation of data. One of the commonest and most dangerous
.misconceptions people have is the assumption that they approach data
without preconceived notions, without theories. Wasserman (196U) labeled
this tendency in intelligerce analysts "naive realism." the belief that
knowledge and intelligence consista of "'Tm &ranished" facts which allow
only one interpretation. Htlsarnkas (1956) analysis of strategic
intelligence found the widetpread notion that knowledgQ was "facts-
divorctid from thought or interpretation." There are a variety of daimaging
consoquences of this naive faith in "plain facts" (see Steoc, 1979: 54-S8
tor an analysis of these consequenceas and intelligunce Iailures), one of
which is the vulnerability of believers to their own and others'
precontcoptions a4nd mental theories. Thost who believe the "raw" facts
speak for themselves will tend not to check carefully how those facts werecategorized or interpreted. As we will ddmon•trate in this section, data

can be characterize4 improperly, or organized into categories that make
subsequunt inferetnces difficult to make.

Problems caused by charnctrathons. Some of tie difti.ttlties
that resultWL.i omchatoaictriugzd-ata can iW demoavt rated ý.ith Figure 4.2.

* i Suppose there is a strong positive rzlatioltship betwt% Soviet diplo'aattc
interests in the Third World anid Soviet willinigness to risk a superpowetr
naval conifrontation in crises wheni those Interests aret threatene%ýd (as has
been suggested by naval atalysts, e.g., Diswmtkes and NkConuile, 1979: ell.
7), The horizontat axis shows the itndicator variablo, Soviet interests
increasing from loft to righ., The vertical a.xis shows the performance
vari.abLe, Soviet riP-k-taking, increasing from 1.-u•tton to top, The strong
(but not perfeet) relationship between these two variables is indicattd by
"the ellipsoid shape; all Soviut behaviors tall instid the ellipse.
vtauppose an analyst characterizes anil instatices to the right of the
" vertical lne, X, as "vital interests at stake " those to the Lett as
"nonvital,' and the analyst predicts that "the Soviets will risk

contfrontatiotn when vital intorests are at stake." The analystl's
prediction success depends on the characterization of the pet'formancte
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Figure 4.2. Hypothetical Relation Between Indicator Data
and Performance Data
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I- data. If the criteria is set high, say at line A, then only extreme
S Soviet behavior is characterized as "risking confrontation" (e.g., when

Soviet ships fire on U.S. ships). The implication of this extreme
characterization is that the analyst is usually wrong; in most cases in

j which Soviet interests are "vital" (greater than X) the Soviets do not
-- fire on QI.S. 'ships (the area labeled "false alarms" is ruch larger than

the area L':-Led "positive hits"). The analyst faced with this state of
V affairs might question the strength of the relationship (i.e., the

validity of the theory), or may question the characterization of
risk-taking.
as _Suppose the analyst redutines risk and characterizes the Soviets

"willing to risk confrontation" if they merely increase the total
number of Soviet warships in the crisis area (denoted in the Figure by
line B). Now the analyst is always correct that when Soviet interests

I exceed the X level, the Soviets will move more ships into the crisis area
(i.e., excqed the B level). Now, however, the analyst is plagued by
surprises; 4ine Soviets often increase the number of warship,; in crisis
areas when their iaterests are below the X level (the area labeled
?xnrprisos" is larger than the area in the ellipse to the right of the X

line). Again the analyst *ay questi-on the validity of his theory, or his
S•~~harat'a•erizattion.•

I .This hypothetical example demonstrates the difficulty analysts
have with verbal- characterizations of data when their theories are stroag
but not perfect. In the absence of a quantitative assessment of the
theory, the iina.yst agpears as either an alarmist pessimist (the A line)
or an itieftfcient optitaist (the P lire), and in both cases, wrong more
0 'ton tha;•n right. ccaust, of the sensitivity Ot hi1s predictions to tile
charActerization of data, the ana yst may reject an accurate (but

J itmprecise theory) and acue•t his epvcrietces au evid•e•ce that the theory
is wrong, when in fact the error t-i it), ithe reliance on inAccurate atnd
inappropriate verbal cheractAerigatios of a relationship (the thuory) that
CAInot be specified cleArly in verba! terms.

_ Thi S CexaMPl assNumd tWat the dnalyst i sentsitive to surprises

nd false a•arms as well as to ps0itive- hits in aqusesin. the streonth of
t•fThe eAationthip hbetweventhte indicator data t ord the pertormt.nce AtA. In
fact, •p•opl Are not good judges •f correýat•_o, prioarily bweause thoy
dttend only po(itiv, hits ad itnore gurpri est, dand dtAlshe olarms. t•h is
biog i% covered below tinde'r esigcvrito. M  theIpicAti-an Ot
this insý;enlftitivity is that the natlyot dly tutait• ai iACCrhIAtv theory or
naut question tit hrcerttos of data.

prttpt Ofi rae-ttg 4 The trAditional view of
categoarie* gl a c144diflca4tiofs cstaThvA csW,4 that all lrs or% "t a

- ettgoty LAesses aftail set of criti l te'atutee This Suggests an
all-or-ktone critarion for tzte~gev itbnhp ifan Abjvect has 4ll the

*criticial. teatture, it belonigs Wn The-A CateOty, it no~t, it dcoks not. Such
-' disJVtinct, eesr ndsfiin critical 4et res Oarnt COKU-4n Wn

cecyda c~~grlc, s, toI applird to uveettt andA cneph'al ob~jrcts.
Tite k wapcaO deotlwtrotos h.m everyday catcgories tendi to be loarte-d

a c1tuotiuno of shtared anirsietlsc.Al Imctnbrrs -if a nvatntif4"
cateory(c~:..Sovet ~sLtakig behaviVor JO 11ot shAre A sOt o inl

iuccu,"ar%# at'.i jointly sutfticient tetui defining ubeur~sbip. IZvQLtUIC1
w tbe alebos ot a catvgomy Share a VAttecn of ovverlapia4 Asud crisscrossing



s1lmilaritiess Pantor and Iliechel (1979) have reviewed how natural
everyday categor~.es are used in the perception of pecple. Their analysis
is also relevant for the characterization of complex events, such as those
examined by naval analysts.

Fuzz caegores.In contrast to the traditional view of
categories as marked by clear boundaries, psychologists have come to view
natural semantic categories as "fuzzy sets" that lack the classical
all-or-none, either-or characteristic (see Cantor and Mischel, 1979: 8-10,
for the philosophical and psychological roots of this evolution). Rather
than being characterized by necessary and sufficient features, natural
categories seem to be organized around prototypical or focal stimuli;
exemplars that are the best examples of the concept. Less prototypic
members form a continuum away from the more central prototypic exemplars.
All category members possess some of the critical features of the
category, enough to be judged as membr--rs. But category members may differ
in how well they fit the abstract concept represented by the categor,/
name. That is, they may be more or less "'good" cases of the prototypic
exemplar.

Cantor and IMischel (1979) point out that a category continuum is
translated into linguistic hedges: "Soviet ships firing on U.S* ships are
a true case of Soviet risk-taking" or "Soviet expansion of crisis naval
presence may be taken as an instance of risk-taking." Dacause
"risk-taking" is an ill-def~ned concept, membership ma be a matter of

degree, rather than of sharp logical boundaries.

Probabilistic boundaries. The "fuzzy set" app"oach suggests that.
a categorization decision is probabilistic in uatvre. The hypothetical
analyst in the example above would have been better off attempting to
determine the correlation between the members of the two continua rather
than attempting to observe clear boundaries between "risk-taking" and
"Ononrisk-taking" behaviors. Decalkse. members of natural cotegories vary in
their degr'ee of membership (prototypicality) there are many ambiguous
borderline cases and overlapping and futay boundaries between categories.
An explicit treatwent of this probab~iitic churacter is likuly to We more
realistic than an obvolute pigeovuholing approiach.

The difficulty of categorizins; complex stimuli is suggested by
several. of the me-thidological devices dcvtloped by tiaval analysts to
categorize such things as- the misuiows of the Soviot Navy (o.g * Thorpe,
tNPSP, Ch. 8) or Lhe effativeneas of Soviet uhips (eq.g.* Kahoo, SNI, b
19;0 Huier, SNI, th. 20) - Thaue wrhodo ogte "- ssume thot A concept like-

talusioo" is difficult to define ottd divide and may havo ouly fuxty
boutdages.Thus cua~i,x w~thods are tweded to abstra'tt Judijtsoot% ef Ott

ptot#)Lypic %eAniog of such ezi'tagories 4u *~the &-tithip tattriot% to that it
has s~ 'dd ag~an stig an~v1lYttc. Mnothera i~anatic techni ue Is th'

expicaionof axooq~e9 el'sifitation schtremes to or.ani1t objectas
(eg. hip clastas aud typea) or even" (e~g , sulwtpover elses vertud

local Cri~sco).

CAMMIC-11 snd wn:%orv. Siftee the early %tork of Bartlett inl the

19204 and 193U9. ptycholuorIsts have 6cen 4vard that coftpltx evoots are
reCon"tructcd in. iWiory rather than recollected (Norman, 0969). Bartlett
found that accurate reports wet. tMe exception vhen people attevoicd to
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recall stories, arguments, or drawings. What typically occurs in memory

is a reconstruction from a general prototype or "schema," or an active
characterization, of the original data. This schema depend. h'eavily on

li whatever the person perceives to be the isolated, striking, or salient
details in the original data. Consequently, recall of complex data tends.

- to be shorter than the original, more modern, more coherent and
consequential, and these errors increase with time.

"With increased time there is more "constructive remembering," or
invention, and people are often more pleased about and certain of thosejj items they invented than those they accurately recalled. Posner (1969),
Franks and Bransford (1971) and Bransford and ?ranks (1971) found that
people absjtrect prototypical or average schema from complex visual stimuli

t.or sentences and use these for subsequent recognition judgments. Further,AL subjects rated themselves most confident of having seen scheriatic
sentences even though such sentences were never actually shown tl.e
subjects in the original sessions. Related experiments (Barclay, 1973;
lDransford, Barclny, and Franiks, 1972) found that subjects store not only
information from complex data but also implications and inferences fro-
the data. These latter may, however, be recalled as having been in the

[J original data. In other words, schemas are abstracted from complex data
and stored in memory, while other details of the stimuli are lost or
stored less efficiently. During recall, the schema ts used to recreate
the stimuli or to decide if new stImuli are from the samo category
(Tsujimoto, 1978). Schemas captare the typical. aver,0. 2beWel
properties of the colmnex data anti then bias subsequeutt recall or
recognition towar'I the schema.

The. debate hetwoee Vigor aind Nlee~wire (SklV, Cho,, )Z. 33) Oct
Admiral Gorshkov's use of the phriase ",coattd o4 the so4` mAy 4; A
Possible exAIMPle of bias-to-scheiA.' Vlgoe's readingj of refcont sovli-t
docttlnn And Activitles5 allesas him wc vttai the conccpt of commanfd a! 0_'

I ~ ~ e aseA Iintilcatve of futattri Soviet navMa ntraey _1vr se~gy
arnues thAththe• OM" featura of hmand -of thpo se4" ar•V t 4actually
pre-sent in Qorsttkovs advocAocy Ar tin Soviet 11.vol dnacriiw0, Al4togh thoy
may be in A Westorni prttotypif~al view of Gsr hkov* .triztitit or Soviet

i5 Necttire implies h04torate ro

Sthe a cosweOpt% anid SOviot 4 triag Is due0 to Che 0_4 o of

detileof that doctrina thAt we0.lot io the o otcattetn
Uheia; those lost iotaits are twioderod, H:Cttiro Imlefe~et f Cho

seano otwr ppoArs rersneteof Soviet novA~_ doc~trin Or *trnteOY
(see Idc~virdo 11M~ i6l-6), for tunlwor discaussioif of ~askvAnd

* t44Annd of these.
taval a#4alysts, liko other firsof fmilltAryLnl1 tce

Vreqoires entctmiVe rotail of past tvestt* and data. Analysto sav;t to
.4' rtlqp the Ability to rec~ollect great A"_nt of Witif tontt-n It 5etrgt

quite likely thn this eOperlnot!' p4arAXWiS the tfhip t acratert rotail And
rapid Wctary gi~a-, are4t vkoted inl expert chessý plAyrs. SUMh expetrts

3Can 4tudy, a chesbOnard for Only A (cw s'econdso godi re-a 1l each pti4ece'
loaetion, anid reutoi thoad U.Weorie43 fot veoks wr ntoqths. such recail is.ii thib, honcver, iatly tar ttoaninvgful boardi positionst; cahess! piees Uhich

ar llaco rtantety, Are nw ornn reAdily tremtemblerted by the eittettsz thatan
theyV acýe by twovices. S;tudies of the eye ~Vu~qof tho dhiet4- iexpcrts
show they literally 1.ocus on the *ort import~at stritogtt relatious
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between the pieces (Klatzky, 1975). S.milarly, the excellent recall of
vaval analysts probably results from their abilities to fit data into a
meaningful context, or to determine its promising, potentially relevant
features, so that when a new context is formed they cai recall the earlier
data !jhich could now be fit into the now context*

Demonstrations of this context-triggered reorganization of memory
and previously stored data abound in naval analysts (indeed in all forms
of research and scholarship). For example, |lercick's (NPSP, ch. 9)
analsis of the USSR's "blue belt of defense- concept of a sea area
defense zone required the integration of a variety of comments on the
"blue belt" made by communist spokesraen in several Warsau Part nations
over many years with indirect evidence froz4 Soviet doctrine and exercises.
Disparate data which had in common the mention of the "blue belt- were
integrated with data thai implicated a sytem- of sea area defense to yield
a concept of a unified, multi-service military plan for defense against
seaboroa nuclear attack by Western trcraft carrters 4ad Polaris/Poseido_
submarines.

In sumtary, memory scholars (e.%., Klaczky. 1975; Nortaaa, L969;
Posner, 1973) find that for material to be scored in toun-ter% memory, it
must be integrated %vth exis•t•ig oncepts and fit the ehe mas created bY
previous data. Thi achodemrliek itorae, may bLMs retrieval, how eve.
For qnas4pAe# Eur4both-er (19648) had poopxt classi4fy o~csa'~gto
color or shapeo. $4s 4&quenlV,e they wereI bett*e i- speed 44d A uracY or
retafl whofdtto tr N the ori-tnt eta tc i S' cheme than who"
forced to use A aw set o c iesI• n lui oewrds, nwhtoy o o tZa sn

yprovided chat the c Iatz at u It tiý oL -VIal (
conitext mtce the vn~daltsitatu ao4t itlvot, ~.
It the dat at vtvidval 4VO xoxt ab & ($httrt'A.n At InsQ#,,

199) f ah otx trziv s~ie e siiimomvy
404r-. dif~clt tootyplC.A1y, how-ver, tva problim C'4otx't matiche%

the Input Othoiga Ociy fot q4 -V prqhblems,. Wtw the, two dittver,
inapjpreprioto dMata may *# k-recalld (th kivfh. input w_4diema 4iO~A1r to ;ýh
Prfblod cootexe not 4 twes il roltvalt %a- the prohlm), or

avotopt dAta mA y pot be recallod, oe tho pro!0 lem cttuxc m-Ay be uktevod
to OaeCt Vhat "'.- to We 4ipptOPritet dataA ink A difflertttic twCIA.

inmeo~i~te~dligt# and btirarhto, - e. tAXeOAtes._* vthee

Ord~eniwi It% W04ty, a_ list, tv~ matfi~ tt4on Ovdot! tin tint ItO
be ordered t otry wt iltut of svridm~~o~btrte ln

bitttb 4ntis iet. M.1 o~4)saedh edt ~rtSos4ohr
on~ ~ ~ ~~ (91 a4il variet ofdunso4 uc svoc lioty ineott ence ten

to too !rhtycrrled ie. thoge jU44ad high int One4 qqualitv ý,e al%4
Judged high 16n 0tbers. This tentdotny iii seet vatibt'g qualitt"er 4t;
co-OCcýurrittg has been terced OMhleo41 drfoet bV social pyhl~ss
The iLuctication It that, for certain ditcritinnatiotns attd j.z~etpo
tend to Collapse Yariou" diaensious Into cud, and to eoferalkid Oroa that
ode ditensien to Othowrs.

Therd i-s a totndency for naval ana-lys~ts to vimw SMoiiet ocrticw a20d
Sovitt naval behaviore as. toinp inprlll(0g, don, SNO). rot

exawle, udsn viws avy nd artyo views on% the Soviet floet an
diffferku in tho l-ate 1950s aAd early 1960w ov the rule of the wavy in
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notnuclt'ar wars, with Gorshkov hac-king a biliitcý-d (IVUL, and the Arty and
TParty a'; See~ing, OCf!n-%-Oitzg Surface -Alips as obsolete fur nuclear war A&d

too expetnsive fur othcýr tasks. Hudson %Leen thle Party views an going
together With -th foreign policy irticiucives of the qoviet Union anid cthe

MI, getwrztl!v relaxed interatia~onil atMOSPhere duigN e iod Ii531957j
(p). 279). Gorshkov's views hie perceives as goingj. tgogther with various
niaval acttvities, o.g., maintc-nance of a surface fleer, and developmaent of

;K - ~ ucremicrliug presnttr&- for chantge from FSoviet- Navy officers. A closer
examittation, however, ofthe events ocieincortmcloa1 atmos~phere at
that titat mtght not ugstthat it was relad, as t tuso bcievt An
the attalysis of the Soviet conts-rrtctiori (%8Lce;WVte, S41b: 187-92) caSCS
doubts on the "bhataner of the fleet. or an iwWýe-utioEnai eonmntmt ato

4 m srface shipa. The correlations between Party viows 4ad atawspttcce 4n4
betwen Crshkv a comat.* at-d wuva.1 pretra"t may. W due to p4t to 4.

3mkr(o~ig There i!s strong oetidencee that momwary of e o iteopts
has a I orarcht.cal structure (ng V arren, 1,972). t'lore tipovt-tatry.

4 sra~mcnt whic arf o Nprednedb hieta'4hiAtC4 stu'rv tend- tob
41to~re4 iW aomory -S-0 thr dthe cian be (itaves. 94. or eualezpe 04a4,-

e~nard xt~ryof 'Acer~t Of te tqrum -$Oom X 'Are Y- Vith rhaso of thme
form '-41l 40c~ arit V. dtM~ f Atd that -ome 2tt tWaarem

t~ vi$@ 4tts( Mt cntta(4lorrYrlive- t b
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(g~e. rao Forf-~.Pr etaiupie, 4ýbeefl. (A# Disgunkes iatk
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Extreme cases. Because isolated and striking details of data are
important in creating prototypes and schema in memory, there is a strong
tendency to recall or recognize unique or striking information with little
loss of detail, even over long periods of time (Rock and Englestein, 1959).
Hnemonists (individuals with greater than usual memory capability)
atttibute their prodigious memory, in part, to their ability to experience
each particular datum as a unique instance (Luria, 1968). There are
several implications of this characteristic of memory. First,
nonoccucrences of events and negative instances are rarely as striking or
unique as occurrences or positive instances, and will tend to be less
well-remembered, ar. was noted above. Second, because unique and strikiag
events tend to be well-remembered, relative more commonpla-e events, they
tend tc be over influential wh.in estimates are made,. beca'se of the
availability heuristic. Third, the perception of physical stimuli tends
to be affected by the so-called "central tendency of judgment ," that is,
smaller stimulus values are overestimated and larger ones are
underestimated. These inaccurate sensation judgments are compounded when
psychophysical sensations are stored in memory, ie., smaller, weaker
values are urtthoi overestimated *Ad larger, stronger values
underestimated. Since "smallest, least, weakest," and "strongest,
Tlrg• •t, most- are strikin'g Rad unique, they tend to be well-rememhered in
terms of detall but not in terms of actual tagnitude. Furthev, the "law
of snse memtryT suggests that the more extreme the stimuli, the more

distrced rho memory of $ts magnitude rlaci v- less extr.me stiuli, Il
short, pcoprion�o�mpresses magnIot-ude, memory does so even more, and
cornpronbm isu most sevee for those stimuli mest likely to be recalled,
yotartih, the (list irictlva of striking and vuleýU data renOd to isolate
thwa f rom other data, thusý i(Aproviog thour MOMOrability, but 4l40 reducins
the ability of the tdvkduaI to intesrAte these dvt wih others. In
effort, the Ctsiticatioa Of d;ta a4 unjique t it ctVs Lft--r,.-.ri
or toter faveotw w~hile to memaory, Wt. mAy aLun liol~tat it mro ftrt
cognitive in-tegration, urdoas such iutegratiou o-xpkicttly involves other
disciittve ceroa.

$Mthbart avid c4Net14pia" tlro, Jensen, Wnd nd
3Vicrell IV`70) PrOestm4 tOPd peeWith l(4Or _'ti-1 on itndtvidu4t 4jiti asked
rtem to P-4ikt Audoeutt.ý ,Wabut dto ofatW~is( tht Otttip&t pouod -of
choseý $nividuaAs, Xt, a_ Eon te tk heighrw Oi tWe I group4 of 14 iVi dtfldIu!i

wee iv~ ndtoboth twitity ptvrcent Vovg Over feg et tall. iiow Var,

r '.vf:f wid .A . %'.

1 -- on group cho- Over ri i vat wrei 4'pa iy t"il (6' V to 6' 4")
while iodividulal to th- Othtrr tgroop vet'e vny tA~l ('Vto4IV
r¼eploe tsr$Atred. th rW t Ovtr alw (oo.t Pl the fittý OTwP at aoutk
tt#enty pordvettt hut at thirty POVrete (OV tht second jgcoup. $Z'&i4V
coxtu wlte c obte**voS totk tim gVUPS to- VhL$% thea utverity of Crilate yat

evstiautlotd whitg o Ihs& vQeto ~towrL vtU_ ren ttoit

iupot~~~~~i Waa to~ij ittop'eistagNtsa

o tatrtktivt retoawrrkC (inv-ttwo) Incremased v$fth tine AUd
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people are often most pleased with and confidunt of the fidelity of such
memories. These constructlons tend to reflect the characterization schema
used by the individual to organize the input data.

0 o Recall and recognition tasks which match in context the
:IL organization schema of memory inputs can be performed relatively

4effortlessly. Recall contexts which do not match memory schema require
greater mental effort.

o Memory lists fail to capture the multidimen'sional attributes of
stimuli, producing the "halo effect " and the assumption that favorable or

I unfavorable qualities co-occur.

o Hierarchical organization of memories is often misapplied to
nonhierarchical inputs, or applied too rigidly, prodecing stereotypes, the

4•I assumption that attributes of members of a class extend to the entire
class. That is, data that are stored as "fuzzy sets" may be recalled L;
Wte beli athut they are all-or-none sets.

o Striking details tend to be best .re•ailed but also toed to be
A' most onzpressod in magnitude toward ia-is impressive dtta. The

Sdlstinct~vetwss of striking cdaails may prevent their int- . o. -ith
eother 6a.a i memory an red to overvsttmation of their trequtltcy,. sin• e

r4evtive tIIiLAfliA *r goealN'es s--rikn~ that-pstv Lutauce4¾

the teruxer aroe Jt-'s mtgeorabli? and less- ovaS tablfe for further cogntý V
work. $trikiri, details will be readily interated oily wiVh other
St VikZ1 S do tailIs

Th# tcMency for extraw or - trikng detaiW to be. itegratec only
with otber striking dkttteiis is. 'Att infstwnee vf the1 4ogwacnttttion of, ek'Vnts%
in sAch a Way that mvzihitqos cofmoaaity amon g.teient..••w hi the

4.0.4 d dii•(•.c.t.a ntue-v- .• .t:gor ie.•a Zsh. i" .Itirely
veas0otwble, Volt dotli tý4 111tjp gtoterrAftt v'hiddimtion c AezutW- uSed,
to disetift'ish et"•• or W'- kot htt (190Q. . f Olk.T•'t•, th.a14t ,rodi•et-v-
Valule U% imo et ieriA for Atg tV 109.i The •o~viet tAVswy1 40 t W*Ofutly

3V;•ci~h 4 ato "a o ny ' Aof4s P i"t•••4vte Or'i s it (r-n ot'er
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Table 4.2. McConnell's Classification of Cases in Soviet Third-World

Diplomacy of Force*

Case Divisions Case Categories ~j~pe- f'Diselat

1. Security on the 1. Demonstration of intent to Attentional
High Seas protect USSR assets, or

the assets of clients,. at Purposeful
sea.

Temporizing
2. Third World 2. Demonstration of support

Domestic Security for the domestic authority Limiting
of an established government

Supportive
3. Demonstration against an

established government in Exemplary
defense of Soviet citizens
and property. Expressive.

4. Military support to a domestic
faction during any inter-
regnuim when the U0S. Is
inhibte from couater-

T 3 Thir t.0 or 1d 50 Demqr.xratrion. Of Lntent to
ltwefiatitoua±. pre~twot a client in a con-

ftnatt-On vithastateth ,
.'bld in odiumi by. the $rttcrnarional

6. Deonst rattonl-ofa ipport forei
clen threaterutwd)b 4elor, geet U

jot~ or lto 44=4l c'Oflita t4th
'Such a paver.

"vAt~ttlft tusnlot ak U1S4 cliemt:ta
itfdt tAti 10A SOViet V-litntr

Olasi am aM c oiell.1979Z 5232.53)



semantic taxonomies; namely people tend tc apply three levels of
classification, with the optimal level of abstractiou at the middle level
(see Cantor and flischcl, 1979: 13-15 for review). At the middle level
people use broad, inclusive, but still rich and distinctive categories,
inclusive enough to cover many kinds of objects or events in a category,

4. but also detailed and vivid enough to allow a descrir•ton in great detail
of the prototypical category member, and to distingui'Lh a category trom

t 7others at the middle level. Objects or events categorized at the middle
Level are really different and share few features, while objects and
events at lower levels (e.g., instances of defense of Soviet assets on the

t .high seas) may have many common teatures. NGte that the categories at the

J• same level in a taxonomy tend to be psychologically continuous -- without
'U •clear-cut boundaries -- but clearly separable on the basis of clear

prototypical cases of each. It is the estimation of the degree of
prototypicality, rather than a search tor necessary and sufficient
features, that psychologically mar%• peoples' judgments of how well
various objects or events fit a particilar category label.

S•' The "fuzzy set" nature of complex natural categories and the
difficuity in specifying all the features which give members of a natural
category a family resemblance contribute importantly to the conflicts
between naval analysts. For example, there are characteristics of Soviet
ships that suggest they would be effective deterrents to interventions

during crises by Western aircraft carrier task groups. Ovcrlappitg
characteristics of these ships give them the appearance of effective
elements 0n a "blue be-It defensive plan" against nueleer ttrikes. Gince

* these diplomatic and strategic missions share many features, deciding
"whether a particular event is best characterized as one or the oct-ir nay
be difficult. Often analysts can do no more thaa to contclude.- that a

* .. • i: particular event was wore like the oane atigory and less like the Qher

but also a little like both. Nor does it. seen to be atty easier to
categorize doctrinal writings, ship constructo., or deployeunt pattertrs;
all these complex avents czw be cagr~dAs having a familyrevtac
to stratiqic or di-ploNatic ~insaiotlis, offensive or defetwive objectives,
cautlaus or nxpaostve teiideociet. To chArActerize anuy oý the complex
elemutnt of Soviet llaval behavior an belonsiv to only oue of theseteore i ovovrlook the. paychilogleal na*tu~re of the iaoalytic pvocess
kvkd the rctidines avid arbIKgt~ty Of 4i1t natural Pbuutomti~ut,

The beat ndval, aisalystis rocogtvt:c thisi ovd treat their
- ct tflalon a toatr ot dogre (lI g Ofty @ttnngleCt thkis

vrobabilistie natureA tahen explaining events or drawi;% coliclutoions) Vor

I Thre i a cntinous imcntoin to $ovtet osvsl-diplomatic

I

*ctivityý, ihe low ientceiy con"tinuling io~Act of oAWA
pivtsetot hasu tJIMW4 i*. urnettcfL b).' aftUA4nts Ow &tAVf toVtcr{~j ~the SOvietsý apparoutty tigS erhisti Z4a~gewTu a Mtot or
lessa coot inuoue tisk.

The tmjor thaileiwug to thtnso ww~ai an;'lyttt if, tr'Atcig dad gati~hinq thotio
Overlappjing And citrsngcotogortieu of Soviet itnin a
bclh.Aýits. There a be little Point to caviryingop Otthe tr;aditioo oý
Vieteiur, Soviet xavai aventit in "euhttraoC cattegOrieu A Oar,- prfitabl

Iapproadi cuy be to dSetataiuo prutoutytical *as~ev aud attewyt to ceasure the
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di•tances between prototypes and specific events. An explicit effort to
measure "family resemblances" rather than to debate pigeonholes may be
more meaningful both psychologically and analytically.

Generalizations and representativeness. Among the most important
characterizations of data made by analysts are generalizations, inferences
about a population on the basis of evidence on a sample trom that
population. Generalization is a central aspect of scientific inference
and rules for valid generalization have evolved. These rules, however,
are rarely characteristic of natural generalization (cf. Rothbart, 1980).
The rules for scientific generalization are (I) define the appropriate
sampling domains relevant to the issue, (2) sample representatively
(fairly) from the appropriate domains, (3) code data into categories using
unbiased ru.es, (4) compute contingency between measurements, (5) retain
or discard hypotheses about relationships. People do not naturally fallow

. .these rules or apply them validly when generalizing. For example, they
neglect the size and variance of the sample and generalize from very small
samples. They allow their hypotheses to influence the definition oz
sampling domains, sample selection, and data coding.

People making judgments are insensitive to t0c statistical "law of
large numbers." This law describes how large-sample statistics approach
corresponding population statistics* The larger the sample the more
accurately its statistics will reflect the population, On the other hand,
small samples may differ markedly from the population, and small samples
from. ditterent populations ".y We- very similar.. Genralizations based on

m.11 samples will tend to be less accurate than those based on larger
"one$,

This tendency to neglect sample size oad variance may be
particularly strong in naval .nalysis, with its bt.•y rd•inCeo on CAse and
class antalysis. A particular single case study or ship class may seem
biably rtpresontative of som~e naval bohavi*or Or M-ls-sion. The single case
or class may theo fotn the bWss %for nalytle gen-eralizatio-s about future
Soviet behavior. Such small souplos, however, are likely to vary
coao!derably from the populat•io of cases or 0.4lsses.

For example, both rho Kit and '4LakyA Aircraft carriers seem
somewhat re-ntesegttative, of Wes9tern air"raftU rirbvvA both have.
beon desigund tor A x-w differenit set of aissions t4an thsie of We•t•or
carc1c-r¢ . The Sovtiet corrirs are 4pp4r.t•tly vAiat the Sovietshe
l446l0d them: large Anti-wuttotiee wArfare Cruisars (cf. Herzog, NPSP
47 w9sn. 55; flcvr, -Pa 85, 9l-92). Similarly, thet uve o h

91itAnd 60011otn clss*s to 41hadow Vý,S. cardeir task groups during
wdtcraeancrises .And tho proroence of a tenr-fiirqu ttilt-si syaso oll
tht.. ~ eeedreprooentative cit ani~n tsc hip classes (feg.,

VP,,bartu It*, 2t'liiukes ond HceCennodll, 197*: 21.9)* it ow~ sternA. howevter
ti. t theso clAysoi wary ontly bSW kto.tuiP in the 4a-.b. oltfsiiqlautted ora
"(Reccsire, MffpSt 94$5). In tidrv of 9 heir overall r eontruction
Mid c1ne1;o&s lreSoviet 4urrtat #hM", arla 'dnignod for ASMI cistiodd

(Hophy t~~r112), hoWV4.vr, 0salt, vivid eesxpet of. behavior, euch At
.hadiovtijttO U.S. carrier grotsps, fqsAy loa2d 'Ialaisats to ascribe
".afaulc ca-Vltn to Stoviet 4hiPV it4 entvku 444 What: really exist.

in additiont to -M inseesiti-vlsY to sample site people tend to be
Insenifotive to isample btat. Unless -a suawjýde As unbiased (selected
randomsly), or thd blase* lttie knoun-auAd can be. Co~peasatd for, a
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generalization based on the sample will also be biasedd. One cf ten
overlooked bias is that produced by role contexts. For example, Ross,
Auabilh!, and Steinmetz (1917) found that certain social roles lead to
biased behavior samples, e.g., a person asking hard questions appears
knowledgwnblh (knowing all the answers) while the person being asked the
questions seems less intelligent (getting qiestLio••s wrong). The rqleq,

•" ~rather than the peoples' activities predispose these percept
Observers of individuals in these roles tend, however, to attributerta ti..r

different perceptions; to abilities not roles: the qucstioner is believed

to be more knowledgeable than the person being questioned.
A similar phenomenon has occurred replatedly in naval analysis of

* - superpower crisis behavior. The Soviet Navy is often perceived as
attempting to counter or deter U.S. naval intervention in the Third World.
Since the Soviet Navy began such demonstrations in 1967, the U.S. Navy has

not launched air st. kes or landed Marines in any of th'3 crises which also
I involved the Soviet Navy. The tSovitet role of "deterrer" convoys a highly
I -biased sample of behavior, since the U.S. Navy may have been just as

likely to not intervene if the Soviets had not been present. The
deterrence role appears successful it nothing htappens: it the party being

I (supposedly) deterred noes nothing, the party doinig the deterring
(supposedly) is obliged to do noth•ng, except Make tactt or overt
threatening gestures. So long as the "deterred" party does nothing (for

i whatttver reasons), these threats need not be kxeutvd ; they can acLually
be blvuffs. Only if the supposedly deterred party ignores the thtrets
(t.e , turns out uot to be detrred after alt) Is the detverrr forced to

I" act and make good the threats. I the detirrer's bluff is not lWkIly to

I. be called, the doterrter can U4wk rtpjeated dctn'rrot thoa wittch appear
40sccessful and effectIve,. It twi4y welt hbe, hovever, th4t inl okch ease1V

- there was little or no likialihtood of U.S, imtcrv-titiont, or of SovIet
uiiiingtwess to hack up the threat, T i role adivatmage, tuever, *goC6 to
the de~terrar, i.t., thev Noviets.

In other vords,the, SovIets can eastly gzAtn the appeoarantce of a
~ succesful, ftectie Cunretorc by their effort% to deter whn1 thUnitk~ed St4uos w unlikely onlU Is ting

"to Ctalt otr s•tAut, tLhe $Oviot NAVY h•týitlt a r01 hias.rd eotak te4 •QAt

Ir reabrtively little tqyta The potceptlaoo of gers otw a"Atyote, tilIktely to- tgi tha~t thti Loet Nay0,Uu- v it ito torvtue.
I ~Theý nultitudit of Other (,lt'r hchtt hav case P.

~ tnintguvetlon ~ 4a tak Of rtly QL.$ tt0centtveM to IOtt-n) r
UvirhnAk d, Anod thek t"nAsli rote *f detcrrowv I* neglectood. the tisat

is thAt thec iSovidts htave ktouai'iid ot it) nin .. ttrvwtt
Tthkrd In vsiw 0evidmlnce! thAlt tho 4,o-vto NAty Ittivlf haS, rtxt Wefltk

vl vitIt to tti biot. Int% 4%A dori vttt the 0a 5 INtao likely
to call tOW blutf, , it Lup' 4'(ttatet ff Venmad~ra h

-' doTlu #4 0to Ie

-tiose eass Vheve tho 3ovtot Navy i% ostonibituly 4tbtltrior; ot

Seen to htave6 taken paitwr to stick ;Lo antli-cArrier d~orrzi-4 toduttites so
A thvat U.S. Zavy otftcorx could tC tiltc as oxetrci" rthertw thAn

i I ~acttal throAtg We. Rkoberts irs UitnkcXa d Eclnntl, #N 210:.I), and thW
Soviets eovqn went so Ca atiom gactual oporatinnak praticae as to nperatie
s"orubmrl extenivewly at* the Su~rfaceo, a foolhalrdy saw [or anyow: raltly-
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expecting trouble.

Hindsiihtful categorizations. One of the strongest sampling
biases tends to occur via hindsight4  Once a person forms a tentative
impression of a set of data, in looking back over past events, he or she
may make systematic retrospective distortions to bring those data into
conformity with impressions (Snyder and Uranowitz, 1978). For example,
confirming instances may be selected to bolster beliefs and disconfirming
instances may be overlooked. Current beliefs can exert a powerful
channeling effect on attempts to reconstruct or remember the past. Events
that confirm beliefs are readily recalled, while other xacts are
erroneously recalled in ways that "confirm" the belief.

Perhaps the most dramatic instance of this phenomenon in naval
analysis is the acceptance by Western analysts of Admiral Gorshkov's
assertion in 1967 that

* . by 1954, Moscow realized both the need for naval
diplomacy, to compliment the other instruments of its new
Third World policy, and the need for patience and restraint
until the proper capabilities in this role could be acquired
through long-term construction programs (WicConnell, in
Dlsmukes and McConnell, 1979; 14).

There is little evidence to support Gorslikov's cliim and much to
refute It, as has been noted ahove in Chapter 3. His claim does provide a
simple expla"ation for theo $oviet Navy's progress towar4 kaval diploQaCy
-- t w4as planned. One v.,nders, however, how it is tha•t thQ Soviets could_
be so forestaghtttl as to recognize a detrdotio ip advce the potlrt eal
importAnce. of thq Third Worlt to alane Owe noed. for 04VAl ZP~iltC4
for diplomacy thmre, and yot be o ahr4i0e au to QolatZuet
tortiard'-proý*ecttont forces wi~ich wer. e tavily depetifent qoiý b~aots 4twl
support tacilicte~s ito tnoit-r1$ht n9o"o mtns vttrev~nould
expect, for e*Ample!, sochl A. tot ahrtfu 4dV;1r+4,t to *"-.an its 5$ billion
011 a mart prof itablo rulAtlo 04o titstCht betweien the USSR Aw"I r~y~pt

OiAsed lnvplitt. 9 atkht'ar t (9Wj ha 0nltdh ~nta e~
hey biased -7 laplrtt can l4ad to ooe4tni-Loy lrrofVc btnnebis

$00puos tor tw. ske of this 4AntuW&tt -thtkk Soviot #4vaI tehvttaamrA
cano to tipttetat c~tnotited '4_ djp01saatit ItWnvarC or >t~g

r4'as Iftrt gwro 4A, Pant! A sh tth tatA datA setm thec 1i s
i* 10 Ot t wo pta doubkio ofct 'tSit

to the fotnad rA
suppose, hoevtvr, that a4 av4k aft.4lyet Vith 4 jtot matte tot

strte~t) spctic~ aa~e~data, frevt the 0414t 04 sovieot OoVA~
$ti"kAlty int eve forvward gkreA (wVane 4 ThQ #nalytn W444 tho Scoviet
Iwoe dnubhda their 4tp1W. tit ('at utrateti) at-!Ivity.

Onteother hand, 9:0 antiytt tooterne with the 'Vetksv iet t44Vý
(Itxcel C0 or the ovoen1i p.atterfn of $o't oA-VA behavior int the totvrtt
ate# (Canot bY woUld find thý.At soviet *ct~r-teit oaval Activity Lo die-
forward area Is twice as likely. as dip1owatic actvit

Ito other words, one set of dat4 aod different uiwplto& 014-1.
afl10V naval analysts to arrived at diftereot peirceptio of 0isoviot 4aval
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Figure 4.3. Example of Biased Sampping

A. Soviet Naval Events
Diplomatic SLrategic

90For d Forwa rd Total.

1954.1967 15 30 45t
1964-1974 30 60 90

ToLta 1954-1974 45 90 135

jU. Column Bias, (it) Diploma~tic Forward Perupectivc,, (b) Strategic Forward

>1Forward 'orward

1954-1963 I5 30it1964-1974 30 Go.

I C Rw MLas Next SovitaUyfruet

; ~. ForardFarvard:

" 196-•1974 30 -

-n, . ,.-#Av

-. �to•,TOW •S4-1914$ . .
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activity. Several widely different generalizations about Soviet naval
actions in the forward area are drawn, none being entirely accurate, but
all completely consistent with the data sampled. If all four cells of the
contingency table In Panel A are utilized, half-right concluslfona art-
avoided. However, people typically look only at confirming data, arid
rarely consider all cells. For example, adiplonacic forward' is
confirming data tor the diplomatic analyst. But "strategic forvar4" is
nonconfirming and may not be visited as relevant by the analy-st Interested
in naval diplomiacy.

An example of the sampling bias can be found in Peterseo's
analysis of Soviet Navy diplomutic port visits (in Olsoukes and flcconnei1,
1979: 91-92). Peterseti argttes against Hcc~wiro's thesis that, after an
Initial survey of ports in the Indian Ocean, very few visits were Made to
oither Indian Ocean countries, agd diplomatic visiting ther* fall off after
1969t Poterson writes#

While it is true th,%t a. drop in diploma-tic visits to Indian
Ocean ports: was regiostered in !970, It is nut true that
wvery feW visits have be-on made elseuthere in the egiortt
since then. B(trweon 19M 4114 1976, for examuple, no fewe-r
than 30 'diplomatic visits vere made to Indian Ocean
countries other thAn Somalia and South Yemen. X n
comaparison. only a-$ were made to Neditorranea ports daring
the same- Period.

Petevaton presents (p. 92) tabulationso of diplQm~atic port visits kor the
InioOcean and the eitraa ff~t the- years In question (Scee flgure

.4.4). PNtorsect overlooks two imjwort'n baa* rates first. , kw t014l
levtls of port 4tsirioz. lift ttis tVo .rtýOs; wom, ttwh spootint
ti-me teriods%. lndialA (kean d-Utinawtte vkisit* woto, eavor theV total. Uau
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rattd beWCNeen the tvo ttee, Vrtag0 Ut 1-1, AM- OWe rti§ Of V4st.4 Wn beth,
oeeoe -in, cho0 wo, portods i# hl& 0~th IrAtio of Ind-i.404041"! vitsi

rho~o tw. 11F~ isi~9 ae ote traonrto* . 14
otht itt44, witaflod rrsve~ 44t4~ ~ actase tw th tv

"aM 'AX ito di htttt Whydi~o

1it 1b M44t A $ Avl -_4 thi xj f atept - Sip tai 14ei4 vts te in th r-
Vs~iQW Aa ftt~4U ti 4# i flo e vimt In Vin w i#t Ia ta Oc

faAthnt4I u sSf Ptsu44,AoC r4 tt wt v41ý: Ma0 'otysýii *ttrin the

hi v* ttsi pte 4&LA?
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,gute 4.4 Number (atad Porcuiantzga) of Diplomattc Port VisWit in the Indian
- Ocean and Mediterranean by the Soviet Navy 1967-1969 1,910-1976.'

p Indian Oceatq cditaorranoaca Total

1967-1969 30 (43z) 7 (20%) 37

S 197(" 1976 39 (57) .28 (802) 61

Tau,! 1967-
1916 69 (1002) 35 (1OOt) 104

*U~.. fomPeeren Table 3.2 (p 9 *l. low 41sg*M4OA*, W79.
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actions, ec. to understand and pre-dict Soviet naval intentions. Naval
analysts aro sensitive to these covariance assessmaent tasks and on
occasions have identitied covariattoris oi great relevance to the Soviet
Navy Which have been inadequately ad~ressed; e.g., the rolation-ships
between s'ýits inl nval policy and in foircign and defense policy, the
reltAtonshbiIs b.-cveon naval policy aad techaical de-velopuients (flcc~wirc ,

¶~rdtables. The stu4&lost repriisoatttaoa of covartacloiil is tbu
four c'Z" c~:zbec table;

Behavior X

Present Absent

Present 2010

Absent 80) 40

iven tdththis ~imh~st waner of representing cevariattoabvprto

AV "ntfs Nuopl0 hvav didrkicudty 4uzettcing covariations4 ($rnedslund' 1965;
VWar And Jeuk-is, t9M¶b

Among the CO=sunn Ptobkcms ifn detect 1g c-Ovariatlioa is 4fn almoast
complate ridencetýý (allt r ttren (qrv ++) CelL int the fourt Coll
-table+ fpclW *-till tsiud to se'e -,k# catr A koeiuatWtttAth behv~tter X
**tr1y becuausiae¶e A to Ptesent V*hen X5 is presenlt. $orw peaple VAill

theOte 'Aetgv tpit! of X ith A' zhoAn Of ifto x '4W A4. ~hr -te
Ceoll- ++ an-d +- attd 4deC1dV thio a.~t~ ViA~t b*I a V~ XZ is

$tt ofittl C*V~i*ItIkqet§ than toiO ty Wtl~ PovaP- dho tive

c*Xtiutdt os coki1*00 riteno 0e 4"-1 C

ther th b4ane '4tha orevtw r#Olvist th 4t1 cot"*~$

tf .ho fourt told wl.rz~q ii*:ýte -isk. 4 t" Cwtee1i 193 107)

The ~ ~ ~ ~~~o ??rftvhtt 'tttto Inaoi ate# tes *it- Irngttt to

To ;uj'p,*or this ttwy iý6tý"e u-tvr at ~4ct ta



{ newcoraumntof Lrati or Iraq in their ritcout conflict may bit art
Q ex4d1p1 ) 0 Whitte the axitontce of cases, lit the ++ and -- calls is
iwucis4SAry to. &~atblith u )usoitivet vovattatiott, it is not su~fficient,
roltti'ic abuuacei of caseu Wi the *'- mad- cells Wu alao tiecessary.

eglvtc ofd-ice. In part, Ow dkfflitult' pconpd have,
-with conrtjstionu 0tsciratiou miay derive fros the getteral faiure to uiw
stec'sFt Lye( evideswt±,. The .ttenlco of Lucic4cons kteith to be ovkerlookiid and
pt. tle formzcnet of ncgative Wiutnceinywth~ncdi:cty

Tho o~vyre E ale pOct itve. -i ft Lancea + m mEIt t
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overlooked and important patterns in the naval data may be neglected. A
Similarly, an analyst may fail to note the success of an indicator in
predicting future events.

In this respect it is very interesting that one of the best
quantitative naval analysts sampled, Petersen, notes correlations in his
data only when they are extremely strong (e.g., r > .8, Figure 2.3, Table
3.3., Figure 3.2, in Dismukes and McConnell, 1979). For example,
Petersen's Figure 2.3 shows an extremely strong negative relationship
between the mean age of a class of Soviet ships and the percentage of that
class deployed out of area in the year 1975 (r = -. 91). Describing this
figure Petersen writes (p. 45, italics added):

the number of ships in a class that operate beyond
home waters seems to be related to the age of that class.

Similarly, in describing a nearly perfect covariation between the age of
Soviet ships and the number of diplomatic visits they make (r = -. 98,
Figure 3.2, p. 98), Petersen writes (p. 96) "the Soviets apparently prefer
to use their newer large surface combatants for diplomatic visits."

On the other hand, there are important covariations in Petersen's
data on which he does not comment. For example, the negative
relationships noted earlier in this chapter between the total Soviet ship
days spent in the Indian Ocean and the number and length of diplomatic
port visits (see Petersen, Table 3.2, p. 92) seems unnoticed; instead
Petersen writes (p. 91)

The relative intensity of the Indian Ocean effort is
particularly vtriking and would appear to confirm the
prominence of political concerns in the Indian Ocean
squadron's mission structure.

It would seem that Petersen did not expect this negative relationship and,
despite its strength (r - -. 65 and -. 83), overlooked it and implied the
converse. Similarly, he takes no note of the tendency across all oceans
for total Soviet out-of-area ship days to covary negatively (r - -. 74)
with length of diplomatic port visits.

[I again apologize to Petersen for this apparent overattention to
his work. Being one of the few analysts who adequataly presents his data,
he becomes most vulnerable to this form of methodological analysis.
Petersen is probably less guilty of biases than others, but easier to
catch. His extensive use and reporting of q,,•ntitative evidence is highly
commendable.]

On the other hand, if a theory or expectation Implies a
re1,ttionship, it becomes much easier to recognize covariation betweeni
variables which are expected to be related.

"For example, Weinland noted (NPSP.% 263)

Since all but a fractiot of the (Soviet) surface 4umbatants
and auxiliaries that operate in the Mediterraneaa come from
the Black Sea . . changes in the pattern of Soviet
transits thro-gh the Turkish Straits provide rough bt
generally reliable reflections of changes I" toditerraneanj
deployments.
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Weinland is entirely correct. Soviet surface. coukbatant transits of the
Turkish Straits correlated very highly (r -. 91) with .Soviet Navy ship
days in the Mediterranean, 1964-76 (s"ee Wetinland, Tabics 10) and 11, p.
262-63).. Auxiliary trans~ts also covary strongly (r -90) withr Mediterranean~ naval pres'-nce.. E.arlier in this chapter we warned analysts
against the temptation to treat highly correlated (redundant) variables as
independent evidence or to weight them equal ly with truly independent
variables. Weinland seems to avoid this problem by noting the
correlations in his data.

In short, if a particul~ar relationship is not predicted by an a
-priori theory or expectation, or if the peson holds a theory which

incorrectly presumes a weak or null relationship, there is a tendency to
miss or underestimate covariations in thle data. Theory-driven
covariations are much more easily perceived.

In fact, the perceived covariations and estimateýs of association
based on theory are of ten far higher than arc justified by the data.
Theory-driveil covariations are of ten overestimated, to such an extent that
variables with no association or a negative covariation may be estimated
to have a strong positive correlation. This phenomenon oi 4ilusory
-orrelation," already mentionedi above under characterizing data, requires
further explanation.

Perceiving, nonoxistent correlations. The psychologicalI analysis
of "illusory correlation'" began with a series of elegait stvdies by
Chapman and Chapman (1967, 1969; Chapma~n, 1967, . They investigated tbe
puzzling f lading that expert clinical psychologists reported observing
'ýnsociations between certain projective Lest responses and particulor
>-izical symptoms (ce.g,, parnoia), although repeated validhation studies of
~il cots ound no associations wlth symptom5. In Wtier wuds, the expert

'Iclinicians were inferring, personality nod psychopathict charneteristca from
invdlid indicators. The Chapnians reasatned that bol ief-,k about covari~t ions,
often result from seruantic iissociations (rathker than fresw frequenciesý tit
co-occurrenice) . Thus clinicianq wmight bolieve th~at poratiaido would
exc _gerato the eyos ini the Draw-a-Verson (DAP) test, qvtin thotkgh the 0A%'
11A vital nio predictivo validity. IV% ot tmct , Commo tfl loi

~ssoiatin~,beitig readily available mn to ly. might bQ tAken 4s
inicatveofa high trqucney of titkopig rrh tt

availability heuisatic. It so, those aeni-anxic tin hol pply
Oqually to ninuxperttio This ins whiAt tho Chapratns , tot A,3VQ teg
reportee, the 4ame co-v riatiotvs 0i rindom paritqv -of Aod ýYpot
that Clinidcian c lied to notl in prdecticn0. tolheo peopltt tertl tskrvd to
simply rate Owe tondotwy of a given 4ypo(A to "C.1tc mAind ea11W
Part , the rAt Lngs iereý highlly pi die~tivtl Of tho r-pkWtod, (illuenY)

ere4ltion-'. Thc bodyJ, uit mout oftl ten lo to tm1nd W thesro 4)kt f-waso
hosdmie that 0%port Anld uwoxpe-rc Juiar purceeivud as i:aVAYitig Vith Ct

Ina cogttve Cihe oflunr Octeaie ~ t1
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the ob~servers reported retrospectively that eachi right-hand word appeared
most often with Its semantically associated left-hand word.

Using the Rozuchach test, the Chapmans (1969) provided an evenI more conclusive demonstration of illusory correlation. Two responses to
the Rorschach consistently differentiate male homosexuals from
heterosexuals. In addition to these two valid indicators, there are
several signs that seem intuitively (but not In fact) to differentiate1< between heterosexuals and homosexuals. The Chapmans found that proctir-ing
clinicians commonly reported five intuitive indic~rions (which are all
emp&-rically invalid) as most characteristic of homosexuals, while the two
valid signs were rarely reported. When laypeople were asked to rate the
degree to which homosexuality called to mind the various valid and invalid
signs, homosexuality called to mind the five plausible but invalid signs
but not the two valid signs. In other words the exports and the i'aypeople
shared the semantic associations between the invalid indicators and
homosexuality, but were unaware of the valid indicators.

In the crucial phase of the study, the Chapmans showed nonexperts
pairings of the valid indicators and the homosexuality c.onditiont which
covaried either 50 percent (i.e., the valid indicator co-occurred half of
#-he time homosexuelit- pj Ifac) 67percent, 83 percent, or 100 percent.
The Invalid signs were also pre-sented but did not covary with
homosexuality. The manipulation of covariation of the valid signs did not
Influence perceiAved covariation, i~e., even when the relation between thle
valid signs and the homosexual condition was perfoct, it was uior
recognized. However, if all the invalid signs were epeleted, the
nanexperts were slightly ses~v~0 the increased covariations between
the true signs and homosexuality. Further, when- thle Chaptanas created a

series of ma~~ssive negative covartations betwee th nali i and h
-symptomsw the noaenperta reportod slightly reduced, rather than very
strong, positive correlations,, True, but unoxpe;etedf e~evariatiocns were

-nereeUW7vn if perfect when they appeared aklotig with the plausible,
Invalid signs, asad were only partially rQcognited when they appeatred
alone. lnvald. but plat.sible, covaiatious were perceived even. it the
data atrongly indic~taJ an' opposite t'Ol~tioii. Theories or procoaeept Loune1
of what Uihould" Covary Consistently Overwhelmed data-driven

The tasks performed by the Uhapintna subjects wera couiderably
easier than the cesks at ttaval ottn4yots csttm~tlng ttntna Tite dat
veorwe ll'-orconi:ted. cloarhy aud ieyproeseted iqn rpid suecesgioxt
intdicawn*T wore Prosbnted 4t tbo %ante vtrne ats *ywptotas ther ye wre *uvear

d.ands On amtory, Ott~. *"ot thir*1 jtaescuitity A e out
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perhaps less significant). Petersen (in Dismukes and McConnell, 1979: 91)
r describes "tie expansion in the number of Soviet diplomatic visits tin the

Indian Ocean] between 1967 and 1970" as "impressive." In fact, Petersen's
data (p. 92) show a negative correlation ( r - -. 38) between year and
number of diplomatic visits by the Soviet Navy in the Indian Ocean.
Rather than an "impressive expansion" in visits over this period there has
been a contraction. Thte Indian Ocean is the only region where tihe trend
in number of visits is so markedly downturning; in other oceans the number
of visits has been constant or slightly increasirg. It is thus not

a surprising that Petersen expected a positive relationship.
Psychologists have proiosed four different reasons for the

tendency of people to overestimate the degree of covariation in4i theory-driven associations and to underestimate the co)variation in

44• data-driven associations for which there are no clear cut expectations.
Tle Chapmans (1967, 1969) explain tie occurrence of theory-driven illusory

Scorrelation in terta of the semantic, associative connections between the
variables which are mistakenly perceived as correlated. This explanation
is smilar to Tversky and Kahneman's (1974) availability heuristic; i,e.,

-an associative, seuof tic connection is readily available in thought and is
thus suggestive of a statistical association.

Taylor and Crocker (i979: 48) offer an explanation in terms of the
operations of the theory itself (they use the term schema). Theories make
some types of evidence wore available and influence Lhe type of evidence

U . the porqon is likely to use in judging cov.xriatious. Specifically, people
r arch for data that art consistant with the theory, rather than
irrelevant or inconststent tnformgctiqn, Peoolpt cotoseuently over-rely on
the number ov "positivre hits" (or ++ occurr4ncea) which confirm the
theorc•:cal relationship they are assessing. Secondly, the juagrant of
how frequuntly two events co-oecur could be based on the associative bond
between thr½-, as TWersky 4nd Kahnotnn suggested. When the association Is

S4 strong the person. t& likely to conclude that the ovvts are trequeatly
paired. Stroe.g associates a-re likely to seem to co-occur frequeanty.

Aýmil"con and "ifford (1976) of-ter an explanation that relies on a
generl tot-der-y to see rare events as co-occurrng. That Is, events
v-hich Cattar~i the sq~m chdaeeeritic, in-r~oqueny. may We percteive4ý as
being dR%4ciatQd, and thu* as co-occurrins. Rather titan -3*awaitbtic
Aeso0itata boing kakn or orlain tiley suspeit a Statistical
characzeriscL. (infrequeny) a% givilq rige to 4a1 association, which It%

cor sogeos ctnc~ar~ne.g., by muari4 of greaAter availabtlitty of

hNathh.tt (10•9) Uffe • 4 fourth pushible ''etIdonh teti for tho
eOf $fuaory QorrelAtions 0i3 eAses Whet' WO nvontO .r11t

V ~into-t q'41ibt wid trar mrops. III tide cawo, ovin Utwo fib coait oat
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because they are essential for the estimation of cause and effect

discussed next, causation implies correlation*

AsesingCauses andEffects

Causation is an idea that is generally used because it is

generally useful.

Scintiic D, :1dFischer, 1970

Assessing causes is one of the most difficult analytic tasks.
Scietifi metodsand inferential statistics were developed in part to

reach sound conclusions about causes. Causal reasoning without such aids
is subject to bisadinaccuracy.

Anayst oftheSoviet Navy often describe the difficulty of
determining causes and assessing effects in their field. For example,
Booth (IND), chi. 19) summarizes tie discussion on whether or not the Soviet
Navy's forward deployment has made any real difference in Soviet foreign
policy. He wrote (p. 368)

*..this question could not be easily resolved .. It
was aurrounded by an inherent obscurity . . . because of the
elusiveness of the cause-effect relationship.

-1n a similar'vein, WccGwire (SN)): vii) wrote:

There was no agr..ement ( among naval analysts)3 on the impact
-of the Sov$iet Navy's forward deployment on Soviet forin

1' ~policy, and to what extent the one led to the other aaait

was difficult to Identify specific instances where a Soviet
naval presence had kcausetr particular developments or had
produced ehd~fts in Soviet policy..

& fundame-rtal dif ficulty i4 that ceases can ncavcr be observed,
they 'r isa Inferred from either (1) experiment ý' O~oundt 114sis

for inferance), (2) experience aud observation (an imperfect Wut often
adeqoiate U4si&), or 03) theory (often an unsounu basiu). There. is 4o~
inherent gap. between the first two of these bases and the third which"

'acannot bW bridged in an entirely astisiactoty way. People think-in t *rwei
of * theoretical language based on such Inotions va CAUses, forces,1
Ny~ttw* Aud vroporties. These ato attributos or rolationstUipo with no
physical, ctangible e~ulvalenfts. People tgfl ea~lity With cvraits
oporatione, and w sue ntScience do#ls with this basic di-atinctioni
by sa~~igthe langtiage at theoty f rom the language of' operatioos
(te.e, exper-imetita and obsorvetional iuettiodsb ýCuncepts tn the one

lao~ae reo ussociAtMd 40h thuave io the oth:er mierely by convtant ion or
-get~ftbtensinitso wroteon scA hohar of. causality andtacionce

The distinction between thoory invd operationsa Is oftn elutdi~
evwi for stcitists. Thvro I's A VeVY stroog ps-ychologicail tendency to
thnlk- An4 reason int teres of cAufAes And forcees as it these Vero real.
cat-e hat M& wtal, creations. While it is possiblq to find operational
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evidence that supports a causal concept, it is impossible to prove a
r causal theory; causal laws can never be demonstrated. A correct causal

law will, however, allow scientists to make accurate empirical
Spredictions. This accuracy is the basis for the agreement between

scientists which Blalock mentions, hut the correctness of prediction does
Ii not demonstrate the correctness of the causal theory. Theories, like

people, are often right for the wrong reasons.
Scientists use theories for the sarie reasons the rest of us do,

they need to simplify reality. By making untestablc assumptions, a few
key assumptions can be indirectly tested. In reality no two events or
objects are ever identical, but in science and everyday life it is
necessary to act as though events can be repeated and objects do have
properties that remain constant for some period. Without these important,
simple assumptions it is impossible to generalize beyond single, unique
events.

1 •Theoretical models of reality help in making these assumptions so
that other assumptions about causes and systems can be tested. An ability
to predict events is supporting evidence for a causal theory (but notI .o proof)* Predic:ion is tangible, measurable, and "real" while "causes" are
not; the two should not be confused.

Causal meaning. What is generally meant by "causality?"
Scientists require three things in tests of causal laws. Each is
necessary and none alone is sufficient as evidence for causality (Blalock,
1974). First, if X is believed to cause Y, a correlation must exist
between them. If no regular correlation exists, .ao regular causal
relation can exist. Stcond. there must be an appropriate temporal
relationship, i.e., X must occur before Y occurs. While the theoretical
need for causes to precede effects is obvious, the operational problem of
determining which events occur firsq bas nto obvious solutions (e.g.,
unknown aspects of V %ay cause X, which chan•ges at the rame time changes
in Y become measurable or observable), Third, a "presumuptive agency" must
oxi:t to connect X and Y. That is, some operator exists which generates Y
and correupondg to X and w4hich is organized so that a wo•nection between X
-and Y can he separated into A Sequ~ence of ezptbecomponenots that can
W h roasonably- expected to Overlap (efa Fischer, 1970; Uttcks, 1975). In
some respects, .he Ouird Pondition would soem to be suff Mient to believe
X catues Y. Hvowever, as we discuss belou, the hurda n mind is atn
extriwrdinarily fertile field for "presumpt lye agencies M -- evoe random
evants tail be roadily connectod in he Aind4 Confirmng eidence is

C t~r aasily retrievcd froo metory or erected by tho tca~ginatioo to doxootu~tratu,
Qt=U.4i4l rcalataouts whtich do iot, ick fact,, exist.

CnItinscl tsrrors,. In thin suction we di-cuss *njor ptychologtcoal

6 ~~uoder tho ugat cw iiont U evN scitntsts r4Ay hypothosize 404 cied

dtteotisrs discovered A #ow fore of radl~iaýto, tho 8-KAy-, atid other
scietiss cnfired hisdiseovory. Theý rAdiation uwas nttirely
i$~t~ty.ho~we, ut eeaig evidentce' tor it vw' totolly Uttwloos, 41n
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and categorization of data can produce what are, in effect, "illusory data
bases" (Taylor and Crocker, 1979). Even with accurate data, people
perceive illusory correlations and may fail to perceive perfect but
unexpected covariations. In other words, up to this point, before any
"assessment of cause and effect is attempted, we have noted a variety of
data problems which would bias even accurate causal assessments. As we
will see however, causal estimation itself is beset with problems, which,
along with those that precede it, can severely impair causal inferences.

These problems cascade as more information is integrated. There
are more opportunities in more complex, causal estimates for bias and
error to occur, It becomes more difficult to determine from an estimate
itself just where such problems started or ended or to assess the

4 magnitude of bias at various stages.
Covariation assessment and causal estimation serve to integrate

and summarize data and facts into information and knowledge. It is
difficult to separate items of information and knowledge into the various
elements and processes that composed them. As we go higher in the
analytic estimation process it becomes more essential to examine these
components and processes of analysis as well as the finished products.
However, even though the analytic processes and ingredients cannot be
entirely deduced from finished estimates, an outline of the potential
problems with the "higher-order" processes (causal estimation, prediction,
theory testing) will help both the analyst and the estimate consumer to
detect vulnerabilities and errors,

Causallty and chance,

Chance is a word void of sense; nothing can ox.st without a
cause*

Voltaire, A Philosophical Dictlonary

Chance is perhaps the pseudonym of God when He did not want
to sign,

Anatole France, LM! Jardtn 4'Igpcurc_

T h ere ic A strong tendoocy to look for and tind caursa
oelatiorahips even in, events that occur together by chanrct becausv

people- ar* highly seci~t~va to the ++ c o-ccurttotcet od relativoly
insenitilvt to 4- And -+ inl*tlaneos (which inVA-lidaft tltt eo-oeturritct
hypothests), people tAed to thoveoecisave rcAuMi links botweeu h voit-e h

Severoi factort &wcrcast the likelihood itht A pair at ovents
which raatdoaly cto-occur will be percchcd as mataally linketh First, IC a
Stro"g a pried theory oxistt to link the events, an obeterver Vill tit
sepecially alert for ++ instances, which Ott then takon 4s evidence It%
support of tho theory. LyOU wore tundaoeotcal tatan OhILs first biAs.
however, ts the weidency to peQrciaove. any evenot, objuat, oe cAtCoi 0b1 hich
U# foeus 0ur attentiloo iau playiuqg A c:AusalA rolti. third4 the yvlirtkg of oo
intentioo and a tavor~blc outcufta io voet likely to, lead to the escioAtu
tht the tor wiho linteitdcd the- outaoce actually caused t~i outcorac,

*lchougb the favorable outcomd "ay haved resoulted from chanced. Thea
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contingency between an actor's apparent intentions and outcomes is
regarded as persuasive evidence of causality. This perception of
cause-effect is greatly strengthened if the actor is also seen is capable
of producing the desired outcome. The result is that the actor's good
fortune will be mwiporceived as the result of thle actor's Intentional and

Vsuccessful action. Fourth, temporal and physical contiguity alorne can
suggest both covariation and causality. Actions by the actor with a
certain pace or momentum that are followed by events with similar pace or
momentum are perceived as causally related. 1vetcs which co-occur in
proximity, which share features of size, shape or form, temporal pacing,
and duration, etc., tend to be perceived as causally-linked and the
hypothesis that the co-occurrence was coincidental is underweighted.
Fifth, observers attribute identical "good" actions Lo the dispositions,
intentions, and motives A liked actors but attribute them to the
situation and environment for disliked actors. Similarly, "bad" actions
by liked actors ate attributed to the situation and environment, but tihe
same bad actions by disliked actors are perceived as reflecting
intentions, motives, and dispositious. hI other words, disliked actors
intend only bad actions, and perform good actions only when torced by
circumstances to do so. Liked actors are disposed to "do good" and "do
bad" only when pressured by the situation. Preconceptions about the
targets of observation may fill it% causal relationships that reflect the
preconceptions more than any causal reality. In general, observers
attempting to estimate the causes of aztions greatly overestimate the
impact of intentIonls, dispositions, and •motives, and underestimate tihe

V role of situational, eavivroamota-1, or contestual piessures. Observers
are highly likely to itwer inttenctous from e ýatios, and to deduce that
intteations% caused actions, whon, in, fact, thu data do not warra~t such
conclusions,

One of the -most saltent dif ference* betwucon ~Artlystu~ of the Soviet
Navy hinges on grhadsictoOvaSoup of AsuAlysto percoeives the
SovtoQt NAVY'S LortiarO dePloymen~t 4nd CfOrtt At n4V4l dtIpOM±ACY a0

r ~disponitiooalt 45 actians inetqoitdo Planne@d, .and cosstn ith 00her
Soviet f oreign policy behAviors (egý , Uismqke% aad Conl q1979).
Other 4anlysts (eag~, HKIWVird, 1979) sto the- torward de~ploy~±et 4s torced
Ott the oi e t NAUY bY sOU04tioxnal And enio~nlpmresors, naisly the
straitvqi threat posed to lousi4 by lti,-ror U4S* 04y veapons. The

for~rddepoy~m Ad tuth of ttW 0ubsooqte-t $ovLot o~val41,lnnaey Il

vribue b thch ws4qniCi ati4 ! si bytention toi
.avhilo thil lattr Anmoyns Vill 440 SOVIOt i'tenun Witi4, otth

Ovidrentat causd--t4 ial flhtiwws Vill tood to to trtuo mnly o

ii A is Abst 2- Is; presut~aby also a4sn) t 11o,~o~o cua
rtlation isý 4uch hokrder to d.etet, that to, vhcnl A ithihits. b (xt A
ibsoot, then S prcewtt;t or it A. prtetiot then% U *bwnQ. Che 4 ngtI ve
relationts, or ina~ ycau#ses, %tilt wt4 to t.-e k'ndc, a4tia4,

Cons iston~t vith the IS¶51)yS1S of tterattvc eVentu in this chapter,
oubOer6es v waVO uakkaC daL~ etetlog teg4ttie causes, I.e., ettect r. ttclUts
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only 'A thle absence of A, and never In A's presence; A is an Inhibitory
factor which suppresses B. Because A andi B vary inversely, rather than
directly, their relationship Is wore difficult to perceive than facilitory
causes which vary positively with their effects. Inhibitory causes are
cases of what cognitive psychologists term "exclusive disjunctions" (L~.

Posner, 1973: 76, 115). People find such concepts wore difficult to code

into memory, and to identify correctly, than positive concepts.
The role of inhibitory causes be-comes important in naval analysis

as estimators attempt to assess such things as deterrence and the "denial"
element in Soviet motives (see Booth, SF42: 365), i.e., Soviet efforts to
deny Western inf luence in Third World countries. As was nored above, it
Is quite easy to fall victim to a "deterrence trap," and assume that a
self-proclaimed deterrent is the cause for a nonevent. Similarly, the
Soviets can easily claim causal credit tor a lack of Western inf luerice in
a region, Such theory-driven inhibitory relationships may be
overestimated, while data-driven inhibitory relationships may be
underestimated,

Casltan adrert's eentativetiess,

In war events of Importance are the result of trivifl.

Julius Caesar, Ve 001le Gaillic*

Aperson may us,, the reprtieeeneacenes heuristic who" seeking
causal expl~oattons of eventis, Caoses cay be sought which resemble the
effctas obs-erved. Gr#4t causes may be sovg$At to cxplfl great eveottt
Complex 444ses4 to It C~~ oompkx cvenAS, Oet Rothbtbet atid Fulnv Leh
termO thjS the 'ýprOQUu~d toerize lIAeY2, the, teo-ndecy to timf~lactly Oatcgh
t~aus*$ and events* $ttw*4dr (t9U7) ustv. the. toxv 444qkfAl vtnkii W-4 th#

4. ~bolief that teqmlaq ip4eea1tt~y. Thtuttive pec~ia ithi
cauoas of ovento ditffer 4epeudiog op wiohorh the coeq nes t

it-vrttt or trivial.% Se-vero an4 bad uote**me are tibtdo
*4levoloot motivts, whilt lameo good, Qoteotot# Ar attributed to go

taot

Rarhbntt anti VOlCr'swltu4 Ott9yew6ttstt that 'Cototditeeabilitr~ tsr
pbi? t taniportntm role0 ito C #gl -Atttit~utio';.* It 4 masi a t4 #c4vmov
as* boitig afle to targset rho of~~L~t$P M4 acttiqw% ta. d -h mt§04

satns teperceiVedL 450 dot p~~g~ Q n ie4Greý te Let Wti4 thet
ot~c*esofthd actioos. Goo0d ovtcnuets sfet od stivo* 4A4t bAd

outcomes bAd motives if the actor could anticipate hIS actioWs

t~iethe tendency to match ca"aace And affects a eern.
is W~t ov~hiit.Uoevar*t it does leasd to a0 overeattmnati1o6a that
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representative causes are responsible for effects and, an underestimation
of the Importance of less representative but valid causes. In particular,
acase of ithe "profound motive fallacy" seeuts to occur Lit analyses of
current Soviet foreign activity, including naval behavior.

Analysts of Soviet foreign policy motives have loig realized thatAlSoviet or U.S. actions could -lead to nuclear war. it was often argued
that neither side wanted such a war and that It could only cotae about
through a mis_,alculatiou; neither would ever cake actions that could
explicitly bead, to nuclear war. In e~ffecc, the real pos!5ibility of

1 nuclear war was explained by the belief that neither side wianted it but
neither side could foresee how It might occur, or predict .ic, or always bef sure of avoiding it. This appreciation% of Soviet aind Wegaero outlooks was
fiairly Common amongr Western analysts as long, as Soviet strategic
capabilities were iniferior to these of the Unit'ed States. This outlook
seems to have been. a major contributor to the Westorn% mirror-imagtx
perceptions of thc West anid the Soviets: th4tt thle Soviets, likea Ut.!91 leaders, did not belive that AUClEa~r wars could beý W41, and that rtuctear
war deterrer cc, rather than its. conduct, was of the greatest imporcariee.

As the Soviets ttrsc ma-tched and OvLen seemed to surpasa Idestern.
strategic systems levels, daca accumulated which suggested the Soviets did.
n~ot percei'.a- nuclear war "s a hopeloess sit~uationA, and eha-t thoy "'re
perhaps explicitly coustldaring strategies to fight and- '\ti& nuclear war.
At anty rote, theotr railteawy plantiti~ anil dact-ine irreZtsed 6utevae
attevitiao to the conduct and outcou*of rtqnclear w-Ar thatt vga~ jr4w$CI in

Western4_A %Qaeyadmch lead eaoucwru with tho dvtdrroent. Aspects of-

0uclear systems. h i i o i t~ i f u l a s ~ n
Soviets, hod Attttlcpatod h acv tU4kn$O UliI1$Yr-§0in
Wore digi thoir witv~ jusotfo VC1aOutsa U>1 a~~~t Alil) but 4140 CQr Nerhgaps OxsLovelY) tota ~4rittxg-s'

ths~argtig dtc en q-m 4 l to hiaveld Al4 V
aftdlystv to 3 *vf~i octvC Attribuwzion -- IC tho $~t

VA VIM o them trEoI$k *i 4itm4r-f,; t~tW -Y t 1.4
ptafotstod vlotive for t h*ir hehdýor Vith rvsp§et to th§# p'Aoe

ries*t~deyt~t _tteitr-At4 *UMt A ttar, eweidanf PU N. i Otthp

togi hi ~ci to, 't 44tVasrPrtikt . tsti to

A SOvietvt tV1t to pr#F*r t4 totn o Vatv tramxýth- k-4-to'iK I ~ eeiy tsr4#are 4eurhsiseie tiýýh h-44 ZeNý4 tho VWO~#rier
a lest ntfi t~t~ftt 4v&i A.0'10 4,4 1,ur~ nu thAt. th

_ q4inwtt Ato V111, k§, ti-Ak OIýfldAt vtir¶, Or t% -or ut'xegiit aY$'5 t A-45

4tt*t 4 WAi potg~lblika Otaet± thvt ree44 en. 4Afstr awflr
a. - istieo , h#Attutote thtA %th4 iY. tthej *;sipeItkz i

A44 Offastk '6otibi toat V40s 4ewe sovit totVo%~titg t~ot

ddftse4* 1.o., with *qwti"e ki 44" 4i~wiVeA '4.4 1e.1 Cthe tAt kthat t
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threat of nuclear war is widerveighted, while the. Soviet's planning for
nuclear war Is overweighted in assessing the causes of Soviet behavior.
One consequence of this profounai motive fallacy" is that Ithe torward
deployment of tte Soviet Navy and its use in diplomacy Is perceived by
some Westerga analysts as suggesting the Soviets are willing to risk

noerwar in cofottoswith teU.S. Navy (see HccGwire, SND,I:prolog.ue tor a sim~ilar. conclusion)..

Hapical-thhtlAug. 'It *magical thinking" hie salient features of
effects are used as indices to guide the search for cauaes. Those.
events" that. share the fcýarurtts of the effects (or have directly opposite

features) are perceived as the most likely causes.
A stress on military or naval doctrine as the cause of naval

*cttions,~ may be seen as, ini part, magical thinking. Doctrinle shares many
of the features of naval actions and thus forms a ready exploialltion Of
naval behavior. However, doctrine Is ambiguous and encompassRing, and
ofter, self-conitradictory. Any naval action could probably be plausibly
explained by some doctrinal "prineipb2i Soim causal factors other than
doctrine uact dictate which ya~r of doctrine to oporativo In leading to
sngy given naval behavtior.

tMcoti're etnpha'dzes Soviet naval conztrvcc Len as both causeý and
6ef ect of Soviat Itv behvo.io exap4 -r ites(tL:P

All intcepretotiona of sovLcLi policy taugt itvove sm
ellmert of Conijecture *p aal'Yst of Soviet nAVal polig.y
art u~nusually tortvinate in bavxttg Rvilable a. range QE
apoclta'zed and reaonbl cocrt 4Ct tm uhich to
4drivo, and aralnqt Which to ten t Uir ttyporh'4esev by its
very nertir, the eigatd-icaoe eviy c raslrv

dsrot it0 (%tnrsvh&P.) h-0bg
.. of shipu W-loct nhix, 4 g o

*pn't:@vC rqui~acs * . Otio~ Ativity
me g ct -46 tolshd- t4actical* tacýPse 4W4 asestoo etoW eto

tiefltmvac tt of F.t~bl caattt .4

~OI4*o te oe vtn *-t4h i

Th t'. kivt$# ~~~$t h- 40 e~ 04tt it u t a~

4eeit e~ b~ha4rs4t# Th~t it! 04fltihi4w P4e *# . 40 tnot

4ottt U tot play: t I--4±it wv~x * t is 24t liflltt 44 42#bt- p

-il týartt ýn t~t otogt 4ipl 'V tot~oto t a-ct t~w 4t it~i( ~a U1t. o

nýeVaayer 4 tZ-A h4 etnnsldir. Aod ow- tiP vadA14" Ife 4ti~il-c
(ul~at the rt ft. 'ctu baflt eMq utei 161r. &ti tIL s-4ip Ous4 t ctic ýpt w



do) in his estimates of what the Soviets plan to do with their naval
forces. Nevertheless, a heavy emphasis on ship and sy.stem features may
predispose thle hardware angilyst more than others to uxpect that thle causes

tof Soviet ship construction will resemble the ships, and th~at the effects
I ti Soviet construction will resemble the ships' capabilities. The

hardware analyst may tend to underestimate the degree to which Soviet ship
construction responds to nonnuval pressures, or the degree to which Soviet
ships may undertake missions or have effects for which they were not
designed.

Capabilitie~s and intentions. flcc~wire himself describes a similar
Iproblem (MWI, prologue): that the close examination of Cite evolution and

charater f Soviet capabilities may lead theanls tougetht
Soviet intentions follow froma (or resemble) capabilities.' Tile consequence
is that the ianrlyst miy calculate the worst that the Soviets could do and

* reason that this is als~o what they will do. An equally misgui-ded tendency
is to estim-ate the limits of Soviet capabilities and then assutae the
Soviet Navy would not undertake missions that exceed those apparent
limits. ian assumption that intentions simuply rese-mble capabilities is the
most dangerous. raniaesct~ton of the represent aciveness heuristic in naval
analysis but one which sfeem quite rare ueomz the Soviet naval estCimates
sampled.

itNwever, leecaqse the conclusion that intmotions will resemble
capbiltie isso atterotý,aa-~lanal1ysts should be, especially aett

Lthat Sovie Itip dr espctall some mission
(ea~.. sea ennrol cf rem nP 4Sp) skhould not betak-en to
aucomn1-tUe4lly imply that the Soviet Navy wcUl4 lever attqmpt d~tgt Missiont9~1 Przerto ttoal f~r or, tOt ezAPi0 U.S§ naval attaly&oCa reasoted that,capabilties~r isso0tgrous na04 lett
btecoase It w44 ill-suice4 for sea Coutrol, the Japaanese tlavy woutld ano
tulwettake ovias#Vo k7t rAs-iv* aopr~tioo% tra f(tea home uatoxs. Oni the other
uiand, a pgrcitutwrly st rong sovtqt cap4dlicy should oot We takon 4eitw Ai

evt~ea tat he $vtet plnnedor iitedod to use- th4at eapa btlity. h
_ Mitytiovtrfner

chssP~e hs tey hit pri tority Sov*%et $4vy (*o-e, t __ T
lttig ea Au ~ta~ tlnt@ -1cph s wps otSvetttatt

(4twul~ , $ltl@rc that rtsola"I %ttay- a t . te0.tltehv

~'. ~ Wt tOn, t4lse $dn eauaei. Ucht-totliwLe us -ve
1i-4t 1ra tgkik~iy e0'u.twit~kot mcwtiev tht Uate 2g* ~

t~tt#a hy eiee&tt aase fr 0044014 P~tn iat4abtout viýS w ta*4L f4444eua
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People seem to feel quite comfortable with the first causal
explanation that is congruent with their observations. Thtre may be very
little or no searchling or testing beyond the first monocaus•a hypothesis
that fits the data. Since the first plausible cause may not be the best
explanation, Shaklhe and Fischhoff (1977) observed, "the true cause may
never be evaluated because the question is closed prematurely."

Shaklee and Fischhiff (1979) test4-d whether people tertd to use a
"parallel search" (i.e., examine information on all poss-Ible ct-uses before
making causal judgments), "serial search" (examine one possible cause
after another), or a "truncated search" (examine one cause without
considering othr ' They found people tend to luvostigate only the first
cause they bel to be acting, i0e., they truutcate the search among
possible causes after the first plausible one is found. Once an event
could be plausibly explained, there was very little investtgation of other
possible causes.

Minimal causation is consistent with a belief that facts and
events fit only one theory. Since people may select tirst the cause that
is most available or most representative of efiect, other causes less
available or representative will tend to escape attention. Bcautse •le
first plausible cause is not likely in general to be the best c4osal
explanxtiofl people will ••wd to be overconfident regardins the accurocy
of their causal theories. That is, people will tend to believe th•y ltaat

settlud oa, not juat the first, but the beat explanation..

Cakusal hyrAuJIcS.. Thje terdency tcý assume th-4t eveots can bv
cxjtlatn~ ya sinle caktse and to, see h frtpletlccua

*xplata-Ion leAds- to a a±mplc hydrau-lic nOtion of caunltty, *1  * 0
belief thac causes -,aot . tat for and -t v4th aCvh Other I" ptoauctnts
for effetstt. That ia. #nolyots M-AY bolievo tha4t it surono pelltkeal

tetrw4.causing a stvier bchAvtor, ;strnn.q military or t aav -fcw,'V
CAWtO W10 e ean-*ittig L14t Mteýhvito Altecnnaivuly ao4tiaipntlvzigtt
tareie rojcusl uetinet b~y th;e Soviot 8.wy Goa tho actiolt* 01t

TO, W U 4i S - aey aind rvot pwerva vety, vzro;% US. aslt4ý4 ini14%tustc4 :4ctia

on~s Ai vit thehoe ti
!o cz~etu e ata ehd nht~tp1 Oftudrast

*sets ad i e~t ina nt *it (e .,$t, vhs V4 tot. these%4V
tU4utattt dctors AZ* isa 1% Ottesnl it.ee e h
Aftplies lio* for the &Imyý; sort go#* InS# 10o uttter brat d*4epie0 4
Qanur (Sjufi 79) wen Ot. Uf &iet IceAPSAnaa. utti

Th- prto tcGk&4,& I11 Volntlt -ait~c1 t istrea

tcepecth WCre ~ dko tsO int -A 4antte thtit 1044vad -s 44 noe tot bth.4 A
4&uafay increase pts4ucrivtty sto ti4t- tin.a Artd carot giwn AAA 0ote•112
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butter, evean thotgh nilttary anid civtlhrn sectors continue to comapete. An
gau heorists have long ago noted, a zoro-iqun gome (sctrct compertition)

4 ~admits only one motive, while nonzero suu games allow players to act Wtid;
a Variety Of mixed motives.

Caguwvl hydraulics, imply that if an analyst perccives a factor to

for someU action, then or-her tactors are asn~uiaed by the -analyst to be

noneXisltent or relatively UnlitmportantI. This leads to the fallacious
belief that, if A cant be shown to havecue ,ti oeo rv~ta

Cdid not cause U. The presence of A is than take~n asa ovtdcnze f or the
absence of C. None of the naval aamlysts sampled uzeed ea adhcce to this
fallacious beulief. Tok the coatrary, Weialand (SNO: W~), Oir ezmaipte,
14otes that

* We are fotted to infr 4atceekats irom their observableI c~ts@$uet~es - rcmmbercv~all the whtte- that any iacio
cant actd Mosr a-CtioA probab~ly do, have aord th'an Qoe

1Its operation in the 1isr~ot cmottxt Of Soviet 4nIalysts is tiot runustnl,
hoevr.Vot eontaVlo, some t-N arg", the *dviot Vntun is inotivated by a

desvo o Qt~i nlitr? upoiortyseem to b!vVq-tl;tguýplt# Chat

&UniteCd. States.

Parsaineny -otue -ns iftty and ladtlcripttt eluraltsn
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the behavior of organizations as large and multifaceted as
the Sovie' Navy -- require a considerable amount of direct
empirical tvidence in their support before they can be
accepted. That kind of evidence simply does not exist in
this case.

Weinland's critique suggests a common assumption in naval analysis
and political science, namely that the rule of Occam's Razor does not
apply. That is, the notion of parsimony per se, is not highly valued in
explanations, and instead efforts are expended to account for everything,
rather than to account for most things. Weinland seemingly argues that

0 •all Soviet actions must be explained. He writes, for example (p. 295)

* . the evidence does support the interpretation of Soviet
naval policy and practice as predominantly reactive in
character, and defensive in orientation. Some of their
actions, however, require other explanations

He challenges MccGwire's parsimonious strategic defense hypothesis (which
may be reductionistic but is not deterministic] because it fails to cover
each Soviet naval move. A requirement to explain all rather than most is
absolutely deterministic: it implies there exists a cause for every
Soviet action and leaves no room for chance, luck, random factors, or
causes yet undetermined.

Weinland makes it clear that he does not expect every Soviet move
to be fully explained, but he seems to argue that this should be the
ultimate objective. He also notes that the causes of Soviet naval moves
are not always Soviet, that W'.stern and internatioral factors play. a role
in causing Soviet policy and practice.

The widespread notion that all Soviet naval actions should be
explained, and that different causes, or combinations of causes, could be
found for every Soviet event, might lead to a more sophisticated form of
"Ominimal causation." That is, a plausible cause is applied to each
different event, until that cause no longer seems plausible, at which
point a new, plausible cause is selected, and so forth, until every event
is explained.

The effort to explain every Soviet event leads to overfitting the
data; 4 .e., the ability to tit an explanation to all e-.-ents under
examination. With a sufficiently large number of explanatory variables,
any set of events can be explained to whatever degree of precision is
desired, The consequence however, is "shrinkage," the inability to
aecurately predict future events. A parsimonious explanation may not be a
perfect fit, but Is more likely than all-encotapassing explanations to hold
true in future cases. Fischer (1970) terms the riultiplication of causal
components "indiscrimInate pluralism" and notes that, without a specific
means of weighting causes, no clear interpretations of effeccs aru
possible. Neither, we would add, is accurate prediction poesible.

Calling cuseacause. ischer (1970) has also noted the
tendency to use linguistic-Rubterfugns to introduce multiple cuses
without labeling them as such. The terms "antecedut,.. "factors," atid
"rules" are soae common cover words for causes. It is isot clear w•h
analysts avoid the term "causes but readily cleave to "ruls" or

114
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"factors." What does seem clear is that, as used by analysts, "rules" or
"factors" differ little from causes, and the use of the former terms tends
only to complicate issues. For example, Dismukes and McConnell (1979:
278) have the following to say about their "rules" of Soviet naval
diplomacy:

The rules are ... explicitly not meant to provide detailed
predictions of superpower action in future Third World
crises. By identifying regularities in past behavior, and
hence reducing uncertainty about future behavior, the rules

Scan aid the policy-maker in diagnosing the situcation and
making contingent forecasts . . . the rules provide a model

J of behavior against which the superpowers' actual behavior
a can be assessed.

4 How the rules can help make contingent forecasts without making detailed
"- predictions is not clear, nor is it clear how a model of future behavior

differs from a causal model. It seems possible to speak of "causes'

A ywithout foresaking one's belief in complex cause-effect relationships.
Fundamental attribution error.

SIt must be remembered that, among all changes, the nature of
man remains much the same; the personal equation, though
uncertain in quantity and quality in the particular

SI 1instance, is sure aiways to be found.

Alfred T. Kahan

SPeople tend to estimate the causes of an actor's behavior aspredominately or exclusively motivational and dispositional; i.e,, as due
to the actor. On the other hiad, they tend to underestiade the impact of

SV the environmental or situational pressures as causes of behavior.
Psychologists have labeled these tondencies the -fundaweatal attribution
error" (Ross, 1977).

* One vxplanation of thtis bias is due to percQptoal salience,
observers tend to foZus on the actor rather thant on aspects af the
situation. Such "perceptuo foeusing" tends ,to produce Causal
attributions; whatever or whoever we focus our attention ot becorus more

y apt to be p~erceived as causing the evoiws we, see (Ouval1 and ileiltay, 1976;
Storms, 1973; Taylor and fiske, 1975). This implies th•t obsevvonr, who
are focuaing on the actor should ptretvo the actor (or rather thep attors

Ij dispositions aid motives) kis causing the actor's bhavior, vhoreds the
actor, who is focusing Ott the situattion alkd ivro~n huld, perceive-
environwental pressures as Causing hlis bhavior, This is, inA fact, what
psychological studiocts repeatedly tIndk aetors attribute their ovta

S1 behavior to the environmext while obsorvers attributQ thd sMCU bWhaviot to
"the actor (Jones and Nisbett, 1971).

The implication of the (untdamental attrtbutlon ,irror is thatSI * estimatora may too readily wIner broad perwionat dlspoutiriona and expuct
consistetacy adpredictability tit behanvior aetoss a widid vA-riety of
situations and cotttexts. There xso a tendency to drAw hdauty concluaioos

i I! about dispositions while overlooking relovant eovircotetAl forcs, av d

I7
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constraints. Jervis (1968) suggests several ways this tendency may lead
to misperceptions of intentions: estimators may see the behavior of
others as more centralized, disciplined, and coordinated than it is; and
may tend to perceive the position of a state's Foreign Office [or Navy] as
the position of the state.

Naval analysts who argue that Soviet navel peacetime and crisis
behavior is largely determined by a long-term Soviet foreign policy plan
may be victims of the fundamental attribqtion error. Similarly, those
analysts who see Soviet naval evolution as the exclusive handiwork of
Admiral Gorshkov are probably overestimating that already formidable
commander.

Jervis (1968) also notes that when states interact, one government
may overestimate the degree to which some desired behavior by the second
state is due to the influence of the first, and will overestimate the
degree to which undesired behavior by the other state is due to internal
forces. That is, estimators may generally see ocher states as behaving
negatively for dispositional reasons and behaving positively becauae of
influence exerted by the estimators' own government. In this latter event
the estimator overemphasizes his own government's influence in bringing
about the positive behavior. These tendencies have been noted in
psychological research. Taylor and Koivuwuoki (1976) found that people are
perceived as the cause of positive, desired outcomes while situational
factors are regarded as causing negative outcomes. They labeled this the
"positivity effef.t." Snyder, Stephan, and Rosenfield (1976) found an
egotistic tendency ýo make atcribhtiorts that put oneself in the best
possible light, attributing good outcoues to one's own tkills while bad
outcomes are attributed exterually.

This tendency tas been repeatedly exploited by the So viets,
according to ttccGwire (e.g., SNIW: 3), through what he terms the 'Western
amplifier" effect (p. 4), KccGwire .rg~tie chat Wester. observers have
overestimated the extent to which tbhe Soviet Navy has deterred the lbS,
-Nvy during superpower crises in the Middle East, In effect, he ecusoes
the observers of falling victim to the "detenrrnce trap" described 4bove,
i.e., of believing that the Soviet naval presncCe CA~UG a notvcn (i~e,
U.S,• nonintervention), and ignoring the situational factors that also
iufluenced US. behavior,

From the Western porspective, attributin drho course o4 Mddie
Eastern crises to the Soviets (rather than to U.4. and Middle Eastern
dispositions) way be one raaatis of jostifyitg the neativt *spectu o 10hQ
crises (e*U.I cthe oil tiabargo -ad.~usqcteeg ~ unilcie)
The egotisotic tendency would Itead western observers to look for extor(14k
causes fur rhcao nedative outcomes for the West and the Soviets, prquence
provides a convenIent oxplannion. In turn, rih- Sovieta hav- explotoed
these Wltertn porweptiotio to 'Advortitla their lnflutntce ovdr the U.S. "Avy,
and thov ability to protect, ThIMd WorM clinettii SevtrAl navial analyatk
setto to givo too little attention to U.S. forces as &A ec toCr to $4vtut
interventioan in Cielt anda too Much to Soviet forces *a at Lontr to U.S.
intervtntion. Afttr all, it Ve4 the sovi-t. Uniont that npflieicly
threateneod to intervtne to the 1973 crisisý and the Lhdcod stara- that
.orest.IItd rttir intervention, both diroctlky throuhb a Votlo-Vido
military alert, atnd ldtrectly, by forcing israte to moderate it.
actiono.

The•5 fuadoactal attribution error ca also be noted in effors Vy

- i IiIl
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naval analysts to explain actions which are largely just naval as serving
Soviet foreign policy ends. For example, analysts have elaborated

political links between a Soviet naval exercise and the "Cod War." They

have explained Soviet port visits in the Indian Ocean as almost wholly
diplomatic (despite the limited diplomatic character of Soviet actions in

A that region). They have attributed Soviet naval activities to
influence-building despite numerous severe setbacks in Soviet foreign
affairs (e.g., Indonesia, Egypt, Somalia) which reflect a largely negative
diplomatic balance sheet, and a aced for foreign bases that goes beyond
influence building.

ASsessing, disposAt!ona! cau~ses. Given a tendency to overest~imate

Sdispositionai-causes and to underestimate si~uational causes, especially
when unliked actors have performed "bad" deeds, what steps might obervers
take to make more realistic estimates? Two skills are necessary at the
outset2 the ability to detect covariations ýnd to estimate their
strengths. Unless the observer can estimate covariations fairly

* accurately (that is,, weigh all four cells in the present-absent table, not
just the +e cell), the other steps outlined below are of little value. In
if fact, if based oi taulty estimates of covariations, the steps below may be
seriously misleading.

The initial requirement of causal evaluation is to determine that
•° } the suspezted cause reliably covaries with its effect. This assessment

5 . can and should be done retrospectively, as well as (or data which .s
obtained in the future, That is, all relevant past events can be
reezamined to determine if the suspected cause was reliably relAted to

' events, The caveats n0oted above for covariation assissment, e.g., the
possibility of illusory correlation perception, should lead tU. analyst to
adopt, a data-"drver raher thax theory-driven approach. Secondly, the

1 jifficulty in pcrceiving negative covariattoas should lead the analyst to
"cake pates to explicitI hypthsQize• ihibttoty causes and searvh through
the data3 for these, as well as for tacilitory causes.

Given evidence of reliable covartatiorb the analysw can then
Siovestigate t•hro furthor ditmnsiQos to determine whether thle relationAhp

sns d.spositional atd it�enttonal, rather thear onvirontiencal and
sitoational. these dimensions (suvesced by Kelley, 1967, bsed 0n J, S.

ShIll's method of di•f faruce) are coaaansus, consistency, and

Consonsus refors to th, dtigrea to which ntht'- ýctocs domonstratt
the Sc c~tsnlrelaionst p uppowe the- 4uspected C4u!*al rtilatIonship

is 4 Sovitt interest in Third Wkorld tnflooncee (cause) led to "forvard
deployment of the sovitt N~dvyM Leffvit). It othler nAuiaiw 'Also untdortake

videaalo"AVAl dopteymentts, tho 4ntion (or efftet) id Out unique. i*e.,
L ~it hou high on s Ott th# other hood; if onily the Soviet Navy

uodrtiak*& faraf lung dcvloymonts, thefl b~ehavior io u4qne aa$1 has low

Con-sistency rofe#tor cc ont,-t, cite, anOd modaslity of eptt
Mast the soviet savy zostctydetdoyed tdrvArd over tioe, or 144

fottve4 dployent evelp sudenl? go sUc oviet Na4vy Cnt~tltethtty
rIsntain 4 ftowArd ddplAye+d force-, or o4s# thet ýOrc# 0*1;Adt or contra-ctI ~~~ith dliftrent situancines? Ate soviot toward c'laec ositnl

cO*postd of the t4_04 unisO or typesl Of ships, or d004 the. e4dality of
tespoose Vary?

T"
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Distinctiveness refers to the target of the response. Is the
Soviet forward deployment limited to particular target areas within the
Third World or to the entire Third World? Are Soviet responses in certain
regions different than in others? Highly distinctive responses are ones
that occur only for a small set of possible targets. Low distinctive
responses are ones that occur across all targets.

Soviet forward deployment can most confidently be attributed to
Soviet dispositions and intentions if it is low in consensus (other
nations do not undertake far-flung naval operations), if it is highly
consistent (the Soviets consistently maintain a high level of forward
deployment over time and deploy forces of consistent composition), and if
it has low distinctiveness (the Soviet Navy deploys throughout the Third
World). To the degree that the Soviet response is high in consensus or
distinctiveness, or low in consistency, the analyst should begin to look
beyond the Soviets' dispositions and intentions, and consider
environmental or situational forces. In particular, specific information
on the distinctive features that lead to Soviet responses and the causes
of inconsistencies (i.e., changes) in the timing or modality of Soviet
responses provides the analyst with predictive power.

It is instructive to apply Kelly's covariation method to
McConnell's classification of Soviet Third World diplomacy of force
(Table 4.3.), The first three case categories are actions that most
naval states, not just the USSR, would undertake in the Third World. The
first two of these casua would only be undertaken by the Soviets in
certain contexts and with distlnctive targets, e.g.,, the Soviets do not
always support the domestic government of a Third World country, it
depends on the context and the country. The lost four cases all evidence
the same pattern, low cuonsensus (other naval nations would not tend to do
these things) which suggest Soviet disposition and intention, low
"conolstency which implies the Soviets take these Actions infrequently or
oly In limited contexts, and high distInctivenes-s which txna these
tottnS are taken only on behalf of certain distinctive couitries.

The only case for which tSoviet action has high conisten• y ae.d low
distinctiven~ess isi case ýcategory t1 defense of citizen& and propery
The Soviets are likely to perforf this Action In most contexts and

* regardless of the character of rtet offendtn nation lvv h

in o . .• .owv- the,

constnsus As 4-110 high, soat other naval nations woold also undertake to
* defend dtftcett aod proonrty.

U ft;na of those casesg dove obaerve the "Perectt diopositton
"pattern k, a Aatero "h, Wksld 411- iW, SViets t act% only
04 th -"eis • Of th•it 06 in.i. and 4itpoOs.tt"u, fo d oto 'tserv.
aPurely sitq4tionAl patterna. i*64,, svid-oice that 04t soviota o01lY react

to #Ptattf to ottkgts atnd tatges a40 do to 0.4 All othor .A-Val uAttoot do.
14stead w att & Pattern thate i14 tatea relutive to Coot#I*t aod

taret, utreatldl ttduetotha$vot 1  --citk '1A %th tv**$otct to
UTcd 4orld i~taneatkAatsctt.uaeo"nt Ilk# t~ngtart
to the ertiriAl feute oqtt4 ci teftjt Qand tarkjjnt# rthatt _rdset o~t
aeti~on, #tnd thuse perform a kttgby bul ttc tntion fr both

eovAcintion ctvflorit dAY sertvc t.4t~ tn thVI rTdAtxvq veight 4nd

as indviua Ituis :1n a etetgoty ard asscsetd.



Tablo 4.3. Analysis of McConnoel's Cla•rificattion of Cases in Soviet
Third-World Diplomacy of Vorce in Terms of Consensus, Consistency,

1% and Distinctiveness,

Case Divit•ons and Conncnsus Con.otene Distincttvenes•n
Categories 1&igh L-ow Nojj Ic l-usHig Low

q X. Security on the High Seas

1. Demons•tration of intent
to protect USSR assets, or
the assets of clients, at

1 1 UI. Third World Domestic Security

2. Deionntration of support for
the domestic authority of an
cstablished government. 2 2

3. Demonstration against an
established flovernmcnt inS~defense of Soviet citizens

a.Td propertyld X x x

S. DMlitary support to a
domestic faction during anSInterregnmum whetn t~he U.S. to
Inhibited from ¢oun~erinvol"=

dent en y.

4X11. of4rd World Internationl Mu •cuvr ty

5. Demo.tt'eaton of i ntent to pro-

£lict, wicthschi~n r a K Kroato
wntiO Aoap Oitft * USd elio 9t

*e not e

f i9

1$. 119c O~Of~f~b1Nur
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Causal, warnings. In closing this section on assessing causes and
effects, it is worth noting that Booth (SNI, ch. 24) offers his fellow
naval analysts several pieces of advice on cause-effect assessment "to
prevent an influence relationship being seen in too simple a fashion (p.
470)." His warnings closely parallel some of the observations made above.
Booth's points are listed on the left in Table 4.4 with psychological
mechanisms on the right. The fact that Booth takes pains to summarize
these various problems in causal anal ' sis in detail, and offers clear
warnings to other analysts, suggests that causal biases are not minor
problems in naval analysis. Booth himself notes "the frequent difficulty
of identifying the precise relationship between naval causes and political
effects." To some degree these difficulties originate in the problems all
people have in assessing causes and effects.

Prediction

Predicting and forecasting are central tasks in intelligence
analysis. However, naval and military intelligence analysts often have
been charged with being unable to accurately predict either the
capabilities or intentions of adversaries. For example, Albert
Wohlstetter (1974a, b, c; 1975a, b) demonstrated how U.S. intelligence
analysts persistently underestimated several measures of Soviet strategic
forces in the mid-1960s and early 1970s. Several scholars have noted the
consistent tendency in the late 1950s and early 1960s for U.S.
intelligence analysts to overestimate these same measures (e.g., Dick,
1972; Gray, 1972, Lick.lder, 1970). Lee (1977) described how the U.S. CIA
underestimated Soviet defense expenditures by a factor of two and
ultimately publicly revised its estimates upward. Whether the CIA is
presently over- or underestimating Soviet defense expenditures remains an
open and heatedly debated issue which puts into question current CIA
forecasts of Soviet defense efforts (cf, Cockle, 1978; iol•_mn, 1980).
That is, a methodology that aisestimates past spending cannot be relied
upon to esftim e future apendink"

Not only are intelligence atnalysts charged with failing to predict
capobilities acQurat•ly, they often are accused of inabiltmy to estimat
future intet-iona. Many uritrs have cotmomoed on the see~mily f requent
ftalures of tinclligcace to forecast aurprise attack, crisasu. changes it%
p4Oliie, etc. (soMQ rCeertft vAPors AMe fle-r.tt-vo1T;Bt 1974 6,f 19 80;
Chan, 1979-- Cait, 1980.: $HAndo, 1980; Shlaim, 1976; for a review of
literatureoxt am i 4 alysts of intelligooce Walurts to predict inttotiona,

ste tec,19* 9),50od~ vtitas!_ (eAg., ate., 19?6) atau@t thA-t failurea to
pradct ttentons cctaately L4 itovirabka.

Gcnrnl aild gptciýk ttoisa% Of luceo. Motny of tilt lattics or
inttelltpent failure* kmhei~ptaI the ouiitlettiroe of th" i! Sk. fste
n0ot thot tnteligdnc 4nrs e 40bjeatd to Prassures 4y thdir 04(1

govooet --- -0t 'a'ith Out -right- pticdictlemtw; i.,thooo that #trvt
the d~ectoio -*Akdrs' purtpooosu othor critics poi0t to tho &10#044a
ilitoligte ct analysuts ate 4% thoy 4,ttvapt to A-ct out orgoninar.40iealnn4
po11itlt rolo* Ar.A alto produace objective tats.Still otht-r critic
point to non'lticlfcos uha the ompeiy th4 interntatonal
politial cnivirgnct the signiticntpolmc prtigvnij
si 1al And ltutenioc indicators from wadi.. backcrotunolooie or 'leception

Cha• |9•: 6al• 980,,q• 320l
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I Table 4.4. Booth's Causal Warnings to Naval Analysts and Related Biases*

SBooth's Warnings Related Biases

f1. We must not be hypnotized by ships 1. Salience and vividness.
at sea, but instead see them in
relation to a country's overall
influence-building tactics.

2. We must not mistake what a 2. Representativeness bias.
particular government claims or hopes Deterrence trap. Misguided
to be its influence and what its in- parsimony.
fluence actually is; nor must we confuse
the effort to achieve influence with its
actual achievement. ... (We) are likely to
know far more...about the policy aims and
tactics...than (about) the effects of those
aims and tactics...

3. Whether or not naval tactics increase 3. Implicit lirking of foreseeability
one country's influence with another, for and intention. Mixing capabilities,
organizational reasons navies are likely intentions, and causality.
to claim influence potential, while
decision makers will be prodisposed to
make some political use of naval forces in

i f [order to try to maximize what is an in-
creasingly costly investment.

r 4, We -must be careful to distinguish the 4. Biases of covartAtion assessment
- possible influence of A's acts on B with and hypothesis testing., asic4l

behavior by f that might be the result of thinkiug. Eundam.eacal attribution
£ ,a coincidence of intereats, The perti- error. Mistaking chance for causation.

aent ~ ~ el quhto i- aa bh~hved
I l

Sin that way in any catt?" This ia A

p•rticularly important warnios because
-tha wyTidence fat, influente• is of Lo only

5i6 Ve m~ust ke-ep In 4tnd that influence io S. Causal1 se~rch b~at4Xo., ernolw.
~ I' At len~t 4 L6VO-W4?Pree.. r causatioal, And c-ausal tiydui

intorested io Worc thwn the Influence of
A on U. The iatzitditie~nsiO"1tiy of the

, -ce ul oc i m

wo not ontly 61srulers, but on*11 OftiCftfF
iw ca t tocsup; Political Vite, on thr4

parties.(C, ...., F, and so con, And on
po-litical Proups tithin A. To OwQthe vttt

thattavA'snl aicts drfect ctte ,xrecetAtienstILof .f1 hn::rj oup 4 it hws tnflucefe.buld
f.0 potkt~lin ak foltif'aatotd WAY.

from Udoth (E-11; 470).
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action; organizational problems; or personality problems among
intelligence chiefs.

The argument that the problems of intelligence prediction are
unique to the characteristics of the subject, i.e., predicting
capabilities and intentions, would gain strength if other forecasting and
predicting tasks were performed accurately. That is, if, e.g., economists
could accurately predict the growth of the U.S. economy, we would be more
willing to attribute failures in the estimation of Soviet defenses as
being due to some unique aspects of the latter problem. Similarly, if
forecasters could accurately estimate the energy needs of the future, or
the demand for transportation, we would be more willing to grant that
intelligence estimates of future intentions pose unique problems because
of their political or national security nature.

It is not the case, however, that forecasts and predictions of
nonpolitical, nonnational security matters are accurate, (see e.g.,
Ascher, 1978). If anything, intelligence forecasts and predictions are
about as accurate as forecasts in 0uch fields as population, economics,
energy, transportation, and technology; i.e., not very accurate at all.
This suggests that the problems are with the tasks of forecasting and
predicting i eneral, and are not specific problems of intelligence work.
This judgment is consistent with the overall approach here, i.e., that
people are not particularly good at processing data, integrating it into
covariation or caueal models, or making predictions. This does not mean
that there are not unique problems in intelligence prediction and
forecasting. There may be features in intelligence work that make
prediction harder than in other fields. But if the ability to predict and
forecast In general is weak (and It is) there would seem to be little
payoff in addrevslng u- ique features and ignoring the general features
that keel) people (rom making accurate predictions. And since intelligence
analysts failres are attributed by critics to a variety of biases,
weaknesses, vulnerabilities and temptations, it is only fair to compare
these failures to those that seem to characterize virtually all forms of
ysemAtic prediction and forec2st•ng. In short, nobody forecasts or

predicts anythiOg very well, intellIgence analysts are apparently no
exception, and the prbem-s of tor-c4ating and prediction are probably
gtteral " well as -specific to a field.

I1lusiono of control. People have a seratu need to Wmaster a41d
cencol t eirevicdnmetwi( One expreniaot of this hleed Io the attempt to

prodict futuire events* 10 dealing with chan0ce Oveuts people oftlvtntar
tilltog to predi•t ootcomes with great confidencae it they hove a

perception ef cootrol. 0-4, n os Opericac o1f eOrly ourer tae or control
overthe0'.o or itt opportuntity to 0100%4e 4lteana~ttCiv CLagord, 191-S).

Givtn ouich Opportofuiitiu people attribute auceostt* oo4 Accurato
Pretdiccton -W tiroeforts. RtogOth iatd tlakrida is ($9'*9) oote, tho

"+"" "Qnsn "i'i a :t bewe • i"". "i .. •• f .e~tn and-+' - .ICtt onenn

the ilusiao of cotttr*12 Vioreeaters are ltikely to per~eive the futurel
as o sorepdlcetblo Ohaa it is 51W)$y because of theOirt elicts to predict

It.

t~lu#lett of or,,er aviare4 to the efegt# of tho Ilinuton of
cootltofltaVcway lrduolt fees the effotrt cd prcdictinr lit rOw tefdency to
tee patte--0o whore "oneib c ex at 'l ilusioc of orderC'* The 40.6d to
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structure the environment, to make sense out of it, forces people to
organize perceptions, in keeping with "Gestalt" principles of symmetry,
closure, proximity, good continuation, and common fate (Ilogarth, 1975).
People abhor randomness and persist in imposing patterns. Hlogarth (1975:
273) quotes Simon and Sumner (1968) on this tendency:

People appear to have strong propensities . . . to discover
patterns in temporal sequences presented by the environment
and to use these evidences of pattern for prediction .
The urge to find patterns extends even to phenomena where
one may well doubt whether pattern exists.

The need to find patterns is so strong that it eytends ironically to those
who generate random patterns when parts of a series of random numbers may
not, themselves, appear sufficiently random (Lopes, 1980):

Fisher and Yates found that some of the random numbers they
produced failed certain te3ts of randomness. What did they
do? The obvious -- they fiddled with the numbers until they
were random enough to pass the tests. Kendall and Babington
Smith had a similar problem involving 10,000 of the numbers
they generated, which they solved by the simple expedient of
suppressing the offending numbers.

One reason people are relatively insensitive to randomness and
"uncertainty is that they rarely consider the hypothesis that the pattern
or process they perceive is probabilistic rather than deterministic
(Brehmer, 1980). In studies of probabilistic inference tasks people seem
to make these assumptions in the following order, (1) there is a rule,
(2) it is deterministic, (3) it depends on the case (rather than on, ay,
the sequence), (4) the rule is functional (rather than, aay, conceptual),
(5) the function is positive linear. Brehmer wrote (p. 231)

_ When these rules f . •ail, the subjects tend to assume
"that there is no rule at all, rather than to seriously
consider the pussibilib y that tile rule way be probabilistic
ill character.

This l~astsitivity to the: pobabilistic diar~cter of tile evelits 0 ' ey are
atempting, to predict seems to uoderlie many of the problem ot
fru4a5Lrs tad esiAtors.

proen wth 10''Vke ot~a

As-%uptl" lu the- cwtht of all1 *ce--s

tk-Udulns Lam

toog-r;-3oge £c ts(tuo yoor4 or t intalto tho futortu) 4ro

geu~i ped~ti000~tgy tr 1 r~o riti- port at o% iatt ptontvzh oit. 1
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to several hundred. He detected systematic biases as well as
unpredictable biases. Commonly, all forecasts in a given period show the
same bias, There was no way of knowing beforehand which approach or
forecaster would be most accurate. Differences between the accuracy of
different aethods (e.g., simple or sophisticated) was minimal. Ascher did
find some evidence of a learning effect, the predLc.tions tended to be less
inaccurate in fields with the longest history of forecasting experience.
In general, however, the more distant the forecast target date the less
accurate the forecast accuracy. The one central difficulty among
forecasts was in providing good core asrumptions regarding the phenomenon
being predicted:

The core assumptions . . . the forecaster's basic outlook on
the context within which the specific forecasted trend .

develops, are the major determinants of forecast accuracy
When the core assumptions are valid, the choice of

methodology is either secondary or obvious. When the core
assumptions fail to capture the reality of the future
context, other factors such as methodology generally make
little difference (Ascher, 1978: 199).

Ascher's conclusions about the critical role of key assumptions
about the future context bear a striking resemblance to the conclusions of
cognitive psychologists assessing the central elements of problem-solving
expertise. For example, Larkin, McDermott, Simon, and Simon (1980: 1342)
write that:

In every domain . . . knowledge has been found to be an
essential prerequisite to expert skill . . • large numbers
of patterns serve as an index to guide the expert . . . to
relevant parts of the knowledge . . . This knowledge
includes sets of rich schemata that can guide a problem's
interpretation and solution and add crucial pieces of
i naformation. This capacity to use pattern-indexed schemata
is probably a large part of what we call . . . intuition.

In other words, the patterns the expert problem-solver perceives guides
the problem nolution, just as the forecaster's core assumptions about the
future context guide the forecast. If the wrong patterns for the problem
are perceived, or the wrong assumptiona about the future cokitext are mado,
oxpcrs tend to cake errors, despite tit-ir knowledge or methods.

Mediurrterx fVrorecstigi. InW40ny forecastillo fields the a.talysis
ofPattQrIt -in att atmodgs tb bet acto~plished4by statistical 41%alyasts

To (h iardto alt-it three, ot*t ooyar)ftr
forecast Ark based on trood prjetn.*simpln q1outititi"ttvo~cdo
sbhonld provide fairly Aiccurate Otitwatra* I to act, toe A variety of

4uAItitttv preictons(stock atwkft Atd O*n4t$ ft-n-n utA
fuM pc~~~a tuturce 4$e4 i-n4 dOrmng# s ztfslAtd04, crec ~ee

ratios, oil prices, it.t . pr*Suat deswo) Iigot 4 flAkrtda1ki (119)
foun, S a nio~of tho litew-aturetht Ow ttplid qQa;1titaLiva taieis were

dafte accdrirtt thna 04i Jftdeotsoak a otecsa
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Short-term forecasts.

An ounce of history is worth a pound of logic.

Oliver W. Holmes

Similarly, the present states of many variables are predictive of

the short-term (less than three months) future. Again, ltogart'a and
Makridakis found that

. rather simple, mechanistic methods such as those used
in time series forecasting can therefore often make accurate

14short-term forecasts and even out-perform more theoretically
"* elegant and elaborate approaches used in econometric

forecasting . . . quantitative models outperform judgmental
Sforecasts . . . simpler models are often at least as
* •, accurate as sophisticated ones . . . simple decision rules

can often be as effective as elaboiate forecasting ar i
T planning procedures,

"Vt To what extent are naval analysts guilty of making sophisticated

or complex judgments about the short- or medium-term future when simple
I quantitative projections would probably serve as well or bettert Since
n- this study undertook no explicit comparisuns of predictions and outcomes,

we cannot relate quantitative evidence of inappropriate sophistication,

however, it was repeatedly encountered. Rather than simply extrapolate
trends, naval analysts tend to develop elaborate models of process to
predict future events.

A not atypical example is shown in Figure 4.5, which was displayedKl in an article on a methodology for thruat projections (Ivanoff and Murphy,
ENPSP: 149). On the left is an index for antiship missile momentuim, which
is s•mply a measuro of the payload weigl_. (w.) times the ittasiles maximum
speed (V ). The solid points represent successive generations of Seviet
MissileE' The open circles are th1e estimates for future Sovielt missiles
given by the authors' methodology, The triangular point is the U.S.
Harpoon antishtp missile. The analysts forucaot a sharp qXponential
acceleration in the value of moMOntuM -- 4 jomp ujustified by the
historical data. They exp-lain this Jump in capability as roeulting trom
(1) the abtsence of paet improvements and (2) the availabtlity, to the0
Soviets of: the hr•utcenry propulsion, guidance, cud Wteriais tchltkologies
that would all1W such a Jump.

Aanwnptioit (1) is similar to the g~obleris' tolAey, _i~e., the

rbelief thAt, o.g., rile caulottrc whedl Whitch Mae not cow-, Up Own tior tell

the fact thdt the Soviltts lve noat ~ado tochniaiop1 0eet At a y-stemf
in mwtoy yttars. evelt ofrveet nVlhich thoeY ýAro fbIly rýApableo 41i
impyinge they Are 'XP&C for a chdoge. Thte $oVierWC =maY WhaVecome

uoticc~melo~Cal roaeo't to Weave ar. 4dertAate dte3igo atone l eg.
po'rh'A.P it leads4 to ;Aisalcsl thAt Art very 040Y to oirvicot, cheap,
Vel14bi, cotspattble with othor &Ysteds, etiz. The blt to do it better

doe uo loly lwo'lor dctir'o to do it beLttqr.
The SOVIct&- did c Iteakthralttgt in
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Figure 4.5. An Example of Oversophisticated Forecastius*
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estimated jump in u rfr-rirnm have Weln evolvinK throug,'hout the historical1
period of Soviet anttenhip wisnile developmeunt. Succolstve generations .
Soviet mi!;Uiles have aot ref leccod (in their rnmoreturn) ally uVcI cvohtiot,

Soviets have consistently produced ritilsthat are lesst~a
state-of-the-art is ignored and the heretofore untmoted practice- of
building state-of-the-art weayons is accepted a the trend for 06e futuiro.4This is worst-cast escimaiuinb the Sovietsý are eqtInattd to be plalvning
to build the worst they jxusslbly cant, although they sedem anto to halve done
this in the past (i.e.. they often follow the maxim that the "battar t-%
Quamy of the good.")

J. ý tlnin±at versus Acttuarial judgmtent. Foecasters and na4val
teayss re otrh ony udet whs siaaates arc eOr' sophistioated

runsi but, ofcton tafer-ior to %implo qtuantitative maofrýts of the dAta%.
1>sychologists ha~ic foutid thait humatt judtge io genera~l 4r -nerior to su-chi

marhmarcalo~ crtaril frmuas cried romthe dtagw11sttc LatPuz data
I ~~(See OawoS and Corrtgaaa, 1n4M Goldhorg, 1%.t70 Mohk , SlOVIC

r nd Leratt,19% er1jvwý f tktiw litorature). VVt,ýVe ftarhmactical

t otiperftmr the Judge4 bacm4se the w-4ut~s tre wror reliable0 wtd VoeoL4tef than ~~tho urtams. ls uaetcitr hnteahal
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overly concerned with the degree to which features of the
target are similar to features of some particular outcome.
In the case of the capabilities predictions made by Ivanoff and

Murphy (NPSP, see above), the anlysts have overemphasized the
state-of-the-art case and underestimated the base-rate of the Soviets'
past track record. Unless the analysts are entirely confident that future
Soviet missiles will resemble the state-of-the-art case, they should
regress their predictions toward the average of past Soviet performances.
To the degree that the case data are believed to be less than perfect
predictors the estimated missile characteristics should be regressed
toward the average of past performance.

Regression effects. Closely related to the neglect of base-rate
data is the tendency to assume that predictor variables are perfectly
related to predicted variables. That is, an extreme score on a predictor
variable is often taken as predicting an equally extreme score on the
predicted variable. This is true, however, only if the two variables are
perfectly correlated, i.e., the predictor is perfect. When the predictor
variable is not a perfect index of the predicted variable, the estimator
should regress the prediction from the predicted value toward the mean
value of the entire data set. To the degree that the correlation between
predictor and predicted variables decreases (i.e., the predictor becomes
less diagnostic) the prediction should be shifted closer to the mean.

A hypothetical example of nonregressive prediction might be a
naval analyst who estimates that the high levels of Soviet out-of-area
operations in the 1973-1974 period indicates future high levels. Having
shown that they were capL.ble of such extensive forward deployment, and
having gained diplomatic advantages from them the Soviets might be
perceived as likely to continue this level of operations. In this case
the analyst is using an extreme case (the high levels of deployment,
prompted in part by a Middle East crisis) as a predictor. Since this was
an extreme case, unless it is a perfect predictor (unlikely since the same
factors, e.g., crisis, would not persist), a more regressive prediction
would be in order.

Regressive predictions through dilution. Psychologists have found
that people sometimes make regressive piedictions, but for the wrong
reasons. That is, when people were given data on predictor variables and
information that was totally nondiagnostic (i.e., known to be unrelated to
the prediction task) the predictions were less extreme (i.e., regressed
toward the mean). In other words, information that was worthless for
prediction served Lo dilute the effects of extreme information that was
highly diagnostic (Nisbett and Ross, 1980; 154-155). The regression of
the prediction toward the mean and away from the extreme value of the
predictor variable was normatively appropriate, but occurred for
inappropriate reasons. Rather than integrating the highly diagnostic,
extreme information with nondiagnostic data, the estimator should
integrate the extreme value with base-rate data, regressing the extreme
value toward the mean value of the predictor variables. While the
dilution bias may favorably offset nonregressive case-specific
"predictions, it could also occur at inappropriate times, e.g.,
overdiluting highly predictive indicators. A more appropriate means of
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adjusting predictions is described below under "sensitivity testing."

• L Diagnostic and nondiagnostic data. Psychologists have found that
people will make heavy use of case-specific information even when those
data are held to have low predictive validity and to be unhelpful in
prediction, at the same time that base-rate data are ignoreýd. People will
thus rely on specific information about the target that they recognize as
relatively invalid and nondiagnostic while ignoring data averages which
are highly diagnostic and should be rejected only if very strong
diagnostic data on the target case are available (Kahn xan and Tversky,
1973).

Even when data on the target case are perceived by the judge to be
absolutely worthless, judges persist in neglecting available data on base
rates. Instead the judges proceed as if no data were available. Only
when there is no information at all on the target case did judges make use
of the base-rate data (Kahneman and Tversky, 1973; Lyon and Slovic,
1976).

When base-rate data are used. Several psychologists have
challenged Kahneman ar.d Tversky's (1973) conclusion that base-rate data
are totally ignored when case-specific data are available, and a series of
studies have shown that people do attend base-rate information in certain
circumstances. In particular, base-rate data are used when they have a
clear causal relationship to the base being predicted (Ajzen, 1977;
Bar-Hillel, 1977; Tversky and Kahneman, 1977), when case data are absent

P !(Kahneman and Tversky, 1973), when the process generating the base data
are clearly understood (Howell and Burnett, 1978), when the base-rate data
are highly concrete (Manis, et al., 1980). Even in those cases in which
base-rate data is employed in prediction, people failed to weight it as
heavily as would be normatively appropriate, and would often use the
base-rate data without being aware of doing so (Manis, et al., 1980).

As Nisbett and Rose (1980) point out, people are quite willing to
make broad generalizations and predictions on the basis of a single, vivid

- case study, but will refuse to make predictions on the basis of data
averages that may reflect large numbers of cases. Such an outlook on data
synthesis and prediction is scientifically unjustified. The belief that a

• . single case, sampled from a larger population, is representative of the
entire population is an extreme instance of what Tversky and Kahneman
(1971) labeled "the law of small numbers"; a belief that accurate
inferences and predictions about the population can be based on very small
samples of data. Their research demonstrates that even scientists have a
very inadequate understanding of the relations between sampling andy statistical inference and prediction.

Sensitivity testing'induced base-rate use. People can be induced
to use base-rate information even when It is not causal, concrete,
produced by a clearly understood process, and when case data are also
present. This increased use results when people are asked to conduct
subjective sensitivity tests, i.e., to determine how their predictions
would be changed if the base-rates had very different values. When people
considered several base rates they tended to make more use of base-rate
data and their predictions shifted in the normatively appropriate
direction (Fishhoff, Slovic, and Lichtenstein, 1979). Similarly, when
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people considered various levels of validity between the predictor
variables and the outcome, they weighted data more appropriately, i.e.,
giving less weight to less valid predictors. None of the naval analysts
reviewed described any use of sensitivity testing.

Predictions, scenarios, and compound _probabilities. A scenario
consists of a series of events linked together in narrative form.
According to the mathematics of probability, the likelihood of a
multievent scenario happening is the multiplicative product of the
probabilities of the indivi'ual links. The more event links in the
scenario, the lower the probability of the entire scenario's oecurrence.
The likelihood of the scenario's least likely link sets the upper limit on
the probability of the entire narrative. Compound events cannot be more
likely than the least probable of the simpler events that constitute the
compound.

People typically. do not evaluate compound events or scenarios in
this wayý They typically judge the protability of a multilink scenario on
the basis of the average likelihood of all its links (Schum and Pfeiffer,
1973; Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein, 1976). Strong links appear to
compensate for weak links and scenarios are constructed with perceived
probabilities that increase as they become longer, more detailed, and less
normatively probable. Individual weak links in a scenario may be

-perceived as having low probability, but, if they can be combined to tell
a good story, the weak links are buried in masses of coherent details and
the scenario is given much more credibility than it deserves.

Ross and his colleagues (Ross, Lepper, Strack, and Steinmetz,
1977) have found that merely identifying potential antecedents to explain
an event increases that events' subjective likelihood. Even when people
knew they were formulating hyothetical explanations, they believed events
were more likely simply because they had produced explanations for why the
events would or could occur. In other words, when analysts generate a
plausible account suggesting how a pa-ticular event might be predicted
from past data, they may inappropriately make the inferential leap from
possibility to probability. Merely searching for possible links between
antecedents and specific consequences may produce increased subjective
probabilities for the predicted events. Similiarly, merely imagining the
occurrence of an event can increase the person's expectation that the
event will occur (Carroll, 1978).

The clearest naval example in our sample of an elaborate scenario
influencing an analyst's estimates of Jikeliheod is Ra'anan's account of
Soviet decision-making in the Middle East 1969-1973 (SNP, ch. 11).
Ra'anan takes pains to fill in unknown gaps with "a logical reconstruction
of the course of events, in which causes and ef fects are linked %ohertun:l
and motivations are explained lucidly" (p. 183). The number of Cap$ thus
filled is quite large, and the inidividual probabilities of wany of hls
links are quite low. Ra'anan Judgee his scenario to have a "speculative
flavor" (P. 210), however, it ia worc likely that his reconstruction ius
quite improbable (cf. Kerr, 1975).

Theory.driven oirPrictlo•,.. Theories are an excellent aid for
making predictions. By specifying "if • . • than . . reationships
theories predict when certain events can be expected to hoppen.
Predictions can be made faster and wore confidently when the analyst has a
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theory for the event doma'w than 4f he or she does not. The presence of a
1 tU.cory may lead, however, to more extreme predtttions and more analyst

confidence in predictions titan is warranted by the data (Fiske and Kinder,
1978; Taylor and Crocker, 1979). Thinking about an event in terms of a

r theory seems to lead to overestimation of the probability of the event
occurring (Ross, et al., 1977). Taylor and Crocker (1979) sugg1est that
imagining events in terms of a theory evokes temporal sequences between
antecedents and consequences and clarifies the links in the causal chain

I connecting them. This claritied view leads to a higher estimation that
the theorized chain of events will actually transpire. Hence, both
theories and scenarios may lead to excessive analyst confidence in
predictions.

Illusion of validity. Psychologists have repeatedly demonstrated
the falilbility of subjective prediction, the lack of predictive and
forecasting accuracy by experts in a variety of fields, and the greater
accuracy of simple statistical prediction models compared to export
predictions. Despite this evidence, experts and laymen persist in
believing in the superior accuracy of their forecasts and predictions
(0inhorn and .iogarth, 1978). Experts and laymen are overconfident in
their predictive judgments, a phenomenon Kahneman and Tvarsky (1973)
labeled "the illusion of validity";

people are prone to experience much confidence in
r highly fillible judgments . . Like other perceptual and

judmetta eror, te iluionofvalidity persists ovuu,
When its illusory character is recognized.

People are often most confident of their prQdictions (e.g., when predictor
cues a•e highly redundant or extrome) when, in fact, the data they use
Sonorate the least accuraicy (Kahtieman and Tvnrskty, 1973).

The reasons why people peroist in this illusion of validity and
are often overciifident in zall4ble predictions 4re. discussed in gpreater
detail belon under "Formiig., maintaining, andW chanting d400rios4
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Ramage notes that the negative Impact of such sudden events is not
confined to weather but afflicts predictions in other natural and social
sciences as well.

SarRamage argues that sudden events are characterized by
unpredictability and environmentally constrained randomness; i.e , they
are events from the extreme tails of frequency distributions, and cannot
be adequately incorporated by studies of past events.

Ascher (1978: 210) reaches a similar conclusion about forecasts
and their core assumptions, Forecast models can only reflect a finite
number of relationships, a limited number of relationship-modifying
factaorQ and must include some invariant relations. This limits the
structural flexibility of the model. Ascher notes, however, that:

There is reason to believe that the turnover in '*structures"
"defined at any level is Increasing in this rapidly changing
and changeable world. .The likelihood of unanticipated
structural changes in the long run (i.e., ten years or m'Jre)
is high, so the usefulness of progr-.ss in forecast methods
relying on any level of zixad structure is minimized for
long-term forecasts.

To cope with this high probability of unexpected events, Ascher
calls for "specialized surprise-sensitive forecasting.' By this he means
"methods that would be "highly sensitive to potentiil surprise outcoraes,
even if they are not the most likely outcomes." The future problems and
crises that can result from what is unlikely to happen are severe enough
to warrant "lookout institutions," designed to anticipate and illuminate
vunlikely problem areas before they develop beyond control.

Such institutions are not unknown in mllitary and naval
intelligence, and can be found under the titlos of "indicators,"
"•warnig," "current intelligence,' "watch offices" and other labels. Tihe
twin problem u-itiik thase efforts is formulating cleat patterns5 to watch for
that will indicate events that bave never happtned, or happen rarcly-

AW4.0o Ote anallysts aire hlgidy wilikoly to onticipote the "right' patterov t .bs o ,v . r. fit',
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be required to conform to anyone's intuttive notions of what Is plausible.A This does not mean that the forecasting methods should not be plausible,
only that forecasters and their custofaers should consider seriously rather
improbable or even outlandish projections. If such projections suggest
outcomes thrt would be extremely dangerous, it will be worth while to
monitor their possible development.

Third, surprise-sunsitive forecasting cannot resort to consensus
amalgams of the forecasts of others. Averaging of opinions, or
reiterative judgments aimed at .rriving at consensus will, by definition,
eventually exclude the improbable, implausible, and unexpected events that
surprise forecasting is aimed at predicting. The use of Delphi

r techniques, for example, is iine if the aim is to determine the
I middle-of-the road estimate, but it cannot possibly be relied upon to

datect surprises.
Because Delphi techniques are commonly used in forecasting, it is

worth exploring this last point with an example from naval analysis.
Thorpe (NPSP, ch. 8) used Delphi questionnaires to determine the consensus
of experts on the missions of ve.rious Soviet combatants. Figure 4.6
reproduces the responses tor one such question: the percent of the Kresta
iW's mission that is ASW. Note that the median response distinctvely

"1± -hifts to the right and that the overall range and interquartile range
Ehrink dramatically. While some two or three respondents on the first
questionnaire thought the percentage might be as low as 18 percent or as
high as 100 percent, by the third round, no experts thought the percentage
lower than 30 pprcent or higher than 95 percent. The exl;reme cases are
explicitly eliminated by the Lelphi technique. It is just 'hese extreme,
improbable cases that are of most importance i surprise forecasting.Vt is beyond the scope of this stucy to completely analyze the

p problem• of surprise predictttn. For both forecosting, nd intellirnce
( __this effort is highly wicertain and speculative (Cu, Ascher, 197?; Gazit,

1960; iandel, 1980). The problems with surprise predtitloan Iand tutention
vsttmatigu go fAr beyond the cognitive and mehdlgcllimitationts of
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Figure 4.6. Responses to Delphi Questionnaimres on the ASW Mission of the
KRESTA IT Cruiser.*
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L
is influenced by these theories. An estimate Ls, in many respects,I nothing more than a very specific theory.

In this section we examine evidence that people tend to persist in
holding theories and beliefs longt after overwhelmi.:g evidence diacrediting
them has been received. This genera.l tendency to conservatively adhere to
theories irises from several problems of data processing, integration, and
inference. Theories and beliefs persist to such a degruce that even after
the evidence that produced them is totally discredited, the beliefs remain
active. People seem to realize that they need schematic mental constructs
like theories and beliefs to organize their mental world nnd to cope with

their environment, but they seem to depend on a given theory long after
they should have rejected it for another. People rarely employ more than
one theoretical vantage, and are highly inefficient both in confirming and
in disproving theories.

t Theory conservatism.

SAn easily-understood, workable falsehood is more useful than
a complex, iucomprehensible truth.

- Thumb's Second Postulate

A theory is valid and accurate if it makes verifiable predictions that
generally turn out true. Adhering to a bad theory implies that accuracy

V uand validity are sacrificed. Theories, however, serve other purposes than
making accurate predictions, First, they organize knowledge and
streamline invwstigatoens by providing useful cate-ories, relatioushtps,
and wegjhting c:tteria that systematize data. Even though the system
produced by the theory is iuvalid, i.e., unable to accurately predict, it

wybe- better for orgalntting than; the oext besýt alterntive, or cle system.
$oco -accuracy i-s rrely obtained utrheut effort, and an existing

I in4cc44rate theory oviy be tacre sensible, from a cost-bottefit viewpoint,
ta1t~cn qdertaktng thia ciopnsQ of developng, A new theory of greater

accray, ManY dectslons and estmat.es based on invalid theor e- arc
"rnotheless reliahly accurate, 4nd even it the theory lAads to 4any
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Scientists are no exception to the tendency to persevere in believing a
theory despite contradictory data. There are good reasons for this
scientific conservatism, Data are often poorly generated, falsely
interpreted, or otherwise invalid. Scientists rightly view new,
inconsistent data with more skepticism than ;hey do old trusted theories
(Polanyi, 1958).

Mitroff (1974) interviewed 40 NASA scientists and found a
surprising number were highly committed to confirming their own
theoretical positions and saw this commitment as necessary and desirable.
They argued that without it, many good, new, but undeveloped ideas would
die as a result of premature talsificatiot. Those scientists who held
such views tended to be those who were rated by peers as especially
successful and prominent.

Scientists often believe they should not drop a theory on the
basis of a few, stray questionable facts, but on!y in the face of a large,
consistent, interpretable body of data. In effect, a theory is kept until
a competitor theory develops to the point that it can replace the first
theory. Scievtists try to protect themselves from over-reacting to new
facts that may turn out to be in error. Fraocis Crick, discoverer of the
structure of DZ&, observed (Crick, 1979):

Misleading data, false ideas, problems of personal
intrrrelationships occur in tuch if not all scien•ific work

[when the double helix was discoveredl I think we
realized alimo&• itsmdiately tht we had stumbled onto
something itaportant . recall going home and telling
my wife. Udie that we seemed to have &ad abgdcovtry.
Years later she told =A that shw hatdtct believel A wolrd of

i -,You were always coming home 4nd saying thng lk
that," she said,4o n6 VAturally I thoutght qothind of it.'

lieU then doq* neow dAta Over be Como aecteptgd as tact? the
evaluAttio of 40V datA to scitotc is a social Oftdoovor to which
Auito A~ogitaI purity w~ttQV4 little, antd 'antiCipatinjg 0jecti~ons and

raising the cost# of disoagraew-tnt en,!tni for much, $gOtJ*tttsc icarry o0t
'tuuto wt"est n data Wy rcofnigaddntos tho inltttt

Whitt, thd facts ACd tVUO* Factt Art acc#pted 4'. suh becaUKeOf the
*Clfcttie oId~titts uder which they woýrv czreted. Wut i4t brco4og tto

tho? Arte srtrptd of t~foroteto v ofttcnt 444 dooemedA §rqtly true-, for all
Sitattnt Ue wta, 1979)A Sito-ictlei facto att toeIWiy itwonted by thed

costittmuoty efforts of *cttci~tls. tit* s0001"0 dlgtoverly of factsto 14
soctial 4tteatintq It iU 4ht ilueion that se~d~ient$ fiactlg atei iornd Vithout
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Thus, while conservatism protects theories from being rejected by
erroneous data, it also leads some scientists to hold theories long after

F other scientists have accepted data which support a better theory (Kuhn,
1970; Mahoney, 1976; 1977).

These empirical and social findings on the beliefs and practices
of scientists contrast with widely accepted views on the appropriate
strategies for testing theories and hypotheses. These normative views of
scientific inference specify disconfirmation and tests of multiple
alternative hypotheses as the major strategies (Platt, 1964; Popper,
1962). Popper's entire philosophy of science is built on the concept of
disconfirmation. Platt has proposed that scientists consEruct experiments
and tests to disconfirm successive generations of alternative hypotheses.
lie labels this method "strong inference." Not only do laymen not follow: this normative advice on theory testing, neither do many scientists.

* I Theories and evidence. In the section above on "assessing
covariations" we noted how people overestimate the strength of

4• theory-driven correlations, to the degree that correlation is perceived
where none exists. Theoretical illusory covariations were almost

* impervious to contrary evidence, e.g., data that were strongly and
negatively correlated only slightly reduced beliefs that the data covarted
positively. Psychologists have fountd that covariation th.ories are not

Salone in being relatively immune to contradictory evidence. Studies of
theory formattot and changes support four conclusions (Nisbctt and Ros.,

*1980; Ross anid Anderson, 198; Ross and Lepp'-r, 1980) U1). Preexisting
J theories, when exposed tq probative v tvidence (vhthsehr supporting or

* >opposing the theory), tend to b,. held correct to a greater degree than the
ev144tmce warrants. (2) When people atam a- theory on the bisis ot ntew
evidence, thb xew theory resists dlseonfirmatiolA by subseqUenkt evidfne.
(3) If evide•cie that fQoVm the basis for a theory is de4ný uttoted to be
false, people neverthelesa. will continua to believe the thtr~y is; %till

true. (4) Jeopl ve able to f~ind or creUAte avidenuce to j~rso tr any
* chcory they bclit".

it i i "e t, th A p 4ting thtory
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differipg theories can be found in the interpretations by naval analysts
of Admiral Gorshkov'A articlew and book (see chapter 3, case 4).
Gorshkov's many opinions can and have been taken to support a wide variety
of views on the Soviet Navy's future. Rather than weakening an analyst's
beliefs in his theory of Soviet Navy peacetime developments, the Gorshkov
papers seem only to strengthen them. Aialvats seem quite adopt at
interpreting Gorshkov as opposing the theories the analyst opposes and
supporting the theories the analyst supports..

False consensus bias. People often j'idge the need for explaoation
by reference to the-seelves; if someone elsv acts much as we do, we see
little need for a special theory to explain ther behavior. In general,
people are prone to assume that theor own behavior or beliefs are quite
common and needing little specie' explanation. Furthermore, when others
act or believe as we do, tlUere is no urgent naed to explain their
behavior. When other t s behaviors or beliefs are differeut from our owa,
however, there is a str-kng motivation to consider various theories to
explain the differences (Ross, Greenej and House, 1977). Since people
overestimate the comonness of their own beliefs and behaviors, they tend
to be surprised by the different behaviocs and beliefs of others, and view
these as more significawt and uncommon than they are. People also
underestimate the significance oi beliefs or behaviors .imilar to their
own, tend tc overestimate how• cozmn they are, anM assume they occurre-d
for the same reasons.

M•oore, Flanigan, and Hlelsel (SN9l thi 7) s4ugesr that in the
period 1956-1966, #iaval analysta misinterproed the Soviets' motivatins
for constructing mlsit.le sObmacivns and gs-.ad S-vie• misstle eubmarltw
operAtions as being, sifuar to Uestern motivo.s avd operations4, Since th-
sovitt wnd Nesternaubaie ee0-md *ifaibtrv Alat'-y-s 4,V9440d th.lv they

wer itede fr smiarmt o&n$* MOMre at al., AreI that the suvito
sub~Atiiws VM- quite a 4iffoeoet @svilop-Of anti-sfhip uta-ý aknd did, not
shAre tOw atrateg~ic dOtor-rant. c~aliae 4 Vnstotn tLutle suero. They
wrote ,i th* Qts4o (P. !$)I
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ar unbet fUcetyrjc tpoh~e n hois hr r
*6 ecOlogical reasons why people have this tendency (wh-ich .ýre related

I bnlow), bUt thiS does not lessen the fact that confirmation is a weak
testing strategy.

An cx~wriwuut by Unson (1960) demonstrated this tendency. Wason
asked people to guess the rule generating a series of numbers. The first
numerical exaraplo given~ was "2 . . .4 .. 6i" People guessing the rule
could generate any series of numbers they liked sand could ask if the
uscrttes fit the rule or not. Host people gentrated examples consistent
with the most common Suess, that the rule was *'ascending consecutive even
numbers." Few pe-ople generated inCOnSiSteneL or disconfitnaing examples,,
and few guessed the actual rule: "any a-scending serieu." Veople tended
to confirm the rule they thought to be correct, and did not attempt to
refute incorrect ttypotheses.

A surte& of studies by Hynart, Dohe-rty and Tweney (1977, 1978;
Doherty, Kynatt, Tveney, and Schiavo, 15979; Tvoisey, Doherty, Warner,
Pilske, and Mynatt, 1980) have revea~led (a) a strong tendency to use
confirming strategies and not uose disconflrtacion, (b) ant ability to use

r ~explitcit fix sifyitig evdec whna -lble to correctly reject wronig
hypotheses in simple probkrms, (c) dif ficulty itt using. discoitf I -- tto, or
multiple- hypothesis tetintlg stratcagies in comple-K problems, aild (d1)

r ~tendencies to see% Igotmattiou of no diagnostic vAlue. I"i analyzins a
simple 'ar-tlfical univeco people4 censistoutly testdod to tontfirm
hyotltesses, but if explicit diuwonZ'rwtaaer eidmc was obta-i ed it was
Usped to roject f~aise hypothoeses. In 43sessing Mto meComplex "artificial
uniVtersea people had greaAt difficzulty upeyn a dis~tsof ictat ion strate'vy

or dscofiratin Ience ?~tig~y orr'~thypothos-es were often
completely rejectedC becus @ iat tragdtA. A mixod atv~togty, ot

C~rt4t~t lsottm-tio plcai a. d Qp*iMenAl vatiationl
soeemed to yield the boot Ioot*# The t0*ting 0.f mUUltiple4ltratv

bchsqa twmd to iaotA det~iltttltic qagnitivo stroiq while the
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produce this confirmation bias in theory testing. People tend to
recognize the relevance of confirming evidence more readily chan that of
disconfirming evidence, and therefore can more readily search for and
detect confirming data (Wason and Johnson-Laird, 1965). In searching
memory for relevant evidence, people are more likely to recall confirming
r.han disconfirming evidence (Snyder and Cantor, 1979).

These tendencies are probably closely related to the tendency to
overemphasize the frequency of "positive hits" ikA the four-fold,
present-absent table in assessing covarattons (see above). The entries in
the ++ cell are much more likely to influence such assessments than the
entries in the other cells. The +4 entries are, of cou.rse,
confirmations.

Given the strength of the confirmtion bias it is not surprising
to find that in our sample of estimates by naval aralysts only two essays
made use of an explicit multiple hypothesis and disconfirqatton approach.
Mtany papers comment briefly on alternative hypotheses and then quickly
discard them*, usually on the basis of one or to items of contrary
evidence, The hypothesis that is accepted may also face contrary
evideneu, 'ut this is usually "explained," rationalized, or otherwise
reinterproeed by the analyst so that it ddes little or no damage- to the
hypothesis. In contrast, Kelly (SN-, dh. IS) and hlech.atn and Levinson
(SNI, ch. 22) explicitly test a Iody of evidecee against a vartety of
competing hypotheses. A paper by iardt (SNP, ch. 8) takes A traditioaal
but mooe explicit approach, i.e., ene1hjporhasis Is considered b1)t tht
evidence pro and con is described and evaluated. it c-orst, KCII) llsca
tour hypotheses to explain a partc•utlar Soviet actioq and lists the
evidence for and against each one. Tbis t-.'•, to nde-rltei the -derrn to

which one0 piece of evidence may conttre ueveral htypotheses ao-'A alsQ
disconfiro several othkers, slectjwýn aid Loevinsaq hypohsr i~k
4$fferenr rearsons for a $oviec &Aet~n Arid Orgwitte qVidounCO for ;i;ett
rojQCting most 43 the prioary explAnAtiou for- the soviot, acie Andi
leaving one a* a atr~og candidato, and tvo au pousiblo, Partial
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f eI Vrsecvranncof xdiscrtnhlce-itheori~es. quite often theories are

kformedo the bs" i9z uR dTa whi4ch I later dlscredlite-d. Thft is. later
evidaw s ota~ud widitivrly ~moatr~esthut tho earl ier data WoIVe

inicorrect, .In this cane, the theory b.ased on the discredited data "hould
be i~ntictity uo-ticid, it 41-t abanttdoed ailtogether. ptiychniogiscs{f .ind, hinwe"Ver, tha t Such isodificacioft ls typically vwry oltaht, 304 %each a

theory survivoa cltecredittng, ovidonce i-argknly inltact.
theirRoss And Lopper have investigated whist happens to beliefs whent
terentire eviduneiiiry bnslu is totally dtsccedited ({osa, Lopper, and

A ttutbbar4 , 1975; Lopper, RAos~s, and, Lau, 1919; AfldL-rsot, Lopper, and Ross,
1979). thy i;(d thAt I -ltet and theories persiý;c aftertebai a
theo beliefs is stornt to be v1alteltsa, ?or example, Andarson, Lopper, and
Ross (0979) reoqest-ed people to iaxplain% dther A retlattotshtp betL-ween- a
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U.S. Navy power projection in peacetime (cf. p. 520). MccGwire makes
clear that his estimate had changed in response to new evidence and a
better understanding of ongoing trends (p.505). He also attempts ro
specify the degree to which his previous estimate remained intact, puttiug
the two hypotheses of strategic defense and forward peacetime power
projection into a relative perspective. It is also clear that other naval
analysts would not agree that MccGwire has sufficiently adjusted his
estimates in light of these new data (see chapter 3, cases 5, 8, and 9).
Of course, in responding to his critics' charges that he had not modified
his old theories enough, given the new evidence, MccGwire could respond
that his critics have gone too far in accepting early returns as
supporting their new theories, and have failed to consider adequately that
part of the new evidence that also fits the older theories.

Overconfidence. Accumulating research on judgment,
decision-making, and probability estimation shows a substantial lack of
ability of both experts and nonexperts. However, people have great
confidence in their fallible judgment. People believe their theories,
judgments, and estimates are correct far more than they actually are;
people are more confident than they are accurate (Lichtenstein, Fischhoff,
and Phillips, 1976; Fischhoff, Slovic and Lichtenstein, 1977). Typically,
for example, when people state their subjective probability of being
correct is .70, the relative frequency with which they are currect is only
60 percent; when they are 90 percent Pertain, they are only right 75
percent of the time, and so on.

Fischhoff, et al., (1977) suggest several reasons why confidence
exceeds accuracy. As people estimate an answer, they are forced to reason
from the known to the unknown. As we have seen repeatedly in this
chapter, people are insulficiently critical of their inference processes.
They may fail to adjust their confidence levels to reflect weak
assumptions, or problems with their own reasoning processes. People use
inferential strategies almost automatically and unconsciously and give
little thought to the logical steps required. We have noted how people
perform many of these steps improperly or incompletely, while assuming
they have done them correctly. Since the validity of t~e inrerence
process is assumed to be virtually perfect, the product of the process is
assumed to be correct.

People also believe their memories are exact copies (a7hough
faded or incomplete) rather than reconstructions of experience. Rarely
are the biases of memory storage, reconstruction, and retrieval adequately
considered by the individual when discounting confidence. The weakness ot
such memorial processes as eyewitness testimony are well-documented (e.g.,
Buckhout, 1974; Loftus, 1974) but eyewitnesses themselves rarely question
their capabiliftes to report what they saw.

People may begin solving an estimation problem by referring to
their theoretical knowledge and adjusting their estimates from a
theoretical baseline by an amount that reflects any new information.
Tversky and Kahneman (1974) have found that such adjustment tends to be
too conservative; people fail to adjust their estimates from the anchoring
point of theory sufficiently to reflect new data. The range of apparent
possible answers is thus likely to be narrower than it actually is, and
people may be overconfident that their theorv'-anchored inference process
considered an adequately wide band of possibilitie.s.
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Complex inferential problems may be broken up and processed
serially, a piece at a time. In doing so, people may ignore the
uncertainty inherent in their solutions for early parts of the problem.
This will reduce the cognitive strain in dealing with later parts. Rather
than setting their confidence limits in accordance with the least accurate
or certain part, people may average confidence levels for the various
parts, or adopt the highest confidence level.

Lichtenstein and Fischhoff (1977) examined the confidence of
experts and nonexperts in terms of calibration and resolution. The

perfectly calibrated estimator assigns confidence probabilities that
accurately reflect the proportions of correct answers. For example, when

the perfectly calibrated estimator gives a confidence rating of .75, three
out of four times the estimator is correct. Resolution reflects the
ability of the estimator to discriminate those items he or she is more
likely to correctly answer from those he is less likely to get correct.
Experts were less overconfident than nonexperts, but the best experts

3? showed some underconfidence; i.e., experts were better calibrated than
nonexperts but not perfectly calibrated. Experts were not better at
resolution than nonexperts, and seemed largely insensitive to how much

i• they did or did not know. As Lichtenstein and Fischhoff noted, the reason
experts were better calibrated than nonexperts, despite being no better at
resolution, is simply that experts got more items correct, and their
overall accuracy more closely matched their overall confidence level.
Lichtenstein and Fischhoff (1980) found some improvement in calibration
with feedback training on related tasks, but very little evidence of
generalization to different tasks.

"Another promising approach to improving calibration of confidence
judgments is sensitivity testing. Koriat, Lichtenstein, and Fischhoff
(1980) required people to list the reasons for and against each of the
responses, they chose. The people then estimated the probability they were
correct. This procedure forces people to consider reasons why their
answers might be incorrect. This sensitivity test produced marked
improvements in the calibration of confidence judgments. In a subsequent
study Koriat, et al., found that only the listing of contradicting reasons
(i.e., reasons why an answer might be wrong) improved the calibration of
confidence. These results suggest that confidence judgments tend to
reflect the amount and strength of evidence in favor of the selected
answer, and tend to neglect contradictory and disconfirming evidence. In
view of the difficulty people have in perceiving and retrieving
disconfirming evidence when testing hypotheses (see above), it is not
surprising that disconfirming evidence has little impact on confidence

I: mjudgments unless people are specifically required to consider it.
Einhorn and Hogarth (1978), in their review of overconfidence and

the "illusion of validity" of predictions (see above), also conclude that
the difficulty people have in using disconfirming information to test
hypotheses prevents people from obtaining the positive and negative
feedback from experience that would reduce overconfidence. They note two
other factors that increase the difficulty of learning from experience to
make more accurate judgments: lack of awareness of environmental effects
on outcomes (e.g., regression effects, base-rates), and the use of unaided
memory for coding, storing, and retrieving outcome information.

Data-driven and theory-driven overconfidence. People tend to be
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overconfident in the accuracy of their answers when answering knowledge
questions, estimating numerical values, or judging probabilities. Dawes
(1980) has found that people are not overconfident, however, when making
perceptual judgments but were when making intellectual judgments. He
found that psychologists' recollections of the eye colors of colleagues
did not reflect any appreciable overconfidence, while the answers of the
same psychologists on a test of psychology and general knowledge items
reflected considerable overconfidence, i.e., average assessed confidence
was .80 while the percent correct was .70 for the knowledge items, but .67
and .75 respectively for the eye color perceptions, Perceptual tasks
produced the least average confidence and the greatest average accuracy,
while the intellectual tasks produced the highest average confidence and
the lowest average accuracy. Dawes' study is a replication of the
Lichteustein and Fischhoff (1977) finding that resolution is generally
poor, and people do not distinguish those types of items for which they
are more accurate (e~g., perceptual tasks) from those on which they are
less accurate (intellectual judgments).

Dawes' results also seem consistent with Einhorn and Hogarth's
(1978) analysis of conditions that lead to overconfidence. That is,
people probably have greater experience with perceptual illusions and
evidence that disconfirms their own perceptions than they have with
cognitive inferential illusions. People are probably more accustomed to
checking the validity of their perceptions (e.g., by changing the vantage
point, using a different sense modality, increasing the base-rate by
obtaining a better look or a second opinion, etc.) than they- are at
checking the validity of their logical inferences. Secondly, people are
probably much more familiar with the effects of environmental factors on
perceptions than they are with the effects of environmental factors on
inferences and predictions. People readily understand how their
perceptions may be distorted by environmental factors (e.g., haze,
ophthalmic weaknesses) but seem to have no appreciation of the effects of
such environmental factors as regression, base-rates, treatment and
*,lacebo effects, and probabilistic independence and dependence on
intellectual judgments. Finally, it seems likely that human memory is at
least as adequate for coding, storing and retrieving data on perceptions
(e.g., "when I recognize a face is it usually someone I have met
before?"), as it is for information on intellectual judgment outcomes
(e.g., "when I recognize a face do I usually associate the correct name
with it?").

Learning from experience. The review by Einhorn and Hogarth
(1978) implies people will tend not to learn from experience that their
theories and hypotheses are wrong. People will thus continue to have
confidence in weak or fallacious theories because of the difficulty they
have in developing evidence from experience to test their theories.
Einhorn and Hogarth (1978) and Brehmer (1980) suggest that the experiences
people have with their theories facilitate the operation of biases which
prevent learning: the tendency to use confirmatory evidence, disregard of
negative information, and assumptions about causality. Brehmer argues
that people tend to confirm hypotheses, for example, because it is rarely
clear what dimensions of a problem are important, nor what boundaries
distinguish one concept from another (i.e., hypotheses are "fuzzy set"
concepts). Learning that a concept fits the data may be the only useful
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L. increment in information the environment allows, while an attempt to
disprove a hypothesis may fail because of the difficulty in specifying
texactly what the hypothesis allows or does not allow. Negative
information is far more useful in laboratory experiments, where t.e
boundaries and dimensions of concepts and hypotheses are clear-cut. In
the "real world" of fuzzy concepts, being told the Soviets do not practice
sea control may not be as useful as being told they do practice sea
cdenialt Learning that a Soviet action is not representative of sea
control will be less interesting than the hypothesis that an action "fits"
the sea denial concept.

I iThis does not mean that naval analysts should avoid using negative
evidence or disconfirming strategies for testing theories. It does mean
that real world hypotheses must be carefully conceptualized for such•imethods to be useful. There ar en ywhich fuz ocpscnbe
distinguished more clearly (chapter 5). Given the difficulty of drawing

distinctions and the absence of disconfirming strategies analysts should
w i be aware of the inherent weakness of confirmatory strategies, and attempt

to supplement them when possible.
Brehmer also notes that people must supply the hypothetical

realtionships between concepts and that hypotheses generation tendencies
are often inappropriate for judgment tasks. That is, people assume that
the rules relating concepts follow the pattern:

• . . . there is a rule, rather than that there is no rule,
- that this rule is deterministic, rather than probabilistic,

that the values to be predicted from the cue values do in
fact depend on the cue values, that the rule is
functional .. that the rule is a positive linear function.
(Brehmer, 1980: 231).

SjThis pattern fits peoples' experiences with psychophysical stimuli;
sensation usually is a positive function of the stimuli (in fact, a log
function, e.g., Fechner's law). It is not a pattern that is broadly
applicable to intellectual judgment tasks. This pattern is also

S4. consistent with a highly causal view of experience, which may be more
applicable to psychophysics than to probabilistic prediction tasks. The
deterministic pattern may be overlearned from extensive psychophysical
experience, while real world experiences tend not to allow inferential
strategies for probabilistic judgments to be efficiently learned, and they

later are thus underlearned. Peoples' accurate confidence in their
psychophysical strategies seems to be inappropriately extended to their
inferential strategies. In summary, peoples' faith in what they have
learned from experience about their theories may be misplaced, and people
will erroneously conclude that because a theory fits some data the theory
is correct.

Not all analysts view intention estimation as a matter of judgment
and information integration, but rather as a form of historical narration.
The last section of this chapter summarizes some problems with narration
logic.

NARRATIVE LOGIC

IA The only thing one learns'from history is that nobody ever
learns anything from history.
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The chief practical use of history is to deliver us from
plausible historical analogies.

James Bryce

In an earlier chapter we used Scheibe's (1979) distinction between
sagacity and acumen to separate two different approaches to intention
estimation. Sagacity refers to prediction based on the detection and
exploitation of patterns and prior probabilities in past experience.
These regularities are utilized to infer the likelihood of future
behavior. In contrast acumen is based on empathy with the actor whose
behavior one is attempting to predict. Empathy is an ability to take the
other's role, sensing the other's perceptions and impressions, and
experiencing the other's thought process. Whether acumen is a skill
(i.e., something that can be taught), intuition (something whose source is
ineffable), or experience, is not clear (Minear, 1980, offers an
interesting perspective on these issues, see also Ornstein, 1977).

Pipes, an historian, (in Godson, 1980: 180) has described how
acumen applies to intelligence prediction and estimation:

fundamentally, when you are dealing with political
analysis, there is no substitute for methods which have come
from scholarship . . . a deep knowledge of the country, of
its general culture and its political culture in particular,
from what the Ger-mans call Fingerspitzengefuhl, the feeling
"on the tips of your fingers" for a given culture where you

know that some things are more probable and others less so.

Pipes recommends (p. 175) that the political analyst "be given very
thorough general training in the historical method." The problems of
political intelligence, he wrote (p. 174) "are rational only to a certain
predictable point and are often emotional, psychological, cultural, and
therefore of a kind that no amount of science can ever fix or predict."

Sarbin, a psychologist, agrees (1980) with Pipes that the
phenomenon of greatest interest to intelligence analysts, future
intentions, are inherently unpredictable from a scientific viewpoint
(i.e., sagacity) because they are fundamentally unique, but may be
predictable thvouga acumen. Sarbin sees the intelligence analyst's task
as unfoldlug in an enviroLament of contextualism rather than science's
environment of'causality. He wrote (p. 116)

The root metaphor of contextualism is the historic event in
all its complexities . . . its home is . . history and
literature.

The task of the intelligence analyst, according to Sarbin (p. 117), is to
organize a chaotic mixture of events into a comprehensible plot, following
a story line, so that, like a literary critic, the analyst ýnn "fathom the
intentions of the author (of the events], to 'understand Lo decipher the
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J meaning of the creative work " The product of this intelligence process
is a narrative that meets tests of coherence. Sarbin does not reject
prediction based on sagacity, he just argues that it is not enough, that
the prediction of an adversary's future behavior requires acumen because
that behavior is often unique, and tied to no past patterns. He wrote (p.
137)

To predict the unique case, the known actions of a target
person or organization serves as the framework upon which a

I plot is constructed . • . acumen follows from locating the
noticed events in a plot

Historical Perspectives

Historians begin by looking backward. They often end by
thinking backward.

I Nietzsche

Pipes and Sarbin would have their history in just one way, a flow
of unique and unpredictable events, and it is true that some historians
truat evidence from this perspective. Other historians do not:

The rationalist sees evidence as exemplifying deep
uniformities; the intuitionist sees evidence as to-timony to
uniqueness (Kuzminski, 1973).

In effect, whether an historian elects to be an intuitionist rather than a
rationalist may depend on the degree to which he or she views most
important processes in history as being unpredictable sudden events rather
than as more orderly processes which are occasionally punctuated by sudden

Er events.

This split between a noncausal view of existence and a causal
outlook is one of the oldest issues in philosophy, and need concern us no
further. Because some historians and intelligence analysts adhere to the
intuitionist view, and practice narration rather than causal prediction
the purpose of this section is to quickly summarize some of the problems
with narrative logic. Not being an historian I rely heavily on the
analysis of historians. It is clear, however, that taking the
intuitionist position on prediction does nothing to eliminate the

Tpossibility of cognitive biases weakening the process of estimation. The
analyst who attempts to predict with acumen, rather than sagacity, must
still make sense out of his or her history. In doing so biases and
fallacies are likely to occur. Many are the same as those affecting the
sagacious analyst.

Fallacies of history.

Even God cannot change the past.

Agathon, Nicomachean Ethics
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It has been said that although God cannot alter the past,
historians can; it is perhaps because they can be useful to
Hiam in this respect that He tolerates their existence.

Samuel Butler, Erewhon

Fischer (1970) lists and describes over one hundred fallacies
commited by historians. Of these two groups are especially relevant for
intelligence estimation, fallacies of inquiry and fallacies of explanation
(see Table 4.5; for a list of Fischer's fallacies, see Appendix). Some of
Fischer's fallacies are refinements of each other (e.g., 39 and 75, the
numbers refer to the fallacies listed in the Appendix), while others are
directly related to cognitive biases of the types described above. For
example, the fallacy of identity (61) is closely related to the
representativeness heuristic. The availability heuristic is similar to
the fallacy of prodigious facts (24). In general, Fischer's category of
inquiry relates to the categories used above on perceiving, weighing, and
categorizing data; while his category of explanation relates to assessing
covariations, assessing causes and effects, prediction, and theory.
Several of Fischer's fallacies appear in naval analysis.

Inquiry.

History doesn't repeat itself -- historians merely repeat
each other.

First rule of history.

Fischer suggests that tacts may be falsely verified by
pseudo-proofs; falsely precise and specific statements of no real
evidentiary value (fallacy 11). This is occasionally a problem for
analysts of Soviet naval doctrine. Any given statement by a Soviet
official is questionable evidence that a particular doctrine does or does
not exist -- the Soviets are rarely so specific or clear, especially
regarding changes iti doctrine. Further, a given statement at one time by
a Soviet official cannot validly be used as evidence on Soviet vi@ws at
any earlier time, although doctrinal analysts persist in making just this
inference (eg., Hudson, SND). The need for Sovi•t spokesmeo to
demonstrate the prescienCe of Marxist-Leniirasm obliges them to
hindsightfully revise their earlier views ( on.olly several times),
and the Soviets are never shy about rewriting hinstory to suit their needs.
As we have noted several times tarlier, Admi.al Coruhkov' s -emets In
1967 on what the Soviet Union was planiing for Its Navy 11 1954 %A'e
largely specious, although they are sot-ttimoa 4cepted at face V by
analysts. Sibtlarly, Soviet naval offiters' rr•to~pctiva clottn .-hat
they opposed the party's views on twonutleor varo. or srfe ship
construction, or balance (cf. Itudson, SN) 260) should not b tkoe at
face value an r lecftiog What actua4 ly tragpir4d. Sititi tih Soviet
authors and the naval nalystas are reaortitg to the tvao oouroc kot
guidance in these taMttQe•r, i*e,, hiodsight, it is not. arpnsltg that
UnAlysts accept U10 Soviet Claims3 t! At thio io hoW thinou~stir bk thent
Indeed, given outcomeo, thIogu might have bWeM 40 the Soviet say. but
their latter diy sat abamts re Ihardly Lhe beat avdetco.
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Table 4.5. Types of Ilistorical Fallacies*

j p. .. Inquiry

A. Question - Framing

B. Factual Verificatton

C. Factual Significance

SI1. Explanation

"A. Generalization

{ LB. Narratiou

C. Causality

I ID. Motivation

E. Composition

F. Fraise Analogy

it
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Several of the cognitive and conceptual biases of analysts
contribute to the problems Fischer noted regarding factual significance.
Analysts often seem to select "representative" facts in the form of case
studies to demonstrate their point. Having abstract information about the
Soviet Navy's behavior in the representative case, the analyst implies
certain things about future Soviet behaviors. To make these inferences
more precise the analyst may use several cases and organize them into a
classification or categorization scheme (e.g., Dismukes and McConnell's
1979 "rules of the game"). The trick in this is knowing which cases are
most representative for prediction (i.e., representative of causes), and
not to select cases solely because they are representative of effects.
The latter cases are useful for post hoc explanation, but may offer little
information for predictive purposes.

On the other hand, the analyst may be an intuitionist rather than
a rationalist, and select cases that are representative of the essences
(the 'inner core of reality') of Soviet naval behavior (fallacy 23). This
narrative approach amounts to a refinement of the analyst's theory or
schema of what those essences. actually are. As we noted above, people are
quite adept at finding evidence or altering evidence to confirm their
theories, and largely incapable of disproving their own theories without
explicit assistance.

Some naval analysts advocate seeking an explanation for every
Soviet naval behavior, which implies that every Soviet naval action has
some explanatory or pridictive significance (fallacy 63), an unlikely
situation. A related tendency is to strive to explain or predict what is
strange or unusual about the Soviet Navy (compared to Western navies), but
to leave similarities unexplained. This assumes , it the Soviet Navy does
things that Western navies do for similar reasons (fallacies 71 and 79 and
the egocentric attribution bias) and that unique Soviet naval behavior ha4s
some special significance (fallacy 24),

For example, naval analysts spend muuch effort assessig why, the
Sovits hwve consistently built move submarines than •nyone else. Few of
these 4osessments mke much (if anything) of these prosaic f4acts (1)
submarines are small, shallow draft, Ad the o•ly capital. ships that Con
be built at iu!4nd f4ptoriea and m-oved in pieces along Soviet rivers "ad

railroads, (Z) they have very 1small crews, (3) they were oftenii ud 4s
surface veea~ls (e , for shore b rdomti) 1,n World tar X1, (4) of 1al
ship* they are- the mt tactitally Copable with A highly n l
systera of ceandad cootrol. The facts typ~icly ossenstd 4% I1portan
for ox¾loninjg Soviet su tnaurti havo to do with uavakl trdtt aons.
stroste!es oceneinict# t 4ogss1pilo-p4e n &dortnus, and nfaval
offiectivoiwls (Cf, florw, Fl ~isa,4 41%d tklsul1, SNI, Cho. 7).

j~ite.Mn ftef~lacies ofguriainntdby
Fi aht ar ietyr*lattd to C0gnitive bi~aes. Pot -Xamplu,

insutficlaott oampling (32) tu the same problem 44 the '14v of at.-411
outbcrý- paoltted ou-t by Tvaroky Attd KAbatuon (97&)ý a bdie-1f thtat jvalid

gooe-r~itA ati be~ o tmnte f roo extremly stusll att"uploa, or tvea fro* i
siogle cise (f.1lacioig 331 got ito ret -the luonely fAcL," atd 43;

Several- nav4el iinalysts teeMa to be wllinog to gtnerAlibti from a
"fl0ncly fact" or anoevwIhgecerue For t2xawplu, potersen% anld
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involvement in the Angolan crisis as reflecting "the state-uf-tho-art" in
Soviet coercive diplomacy. They view (p. 148) Soviet deployments As
attempts to "signal Lit advance (Ifoscowsl opposition to any U.S. naval

:1 deployments toward the Angolan theater;

The evidence suggests a concerted Soviet effort to
discourage [U.S.J deployments, actively, via the surfacejcombatants deployed at Gibralter and., perhaps, the Juliett
jsubourinej, and passively, by curtailing the operatrTJ.
* nearest Angola . . . To the extent that these Soviet

- actions were taken in anticipnati-o of possible U.S* moves,
they were unprecedented in Soviet naval diplowcy in the
Third World (p. 150).

7 In evaluating the evidence for this lonely tact and overwihelming
exception, Petersen and Durch repeatedly qualify or hedge their judgments
"the evidence suflgests . .. , thte pos*ilbility . t o, a the extent that
. .' In generalizing, however, these possibilittes become facts aboutF Soviet "scate-of-the-art":

In signaling its opposition to possble U.S. deployments,
however, the USStL maneuvered its navy with considerable

Nj roat raint.

lit his unalysts of this Incident, McConnell concludes (in btiaukes aud
A H McConnell, 1'ý79: 257-259) Ohat the U.S, Nuvy

S. .*Appears co hove been the target for a Soviet
acconcional show of force . . stch vietsl apparently
made 4 naval shov of force, either Lo demonstrate an

~ Interst in protecting USSR-Aogolant linies of COuxMUlicteutto
or in cuntring -.S naa hreats 4aianst Ctaban
Involvement on the ma•iiland. Arngola va the, boldest
ottiotive yet tae) by t -e USSR . Surely there is a

to their gooclusion, $ k and 1McCoattell (1979•c Z9) 1ive this it-ad

! typ~~thaty neoverter ntert wted .St .hp in a rtA thete wkr Ione i

0A j%•,UOf4CA'

la ith Aot guely)crss i p Lht4wly 96Itaty USn- vtnture.

Iti forthentis that thOey Sov~iie t is untkt OttU..ch wer ni oubeld th

~~ { South Atlatitic Wo contertepssbe.ulowitofaUS arirts

group vdro a aeewer ASW Qu1owr, a $AZ destroyvr, a,"I goe *der (S-clasa)
crtitse miseike eituwArine. (of. hDis-ftskes iQ NcCotiid~l, 1979t 144-1S?), not

* the typical Soviet adit-carrier vadaire (ACW) task torte0 (the $ovtots
I Itypically ruakovc their oever ASW ships whien att ACW task force is



assembled). The only meaningful activity noted in anticipation of a U.S.
deployment was the sailing of the ASW cruiser in the direction of the• ~crisis.

iHerzog (NPSP: 41) goes even further in generalLding from this
incident [note how the two Soviet surface combatants have become "its
f leet"):

The Soviet Union finished its apprenticeship in the use of
naval power to advance what Admiral Gorshkov calls "state
interests" when the presence of its fleet off Angola helped
to ensure the success of the Soviet backed faction .

With thit success of the Soviet-backed iorces, and the lack
of naval action on the part of the United States, a complete
reversal of roles was witnessed . . . by 1976 the United
States had given up its place of naval dominance and had
assumed the role of spectator . . . The Soviet Navy . .

[is) able to bring naval power to bear in most any parL of
the globe.

The main point is that a clearly atypical and anomolous episode is
generalized iato a trend for the future of Soviet and U.S. naval
inf lueoce.

An instance of the fallacy of generalizing from false
extrapolations (39) was reviewed above (see 'Prediction - Short-term
Forecasts" and Figure 4.6). The problem of false interpolations (fallacy
40) seems to occur when naval analysts attempt to demonstrate the accuracy
of Admiral Cirshkov's 1967 speech on what the Soviets planned for their
navy in 1954, The only way analysts seem able to get from one end point
to the other is to ignore much of what happoned in between (see Chapter 3,
Cases I and 5).

F•scher's (1970: 125) description of the Mdouble-reversirig
getr ization" (fallacy 42) could be applied to -most csimates and aavrl
a•Alysrs will recognize their oWn (or at luast each other's) hedsi%_w as
somtiws approaching Fischar's extreme lott;

*he .t .aaeo of mxtual quaftlfeotiu-s or a •v•untg balance
of Casuistic cootradictton4, or * traeklos4 wildernena of

-ntt1*gft,, detalo or a Rltppe-r) cote of wubstautive (as

I10 ChAptar Z wme &eacnihed tho pvtwra pvoblaa of lock of apectf ILity in

$Atsmkrly *t'al1yts Vill recoguttt thchi O ~t ntie as Otto
awzeubabin to, tho e -npzation tq e i naidioua gao"_ Iktizottwo (talliktF

tte 1oa640 U40 of ttrot like 'hvu, OA4O$1 %oaka4 normal. com*'4, oftto.' A
cc"to *2y Any ¶titutto sake aPOCttt e it
tvtimate itttetiotv, Ad then to do t4 with Iigw

POr onlite Chapter 0$ Ot $ocuring the Sdoo waittm (pi. 410)Z

Vo .. . ~afs novpctal isd4 th-At akl4oat us to torettll
the futurd iflottlioftS Of tho sovi-ets or qve0 tO s'rAgp fully
tiac ntives implicit in 804W of their curveat activitles.



It then relates a long list of predictions and explanistions of future
3 Soviet naval behavior* e.g. (insidious qualifiers underlined):.

The Soviets seem to be on a steady course. with ampleL resources allocated to maintain at leaut a wodenza 775-ship

*. the emergence of a more confident and expawnsive
Kremlin leadership, sttggesr.4) that Soviet naval elements

pcould now be used it]Mt UOC fteuivo roles a #. Soviot nava
forces canl ROW operateO in somle tOrcO acroSs all thte world's
oceanis, tinder a£variety of Stra~tegies to threaten Cthe West
(p. 416-417).

**.the soviets elect to resist U.S. involecmnr io
SOVeIociwC ..CO *,C (WhiChi could ultimately produce a

- ~confrontation between naval elementg of Lmt anid West*
Theta is coniderabtle ilkdication chatt thO Soviets fool they
have entered a ticw era in which thtey aro less cotistrainted

T rom challetwii% the aecitnki of the Weast(p41)

OC the fallacies of aarr~tlon, Soviet 4aalysts are perhaps
esp-ecially vulne-rable to presentisia (fallac~y 45) sinlea the toodeswy tot se

the ousqtwcesto assess4 the anteccent sacntn fco nSv
hiscoriogtraphy. Soviet authors oaust keiep oqre eye firmly, Pa tho prosent 1a-
t~hey e~plain the Vast. Soviet anialysts artt likely to a, cept wro Of tese
hi1%ttgttttqd $%Viet views 0h4" is iustifit4 %imply becansg so MUCh Soviet

~ I mtoria*, is, ba-so4 o this ajpproach.
it i tv etst";VI-a Vt~t41y tnevitatda ca na al at Oyts pvcattce some

tutntwt hiMotry (fallaCy 4?;t.0ý. J4NPlAintov0 atnd srat nvl et
~ j Irom a niva-l r~tv.taa nlsssVzvol! aware0 of tho datger
S a. ckhAk tunnelfl hisk4torAns MAY tunP ito e-aetch Ohear and eennetw * uAowt!

of tho lighti, a vrofitless dbte4ý Wa~god with llaiu sno
4(fallay- ZiY The analyuc4 iW 04r sampl Ottin"4llY attogmptod to

ovocom thlo orohiea of porpettve bY, britttiftA LenemiesC mtftitar-y4

int t~e nval anlyss sud troap. NAVAi 4maiyst *tangly V0Aito

* HdfrttN44it OttcAuiuid4 Owe ltaytest Voia ($1 -t of the S4,,4iet 04V41
sudistos gpcotfpr 4i *40vt a call1 for mtwx #w;§1 owetnaa

*'tiyvutkilo vithl r~sg04W+ 0-n Soviet td-rg# OtorA%-

*dqe,#vtu poljeielo%% Xtit~tt at 4$0thqtis havo 44on Art tt ofal thrvtt

W~CtCI0otdct, 4ttt to ettv the CA-Zt-4" 40tp0t00 ofA anayis~i of
Soviiet 4avAl qlktl$o -00t 011V~ 4; lSUM fe$ W-; 4, x%%).

t ~ I ts ala few N' s, to@Aollike-tot! it V01tiited to the
rtccntti~ettss tesrisicts~p~ ae t~lire4to V0Pepeset tho

rttracefltiaOf their pop.lastIo#, CMe ssenceof 0inAe history "Vs41
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A few naval analysts in our sample seem to commit the fallacy of
archetypes (51) in seeing the Soviet Navy as a reinactment of the Russian
Navy, and Soviet efforts (e.g., the drive for warm water ports) as
identical in character and cotivatiots to Peter the Great's efforts (cf.
Graham, NPSP: 275-277, 287, 298).

The static fallacy (53) conceives of a dynamic problem as a static
one, as in the unfolding of an unchanging plan, or the emergence of some
predetermined entity. As related to behavior the static fallacy is
closely related to the "fund~amental attribution error" (see above): the
tendency to overestimate the dispositional, motivational, and Intentional
bases of Wh.aviors and to underestimate the situational and environmental

influences. Naval analysts are not unaware of these biases, especially in
assessing the degree to which Soviet naval events reflect a plan* For
example, Uismukes and McConnell (1979: 283) write:

In the care of capabilities for coercive naval diplomacy * *

there has been a debate over how much may have been
foreseen nd p--eovided for . . and how much was simply ad
hoc r4action to circuMstancOs. We suspect much more was
projected h4-n is usually credited; and this is said without
toy of the sinter conottions * . * of the "master plan"
or the "grand design" . the Soviet Union [does! have
develop•,nnt tstrategies for long--term goal- -- this is not
to sAy that the Soviets were absolutely committed to
anything by the 1954 dacision or that there were no false
starts, or shifts in accenting the general fr~~aework, or
much rochkipka~ at aritic-41 juncturo4s ChAt requL4cod noveli depa_•urea.

"I#. other .ord, the S"ov,%-'ts havo had "nd still have a pla.. f-r coerciv"
44v4al diplomgacy, b~it A flexible- rather thao. static OgQ.

MAny of tht fallaci0S of historical causality havo parallel
cognitive cawia4 bia-44s. $ez oxotwple, Owa telldency to bettc-ve big-,vnt
tuave tWg tzausets ((allakcite $7, 61) 4ro similar to the Protound Motki-v

falacy(1otkbar ed Noro 178, nec ý*Msasystti c4uss AM- dtectVq
abova) . The rductw fiallac (60) corrspoods tth ednyowrd

mint± casa C44#4nin a440# d6 aM 4C!Ptan o th01 firs-t C44*0 4%aS 4 Canlto

"IittscietateplojrelAtar (63))i Or proliforation of caunts, aml the

Of the- cegotdelvie pdroets_ of testinct theiortos probatdy
con.tribute to Oth maito tq#ttti of iallacleov a Ko~aionel otA1 atos

rtier 4 ~tvaotiv ano hpocdiale to 40cceted it Vill bo wvvr dt(tticlt to
ild ml:nv~ afk ethdeo ttnr~~tba n the nnatut
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UIAPTLU1 5. LlflLb-US1ID MUMT10 AND) W(PERWIWAL Th~U41QUIES
FORK BETTER EWtIWc$hS

This chapter atrowpts to relate little'-used analytic methodts an~d

C).rJriwC1taIi tuchniquoes to the estimative probletA areau dencribed in
Chapter 4. Some of these !.echtdques art- used uwv by naval rinaly-sts (Witt

;1;compel*sat ing for or preventitng thte information procesasing, biiases that can

occur in untaided analysis. They ard ai1 analytic aid$, stot sUbStitutes
for analysts or analytic reasofting.

The editor of a receat cowpiendiunt on quanititative approaciws to
politiial lntelltginco in the CIA ohservcd (ur,1978; 0:

rThe behavirý at revolotion int aea&enic politi-cal sýcience has
been 4it41 goe by the tctiA aad the incetlisenco
COWArnntty as a tWhoe -
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grosser units. People resort to shorter units of action when perceiving
unexpected action. Organization of the perceived action becomes extremely
fine-grained immediately after an unpredicted, significant event occurs.

Most intelligence analysts are familiar with the impact of crises
or "surprises" on normal operations -- requirements on intelligence
production increase greatly. Much more fine-grained analysis is called
for then normally.

One consequence of this difference in event perception is that
different coding categories are applied to the cases of expected and
unexpected eveits. Soviet actions during a crises may appear different
from everyday actions because the former are subjected to fine-grained
coding, while the latter fit grosser, more familiar schemas. This
suggests that analysts make strong efforts to keep their fine-grained
segmentations comparable (through aggregation) to their day-to-day coding
of actions. This will allow for meaningful comparisons of crisis and
noncrisis episodes. Such comparisons may be precluded if the analysts'
fine-grain categories of coding events in crisis are not comparable with
the grosser normal coding,.

It is also important that psychologists have found that as
perceived behavior becomes more motivationally important to the perceiver,
grosser coding units tend to be used. That is, during an important
crisis, the consumers of estimates may tend to use grosser codings of
events at the same time that analysts are using more fine-grained codings.
[This assumes that decision-makers and operators are under greater
motivational pressureE than are analysts.] That is, arousal leads to a
tendency to focus on a few relevant cues and decreases the range of
attention, while amplifying its intensity (Kahneman, 1973).

Several studies by Newtson (1973, Frey and Newtson, 1973) have
shown that people segmerting action into larger units make neutral
attributions as to causes: i.e., the actions are attributed to both
situational factors and dispositions of the actor. When using smaller
units of analysis, people tend to attribute action to the actors alone,
not to the situation. This suggests that analysts during crisis should be
alert to (1) a tendency toward "hypervigilance,'" or the close monitoring
of a few indicators (Janis and Mann, 1977) by analysts or estimate
consumers, (2) the possibility that estimate consumers may be looking for
very gross organizations of action while analysts are generating extremely
fine analyses, and (3) analytic categories fer crisls action may be
incompatible with the categories used tor novimal actions, possibly
producing a false analytic dichotomy, especially regarding the causes of
action.

A method which might help analysts to code a stream of information
into useful categories was demonstrated by O'Leary and Coplit (1975: 182
ff.) for State Department intelligence analysts using datu on conflict
acts between Egypt and Israel. Rules for coding each type of evtnt oo a
scale of violence were used to score the entire event •ures. Analysts
were then able to graphically follow events in terms o oither the
frequency of events of different levels of 'Ioletco, or it tterm of tit
level of violence itself. Such graphs aod Codineg enable the analynt to
capture, respectively, the grosser relationships betwoon events and tho
finter-grainud details of action., By allowing, thm aalyst to dmoatrate
patterns and trends in event6, coding rules ond mothoda aid io the
observation of nonevents and nuwilaive evidance., ItiterupLions, owissions,
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and nonoccurrences are easier to detect against an orderly background of
action trends.

Data on Frequencies

The availability heuristic is fundamentally the tendency to
substitute memorability for an estimate of frequency. To the degree that
more objective data on frequency are readily accessible, the analyst
should feel less compelled to use availability as a substitute. Two
techniques for systematic frequency recording in intelligence analysis are
event coding and content analysis.

Event coding has become a staple method in efforts at crisis
forecasting and prediction (see, e.g., the March 1977 issue of
International Studies Quarterly_ on "International Crisis: Progress and
Prospects for Applied Forecasting and Management " or Kaplan, 1981 for a
coding of the political use of Soviet military power). In general,

* elaborate rules for coding events or actions are specified which are then
applied uniformly to the stream of events. This allows the analyst to
make quantitative comparisons on any of the dimensions created by the
coding.scheme. Given tne widespread use of event analysis in early
warning intelligence and cr:tsis forecasting, its absence in naval analysis
is striking. While -,everal naval analysts made use of event tabulations
(see Petersen, in Dismukes and McConnell, 1979: ch. 2, Tables 2.12-2.15,
for a detailed listing of Soviet naval uperations), the events were nor
elaborately coded and frequency analyses were uncommon. Naval analysts
now use some event categories (e.g , frequfncies of diplomatic port
visits) in their studies, so they do not seem adverse to the concept. it
may be that motre complex coding of Soviet naval events waits on a taxonomy
of naval actions to provide the cooing framework. McConnell's analysis of
the "rules of the game" (ch. 7 in Dismukes and McConnell, 1979) might
provide an initial step foi developing such an event coding system, and
his classification of cases (Tables 7.1 and 7.2) provides a rough coding
scheme (see Cohen, 1980, for an assessment of "rules of the game" analysis
in estimation).

"Content analysis has been applied to intelligence problems since
World War I1 (e1g., George, 1959) to determine objective frequencies for
actions, events, or statements. Content analysis is generally applied to
verbal or written statements (e g. , propaganda, speeches, memoirs) to
determine such things as authenticity, trends in semantics or rhetoric,
shifts in interests.

Friedheim atid Jehn (SNP, ch. 18) made imaginative use of content
natalytic methods to determine Soviet positions in Law of the Sea (LOS)

%kedta~tiona, Thoy desrib~ed (p, 345) their L uhnqua as follows;

Soviet positions o0% five of the t*jor issues that tile USSR
had ititerod into the UN record were ttioasured by thematic
cooteor. iloalysis of state•ments by official speakers who
Sexpr'es~ed for their rovernmeots a preferred posiion ,
"This provides a systematic rueord of all tuajor poits wnade
.by al) statetf in theae audotiatio"4 silcwa Lhy began ill
1967.

Thit techniquo allowed Friedhair antd Jethu to conltcde, for example, thatI
1i



the Soviets have been somewhat flexible on the issue of free transits of
straits, but inflexible on fishing rights. They were also able to "score"
national positions on LOS issues so that Soviet views can be compared with
U.S. , Japanese, or other national positions. They also compared the USSR
positions with those of important individuals, e.g., Admiral Gorshkov.

Content analysis has been used to address traditional
Kremlinological issues, e.g., what the attitudes of Soviet elites were
toward Leonid Brezhnev (Heuer, 1978). Heuer analyzed how sixteen Soviet
elites referred to Brezhnev. He found an index o2 personal reference
rank-ordered the sixteen elites in terms of their political support for
Brezhnev much like a panel of three CIA experts.

A recent study by Kirk (1980) of all public speeches by members of
the Soviet Politburo between 1972 and 1979 offers some interesting content
analysis results. She found, for example, that the 'Soviet Navy' was
mentioned relativcly often (338 times), ranking fourth behind 'Soviet
armed forces' (949), 'Soviet Army' (599), and 'Soviet defense capability'
(385). The fifth and sixth issues, 'Soviet troops' and 'Soviet security,'
were mentioned much less frequently (173 times each). Each time the
speaker mentioned a topic, coders assessed the speaker's evaluative
attitude from the context on a scale of good (+3) to bad (-3). The
Politburo speakers were less favorable toward the Soviet Navy than seven
other defense topics (Soviet troops, Soviet Air Force, Soviet Army,
Strategic Rocket Forces, Soviet military cadres, PVO, Soviet armed forces,
in that order). Each reference was also coded for "potency" to reflect
whether the speaker's reference to the topic reflected activity (+3) or
impotency (-3). In this case Politburo references to the Soviet Navy
again put that service behind seven other defense topics (Strategic Rocket
Forces, PVO, DOSSAF, potential Soviet defense capability, Soviet military
cadres, Soviet troops, Soviet Army), and equal to 'Soviet armed forces'
and 'Soviet defense capability' in "potency."

It is unlikely that, given the effects of the availability
heuristic, an analyst reading this number of Politburo speechcs could
accurately recollect the relative frequencies of such references.
Furthermore, coding such dimensions as "evaluation" or "potency" may
provide useful information on elite views which could not be accurately
ascertained by intuitive judgment alone.

Features of Samples and Populations

The representativeness heuristic is the tendency (1) to assume
that a sample is entirely representative of the population from which the
sample was selected, and (2) to neglect features of the population that
are not in the sample. The methods that reduce representativeness are
those that improve the chances that the analyst's appraisal of a sample
will accurately reflect the features of the population.

A common manifestation of the representativeness heuristic is the
tendency to overemphasize case-specific information and underemphasize
base-rate data. This suggests that analysts should give more attention to
st..tistics on central tendencies (means, medians, and modes) and
dispersion (variance) in samples, Naval analysts rarely report such
information and seem not to use these simple descriptive statistics. Wven
the moving average (a smoothing statistic), comm'uptlace in trend analysis
and forecasting, is absent in our sample of naval analysls ustimates.
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C
One technique used by naval analysts to develop the features of a

Ssample is expert opinion. A panel of experts is requested to specify
features or aspects of a problem that are important for analysis. The
analyst then collects data on these features for a sample and uses these

-= tor projection to a population. For example, Ivanoff and Murphy (NPSP,
ch. 7) developed nine composite technical parameters that could be used to
assess and project Soviet technical progress in anti-ship cruise
missiles.

The trends in these composite parameters are estimated and then
y, Ivanoff andMurphy wrote (p. 153):

. conclusions are drawn on future adversary systems that
will be developed . . . This . . . requires a synthesizer
rather than an analyst . . . all considerations of Soviet
practices are merged with the factual evidence of the
quantitative analysis. Future systems are synthesized and
Sdescribed

Thorpe (NPSP, ch. 8) used a panel of experts to determine the mission
priorities for each Soviet ship, aircraft, and submarine. Since many
Soviet naval platforms are ueemed multi-purpose, Thorpe's objective was to
"quantify their multiple features.

V• Dawes (1974) proposes that the role of the expert in predictive
systems should be to determine which variables seem to be important and
how they should relate to the prediction:

There is no way of knowing apart from [the expert] whatvariables should be lcoked at. And the man knows what
variables to look at only because he knows something about

how they predict (p. 524).

Once these features are selected, Dawes recommends that they be
systematically tested in a model of predictive judgment to verify the
adequacy of the expert-selected variables to predict. That is, in
contrast to the traditional use of experts, as in the Ivanoff and Murphy
study, where experts selected variables, and then synthesized from them,
Dawes recommends the experts select the variables and the synthesis andi data integration be done mathematically or mechanically. This
recommendation is based on the fact that humans are consistently inferior
to mechanical information integration systems when synthesizing complex
data patterns.

A psychological technique that has had very little application in
intelligence could aid greatly in systematizing expert opinions on the
features of events or any other samples of stimuli. This is the
technology of metric and nonmetric multidimensional scaling, tree-fitting,
"and clustering. These methods will be discussed more fully below, under

V ~Charact eri zinjý Data, but are introduced here to demonstrate how they may
aid in constructing meaningful perceptual categories for analysts from
uxpert or analyst generated data.

Shepard (1980) recently summarized research on these methods,
which are "computer based methods for constructing representaL'ions of the

I psychological structure of a set of stimuli on the basis of pairwise
measures of similarity or confusability." These techniques yield three
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complementary representations of psychological structures: dimensional
scales, taxonometric tree-structures, and clusterings.

Generally, this technique uses judges to assess the similarity
between pairs of stimuli or to sort stimuli into categories.

Alternatively, stimuli pairs can be presented to people tor judgments of
"same" or "different." The similarity ratings, in the first case, or
confusion scores, in the second, can then be mathematically fitted into a
dimensional space or into sets which preserve the psychological 1
similarities and differences between the stimuli items. Either individual
experts, or groups of experts, can have their judgments thus scaled or
clustered. The output of such techniques is a set of dimensions or
categories on which stimuli objects can be measured or compared.

In other words, one means by which Thorpe (NPSP, ch. 8) might have
approached the problem of mission priorities of Soviet Navy platforms
would be to present each pair (of all possible pairings of platforms) and
ask for a rating of the similarity of missions. These expert generated
data would yield a set of dimensions or a taxonometric tree structure on
which platforms with missions perceived to be similar would be closely
located, while platforms which shared no missions (in the experts'
opinions) would be found far apart. These dimensions or the shape of the

* taxonomy tree would be the fundamental mission aspects of these platforms
in the percentions of these experts. However, it is likely that the
clustering or a hierarchical tree-figure would better represent the
mission variables perceived by the experts than a set of dimensional
scales.

Why should one use scaling/clustering procedures to abstract
dimensions/structures of mission priority for Soviet Naval platforms? Why
not merely ask experts about these missions, as Thorpe did? First,
experts do not all perceive stimuli in exactly the same manner. While
Thorpe's method may allow an estimate to be made of the differences
between experts (e.g., range of opinion), how is not clear since the

Ji experts' opinions are shifting due to the Delphi technique. In contrast,
scaling/clustering gives a precise measure of unaccounted variance.
Second, experts may have highly complex multidimensional perceptions which
they cannot readily dissect without aid. Introspection may be inadequate
to abstract these perceptual categories or dimensions. Similarly, an
analyst could use such techniques on himself to learn what categories or
dimensions seemed to he important in a complex, multidimensional problem.
Third, it is feasible, at least in theory, to obtaikn these
scaling/clustering results unobtrusively, at a distance, e.g., from the
writings of Soviet naval officers or authorities.

The latter application of scaling requires content analysis of the
co-occurrence of descriptors with objects. For example, suppose Soviet
Admiral X, a naval expert, always describes the Kresta I and Kresta II
cruisers with identical modifiers. Fnrthermore, assume some of these
modifiers are used to describe Karas, but none are used to describe
Krivaks. A measure of similarity can be obtained by means of the degree
of overlap in use of modifiers for these and other ships. These
similarity t%..asures, in turn, can be used to determine the degree to which
(and the categories or dimensionis on which) Admiral X perceives these ship
types as similar or different (Rosenbeeg and Jones, 1972; Rosenberg andt
Sedlak, 1972). Similarly an analyst might investigate the perceptual
dimensions of Soviet statemeotts on missions (e.g , sea denial, anti-sea A
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lines of communication, etc.), doctrine (e.g , protection of state
interests), events, capabilities, etc. That is, merely by describingstimuli, Soviet spokesmen are revealing considerable information on the

perceptual categories and dimensions they apply to complex objects and
events. This information can be abstracted from their statements by
analysts and evaluated with scaling or clustering techniques.

WEIGHTING DATA4 ' The fact that people often cannot accurately report the weights

they attach to data in making estimates suggests that explicit "policy
capturing" assessments of analysts may assist them to understand and
improve their estimation processes. That is, an explicit effort can be
made to model or capture the quantitative elements of the estimation
process of the analyst including data weighting.

Policy Capturing

Figure 5.1 shows schematically how this can be done. A controlled
set of data stimuli (S) are presented to the analyst and the caalyst's11 estimative response is observed (R). The right side of the diagram
suggests the analyst's estimation process. The input stimuli and the

output response for this process must be quantified; i.e., they may be
I qualitative in nature originally but they must be scaled, coded, or rated

by the analyst to yield at least a more-less, plus-minus quantitative
estimate. If the inputs can be quantified directly, analyst coding of
them is not needed. This process is repeated with varied stimuli sets,
i~e., the analyst sees a new set of data stimuli and makes a new
estimate.

The analyst's weighting policy is captured by using the same coded
data stimuli sets to mathematically predict the analyst's estimative
responses, R, shown on the left in the diagram. That is, using the same
"inputs, S, we solve for the combination rule which makes the optimal
responses, Y, as close as possible to the analyst's responses, R. The
combination rule found will reflect a set of objective weight values that
indicate the weights used by the analyst in his or her estimates. The
objective weights provide indices on the degree to which the analyst used
each of the input data stimuli dimensions.

Two mathematical policy capturing methods are commonly used,
linear regression and Bayesian analysis (Slovic and Lichtenstein, 1971).
In general, the linear regression method has been used more often for
assessing data weights, but the Bayesian assessment of the diagnosticity"
of data can also provide information ort the degree to which analysts
weight data (see Edwards, 1978).

If the important dimensions are known on which analytic Judgments
are made (e.g., from a multidimensional scaling of analysts' similarity
judgments, see above) analysts might simDly be asked to ra~e or rank the
dimensions in importance. These weights can then be compared to the
policy captured objective weights to determine the aelf-.ights of th8
analysts into their judgment and information integration procesaes.
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Figure 5.1. General Estimation Diagram Illustrating Prediction Analysis (on

the left) and Process Analysis (on the right). Stimuli (Si) are
common to both.*

OPUimoI •nteral Obective Sbrr&Au Suve PsrioIgran Observed
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Deiin Techiques

Bayesian estimation methods have been usL-d extensively in
Intelligence analysis (see Slovic and Lichtenstein, 1971: 717-7210 and
Slovic, Iischhoff, and Lichtenstein, 1977: 25-28, for reviews and
references). In general, these methods help analyst,, integrate
probabilistic data into their judgments, avoiding the tendency to

3 underweight such data and not adjust posterior probabilities sufficiently.
A recent application of Bayesian muethods to the problem of estimating
probabilities of a Middle Fast conflict was described by Schweitzer (iii
ilcuer, 1978, ch. 2). As Schweitzer noted (p. 19) these techniques have

C been applied to a variety of intelligence estimation issues: the
li1kelihood of a North Vietnamese offenr;ive in 19)4, the probability of a
Sino-Soviet conflict, the chances of an Arab-Israeli war, and the analysis
of order of battle cta~a (p. 13).

IBayesian methods have also been recommendt.ýd as a means by which
the estituates of different eperts can be effectively combined. Fennessey
(1977) recommended a Bayesiain paradigm, for the systematic cumulation of
evidence ti-om rclat.*d atudies. He s;uggests this would overcome t4hree
widespread difficulties which make research data difficult to interpret:
(1) the circuitous and nonintuitive logic of traditional statistics, (2)
lack of agreetnent (often latent. and implicit) among analysts on the
substantive and technical premtises adopted in resetarch arguments, anld (3)
the low diagnosticity (weakness) of research data for distinguishing among
alternative hypothesest.. tforris (1974, 1976) recommended bayesian methods
for integracing the judgments of experts into a single estimate and
outlined a possible combinatiou miechanism tor this (1976).
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computing the correlations between them and reducing the weight attached
to a highly redundant (correlated) variable. Similarly, the analyst
should note the variabi.~ity in his data and reduce his weighting of a cue
which stops varying and becomes static.

CHARACTERIZING DATA

In Chapter 3 a variety of memory biases were discussed which
affect the characterization of data and its organization into categories,
factors, classes, and generalizations. Problems were ,noted that result
from attempts to impose "either/or" categories on events or objects which
share similarities as well as differences. The tendencies to place events
and objects into taxonomies was discussed and the possible biases that may
result were described. A variety of analytic methods and paradigms can
help offset these difticulties..

Aiding Memory

In Chapter 4 we argued that the remarkable ability of naval
analysts to recall information is due largely to their complex conceptual
schemas for perceiving relationships between aspects of the Soviet Navy.
These schemas allow analysts to efficiently code, store, and retrieV4,
information. In general, however, the schematic rules which govern these
processes are tacit and implici.t in the analysts' narrative estimnates.
One implication of this is that analysts may disagree because their
different schemas lead to different perceptions and memoxies of the same
or similar data sets. Since the schematic rules for processing these data
sets are not explicit, such sources of differoacos cannot be e.xplicitly
determined.
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I? ~MccGwire and E~rickson . .count on their subjective
Impressions of "tone" and "thrust" to tell them that
Gorshkov is an advocate. I respect the conviction behind
this approach, and perhaps I avoid it only because I'm not
good at it .. it has been my experience that others have
a so-so record in this, too, as often as not.

Making subjective impressions into explicit coding rules is often a fairly
straightforward (if not always simple) process that is in keeping with the
scientific requirement that subjective impressions be rep.laced~by
quantitative measurements. Such coding greatly helps analysts determine
the validity of their .wn and others impressions, as well as facilitating
accurate recall.cdn ai aals efot

codng nd ontnt ralsisalso adthe alytinefot
to avoid "selective retrieval," by facilitating the recall of the actual

original data rather than a retrospective reconstruction of it. The

hindsight and a variety of memory biases, is minimized if the analyst can
quicly scetai al theothr csestha fal ino agivn ctegryor

that compare tavorably on salient dimensions to a case in point.
Mechanical coding systems provide the analyst this ability to organize and
manage stored information and help minimize the analyst's need to rely on
ltmrited and fallible memory.

Another reason analysts should make, greater efforts to code their
impressions is the tendency, noted in Chapter 4, for memory to distort
p~ychophysical impressiotis of extreme cases. L'xtremes (biggest, worst,
smallest, etc.) are well remembered as being extreme, buL their rec~alled
dimensions tend to be IQSS CKtreme than the original dimensions.
Pychologists have node considerable progress in developing methods for

scalingo scoring, rattng, or otherwise measuring psycholotgi tal sensations
(e.g. , See Aodersono 1979), A'aiysts voight emp!' such functiota
measurement techniques to record the magnitudes of th-eir originU4

simpearis so iht ctirrent imprefision's could the - aiftteined for later$
accurate covisatis with tuture impre~ina4 Anderot (117q) relpor~td
resultF4 from a study by Weon that aro relvont to the preaent study,.
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membership is a matter of "family resemblance" and that stimuli are coded
in terms of many dimensions relative to a central prototype. Analysts
would be best served if their impressions could be coded on the natura.l
dimensions they themselves use to perceive events or objects, and if their
subjectively meaningful concepts of family resemblance and prototypicality
were the bases for the coding and content analyzing of data. Rather than
imposing arbitrary coding dimensions, or content analysis categories on
the analyst, recent psychological research suggests that it is possible to
determine explicitly the natural categories or dimensions the analyst
uses. These natural categories, or dimensions once made explicit, could
then provide the analyst the ability to systematically characterize his or
her impressions without grossly distorting the analyst's cognitive
process. This psychological research also suggests that these natural
categories or dimensions are rarely completely explicit in the analyst's
mind before such assessment. These techniques may thus help make the
analyst's methods and assumptions more accessible, in keeping with Heuer's
(1978) recommendations.

Objects or other stimuli can be considered to have a set of
features or attributes. A person's total data base concerning any given
object is rich in content and complex in organieation and form. It
includes features of appearance, meanings, functions, relationships,
history, and all other properties that are known or can be deduced. When
faced with a particular analytic task (e.g., to identify the object, or
determine its similarity or dissimilarity from other objects) people
extract and compile from their data base a limited list of relevant
features to perform the task (Tversky, 1977).

There are two approaches that can be taken to relate objects to
one another. One measures the distances between the features of objects
in a geometric sense. The other considers the overlap of common features
relative to uncommon features in a seat-theoretic sense. Which of these
two approaches are used to identify, quantity, and orgaoiza pi'ototypes.
categories, or dimensions will depend on the objects, the task, or both
(Sattarh And Tversky, 1977; Shepard, 190O), Some problems tacts nkaval
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method of categorizing judgmeints by experts and analysts than thequestiottable and costly Delphi method. F'or example, to determine how
analysts classify Soviet general1 purpose plattormu in terms of wartime
missions, Thorpe's obitictive, one could follow the procedure used by Rosch
and Mervis, (1975) to classity vehicles (see also Tversky, 1977: 3313).
Analysts would be asked to list all the possible wartime missions, or
alternatively, one could give all analysts a list of missions, as Thorpe
did. For each wartime mission and each platform, analysts would be. asked
to list chose features' of the platform that were relev~ant (positively or
negatively) for t~hat mission. These lists provide the wartime
miss Ion-rel evant features of each Soviet platform for each analyst orIexpert. A master catalog (something like Jane's Ships) of features and
attributes for each platform could be made available to all analysts,
listing weapons, electronics, beam, draft, propulsion, etc., to refresh
the analyst's impressions and to serve as a codebook for the listings.

It is then possible, using the lists of features, to determine for
each pair of platfoi.ns the number of common and distinctive features.I From these data it is possible to predict with high accuracy the analysts'
ratings of .similarity bietween platforms: given any wartime mission. Using
the data on sharad and nonsharoad features and (derived or obtained)
ratings. of similarity, clusteriag programs can be used to determine a
hierarchical clustering diaguam. This diagruam provides a detailed
c~lass if ication of each platform's p-..rctivve4 capiabilities, relative othur
platforms, to perfotr each wartime misslon. The diagrarls cx.eated by these
programs reveal th~e twain c:ognitive catepories used by the atiadysts to make
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Thorpe's method a Soviet choice of an obsolete Krupny over a Kresta 11
would be scored as an increased Soviet Navy emphasis on the antiship
mission simply because the Kruppy, ineffective as it may be at antiship
warfare, is even less capable of ASW. This seems to be an absurd
conclusion no naval analyst would make. A more meaningf;ul measure of
mission priority would be to measure the family resemblances of each
year's new Soviet platforms to the mission prototypes. This would allow
mission comparisons without imposing the unreasonable trade-off logic of
percentage estimates.

Intention Categories

The classification of Soviet naval platforms provides a ready
application of modern categorization methods to Soviet capabilities. Th(-,
many overlapping and nonoverlappiug features of ships provide an easily
quantified basis for such analysis.

With appropriate adaptations the save categorization w.5thods might
be applied to issues of intentions as well. For example, naval analysts
develop models of Soviet naval behavior in various situationse and cases
(e.g., McConnell, in Dismukes and McConnell, ch. 7). It should be
possible to assemble lists of the features of these situations and cases.
Analysis of these features could then determine the dimensions on which
analysts perceive Soviet intentions as varying. The dimensional
structures obtai.ned by analysis of overlapping and nouoi'verlapping vaetuvvs
could be evaluated by assessing the analyst's perceptiorma of similarity
and difterences bvtwevn eases. Thes!e latter data can W- used to Create 4
dimeosionial space that should corrcspvi'nd to Otht dtmenusionsm obtained frotm
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has been used in other fields to determine critical features of
technological change. This is to regress various design features to
predict some feature of technical merit. One such feature is initial
operating capability date, which is a surrogate for modernity. The
question then becomes which design factors seem to be driving Soviet ship
developments? A similar technique was used by Alexander and Nelson (1972)
to assess the factors influencing Soviet and U.S. aircraft turbine engine
designs.

Kehoe evaluates his data on design factor trends in terms of
various Soviet missions (e.g., sea denial). It would be interesting to
use the features analysis methods outlined above to determine natural
taxonomies or dimensions of Soviet ships, and to see if similar mission
categories or dimensions emerged.

Meier (SNI, ch. 20) describes a different method aimed at the same
objective as Kehoe's, determining the relative priorities given by the
Soviets to firepower, sustained combat, command and control, speed,
endurance, seakeeping, protecti.on, and personnel support. Meier's method
is a reverse engineering process which uses an iterative computer program
that attempts to determine feasible design requirements, standards, and
practices from the features of the finished ships.

ASSESSING COVARIATIONS

In Chapter 4 we noted the tendency of people to overestimate the
strength of theory-driven covariations and to neglect or uILd-trestimate the
strength of data-driven covariations. We also found t'riis tendency seemed
to extend to naval analysts. Obviously, the most direct remedy for these!
problems is to increase the use of quantitative measures of
co-occurrences. Such measures should be habitually epplied to any data
that could conceivably be related. This will tend to reduce beliefs In
spurious theory-driven correlations, because accumulating evidence will
fail to support the theory, and to draw attention to unsuspected
relationships. Only some of the observed correlations in data sets will
be meaningful: some will be spurious statistical noise, and some will be
statistically reliable but uninterpretable. None of these are major
problems. Perhaps the main problems are to encourage analysts to give
data-driven patterns of co-occurrence serious consideration, and to
reconsider theories which are unsupported by data patterns.

Actuarial Models and Backcasting

Referring to Figure 5.1, we can note the optimal response, Y,
given on the left side of the diagram. This is the best prediction
possible given the objective values, X, of the stimuls inputs, S. For
example, a naval analyst may be able to measure (X) several features (S)
of the Soviets' building program for a particular ship class. The analyst
may regress these against actual production figures in the past (criterion
values) to determine the optimal combination rule. This rule can then be
used to predict future output, Y. This process is labeled actuarial and
as was outlined in Chapter 4, the actuarial prediction process is
consistently superior to the process shown on the right in Figure 5.1, the
clinical process. That is, when estimators attempt to intuitively
integrate information on the inputs, S, using a psychological combination
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rule, they are less accurate predictors than an actuarial model of the
same Judgments.

This suggests that analysts make greater use of actuarial modelsI in formulating and revising their theories about covariations. We will
have more to say about these techniques below under "Improving
Predictions." One of the advantages of actuarial methods is that they
force the analyst to assess the relationships between criterionl values and
input data. Actuarial methods force the analyst to consider the strength
of theory-driven covariation hypotheses in light of past data. If the
theory-driven relationship Is absent in the past, the analyst must
reconsider using the theory as a basis for future predictions. This use
of actitarial techniques and past data to chack suspected theoretical
relationships is a form of "backcasting," i.e., aa attempt to correctly

]estimate when true values are already known. If a theory cannot
su,. Cessfully- fit past events, its validity for the future is questionableý
It the theory consistently over- or underpredicts past criteriJon values,

.1tile -analyst can makte corrections to "debias" the error, and thus improve
the theory's accuracy.

The actuarial fortnula provideti the optimal predictions given the
input data, but it may not be as useful or interpretable as the analyst's
theory. In other words, the analyst may wish to retain and improve his or
hier theory (which is heuristic and interpretablfu., while using the
actuarial formula for making predictions. As the theory comes to resemble
the actuarli' formu_ýa, thp former becomes more accurate as a predictor,
and the becomes more interpretable.

In effect, research on clinical and actuarial judgment su.ngests
that estimators should atteMpt LO aSSes6 COVari.ýtion$ Letweeti input data
and criterion values if an actuarial method is possible. When actuarial
mothods ar,ý possiblQ they proride the optimutm description of the

covariation5 between input data and criteria, and greatly simplify
assessment of covariatton.

It is important to note that the expiart judge must specify what
the laput variables are to be. Actuarial mcdvling itnelf cannot deterlaille
what itiput stimuli ahould be con~idexed as predicti~vi of thle criterion
value9. 4oth the anailyst 'a theory-driven hoinches and epiricol,
data-ýriven search tot Vossible correlations can prov~de clues for thle
iinptit to thfe actiltrial methods. Only tile naval analysts Cani know what4 variables are likely to be worth chocking as powqihle predictors of Cuture
Soviet behaviors. Tito actuarial mot1hd is tile optiuiaal means ot assesiag
these hunches.

Wlniciteronvalutea are' kwtior oknitwable, ,,. in Soviet ship

criterioit values to build Actuarial predictioit twdels. Andlystts, however,
are, often calloýd upon to oatitnAtv valuozs tor which tore are suo cleairIcriterioll Valttes C .g.. tile level of Soviet threat. In these Caties

f ~~Alial~Ais Ju~gentally provide, the 0:tj.qrew Of the criterion Valkles,
deciding, e.g.. Vtt~hur Lhýý ýevkt thizeat ia high or low. 4M- objective
Critet'ion values exist !or such icaqes *1igiflst wbdeh to cowpare
predie~ttots, i.e., tile Y or RI iu Figure 5.1 do not eorrespond to any
utnambiguous magures.
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This lack of criterion values uoes not eliminate the possibility,
or the need, for systematic methods of assessing covariations.
Psychologists have determined that linear models which fit regression
equations to past clinical judgments (i.e., the R's in FigLCe 5.1), can be
used to replace the clinical judgment process. Such models outperform
clinical judges because they eliminate human unreliability. Reliability
places an upper limit on validity, if reliability increases, greater
accuracy is possible.

This technique of modeling the judge's judgments and then using
the judgments of the model has been labeled "bootstrapping," i.e., pulling
the judge up by his bootstraps (Dawes, 1971; Goldberg, 1970).
Bootstrapping will improve judgments slightly under almost any realistic
task conditions and it can be applied blindly, in cases where criterion
information is absent or vague, with the expectation that the predictions
made will be improved (Camerer, 1980). Furthermore, as long as the
regression model of the judge determines the input variables for the
prediction, determining the exact weights used by the judge is not
necessary; equal weights are about as good (Dawes and Corrigan, 1974). In
other words, the weighting parameters of the bootstrapping model need not
be very specific once the right variables are identified. The key again
is knowing which variables to try and the only realistic source for these
is the expert. Once the naval analyst identifies the variables that seem
important for making an estimative judgment, the bootstrapping method can
best determine the actual covariation between those variables and the
expert's judgments. These variables can then be combined linearly with
equal weights to estimate the expert's future judgments more reliably (and
thus more accurately) than could the expert.

There are obviously implications .or prediction in these actuarial
and bootstrapping models, but the point for this section is that they
provide systematic, data-driven means to appraise suspected covariations
that eliminate the problems of theory-driven covariation appraisal.

Environmental Effects
Since expert analysts must play a central role in selecting the

variables fox use in actuarial or bootstrapping models, it is important to
rel-terate a point made throughout Chapter 4, that people are often
insensitive to environmental effects such as regression or base rates.
That is, analysts are unlikely to adequately attend base rate variables,
and are likely to over atetd case-specific variables (Uinhorn and Hogarth,
1978). In particular, to improve covariation assessments, ic is necessary
to include data on diseonfirming events as well as on positive hits. Thi4L
is, analysts should be uspecially careful to collect and recordý data on
(at least) all four cells of the four-fold present-absent
cross-tabulations that '•et mine the relation between an indicator
variable and a predicted varlariae.

One means use~d frequently by naval analysts to display base-rate
data is the time trend line, i.e., a graph of data over time. For
egatmple, 1Kehoo (SNI, ch. 18) displayed data on various capabilities of
Soviet and U.S. ship types over time to demoonstrate chatingi trends in
various features, O tihe other haod, morelj displayit•g a base-rat.e does
not mean the analyst will use the bise-race in estimates (e.g*, seu
Ivanoff md Hurphy, NVS'1 149, i1ppure 32).

O'Leary antd opliu (1975. ch. 4) preuonted a detailed case Study
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I of how careful cross-tabulations of data assisted State Department
analysts to make judgments about covariation between military expenditures
and other variables in Latin America. Although the State Department
analysts made extensive use of quantitative data, they did not explicitly
assess bivariate correlations to evaluate their theories or forecasts.
O'Leary and Coplin showed that several postulated relationships between
military arms acquisitions and other less quantitative factors (e.g.,
economic conditions, role of the military in goverinment, need for internal
defense) could be directly assessed with cross-tabulations or correlation
analysis. These techniques were applied to cross-sectional data (i.e., a
group of Latin American countries) as well as to data on individual
nations. The covariation assessments were able to confirm several of the
State Department analysts' theories, as well as showing that some
theoretical relations did not exist in historical data. O'Leary and
Coplin described (p. 148) tlh covariation "backcasting" exercise as:

one viable way of incorporating clearly defined
variables, quantitative techniques of analysis, and the
important discriminating character of the Latin American

nation, all of which appear to be essential to making
accurate explanations and predictions about changes in Latin
American military spending.

The main implication of the O'Leary and Coplin study is that quantitative
J ' covariation assess --ent methods can be applied even when the factors

involved are largely qualitative.

CAUSE AND EFFECT ASSESSMENT

The problems analysts may encounter in generating cause and effect
explanations of intentions were reviewed in Chapter 4. These problems
generally fall into two groups: search and hypothesis generation. [This
division corresponds to the two basic psychological models of
problem-solving and thinking strategies: heuristic search and hypothesis
generation and test, see Gerwin and Newsted, 1977.] Search problems
interfere with the analyst's inductive search for causal patterns in data
sets, or bias the search, so that certain erroneous or misleading patterns
are easily found and labeled as causal. Hypothesis generation problems
interfere with the analyst's deductive reasoning from data patterns and
lead the analyst to generate false hypothetical explanations from
available data sets. These false hypotheses may then mislead the
analyst's subsequunt perceptions and analyses.

Chapter 4 also noted that naval analysts themselves seem to be
aware of the methodological difficulties of establishing cause and effect
relatiotships (see) e.g., 0ooth, SNýt 470), but few of the sampled naval
analysts made any use of sophisticated methodologies for causal analysis.
Some of these causal methodologiLs have been applied to problems of naval
intelligence aad others to nonnaval intelligence estimation problems.

Causal SEarch

The sources of biases of causal search can be divided into (1)
"incomplete p•ircept-'.ons, (2) mistaken perceptions, and (3) overly
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simplistic perceptions. These problem areas overlap (incomplete
perceptions contribute to overly simplistic perceptions) and are more than
what is typically meant by "perception." We use the term "perception"
here ,o emphasize an inductive search of data features for causal patterns
which then modify hypotheses.

Incomplete perceptions. Incomplete perceptions of causal patterns
are probably largely due to faulty covariation assessment. That is, an
analyst may be over-attentive to positive instances of covariation of one
event and another (++ events). This over-attention to positive cases can
suggest a causal relation if the analyst neglects to search out evidence
of +- or -+ events as well. That is, the suspected cause may be present
when no effect occurs, or absent when the effect occurs. The analyst
should also confinm the negative case, that the effect is absent when the
cause is absent (-- events). There is a tendency, however, to not search
beyond the ++ events for evidence of covariation. In the section
preceding this one we outlined a variety of cross-tabulation and
covariation assessment methods which help the analyst evaluate a suspected
pattern of covariance.

Mistaken perceptions. Mistaken perceptions are those patt•erns
which tend to be perceived as causal because of intuitive cognitive logic
or perceptual biases regarding causal relationships. For example, things
we focus our attention on tend to be perceived as causal. Outcomes which
match the intentions of an actor are naturally assumed to have been caused
by the actor, Events which share temporal or physical characteristics may
be perceived as causally related. These intuitive logical relations and
biases may lead the analyst to search for data to confirm these patterns,
produ.cing a belief in a false causal relationship, bolstered by
selectively perceived data. These perceptions and the beliefs that result
often seem intuitively obvious and amply confirmed by the data which are
selected to "prove" them. It is quite difficult, if not impossible, to
avoid such perceptions and beliefs altogether since they are based on
highly efficient and logical concepts about causality. That is, for many
or most causal relationships these perceptions and concepts are not
mistaken at all. Rather thar attempting to avoid such perceptions or
concepts, it is easier to attempt to establish their validity as
systematically as possible.

The samplel naval analysts typically evaluated causal
relationships narratively. That is, evidence in favor of a suspected
causal relationship was listed and evaluated narratively to establish a
coherent relation lxtween the suspected cause and the effect. Evidence
for or against (typicaily against) other possible causes would be listed
and evaluated. Rarely was there any description of an effort mounted to
make these evaluations systematically comparable, i.e., to give the
favored and disfavored possible causes an equivalent assessment. That is,
analysts typicallv reported what amounted to results: the supported
hypothesized ca.Ase (and the supporting evidence), and the rej,.cted
hypothesized causes (and the disconfirmJnn evidence). The strengths or
equivalence of the assessuent methods often could not be Judged.

Causal analvsis. Several social scientists have outl.ned
methodologies for making, systematic assessments of causal relatiovships in
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nonexperimental research (e.g., Asher, 1976; Blalock, 1964; fleise, 1975).
E " These methods are labeled "causal modeling," or "causal analysis," and are

techniques for selecting variables that are potential determinants of
effects, and attempting to isolate the separate contributions to effects
made by each suspected cause. Because all the candidate causes are
evaluated within the same model, the assessment tends to be more
systematic, equivalent, and transparent. As we noted in Chapter 4,
"causes" can never be proved because they are mental rather than physical
constructs. Causal models are merely analytic Uids for evaluating and
assessing hypothesized causal relationships.

Causal models typically use mathematical regression equations as
causal equations. That is, a variety of suspected causes are combined in
a linear equation in an attempt to determine the impact of each suspected
cause on the effect. Causes with nouadditive, interactive effects (e.g.,
multiplicative ones) can often be easily modified into additive ones so
that powerful linear mathematical methods can be applied (Blalock, 1964).
For moderately compý.ex causal models a technique known as "path analysis"
allows for the estimation of the magnitude of the linkages between causal
variables, the possible causal relationships between variables, and the

* direct and indirect effects of variables on each other. Path analysis
also allows for tests of the adequacy of the whole causal model (Asher,
1976).

The most sophisticated causal models include time as a major
causal variable and consider the possibility of feedbacks in the system of
causes. That is, the indirect effects of cause A on cause 3 may teed back
on cause A so that, at a later time, cause A has a different eifect on
cause B and on the overall effects in the :-stem, These models are
labeled "dynamic systems" and usually reqjire exteunsive daia on variables
over time,

O'Leary and Coplin (1975, ch. 7) developed a series of
quantitative causal relationships fer State Departwent intelligence
analysts in am. effort to forecast the strength of evolving coalitions
among oil-exporting and oil-importlig countries. They wete attun'?ting to
translate State Department analysts' hypotheses into quantitative form, so
this application is perhaps more relevant to analyst problems of
hypothesis generation than to problems of causal search. However, becausecausal models can reveal unsuspected relations and invalidate intuitive

relations, they also -'-vo to enhance the search for causal patterns.
O'Luary and Copiin developed qtiantitative indices of internal

cohesion for the two groups of natlons and of the bargaining between the
two blocs. Data on oil and nonoil transactions (trade) and on votes on
political issues were used to estimate future relations between
"oil-producing states and oil companies. These relationships were found to
shift over time, suggesting a dynamic modlel of colhesion variables (causes)
on the bargaining variables (effects).

tS imnp!Ste__perceptio0s. The last set of problems analysts may
have with caus~al Search is overly simplistic perceptions. We use this
term to reflect such problems as "minimal causation" (the tendency to
search for the first plausible cause, see Chapter 4), "causal hydraulics"
(the tendency to perceive causality as fixed in amount), and

* reductienistic models (twe tendency to accept too smi'll a set of causes as
responsible for an effect). These problems way lead the analyst to
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overlook valid causes, to ignore the possibility of multiple causes, or to
see effects as coming about in only one way.

Search trees. To help overcome some of these problems, analysts
might use "fault tree" and "decision tree" techniques. Fault trees are
diagrams developed by engineers to determine how a particular event (a
fault or failure) could occur in a system. The engineers reason backwards
from effect to possible causes. For example, the engineers may want to
determine all the possible ways an automobile might fail to start.

If a fault tree is an effort to answer the question "how could a
state like this come about," a decision tree addresses the question "given
this state, where can events go from here." In other words, a decision
tree might be created for the possible future actions a mechanic might
take if confronted with a car that refuses to start. Fault and decision
trees are examples of what psychologists term p! .1cm-solving search
trees.

Tree diagrams serve to systematize suspect relationships. They
also increase the possibility that new relationships i,.ay be perceived that
otherwise might have been missed, but they do not, in themselves, ensure
that all possible alternati-es are included. Possible causes may be
omitted from a fault tree ind possible options mIay be left out of a
decision tree. There are no methodological solutions to this incomplete
specification of possible causes or effects, but some heuristic approaches
may help the analyst fill out an initial causal search tree.

For Lxample, the analyst might explore the possibility that the
possible branches of the cause tree are limited by the nature of the
cause-effect problems. For example, the analyst may he able to establish
that there are only three groups in the Soviet Union capable of Ohiaugin
the design program for Soviet ships. That is, there may be a way to
establish that tho total possible causes of an effect in a causal search
tree are limited to some finite number. This number (call it X) gives the
analyst a "goal state" -- c.g., find X causes for the effect, When the
analyst has compiled a list of X causes, the prablem of completing the
causal search tree is done. This strategy entaile first examining the
general eause-effect problem for the possibility of a boundary that
defines and limits tho number of possible causes, and then attempting to
generate all specific cause-effect relations, rather than the more typical
reverse approach. In the reverse approach, the analyst cannot how if he
or she has reached the stopping point (i.e., has exhausted all possible
causoe).

Hany cause-effect problems, however, do not have apparent
boundaries around the possible branch's, and the tree appears, a priori,
unbounded. The analyst's stopping problem becomes, not "Are these all the
possible causes,* but rather "Are these all the possible causes worth
i.nves tigat i Vtg?"

l"sychologists atudying problem-solving behavior have identlifed
two types of impediments to search tree construction. One impediment,
"functional fixedness," entails representing objects by their convotitional
functions and failing to consider the objects' novel functions, Al
analogous block might be termed "event lixednessq." the tendency to
consider only conventional causes for events rather .hati ,ýdovl causes•. A
related impedliment results from "set effects," tile tendency to attack a
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problem with one approach or method and not to change that approach.
An example of "set effects" might be a wecihanic, attempting to

dutermine the causes of an automobile's failure to start, thinking in

terms of electrical problems (dead battery, wet spark plugs, bad
distributor), but not in terms of fuel problems (empty gas tank, blocked

- fuel line, broken fuel pump). An example of "event fixedness" might be
the mechanic who fails to realize that cars may not start for
nonmechanical reasons (e.g., attempting to turn the ignition key the wrong
way, attempting to start while the automatic transmission is set to
"drive").

One escape from functional fixedness is to attach specific labels
to objects and parts of objects. These labels allow people to mentally
coninect objects to different purposes that they might not consider when
presented vith the objects alone (see Posner, 1973; 154-158). This
suggests that naval analysts should chattge perspectives and "disassemble"
the naval events they seek to explain with cautnal trees and attach
specific labels to the different perspectives or the component parts of
the event. These labeled perspectives or parts would then perhaps suggest
more possible causes for the event than would occur to the analyst who
only considered the event as a whole entity from a single perspective.

This labeling hypothesis suggests that efforts by naval anialysts
to create event taxonomies which specify important features of events

S4(e.g., McCoonell's "rules of the gatae" effort, Dismukes and McConnell,
1979, ch. 7) are highly heuristic beckause the various features way sýggest
Qnow perspeettves and novel vats;es to the analysts buiidin• causal search

trees. The more various the ways iwalysts are able to label or code an
event, tie more variouu tho possibie causas the anlysits a1e likely to
considerts 4s rolat'd to that event. $imilarly, schemees which classify the
•ttbevenrs of an event (e.g., prtt-crisia, crisis-buildup, height of crisis,
pest-crisIs, returtn to status quo) should facilitate buildinlg Ca~tial
search trees. The wor- ;lassiticatioa sehen.es tihe analyst can noasidcr

S(e.g., dimrnions of time, :Otnsion, geography, actors, Lnsttutonu,
technotugios are just some of the posatb1i blesQS tor groklptog libovents),
the richer the set of causes thle a4tlys is lItkely to eo.sider.

USveral of the mechelisms Asehttr (197$) sufgestd forJ surprise-sensitive forecasting (see Chapter 4 -Prodlctio "), o.g.,

suspension of plausibility chacks, way facilitate eCxpandig lthe brU40hes
of the Causal search tree.

Thi phenomenont o "tuwli hlstory," which Fischor (197) itsas as
a problem with narrative antlynis (see Cihapter 4, "Narrative Logic), is a
set Uifect, That is, explaining naval evunts as dtue to naval cauesesr limits the buildinig of Lhe causal search tree. The itiordiscipliuary
approach raken by ranly of the sampled naval a14alysts is likely to reduice
thle tendeucy toward sot effects, but analysts mIlght enhaice this positive
effectt by directly involving analysts from did ereat disciplh: a it the
causal tree construction and evaluation process.

Tree roblCms. Psychological research on fault trees (Fiscollhf,.
"Slovic, and l Uichtenstein, 197$) ahlows that anlalysts will not typically
notice the omti.sion of imlportant cansal branches. For esatapmle, Fiselhhotf
and his collealgues slhowd people (includtni. auto Mechanics) various
versitons of a fault true for the problem of the uonstarMtin, car, and asked
"for estimates of the proportiou of tao-starts caused by thi category "all
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other problems." As various causal branches (e.g., fuel system) are
deleted from the tree, the proportion of no-starts attributed to "all
other problems" should increase. It did not. People seemed not to r±iss
the absence of important causal branches, and seemed unable to appreciate
how many causes had been omitted from the pruned fault trees. In other
words, there was a faulty tendency to overestimate the completeness of
incomplete causal diagrams. Neither self-rated knowledge nor years of
mechanical experience improved the ability to detect this incompleteness.

Fischhoff and his colleagues found somewhat greater sensitivity to
incomplete fault trees when people were explicitly urged to consider the
tree's completeness and think about possible causes that might be left
out. In this case people were more likely to estimate that causes were
missing, but even these estimates tended to be low, i.e., there were more
causes missing than even this sensitized group estimated.

These results suggest that analysts' etforts to fill out and
elaboraite a causal search tree are probably well-spent and will tend to
pay off in possible causes that would otherwise be overlooked. The issue
still open, however, is how the analyst can determine the point to stop
searching for causes.

Stopping.problem. While efforts to overcome impediments to causal
search tree construction will reduce the chances that naval analysts willoverlook Importont eauses, they do not solve the stoppng problems --

knowing when the causal tree is sufficie-tly completed. This it
essentially a problem of induction and information integration: 4iven a
ri•ch eaal trea, doeo the evidence suggest that some subset of thm
possib•le caual4 braoches Is an adiquate or satisfaccory so-plaatlonf ath

Two M.Ithods which he'ilp agialysts v10h this stoepping, prohlem vorvy
noted 4bove under rweinhttg L~ta"; Btayesian techniquess ond linear
modeting. Lioear mde ls ore the ba.is tor wost ca•utul wmhodling 4)t~ w . .

-1 wayt be the mogt compatible nothod for thsi lethr tho cfas•e tMre
sveM euotficlottly eoom-let(e. Thhea htisntcs of cau-ol aalyoi• s torhntiq.ts
a1lloV thA .anAlyst tot esti= t U etinulCatpWd vh espondsto,••
the role of "lturmiud d CAoges. it unAheplaitned vanriat. is too high (4"
anal1ytic judgment mu~t We Made 4-4 to VUhat -too high" fWAns). the4- casaril

trcis incomplete an~d theý cuu-nel tseireh vntat4 ul tn
The use of Uayasian techniques alloysw the 4InAlyfit to e-ttimatC 04hc

likelihood of an evokot gin varitous totses, 4nd to estimate k"MI
subjective p~rob-1ability that otly Iau,4) expla4A~tion Of thd wOVnlt in t~rU0-
If the auatlytat finds hiu or her %ubjuetto ro biiti es for tile vari~ous
causal ioplantntiono• ores or ll too lOU (!,tote "too 1W req•uireO dodn.lytAc
judgme8t), the causal Search Is incomplotu.

Ono Of the More Wide-spr;ad uses of Wtayesian raItntwques. 4n C~ual
an-alysis takest platt itt wdical diognomlis (6Gc.totty, et 4a1., W19?
LUcted, 19148; Hctkil, -at Al., 1975; ani schviartz,. et .41.,19). e1sn
aied #medical dfiegottlq 'make,% U se of decisioll treesý whtich sjsilfy th e

posibl acion nrd tststh pbsdianl cant t-ake and thoirpeibo
conlaequolencs for A patient withm one oi W skovuat pornsibcl itis.Hye n
teclmnlqouc are used to evaluate the p~hyINciAanS i&4uaivc, prnhnability
estimaites that, given certuin test tatdits and s.Yt~pto*n, thle patielet 'u
malady iN caused by one dtseate r-ather than Itiothar,ý Aa further
luforwation onl tents or piitientL i'aspwwsev to tt'eaLaenit iW acquired (I.e.,



14 as the physician and patient move to different nodes in the decision tree)
Bayes formula can be used to update the physician's estimates of Lhe
probabilitIes of various causes. Bayesian techniques are eopectally

i V useful in compensating for the tendencies to overemphasize case data
(e.g., a positive Lest result) and to undtrweight bane-rate data (e~g.,
the incidence of the disease in the population at largc).

Bayesian techniques do not handle effectively situations whereV multiple causes are operating, e.g., a patient with two disorders of
I overlapping nature. However, it is tor just such situations that causal

modeling was developed. Similarly, Bayesian techniques may be less
effective in cases where causes change over time. Dynamic systems
modeling, however, is a means for attacking this problem. This suggests

that the selection of a particular analytic aid for a causal analysis
problem is likely to be an heuristic, experimental process. The "right"
aid may not be the first one selected. An experimental approach to aids,
"i.e., a willingness to ty various types and combinations way be required

r (Krischer, 1980).

0. Hyvpothesis Generation

In Chapter 4 we reviewed several biases in the process of causal
hypothesis genoratton, i.e., the tendency to generate some types of causal
explanations and not others. We also noted in Chapter 4 the ease with
whic~h pen ople (irudi• s¢cintists using sMpl'isicated cause assessing

m~ethodu) coulkeet q prsuoive agencf-v contiecting a sus-pected cause.
with an L-ffect and find c0t1fiaaing evidkene for this hypothesis, even when
it was false,

tln contrast to the searcht 4pproach ta causal analysis, which
emph!astoed recog~ition and Or1tatli44t1o of pattern features i.i data Sets,
the hypotheais &tjftr'ýt•on approach foctuses ruA the Aogical generation of
|hypothesoe. their tesc', and a00 quoeo revisio, Htypothes is generation
proUome then ared likely to occur At either the genkartion, test, o)r

*roevision phases. We will di4%skuv the liatter two problem areas later, when
W., cZaonsidar thtenries. tn the preuent *ectiont we consider itypothosis
goenratipit problems.

* ps he biases In caud •e esal hypothesst _tavi escrib-d in% Chapter 4
t end to fall in-%to two groupw thore th-t are lurgely dua t o eogit
processe atd those thait AppeAr to bt baud on, assttmptions about cauiality

°it social rtitlshlps. The ccntitivc o %eec to ocetw mcdunse
certuain foatures of tohe sirfoctin•I tnaiot•tt dn d out effecLo And
pssi b e uses tnd to ugtrtain etnual usvlantin v thich ay be
inAPPropritat), V'heti theseý dAta fetattures' Art lArgely oil(s,
h)ked actor Versus A dtwlltted Actor), the hyohssgceneration Itroblew
eai be labold scr.ial, although it dpy have, at a wne AbscrAct lovsa1 a

cognitiv* basis.

I Gunftv~ rnbas.Three typtes of ýaia* wereý rovictced (fn ChAptor
4 4Whit"~; say lefAd the Analyst to generAte faullty cautsal hypetboscsz.
A i~~undaiaental Atttibution error, rcrstttvfet4nd dtriim

The futtdamental attributioon error 1in the tettdency to ottribute
behavioir to corros~pondIg pcr~sonal dis~positioits of th- ac-tor and niot to
e environcnttal causes. In large part this tendency is due. to focusgit off
attention and to the represenltativeuess heuristic. Thu toCusing of
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attention on an object (or actor) increases the likelihood that the object
of attention will be perceived as causing events. The representativeness
heuristic refers to the tendency to look for causes whose principal
features match those of the effect. Determinism is the tendency to seek
nonprobabilistic causes for phenomena and to not consider the possibility
of causal forces that have probabilistic effects.

An actor is typically the center of attention, and thus is seen as
causal, and the causes of the effects produced by the actor are typically
deemed to have originated with the disposition of the actor rather than
with the pressures of the environmental background.

This distinction between dispositional (or internal) sources of
behavior and environmental (or external) sources is one of considerable
importance for naval and military analysts. Did the Soviets become
involved in this crisis because of their overall plan to destabilize the
region (internal cause) or because Lheir client state is threatened by a
Western client (external cause). Did the Soviet naval construction plan
change in response to Soviet geopolitical strategy (internal) or in
response to naval threats from their adversaries (external). To what
extent are Soviet actions due to a mixture of internal and external
causes?

Social scientists have developed an extensive and elaborate set of
quantitative methods to deal with one form of this causal problem;
determining the causes of arms races. These methods could be extended to
efforts to model crisis interactions, diplomatic penetrations, aid for
conflicting client states, etc. In our sample of naval estimates none of
the various dynamic arms models were used.

It is somewhat surprising for two reasons that n,.ne of the naval
analysts sampled used quantitative arras race models in their analyses.
First, the naval analysts themselves (e..gt, 4owen, NPSP, ch. 4)
occasionally drew pn-allels between previous naval races end the
Soviet-Americau naval rivalry. For example, Boweu (p. 57) describou thw
circustances of the current "ovict-Awrican naval balance as

S. •. sitilar to those that prveciled at the bellinnin of
the century vhei Germany chailoueod the supremacy of
Britaifi'u n1avy.

Second, many arms- rivalrite in the 190 4"d 20th c.eeunt•tr thavC
btion oaval. Muotiugteni (19SO) ltntcd thirwien orta-s racet4 in thig ptvlnd,
of vhtcl. Akevtt antd . thtird wero naval (the thicd of icakt; to toe t-jtl4teA0w

cotpeitenof the thzited- StA-tes ond UiSSR). While lotntnwlist #LAY
00t be @ 4fUtlVa, it i& q~iar liakyd th4t t00 hirh twtmn(0 Of naval
racts hould be. fountd in a iot ttooplte lst. Carhiky, 604 could
conclude that about half of the najor Ar*s racco, for which s#*mtta1
scientcists twev* do-loreti Quantitottv anftAlytic tiels, haVed been nav.al.

Two Wi~n dv-Antiages- Of argat tact o wedl ato that thty (1) OAa4&e
w~ore e~piictt and uttca~clyprocistt the an41ALyst' ieplliti
osSubptiOns and intIuitive.hptee about otfts~ cttln (1) potvidr a
clear distinction beter~tA Coro&gn-induced an4 sef-indaced foirces in A
nation's aras pron.ram (Gatitzcl, 1973' Woiiace w.1d 19snI76). Othqsr
agpects of the nature Of art" cofPetitiot) rAnf ho icluded in tbo'ne V*44ls,
e.g.. uthetbor the #tAte% involte- are contpetioq in tuozhcr% or tcchnoln-ty
at both (e.g., flollist, 197?;1 IIhantintona .49S; Lutetbacher, 076h). It is
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also posUible to model an arms competition Itwen two nations (e.g., the
Uni~ted Stato and the 11SR) at the same time that COInpuLLtiot betweenf pacts and a4llances are examined (e.g., NATO and Warsaw Pact, see,
Rattinger, 1975; Wallace and Wilson, 1978). That is, there may be
alliance or pact causal factors, as well as intranational and
international causes for arms competition. Arms models also help the
analyst avoid "micror imagi.ng." That is, while one state mty he reacting
largely to its compuptittor's behavior, the competitor state way be

4 responding primarily to internal forces. "Mirror imaging" is the bias
"toward perceiving such situations as symmetrical, i.e., both competing
states are reacting to the same kinds of factors. Several arms race
modelers (e.g., Hollist, 1977; Luterbacher, 1976; Rattinger, 1975; Wallace

Ot, and Wilson, 1978) using different models and various data sets all

essentially concluded that while the USSR's arms and especially its
strategic missile programs were reactive to Western (especially United

States) armn, the United States' programs were not symmetrical: U.S.
programs showed More reaction to internal forces (cost, technology,
previous arms spending) than did the Soviet programs. It is a mistake to
dismiss arms race mrodels (as does Wohlstetter, 1975: 47) simply because

Vk -the two nations involved do not behave in exactly the same (or a
symmetrical) way. In fact, it is because the nations may not be reacting
"identically, or responding to forces which are the mirror image of each

other, that arms race models are Qartictlarly helpful.
Explicit models of arms competition may yield some useful

predictive indicators as well as systematize the ntalyst 's reasoning on
causal factors. For example, Wallace (1979) found that the product o( the
smoothed race of arms increases for pairs of dtiputatious oatiOns

predicted whether war would follow the arms Compecirtwn. Ra;.dly
aQccelePrate~d kirms races euscalated to war itA ti out of 2S cý,seg' while
d-spute- not proced b

Ar1 casw es.s
Ani ixelomiat etwaqlla Q V4or utitottIve arttj race, ctit-04eJi~tg ctds

with detawilod qua4at~itve doicriptivo onalysy-ii is4 iý,Ahlaoet~ieo~t
series on Oth Angin--kt'man )reedtioughc ratta (1974, 1975, 19817Q, fl-fot

t - dias-cAm (g2) -1lutwtr ng how h44
tradittoliAl 4nalY-Sts and hit tundrii:1 al ethods h r VqV Otorasdt inA htt

stuy. li aproch einores hePoint zdetaro thAt q4t~ttAtitte
4**egI*r~t of fAtr Qflf- 4 u4t too! for e~nn tho

Setal{r~i T+40a typo# of Qý041Polous jt4# bit rol~atd to
thed tcthlencY to p~ootata ttgtal lis thyp ses*0 Onl 00ew o a -ý

intdthts. "Qm of th040 ptrtflto* VUaS tho tedre Or ttfibtotq

Actuto Oho ateprcie ;ale to trotn4tid dto 4Op;ttwtr Acýtt
* weVre Also percelive 4s tre otvae (TAthert thatt UrYtie fyevsCtual

A seeeszdt% pr;tlout ot #OcI4! pescs Onf 1*-e i tho te#O-ettuy to

att*t vh w~j tiot(4v oPmccd of Ur Owe obsercer) Ot liked
c tb r% o dr-psiion 4~d 1 Z4,-Me gct4ts ta 1tick, 4thancke, or

stua~tlio, &I the 0"e ttank4. gn to attriute 44d' actionsg Ot liked actors
to lock, chAnce, or s;ituation, and ot dl-ziked actizit to ipstn.

Disliked actors, it% Other Vords, tdttd cOuy to be Vet" as plannIng bad
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Fig-ure 5.2. Laaibelet's Approach to Qualitative and Quantitative Aspects Of'
the Anglo-German oreadnought Race.*
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*ctioiw and au WiLnn forced (or ststmbl~issg Accidently) i(ItO good A-iwtlojs.
SClioe methods outlinled above to iti uh u 4CLiOn for systowtwMiztwt

ca':sSaX tvypourhefut; 0hOUld alssstc the attalyst to sivo'd theqe tiocial cauise
biases* Another techtzique WAS OUtlinled in Clrr 4- Kelioy.%n contiettus,J cousitttnnAcy, antd diStitlCtivctwflfi meothod. This riwthlod can be viewod as a
89ee1$t1 form of causal model aimed ;it the statistical features of

dispotcicOal MWd situational Causes of actionks.

PREDICTIONS

roricastitng would be an absurd eantarprise, wt.re it not

Uortrand det JouvLetll,

Nav4 analysts txe Art of Conjectsureepricd

Wivl AtalstsS~e to-h~e =nay of Ote Same proatjleMS -- t~in
byOther fOrkeca4gers. In Chapter Z Wk- Qoted "h~r 04- relativ 1elck of

speCific predictionS- by U4VAl analys-ts made it tnposuible int OAiS study to
aystematically 4ssessa the predicrtio ofrcatgcack rvgord o- nval
Analysts. Such aepatsare 4han xclc a0d tan MOP tr provi4ing the
4Qialyst twith setclo~tfebe.This stvg~gpss that niaval an~lysrts

tmakding ov s theirt n prv'iciart pred etons (2) rsui rleoinpariu

preiccerwto ourcnýqmt and a sta ither tre-queagy', nagaftfltxdc n
diro-clrc f orvors*, and 0.) 4Atfirh zhi* cra'4 rve-Or4 foedbk to modLfy

choir pejtntresi~mtos
Soca mlanlysts ow to ad to rn4ke vagtUse V'elphiC foecss Z

AeO*pian tcimv~Oces it is ddfictdt or ipsbeto gauge the anfyt'sott

nt mAtoVý 'lt f_ % 4it taly
-t 4zf t Awght'.c will pveoev-.q th tt' -:4r '-r'kvt.Ofýa47,mn

4 0 ztt zL t k4 ti4iv-Y ttO. A 44bjOezkv'

f~vo~hsxek 11' "AI$ 4ft tao 'A4t vzQ0 of th totl41 is

sysF~a144apt1#44 1cttse tm
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. . . the use of previous-error feedback is lacking in the
forecasting efforts in every area except that of certain
short-term econometric forecasting models.

This nonuse of error-correction feedback use seems due to the forecasters'
beliefs that their assumptions about the future already incorporate all
the data pertinent to known trends. In many cases, however, the
forecasters' methods cannot accurately predict known trends, let alone the
uknown future.

The failure of intelligence analysts to backcast has been noted
several times in connection with the underestimation of Soviet strategic
missile inventories (Sullivan, in Godson, 1980; Wohlstetter, 1975a), i.e.,
estimators continued to underestimate capabilities even after evidence of
past underestimates were noted, including a warning from Soviet le;ader
Brezhnev that the West was undercounting! Among the explanations for this
persistent underestimation of capabilities is the hypothesis that U.S.

-intelligence analysts had misperceived Soviet strategic intentions and
requirements, and had "mirror-imaged" the Soviet intentions to correspond

to our own (e.g., see Sullivan, in Godson, 1980; 62).

Boototrapping

A second technique that can help ar.alyrts to :larify their
4asumptious is bootstrapping. That is, a qvantitative model ot the
analyst'4 predictions is constructed using the data Inputs considered by
th1e analyst apd fitting these variables to the analyst's prediction&.
This model of the analyst will reflect chc data viriables that most
influened the predictions, thus providn.• the analyst with quantitývive
information on the ingredients of his or her predictions. 8y ktowirn
which variables most heavily influeoco his predictitn the aalysat can
better assess his pre•iction assuMptiotct.

Two of the qtt4ntitattve 6tudies done by O'Leary And Coplin (1975)
for State Dopartment intelligetice a•alyst oused a quaI-boot•t•appiag
approa~ch tovard improvitig predictive c;Apability (althoughi it wtus aut

* .Ldot~tified as6 hoe zeanjs)i#; by ;;4- duthots),ý It okw effort. (t'Acdtcttng
* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ii -oiie inchlt ntopclAcc~ h. Z, O'Ue--Y, and Coplin,ý
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violence were closely related to the weekly and monthly frequencies of
violent acts in the area. Ifr effect, the analysts' projections of
violence in the future were strongly influenced by the trequency of
violence in the past deck and month.

O'Leary and Coplin's analysis Included an outline of an asses'stient
"technique to test the validity of the analysts' assumptions as revealed by
the quantitative model, which seem's to be one of the more useful
consequences of bootstrapping the analysts' predictions.

Sensit ivity_ Tenting

Other problems noted in Chapte 4 were the tendencies to overweight
case data and underweight base-rate data in predictions, and the tendency
to overestimate the predictive validity of indicator variables. A partial
antidote to these tendencies is sensitivity testing, that is, asking the
analyst to cGusider how her or her predictions would be different if the
base rates were vastly different, or if the predictive validity of th~eA indicators were varied. These sensitivity ixercises tend Lo make
predictions more regressive (i e., closer to the normative statistical
predictions, rsOe Fischhoff, Slovic, and Lichtenstein, 1979). Sensitivit"
tests seem to lead to greater attention to the predictive and diagnosttc
power nf the variables used, and predictions- more in line with this

Val$ditv of Futre Assum u icius
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past. By serving as a validated representation of the "surprise free"
future, the simple model, in effect, enables the analyst to concentrate on
those forces and developments that may cause surprises. To the degree
that the future is like the past, the simple model will do the best job of
extrapolating the important variables. But the model lacks the analysts'
insights, experience, and intuitions about new trends, incipient
developments, sudden variations, changes in context or tone. These subtle
cues can only be appreciated by the analyst, and the use of a baseline,
"surprise-free" model may allow the analyst the opportunity to pursue
these leads to the surprising funure.

A Science Analogy

A useful analugy can be drawn between the situation described in
the preceding section and Kuhn's (1970) sociological description of
"normal" science and "revolutionary" or "paradigm shift" science. Normal
science is the use of proved and accepted scientific methods to solve
problems and puzzles which bear importantly on a scientific field.
Problems are attacked that are widely believed to be solvable and, once
solved, become important parts of a major scientific theory. Kuhn has
m•uch more to say about normal science, but the point here is that it is
analogous to the developrent and use of simple quantitative models to deal
with the "surprise-free" aspects of prediction. Such models provide a
means to matte accurate extrapolations from past evidence into the fot;re
using agreed-upon methods and data to solve important prediction
problems.

A scientific revolution occurs when a major scientific theory is
changed, ie., the scientific paradigm shifts. This means that the
interpretations of relationships observed in the past ure changed, viewed
from a completely new perspective, and givev, a diff rent meaning. Such
shifts come about, Kuhn helieves, because, in the co%%rse of normal
science, new, surprising and unexpected phenomena 4re constantly
uncovered, Such anomalies, as •htK labeled them, aro uaexplainable or
even uninterpretable within the context of the extant paradigm. for MOst
scientists they act not ipmortant problems because they fall outside most
of the ctegovies a-t classifitcatio schemes of the partdigm, Either the

of tlhe poradigo* or, no interpretable solntimi see= possible, or the
anomaly is loterpreted As a part of the paradgm aer all.

Kuhn a• cd that anomalius tend to accuwlata, however*, and he

t ,he Rtentific autetprtst haa developed A uniquely
pow•r•ul ochoiqua ior productng supriatu of this sort.

The boildwl o g urprisoes d otow1oo leadn to A blurriog ot th- paradig
uda oon~.n f the Wart~ak rtilo# for oioroMa reteAteh*

Eventuallty, norcal steftvce Ox;wioe 4 eri*14, And a tudneftAl
Shift of ptcteption -1 belie oecurz; 44 act.nts4tu Atept a nte thioty to
lotorpret both the old prd1lCo atd the aceumuldtod aooo~alieu * Th4 #owl
theory, developod in large pArt roft the effort to explain tlhe LW kuOptis
uonerated froi nroudal oýtttoee, rraolt how tile old Ah•o gil th*•- ne

aano"mliat are porcdived atd otan1~ted, Scientific theoty io tratforased.



Many features of the old interpretation remaiii, but the entire situation
receives a now interpretation.

The use of simple quantitative prediction models in naval analysis
is likely to "solve" many noruml prediction probleamn as well as generate
many anomalies and surrprises. The navitl analyst should be especially
concerned with these usv;'ml discoveries and should attempt to reformulate
the concepts and categories used to explain the situation so as to

F incorporate the anomalies. These efforts way lead to a crisis between the
now interpretation and the simple models, which may lead to a revolution
and paradigm shift, i.e., a new theoretical view of Soviet naval
intentions. If this new theory is successful in accounting for the
anomalies, it can be the basis for a new set of simple quantitative models
(although these will he significantly different trom, the succeeded

models). The new models will, like the old, generate both solutions and
nuw anomalies.

The predictive advantages of using a normal science/simple model-
and revolutionary scivntistlanalytic speculation system is that the

* analyst is focusing on surprises, anomalios, a',d the unexpected, but is
"backed-up" by a reliable theoretical base. The normal. thuoretical base
of the simple models will cope with "surprise-free" situation*s, freeing
the analysts to develop new ftraewcwrks to ikicorporate those teleinlcts ofU the present (anomalieus) that bWtoken tUe surprises of the future. Many
anomalies will have no sci"entific relevance, they will bu d4ta colle.ction
errors, deceptions, accidents, noiso 0n the analytic chanttels, etc.

r lfsvinguishing, betweeni the m~eaningless5 anlomza4 is an'd those tha&t signal tile
trends of the future is * major task. The use of simple. Modil• g of
norumQl theories And a "surprisc,-tree" future, igt tre the anlalyst to
create. the uow thworie's ne.eded to 4uticipate. a pis future.

f Life is the art of drAwing avificiert coacluatoas fromQ
iwattfictieat promises.

Samuel Uutltr, bNot~qkq
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Despite such difficulties a few of the sampled naval analysts did

employ multiple hypothesis testing or disconfirmation strategies, and
several analysts seemed alert to the significance of negative evidence.

If there was one main characteristic problem of theorizing among
the sampled naval analysts it was perhaps the reluctance to make specific
predictions on the basis of various theories and to systematically and
repeatedly test theories against one another. In particular, there was
too little expliocit disconfirmation and too much confirmation. There was
very little effoct devoted to developing methods of testing theories which
would reflect quantitatively the ASe. to which evidence supports or does
not support an hypothesis. Although we found naval analysts updated their
theories, the lack of explicit methods tor evaltvating the degree of
support that evidence conveys on a given hypotheses made it difficult to
ascertain exactly why the analyst changed the theory.

Although there are aids available to analysts which quantify
hypothesis testing (e.g., Bayes Theorem is specifically formulated to
update a prior hypothesis given new information), there are no
quantitative aids that prescribe how or when scientists should reformulate

<- theories. As Kuhn (1970) describes the structure of scientific
revolutions, the process is largely a social one of scientists arguing,
replicating, =onfirming, revising, and generally shaping and influencing
each other's vlews and research. Scientific discoveries which rail to
generate interest in other scientists die on the vine unless rediscovered
in the wake of a scientific crisis and revolution. Similarly, an
intelligence or naval analyst may reformulate a theory of intentions that
produces better estimates, but unless the new theory is communicated to
other analysts and to estimate users, it is likely to have very litthe
£mpact, ecep• on its originator. Furthermore, it is likoly that theinsights of one a alyse are sigaif~cautly sharpened atd refined when they

are shared with a"d examined by others. A theory developed ini a Community
of analysts is likely to be better thaun the same theory developed only by
its origInator.

This suggests that there are important social and orgonitational
dimensiou% to theory formula-tjon, revision, and cha"0e 4nd chat Aiding
these dimensions of estimatiou goes beyond the individ"l anolyat (see
stech, 1979, for on apprAisal of soQil onl political
IIpCts Of intention CetiMAtIOn). JUSt AS there are w0aknesses in
estitnatioo looic, thero arc eknse in the t'gigi nlprocesses of

estea~u~Theos sociol and oranKci-l iCnanwbeox iupowtanlt
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of science and scientific theory. There is no point attempting to review
j thle pathways into that literature here, any reader who avails himself of

the references in this study will quickly find many leads if such are
needed.

A more important issue in; whether and to what degree scientific
methodq are appropriate tor the social, political, and naval science
questions that concern the naval analyst. Science requlires, in addition
to the attributes noted above, control and experimental manipulation of
variables. Control and experimentation are rarely possible in the -,,ial
sciences to the degree that they can be exercised in physical es.
Does this mean that thle !;ocial scicnces cannot be truly scientiftt and
that attempts at i$cientific methods in these areas are fated to be little
more than over-sophistication?

No clear-cut, general prescriptions can be offered to the atnalyst

on this is:;ue. It will be tip to the analyst whether to adopt a scientific
or quantitative technique, to attempt explicit theorizing and theory
building, or to continue to rely on narrative explanation. Scientists and
philosophers continue to wrestle with the question of whether social

4 science can 6n truly scintitic (e.g , see tteClintock, 1981; Ziman, 1979).
Just as unaided anutlysis and thtoory-building, have their limitations, as we
outlined i0 Chapter 4, scie3ntific rMethods aWL. thetories have their limits,
es pecially as applied to social phenomoea. Naval analysts should be aware

Sof thQ limits of both.
Whether a particular quantitative aid or theory-building approach

will be useful or helpful is largely an empirical question. We have tried
to outline htow the nlaval analy-st can detect and assess the shortcomings of
,his or her unaided tsstitntiov% or narraItive logic. Tte analyst will have
to apply this general knowledge to the particul•ar case to determine
whethver th shoreo ingg t thus deqtecttd are serij)us Otnough to warrant the

usei of cXplicit quatitatotive aids. Similarly, thie onoyst Will have to
evatuate the aqvwtasgqs atiuswt the costs of develf]opi a qtnanwtzicjve
tlheory-building approch, the use of multiple hypothesihs disconft•iation
strategieo, or thO other theory-rvviaioi methods toted in (.taptor 4, and
io Oth previou4 sections of this chapter.

In effect, the zinalyst faces an infiniite regress: how to decide
whother or nit to try out a pairtietalao eho4 or thoruiinapproach!
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evaluated the costs and benefits of the quantitative methods. O'Leary and
Coplin made an informal cost-benefit analysis, and it might be necessary
for naval analysts to make such evaluations more explicitly and
systematically (e.g., using cost-benefit techniques, decision-analysis,
multiattribute utility methods, utc.) or to attempt a prosrý-ctive rather
than a retrospective evaluation. The main point, however, is that the
quantitative methods were tried to see if they work, with what limits, to
determine how much improvement they could wake, and at what expense. This
is an approacit we would recommend to any analyst who might be tempted to
try an improved methodology for intention estimation.

Theory and NavallAnalysis: An 2Ednote

For many centuries scurvy was the greatest killer of seamen, worse
than war, accidents, storms, or all other causes of death together.
lMosteller (1981) recently summarized the course of the medical theoriziig
and research on this terrible naval scourage. The first clues as to
scurvy's causes came when James Lancaster sailed with four ships to India
for the British Last India Company. Lancaster dosed the crew of one of
the four ships with three teaspoons of lemoan juice each day. Few of the
men on this ship died, but more than a third of the men died on the other
three ships.

James Lind, a physician, learnted of Lancaster's experience and
convuctcd another exporiment on the ship Salisbury. Ile gave sailors with
scurvy one of the folloving six treatments$ vtnugar, sea water, cider,
vitriol elixir, oL'rages and lemons, 0C tutmoi,. Those patients who
rercwived the citruts recovered, the rest did viot,

The British Navy begAn usitng citrus juice on a4 regularV bas-is *I4_
scurvy Was wiped out io thq fleet. The Uritinh 4Pard of Trade followed
the N4VY #nd "Curvy. wns eliminatod from the Morchant Retwtce.

Mosteller t s tale of theory beiag, put to prctIcl u0- f o-rnaa
service is an admirable CAse of naval anillytic Lhuoriit•tr, save iL ote
fe~a~tue, ,_caster's discovery was .ade in, 10l1, bid's experient Ws-,
condouced tn 744, the fritish Navy &dopud lemon juice in And the

Urdof Trade- did tho tnamt int 160S. As Ua-stcller (p. 06) noted, evoft
_edy, 400 yptAC aJo curvy von tdetati~e nawvlp~utet

Navy is tqrWQftted with thQ low levels of vitamin C in the 0144-M4 of
aittvr pttrola.

Theorvy is a powerful tool for tuaial analysis, 11t difficult at
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V HISTORICAL VALLACIES-*

r 1. Inquiry

A. Question -Framing

1. Biaconian F'allacy -pure induction and synthesis, no
preconcep tionis

2. Many questions -(a) reqluiring two answers andIallowinig only one
(b) bogg~ing the question
(c) wakin" a false premise
(d) demanding a simple answer for a

_ comp~leK question

3. Fa!lse Uichotomios -as-suming either/or and rulipZ out
and/both; assurannj; mutual
ex~clusion and z~ollective

-~twxhaUst iota

4.Metaphysical questions - dematoing otupidcal ansgwers for
NWUhat iC secat questi onss

S.bictiorlai Questions -- ~wht ity e4 qutionqust~n

6 . Semautic4l Queutiona cogfusion of tuame wi th evrUts

7. ecltr4tivs2 tquestious que-sttor4J which1 state their'w

Cout~crque~tous -pfosig aU qucstiou a a-W

I. Tiautolotic-al Quetions4 - Al vomatle 4" v A~ tt~utuo

OU10 L6"ton - al possibled 404wes AteW4

flIrreh~vaat ~at - acts of beAriog on the4 4'uettiet

13. proof 4y Abwt#46 04 twidet#Cv tot Xtaken 4 (aividencte
jfor w-

'6iatyof VISCher (1070).



14. Presumptive Proof - shifting burden of proof onto others :9

15. Circular Proof - assuming what was to be demonstrated

16. Mass Opinion Proof - amassing expert opinions on Issues,
rather than proof

17. Possible Proof - showing that X is possible, rather
than *that X is true

18. Hypostaticed Proof - accepting a theory of X as proof of X 2
itself

19. Appositive Proof - proving A by coatrast. to B, where B
is in error

20. Misplaced Lite ilism - assuming everything said is literally
me~at .

21. Misplaced Precision - accepting more accuracy than is

possible

C. Factual Significaace

22. Holism - a sense. of the whole must guide
selectiou of (Ffalals

23. Eiseoces- the "Iinaer core of rezltty' mutst bW

sought and glues cirtzipty and
complotoesCs to facts

24. Prodigious Facto - eosationtl foets arc Viotakcnt tar
sicntfeout filets

23. Furtive Fac-ts - sertt netst 4rQ nsu~i~f to h1Av W490
truth or Saillif idcaec

U6. koralistic. Fae'to morally Wdlritimr cvenrt asumed to ba
of greatersgncatc

V. rhapCex Mata& fact# thot art vtbt40 tor '4 #dcild
C44U0# SwUZgIIv also to be mtot

IL. Aesthetic Fac-ts - eloga~tt to#ýzts believed tW b mere

29. Q"UatitAtiivt Ficts t acts ,kich cosft best, cout tnt

31. Fortuitou4 Factst - tnfotstion t~tntvt-ta by 4accld'at or
ast tile "trýrb tiod dctt-d to

beoot greater siltaticasce
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II. E~xplanation

I A, Geineralization

32. Insufficient Sampling - conclusions based on too-small
Uauaplos

33. Lonely Facts - geaeralization from a singl,1 cage

34. Special Pleading - use of a double stittdard of evidence
intaýrpru~tutionl tu deal1 With In-
conventeat data, e.g., rejecting

~outlieirs"

35. StatisticalA lpriassioiiisra - impressi onist ic interpre tations of4
precisce numpbers, or canting -

-~ 36.impressioos into precise uuebors

3.Statistical Woiwouse - a gconratizationv With no meaning for
the cAse in thk! presentz Cttutex

37. Probability FallAcies - (4) assuwtnig a dtstribatiou will bo

4*4

a rana4a VV'kt ti' IsOvemdue 0f 4et--ir

38, L4;ological Fallacy - ra4n cases AMis
With the vari4ble boUti

I 39. Falsti Exuappaldrtt - :trtchng # *taetstiea goratvs pafl
pointi

tgvetutv tttaft thie ~ttAieýqA of

uoti* gtvt it% geowtal1tt mt

dpitcy dL#rirenl 4vtdahe'a

ti~nCan &*ek~ tiof~

Av~t.4 Ooubte-taethvetsin#' t{gt t:JO



exceptions

B, Narration

44. waacbrouisms -taking concepts out of their right
time

45. Prescuutsm (nunc
pro tune) - the outcomes explain the means; the

sigaificance of autecedencu
determined by their consequences U

46, Mntiquaria,.'sm - opposite of prfseutistm, collecti on of
dead facts, well preserved f row
the presemt

4?. Tunnel Hlistory - Sealing of a clas of eveuts from
evorythins else that has
happemed

486 Falise Purtodizatiott - apply~tI4 iOPrtappriate temporal
lictv to a probhnem. Falst
ap!pdicton of 4 g,4a cb .xc.-i.
fto" one veailm to Another

49. Tcl~csoe~4n -. Oakiug a 1Ott0 stQty too showrt,
reducitr 4 trten_4 to a

5~~~~~~XYo lltcmk¶Cit at wztts tr eo
IQI~$ vxry iengwr. A ft1,'o

the~t wrtkin atin

to IIit"4 OVerythLOA 4 It* 1tv.- .e41t

a0. Stuuc -~law av-i Ptha'IA au

ornlt ttquir no 41h'A i.*s-i

55. Ccraicc Yallacy Stai a kctin4pocs
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56. Didactic Faliacy -attermptitil¶ to cxtract 1CtuSQW ofj hiti1tory miul applingtr4 hem to
LILL prusontt

C. cwk~saiity

$7.Pst Hoce, Pruptur llc - fh fo 'owt-d A, A caaticd U3, bi.g
event.s have big; reuits

is 58 Cum~ HOC, Pbrnittt I10c. - a"sumiat;i correliacon ;:q4au4 C"v$ML*oQ

5'). Pro Hoec, Propccr Hocc - rututheof bofore cOw c~ases

60. &.cducamioti~m - ruducleiug wump1&x1ty to At~plittys$ or

fuu~d~o~ sw. wsithyvt
suf ficioaik C'404;C

I 61. ieatity - tO¶t~t i~ ttt LV'QA10I

a.61 Wtit OU~cs bt$,bgte

ihoi

A~aluce vrior-fty 1oe defi C4;1t p~w*tIA.hCIvd1 torw
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calculation In conduct, and
underestimation of other motives

70. Ono-dimums-itoned
Kotivos - single motive explanatit)Q5. a a.

power

71. Universal Notives - assumption that veopio are
intellectually and
psychologically identical

72. nasa &o-wo-vs -ascribing nociVatiOttS be-Yonid tSoe Of
iadividuals to groups

73. flan-masn, titives - takitig an individual anid snw2
00Met iato a group

74. Uatsoztian's Fallacy - Assuminge that Suhjuets of histury
hav~e intiights itito their
situtiuons that histowiaois
kavc With hindsigh-t
Assumitn thtn~ people c~a knov

75. Go,"-oSWOie Fallac~y - ofiit$' ~spr 4 ti

M6 Divuioo F~llacy - oPPiteattuiot of grop q4*WA@tiS to All

77Dit 9"Vn t-Q'%A a @4 ift WtL4tit

its ; v 44 wkh- ha t o4 LeAr
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1 4ý

83. Crosta groupiwjg - ustop, termi of ocie group to cow-

84. LtisiaiUous Anialogy -uninreaedod attmlosw emttcddc4 in

for A~gu povg., ruscovtwc

$6. t ya-schiAwilogygof atncdogLca tcrmi frQm aiw

Fa k'4!t Nxtidtck 4wa4 y - i cc*'dt 4tia1§oy itao 'A
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